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IRS IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
TAXPAYERS' BILL OF RIGHTS

FRIDAY, APRIL 6, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
SucOMMIrTEE ON PRIVATE RETIREMENT PLANS AND

OVERSIGHT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,
COMMITiEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:42 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. David Pryor
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
[I're It.elaw No, II-22, Mar. 14, 1W0)J

FINANCE SUBCOMMIiTTK TO HOLD HEARING ON TAXPAYER R{IoTS; IMPLx.MUNTATION
or TAXPAYERS' BILL o RIGHTS TO sE REVIEWED, PRYOR SAYS

WASHINoTON, DC-Senator David Pryor (D., Arkansas), Chairman of the Senate
Finance Subcommittee on Private Retirement Plans and Oversight of the Internal
Revenue Service, announced Wednesday that the Subcommittee will hold a hearing
to review the Internal Revenue Service's (IRS) implementation of the Taxpayers
Bill of Rights.

The hearing is scheduled for Friday, April 6, 1990 at 9:30 a.m. in Room SD-215 of
the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

"The IRS has had well over a year to implement the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights.
Everything should be up and running by now, and the Subcommittee needs to take
a careful look to see if the IRS is administering the law properly. Additionally, this
is a good time to assess how well the legislation Is protecting the rights of American
taxpayers, and to determine whether any follow.up legislation is necessary," Pryor

The Omnibus Taxpayer Bill of Rights, subtitle J of Public Law 100-647, was on-
acted in November 1988 to provide greater protection for taxpayers in disputes with
the IRS. In general, the legislation modified IRS audit procedures codified many
taxpayer rights, provided new protections for the taxpayer during the levy and col.
election process and established new procedures and institutions to oversee the pro-
tection of these rights.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID PRYOR, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM ARKANSAS, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE

Senator PRYOR. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. First, I
would like to remind our audience today and all of those participat-
ing within the hearing room that this committee today, as always
in the past, will strictly adhere to the rules, not only of the U.S.
Senate, but more specifically we will adhere to the rules of the
Senate Finance Committee.

I will read Rule 14 of the Finance Committee rules that relates
to audiences. "Persons admitted into the audience for open hear-
ings of the committee shall conduct themselves with dignity, deco-



rum, courtesy and propriety traditionally observed by the Senate.
Demonstrations of approval or disapproval, or any statement or act
by any members or witness are not allowed. Persons creating con-
fusion or distractions or otherwise disrupting the orderly proceed-
ingof the hearing shall be expelled from the hearing."

That rule today is going to be strictly enforced. It is not in any
way an attempt to repress the free expression of any individual.
That is not what our country is about. But we have called the wit-
nesses carefully this morning. We will not have them interrupted,
nor will we have the orderly process of this committee interrupted
this morning or any other day.

Today we are requesting the Internal Revenue Service to appear
for an audit. I hope the Commissioner has his records in order, that
the standard imposed on taxpayers-crossing every 'T" and dot-
tin* every "I"-is being met by the IRS. At today's hearing we will
review whether the IRS is complying with the law.

In November of 1988 the President of the United States signed
the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights into law. It became the law of the
land. It was the first comprehensive attempt by Congress to
strengthen the rights of our citizens in their dealings with the tax
man. The Act provides a basic safety net for taxpayers when the
bureaucratic machine goes awry. The safety net will work only if
the IRS decides that taxpayers' rights are a high priority.

Today we question whether the Internal Revenue Service consid-
ers the individual rights of the American taxpayer a high priority.
The public will not be protected by merely codifying a list of safe-
guards and having the IRS issuing regulations. What the public
needs is a change in the attitude of the Internal Revenue Service.

The hearing this morning will test the IRS's commitment to im-
plementing the spirit, as well as the letter of the new law, known
as the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights.

I am going to be the very first this morning to admit that the
Taxpayers' Bill of Rights is far from perfect. Nothing this fine in-
stitution eve does is perfect. After 2 years of hearings and debate
and three complete rewrites, the majority of the House and Senate
finally agreed to its passage. In order to bring about this passage,
we had to make some compromises. We had to make last minute
changes to the bill as we do in most legislation.

This brings me to the second subject of today's hearing, a look at
the legislation itself to see if it is providing the necessary protec-
tion for the taxpayers. I hope that the witnesses today, including
the IRS, will make suggestions to this committee on how to im-
prove the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights and how to protect the rights of
the American taxpayer.

Our witnesses come from all over the country this morning. They
represent many different interests. In addition to the Commission-
er, Mr. Goldberg, testifying today, we have Mrs. Kay Council, an
aggrieved taxpayer, to discuss her very sad story. We will hear
from Mr. John Connor, a very brave and courageous revenue offi-
cer from Philadelphia, to discuss his job, his role as a collection
agent of the Internal Revenue Service. We have a number of small
business representatives and practitioners to discuss how the Act
has affected their members.



Finally, there is no denying that the Internal Revenue Service
has a tough job. Thousands of dedicated employees try to carry out
the IRS's mission to collect the proper amount of taxes owed under
the law. But by the very nature of the IRS's mission, it will always
place, to some degree, the American taxpayer in jeopardy. So Con-
gress must provide, and always place as a high priority, the basic
rights of the individual citizen. And Congress needs to be constant-
ly vigilant in its oversight. We must remind the IRS that they are
dealing with real people with real problems.

I would like to close by relating something I heard a young busi-
nessman say recently to me in a town meeting in Arkansas. I be-
lieve it summarizes what many taxpayers feel today about their re-
lationship with the tax collector.

He said, and I quote, "It is not that I have a problem with paying
the IfRS every shiny nickel I owe the Government, and it is not
that I begrudge them having to get tough every now and then if I
do not pay; what I do resent is when they bury me in computer
letters, do not acknowledge my explanations, and grab my bank ac.
count, ruin my credit and only then decide they were wrong after
all."

I look forward this morning to hearing these witnesses, We ap-
preciate their attendance. We will impose a 5-minute rule on each
witness. We will impose a 3-minute limitation on the answers
posed by members of the committee.

One of the great Senators who has been involved in shaping the
Taxpayers' Bill of Rights, and protecting the American taxpayer is
Senator Harry Reid from the State of Nevada. Senator Reid and 1,
I think, became the first two co-sponsors of the Taxpayers' Bill of
Rights. In fact, 2 years ago, I might remind Senator Reid and the
audience, that in his maiden speech on the floor of the Senate, I
happened to be the presiding officer at that moment, Senator Reid
talked about some of the abuses of the Internal Revenue Service
and the need for a Tax a ere' Bill of Rights.

I sent him a note andi said, "Senator Reid, I want to join you in
this effort." We are glad that Senator Reid is continuing his vigi-
lance. We appreciate him coming this morning.

Senator Reid, we look forward to hearing your statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. HARRY REID, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
NEVADA

Senator REID. Senator Pryor, thank you, very much.
There is a famous poem written by T.S. Elliott called "The

Wasteland." And the first line of the poem says that "April is the
cruelest month," I have for the committee's 1xinefit, have a poem
written with T.S. Elliott's speech in mind. It is based on T.S. El-
liott's "The Wasteland."

April is the cruelest month, sending 1040's across the land,
mixing duty and despair, stirring taxes, a Spring pain. Reading lips
kept us warm, expecting no new taxes, forgetting Internal Revenue
has no humor. W-2 surprises coming after the holidays, with the
power of law the tax man stopped us and said he had the right to
lien upon our labor. And sounding awful talked about his power, in
this world nothing is certain but death and taxes. And as the IRS



was churlish, crafting new abuses, Congress, it passed a Bill ofRights. The Agency's leash was tightened. They had to say, taxpay-
ers you have rights. The IRS must follow rules. In the meantime,
all citizens are free to inquire about their rights and keep their
legal wage.

Mr. Chairman, this poem is, of course, in jest, but I think it sets
for this hearing, as you have in your ol51ning statement, the fact
that April is a very difficult month for many, many people in this
country. Your leadership on the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights is some-
thing that I will always remember and the American taxpayer
should remember.

As the annual tax filing date approaches it is important that
Congress learn the progress made so far in implementing this im-
portant act to see if any changes are warranted. And, Mr. Chair-
man, although I am concerned with reports I have heard about IRS
reluctance to enforce some of the provisions of the Taxpayers' Bill
of Rights, I am elated that this hearing is being held at all.

As you indicated, a little over 3 years ago-in fact, it was on Jan-
uary 14, 1987-I rose to deliver my maiden speech. The topic, as
you have indicated, was the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights legislation.
At that time I had little Idea of the personalities and events that
would turn my dream of enactment of a Taxpayers' Bill of Rights
into reality; legislation I had started working on when I served in
the House.

For example, Mr. Chairman, as you also indicated, it was fortui-
tous that you, the Chairman of the IRS Oversight Committee, was
the presiding officer that day when I delivered my maiden speech.
Because without your active support, guidance, leadership and
most of all your tenacity, the Taxpayers'-Bill of Rights would have
languished in the hopper forever.

This hearing , therefore, is a tangible reminder of the tremendous
victory of milliors of American taxpayers who are now protected
by our legislation. The Taxpayers' Bill of Rights has largely been a
success. Publication 1, informing taxpayers of their rights is a very
good document. It sets forth In plain and simple English, as we
want it, and some useful diagrams, the rights and obligations of
taxpayers and IRS.

Taxpayer assistance orders have been extremely helpful as well.
The Ombudsman has been very responsive to Form 911. I know my
State offices rely on it quite regularly. By last August the Ombuds-
man had handled over 9,000 cases and took action on 6,700, or
almost 75 percent, of all the requests.

This hearing is also a reminder, if any is needed, of how careful-
ly Congress must scrutinize this powerful, powerful Agency that
plays such an active role in the lives of every American. I have
heard that some provisions of the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights have
been ignored. A year and a half after its enactment some provi-
sions still lack regulations. The longest period allowed for issuing
regulations under the enabling legislation was 1 year, or on No-
vember 10, 1989.

It is hardly nit-picking to demand regulations on time. The IRS
is not at all accommodating a taxpayer is 17 months late in paying
their taxes. Unless we in Congress monitor this acrana, our con-
stituents will find their rights really unprotected.
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Mr. Chairman, I urge you and this committee to carefully and
vigorously question Commissioner Goldberg today on the progress
the IRS has made in fully implementing the Taxpayers Bill of
Rights. By holding this hearing and keeping the pressure on, the
1R will take both the spirit and the letter of the Taxpayers' Bill of
Rights seriously and incorporate the philosophy into all its activi-
ties.

Cooperating with Congress as it investigates, for example, Project
Layoff, something that took place in Nevada, is just one example of
how this philosophy could stand to spread throughout the Agency.

The previous Commissioner, Lawrence Gibbs, was the first Com-
missioner to understand that the "S" in IRS stood for Service and
stands for Service. Commissioner Goldberg also seems to under-
stand this definition, hopefully even better. However, as was dis-
covered in the hearings we held in the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights,
the permanent IRS bureaucracy--everyone but the Commission-
er-has a mind of its own. They circled the wagons when it looked
like the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights was to become law. They did not
like it then and they probably do not like it much now.

Only through the efforts of Congress can Service become a priori-
ty of not only the Commissioner, but the entire IRS.

Chairman Pryor, again, I thank you for holding this hearing. I
appreciate this opportunity to testify and will answer any ques-
tions that you may have.

(The prepared statement of Senator Reid appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator PRYOR. Senator Reid, I only have one question and I am
alluding to your comment in your statement that the IRS should
take both the spirit and the letter of the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights
seriously and to incorporate that spirit and letter in its philosophy
and all of its activities.

Why do you believe this is so important?
Senator REID. Mr. Chairman, the IRS is never going to win any

popularity contests. But 1 think we would have a much more pro-
ductive IRS, a much more productive citizenry if people paid their
taxes out of respect for the law rather than fear. I think we deal
too much with fear and we should not. The IRS is an Agency of the
Federal Government and it is an Agency that collects the money
that runs this Government. It is something that the American tax-
payer should come to understand and pay their taxes out of re-
spect, not out of fear.

Senator PRYOR. Senator Reid, thank you. We thank you for sour
testimony this morning and your continuing commitment, Your
full statement will be placed In the record. This will apply to all
witnesses.

Senator REID. Even the poem?
Senator PRYOR. Even the poem. Especially the poem, Senator

Reid. Thank you very much for joining us this morning.
We have a new commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service,

Mr. Fred Goldberg. We look forward to Commissioner Goldberg
this morning. Mr. Goldberg, good morning; and you may take the
witness chair. Please be assured that you are Invited to bring any
and all aides to your side.



Mr. Commissioner, I know you have a large staff. I think you
brought everyone of them this morning. [Laughter.]

We appreciate you being here, Mr. Goldberg.

STATEMENT OF HON. FREI) T. GOI,)BERG, JR., COMMISSIONER,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, ACCOMPANIED BY MIKE
MURPHY, SENIOR DEPUTY COMMISSIONER; CHARLY BRENNAN,
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER, OPERATIONS; HAP SHASHY, CHIEF
COUNSEL; AND DAMON 11OLMES, TAXPAYER OMBUDSMAN
Commissioner GOLDBERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a

pleasure to be here. I would like to echo Senator Reid's comments
that the importance of continuing oversight is critical to the health
of the tax system and I want to thank you. It is a very important
subject. It is a pleasure to talk about what we have done today in
implementing the Taxayers' Bill of Rights.

With me are Mike Murphy, Senior Deputy Commissioner; Charly
Brennan, Deputy Commissioner, Operations; Hap Shashy, my evil
twin and the Chief Counsel; and Damon Holmes, the Taxpayer Om-
budsman. I would also like to introduce Bob LeBaube, who also is
here. As you know, the Taxpayers' Bi, of Rights created the new
position of Assistant Commissioner (Taxpayer Services) and Bob is
the first person to fili that job.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you. We are proud that all of you are here
this morning.

Commissioner GoLDBERo. Mr. Chairman, we have put together a
pretty lengthy statement that details our actions on the Bill of
Rights to date. It also covers a number of related topics, notably
budget issues, systems modernization efforts and concerns over
simplification. I would like to submit this statement for the record
and limit my comments to a number of general observations.

Senator PRYOR. Your full statement will be placed in the record,
Mr. Commissioner.

[The premed statement of Commissioner Goldberg appears inthe appendix.]
Commissioner GOLDBERG. Thank you.
I have also brought with me-you know we love paperwork, Mr.

Chairman-over there is a stack of materials. It is a partial compi-
lation of the training manuals we have put together, and the infor-
mation pamphlets we have put together, and the educational video
tapes we have put together, showing different ways we have tried
to come to terms with this bill. We are happy to make that materi-
al and other material available to the committee staff for review asappropriate.Senator PRYOR. Mr. Commissioner, I appreciate that. Let the

record note that that stack is about, I would say, at least a foot and
a half tall. Our deficit today is large enough that we do not have to
add to it by putting all of that in the record, but our committee
would love to have this and look into it.

Commissioner GOLDBERG. I agree with you, Mr. Chairman.
I have said on a number of occasions and I feel so strongly that

the greatest challenge facing our tax system during the 1990 s is to
make the system more workable for the American public. The
American public does not mind paying taxes. It may not be fun,



but they do not mind it. What the American public resents is com-
plexity, uncertainty, repeated law changes, and hassles with the In-
ternal Revenue Service that take month after month to resolve.
And the biggest challenge we face during the 1990's is to make it
easier on the citizens.

I think that the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights has played a major role
in this regard. I think that the specific provisions of the Taxpayers'
Bill of Rights do indeed afford our citizens greater rights in dealing
with the Internal Revenue Service. I think as a result of the bill we
are better informing taxpayers of their rights and their responsibil-
ities. We have strengthened our Problem Resolutions Program and
our Taxpayer Ombudsman Program. The bill is helping to ensure
fair and impartial enforcement activity. The bill provides taxpayers
with greater recourse against the Internal Revenue Service when
we stray too far,

Citizens of this country today have more rights in proceeding
against the Internal Revenue Service than they do against any
other agency of the Federal Government or any governmental in-
strumentality in this country and I think that is good.

The law is also important because of the spirit behind it. I think
the Bill of Rights stands for the proposition that the most impor-
tant thing we can do in tax administration is make it easier on the
American public.

In terms of the status of our implementation efforts, my testimo-
ny goes through in detail what we have done to date, laying out
the provisions in the bill and the actions that we have taken and
are takingto implement its provisions. By and large, I am proud of
what we have accomplished. I think when you compare what the
law requires with the steps we have taken and the steps we are
taking, I believe you conclude-I have concluded-we are indeed
making a great deal of progress.

I would-like to single out the Taxpayer Ombudsman Program. I
think it is working extremely well. I think creation of the Assistant
Commissioner-Taxpayer Services-was long overdue and I think
that that program is working well. We are making lmproverfients.
We have Invested a considerable amount of time and effort in
training our work force, in working with outside groups, outside
constituencies in developing publications and informing the public
of their rights. I think the policy statement on the use of statistics
is a very positive step. I am pleased with the instances where we
have gone beyond the letter of the law in our efforts to advise tax-
payers of their rights, expanding the scope of Taxpayer Assistance
Orders, expanding the scope of the penalty waiver provisions.

I am proud or the fact that the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights, by
name, is incorporated in our strategic business planning process.
Our strategic business plan, laying out where this agency will be
going over the next decade, specifically talks of the need to protect
and guard taxpayers' rights.

Where do we go from here? I think as a first step we need to con-
tinue to focus on our procedures and the implementation of the re-
quirements of the law as written.

May I continue for---
Senator PRYOR. Take another few minutes, Mr. Commissioner.
Commissioner GOLDBERO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



I think notable examples where we need to continue to work at
implementing the statute relate to certain of our collection proce-
dures and to regulations projects that were alluded to-by Senator
Reid. I think perhaps most notably, we need to work harder and
work better at improving our correspondence programs. I think we
have made progress in these areas. It is clear we need to make
more progress in the months and years ahead.

But beyond the letter of the law, I think we need to always be
attentive to attitudes. It is taxpayer contacts where it really mat-
ters. Time and again you go out to the field as Commissioner and
you .see employees out there doing their best to help taxpayers.
You talk to employees throughout this country who really do care,
who really do want to make it better. But it is not perfect. We need
to do everything we can to assure all 120,000 of us are courteous
and respectful whenever we're dealing with taxpayers, whether the
taxpayer is right or wrong.

I think that there are example and illustrations that we are
making progress. The American Institute of Certified Public Ac-
countants has written a letter in response to our inquiry as to how
they thought we were doing, and they hhve concluded that "While
we still hear of individual agents who violate statutory intent, the
situation is far better than it was 3 years ago. We commend the
Service for dealing with a very sensitive issue in a way that recog-
nizes taxpayer rights."

The indication was that the attitude of our employees, in terms
of wanting to help, trying to help, has improved significantly. But
we can go further.

It is also quite possible that there is need for administrative and
legislative changes in this area. A systematic part of our implemen-
tation efforts Is to look for these kinds of needs. The statute has
not been on the books that long. We are early in the process. But
examples may include the fact that if we have collected money that
is owing we cannot refund those monies, even if the taxpayer could
otherwise demonstrate hardship. The question of administrative
appeals and seizures needs to be looked at.

We have asked our Internal Audit function, which concluded at
the time that we were doing a good job at initial implementation,
to take another look at our efforts. How are we doing 18 months
down the road? We need to watch it everyday.

But I think as we go forward, it is critical to put this issue in a
broader context: what is the tax system doing to the American
public? I think that we must use our efforts to simplify the law. If
the law is too hard to understand, if it is too complex, it is going to
lead to mistakes; and mistakes lead to hassles, whether it is our
mistakes or the taxpayers' mistakes. Areas such as head of house-
hold and the payroll tax deposit rules for small businesses, simply
cryout for simplification.

The timing of tax legislation is also critical. Last-minute enact-
ment of tax laws with current year effective dates also necessarily
causes mistakes; and mistakes cause problems for taxpayers.

The IRS budget is incredibly important. We can talk about ma.
chines all we want, but it is the people who make the difference.
We need to spend the money to train our employees, to provide our
employees with the tools to do the job properly.
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Finally, we simply have no choice but to modernize our systems.
When your systems require taxpayers to deal with their govern-
ment b writing letters back and forth there are going to be mis-
takes. Lters are going to cross in the mail and that is going to
cause problems. I think that the most critical steps we need to
take, as we go down the road, are to stop the mistakes from hap-
pening in the first place.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that we are making progress. I think the
Taxpayers' Bill of Rights for the law it provides and for the spirit it
sets is right on the mark. I congratulate you and your colleagues
and I look forward to working with you in the years'ahead.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Mr. Commissioner.
Mr. Commissioner, I am going to place into the hearing record

an Exhibit. This is a-it looks like about a 20 or so page document
that are given to the collection officers out in the field. I imagine
in th Service, being a collection officer is one of the tougher jobs.

Commissioner GOLDBERG. Yes, sir.
Senator PRYOR. I assume it is very tough.
[The exhibit appears in the appendix.]
Senator PRYOR. Now you talked about modernizing equipment

system. You talk about the spirit of the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights,
the attitude that needs to prevail, the training that is necessary.
However, in this particular exhibit of all of these instructions given
to each of the collection officers in the field, all of the items that
they are needed to check off and comply with, item number 13A,
the last page, the last item, last priority, let me read it: "Observe
taxpayers' rights."

What sort of a priority is that if it is the last item mentic, ed,
the last instruction to that collection agent? Why is the taxpayer
rights at the bottom of the list?

I am reading actually from this document, Mr. Commissioner.
There is a smaller one-page sheet that I understand addresses the
same issue in other words, but it is still at the bottom of the list.
Why is this?

Mr. BRENNAN. What you are referring to is our collection quality
management system check sheet.

Senator PRYOR. Called a CQMS, I believe.
Mr. BRENNAN. Right. It shows critical success elements. Obvious-

ly, I would have liked to have it up higher, but I would submit to
you that these are all important items. The reflection of what is
number 1 and what is number 13 is certainly not meant to be in
priority order. It is our quality check sheet that we use to check all
the quality items, and we feel they are all important.

Having said that, I would also point out that we are revising the
critical elements for both our Revenue officers and our Revenue
agents. One of the critical elements that we are focusing on to deal
with taxpayers' rights and the Bill of Rights even more is a cus-
tomer relations section. We will be glad to furnish a draft.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Brennan, the next time-and some of you
have been before this committee on several occasions. The next
time we ask you or request your appearance, I am going to look
again at that instruction sheet. I am going to see what priority and
where that is on that sheet. Because I think if I were a collection



officer and were going through all these pages of documents and
checklists and finally I come to the very last one-"Observe tax-
payers rights." -that says something. And-it is a strong statement.

Mr. BRENNAN. I appreciate and understand your guidance.
[The following information was subsequently received for the

record:]

RESEQUENCING OF CQMS CHECKSHEET

Collection is in the process of developing an automated review system to replace
the current CQMS system, which is manual. The new system, which is expected to
be available for use in FY 1991, will include specific Taxpayer Bill of Rights related
material.

Senator PRYOR. Now if this-I think in this whole area of CQMS
we know that in the past, and one thing that the Taxpayers' Bill of
Rights addressed specifically, was the so-called "quota system,"
wherein a collection officer's future, his demotion or promotion,
turned on a sort of a bounty hunters system.

Now I am wondering if this new CQMS system, because of all the
statistics generated, are you not basically attempting to go another
route to create thg-old quota system.

Now are we generating statistics for that purpose? We are going
to have a collection agent testify in a moment. I think that is going
to be the bottom line of his testimony, that this is just another
system to evaluate the agent.

Do you have comments?
Commissioner GOLDBERG. Mr. Chairman, I have personally re-

viewed our policy statement on the use of statistics. I have to tell
you that you cannot run this agency-you cannot run any business
in this country-if you do not keep track of some kind of numbers,
like the trillion dollars we collected or the $130 billion deficit.

I believe that the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights provision requiring
certification by each District Director-and we have expanded that
requirement, as you know, to cover Service Centers as well, which
was not in the statute-has made major, major improvement in
getting away from any appearance of a quota system. But I think
the bill is absolutely right on the mark. We cannot do it; we should
not do it; we are not going to do it. I think that we need to review
our evaluation procedures.

I read those certificati-ws when they come in, and I believe we
are holding our managers accountable. If they are circumventing
that standard through other means, we are going to put a stop to
it. But I do not think you can walk away from numbers to manage
a business.

Senator PRYOR. Are you telling the committee that there is no
production or quota system being used today by the Internal Reve-
nue Service?

Mr. BRENNAN. Yes, sir, We have a managing statistics desk
guide. If I could just quote a couple things from it? "Our primary
objective is to operate in an environment where quality customer
service comes first. If we are to install the highest degree of public
confidence in administering our tax laws all taxpayers must be
treated with fairness, consistency and courtesy. Actions taken by
the Service cannot be motivated by production goals or quotas."
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It goes on in another section. "Statistics related to program ob-
jectives and priorities have not been, nor should they be, main-
tained at an individual employee level or used for the purpose of
evaluation and performance. Our employees must be evaluated on
their individual case work and on such criteria as the critical job
elements and standards."

Senator PRYoR. lmar you, Mr. Brennan.
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Chairman?
Senator PRYOR. Yes, Mr. Murphy.
Mr. MURPHY. On your specific question, the answer to your ques-

tion is: There is no quota system in the Internal Revenue Service,
period.

Senator PRYOR. All right. Then my question to Mr. Murphy or to
any of the gentlemen here: Does quality equate to production in
this area? When we talked about quality today are we substituting
a new system of quality that actually amounts to production?

Commissioner GOLDBERG. Mr. Chairman, quality equates to doing
it right, properly, fairly, the first time. If we do things properly,
fairly and right the first time, if we do it that way, I guarantee you
our production will increase dramatically.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Mr. Commissioner.
Now, I want to go off in another area here. I have had it brought

to my attention we will have a witness coming forward in a few
moments to talk about a-let me say-I do not want to call it a
program, but something is going on out there in the Service that is
very disturbing to me. For the lack of better terminology, I would
call it the "snitch program." Do we have a snitch program going on
out there today in the Internal Revenue Service?

Mr. BRENNAN. No, sir.
Senator PRYOR. What is happening? I think you know what I amtalking about.
Mr.BRENNAN. I believe, sir, you are referring to the employment

tax examination program that we have.
Senator PRYOR. Well I am going to submit for the record, Mr.

Brennan, a document prepared by the Internal Revenue Service
titled "Referral to Employment Tax Examination Program." Then
I would like for you to explain to the subcommittee what you know
about this particular program.

[The document follows:]
ATTACHMENT A.-"SNITCH SHEET"

REFERRAL TO EMPLOYMENT TAX EXAMINATION PROGRAM
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS (IF KNOWN)
N A M E O F FIR M : ................. .................................................................................................
FIR M 'S A D D R ESS: .................................................................................................................

TELE PH O N E : ......................................................................................................... ..
TAXPAYER FEDERAL
INDENTIFICATION NUMBER!.................................
ISSUES INVOLVED: (CIRCLE ONE)

A. NO REPORTING OF WAGES.
B. UNDERREPORTING ON EMPLOYMENT TAX RETURNS

(FORM 940, 941).
C. EMPLOYEES PAID AS INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR.
D. OTHER:

JOB DESCRIPTION(S OF W ORKER(S): ............................................................................
NUM BER OF W ORKERS INVOLVED: .............................................................................



PLEASE SEND THIS FORM TO:
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
EMPLOYMENT TAX EXAMINATION GROUP 56
3660 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 400
LOS ANGELES, CA 90010
ATTN: LEAD COORDINATOR
PLEASE INCLUDE ALL PERTINENT DOCUMENTATION, W2'S,

1099'S, 941'S, NAMES OF WORKERS WITH ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION.

Senator PRYOR. Have you seen this document, by the way?
Mr. BRENNAN. Yes, sir. I believe I saw it a few minutes ago.
The employment tax audit program started about 3 or 4 years

ago. We made a study of certain occupations around the country
and found that there was then a trend, and a growing trend, in our
views, of employees being characterized as independent contrac-
tors. The difference is, if you are an employee, as I think most of us
know, you have taxes withheld from your wages, you are covered
by Social Security and have other kinds of benefits, and, of course,
that is paid over to the government. If you are an independent con-
tractor, then you are not subject to withholding tax, Social Security
and the other things.

So after looking into this area and finding that they were moving
in that direction, we did start, I believe it was about 3 or 4 years
ago, an employment tax audit program where we do go out to busi-
nesses where we have leads. Some do come from the public. Some
come from our own employees. Some come from other government
agencies. And we do an examination of that company to determine
whether the individuals working there are truly independent con-
tractors or are employees.

Senator PRYOR. I want to talk specifically now about this form
and more specifically about the program. My question is this: Is the
IRS today going out to businesses, especially small businesses, and
telling them that if they will snitch on competitors not complying
with the law that (1) they will have a reduction of their own liabil-
ity or (2) if they turn in enough businesses not in compliance, that
they might have penalties waived. Is this happening?

Mr. BRENNAN. There is no national procedure.
Senator PRYOR. I am not talking about a national procedure. I

am talking about any Regional Office, any agent of the Internal
Revenue Service.

Commissioner GOLDBERG. Mr. Chairman, I am learning in this
ob that one never says never. But I will tell you it should not be

opening, and if it is happening we would sure like to know about
it ause we will put a stop to it today.

Senator PRYOR. Let me read you some notes that an individual
gave to us who had met with the Internal Revenue Service in Cali-
fornia in 1989-this was not back in 1980, this was 1989, last
year-the written notes I have actually had typed up in order so I
could read them better.

Here is what happened: This gentleman stated that he met with
a group of small business people in California. An IRS agent was
present at the meeting. He requested that they become "snitches,"
and in his exact words, turn In their competitors. He provided us
with a form-this is the form that I have submitted for the record



that we have been discussing-he also established the contact with
a lead coordinator for "snitch leads."

He stated that every new lead would be contacted. The IRS
agent-I am still reading from the notes taken at the meeting-the
IRS agent mentioned if your lead is placed in a company envelope
the company reporting would in all likelihood also be audited. I am
inferring from this statement by the agent to these small business
people that any contact should be made, therefore, in a blank or an
unmarked envelope.

Note: This meeting took place to discuss IRS enforcement of Sec-
tiun 530 of the 1978 Revenue Act and Section 1706 of the 1986 Tax
Reform Act.

Any comments, Mr. Commissioner?
Commissioner GOLDBERG. Mr. Chairman, I look forward to look-

ing into this matter. But I will tell you that one of the most diffi-
cult problems we have as the tax administrator is the payroll tax
area. And it is not only the IRS that has the problem. I spend a lot
of time talking with my colleagues from the States-the State of
Arkansas, the State of California, a lot of States-who have the
same problem.

There is a third group that we talked to as well. They are busi-
nesses that come to the Internal Revenue Service and say, we are
treating our folks as employees because they are employees. Our
competitors are not. And that is giving our competitors an unfair
economic advantage.

And then there is a fourth group, Senator, and that fourth group
is the individuals who should be treated as employees, but are not
treated as employees. As a result, these lower income individuals
are losing health benefits that they are entitled to, and as a practi-
cal matter may be losing Social Security benefits that they are en-
titled to as well.

So I feel absolutely the Internal Revenue Service should not be
run on some kind of "snitch program." I think that is reprehensi-
ble. But at the same time, I think that the need to enforce these
laws to protect the rights of low-income individuals, to protect the
rights of small businesses that are playing by the rules, is an im-
portant balancing factor to keep in mind.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Commissioner, I am very aware of the prob-
lems with the payroll notice. I understand that it is basically i
trust fund that the employer keeps for the employee and must turn
in. I know that the penalties are severe and they should be.
. We are not saying "don't collect revenues." We are saying, that
there should not be a snitch program. If we are in fact using the
tax collection system to turn people against people, and business
against business, and offering a quid pro quo, if this in fact occurs;
then we have created a monster.

Commissioner GOLDBERG. You are right, and we will put an end
to it.

Senator PRYOR. A bureaucratic Frankenstein. They are tearing
down walls in Eastern Europe. They are doing something with the
KGB. They are doing something with Secret Police. I do not want
to see us creating an underworld of IRS agents in this country, who
could use their leverage to turn people against.



I was in China some years ago, and on every floor of the hotel
there was someone posted to monitor the comings and goings of ev-
eryone there. To find something on someone and to turn them in.
We are not going to create that system here, Mr. Commissioner.

Commissioner GOLDBERG. You are correct, Mr. Chairman. As I
said, I used the word reprehensible. You said it is a monster and I
agree with you. We are not going to let it happen.

Senator PRYOR. You and I received a letter from Senator John
Kerry of Massachusetts, dated March 19. He talked about the areas
of New England, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire, in connec-
tion with tax audits of small businesses. I am going to place Sena-
tor Kerry's letter in the record. I think it has brought forth several
areas that give me great concern about the targeting of small busi-
ness owners. This worries me.

I wonder if you responded to Senator Kerry's letter and if so,
what your response was?

Commissioner GOLDBERG. A draft response has been prepared
and is being sent forward to me for my review, Mr. Chairman. But
I will tell you what I think my response is going to be. First, we
appreciate his calling this matter to our attention. In reviewing the
area it is clear that there were certain discrepancies in some of our
procedures and we have taken steps and have remedied those dis-
crepancies.

[The letter appears in the appendix.]
Charly, I don't know if you have anything to add on that?
Mr. BRENNAN. No, that is basically the thrust of our reply, sir.
Commissioner GOLDBERG. We need to watch this everyday, and I

think we owe Senator Kerry a thanks for calling it to our atten-
tion.

Senator PRYOR. Yes. I agree. He sent me a copy of the letter that
he sent to you, Mr. Commissioner. As you know, when you have
120,000 people out there, you have to have people from all walks of
life to tell you of the abuses going on and we appreciate those
people.

One of the main concerns I have in this letter and I am quoting
from page 2 of Senator Kerry's letter to you, Mr. Commissioner, is
where he says, "Taxpayers have reported unannounced, unsched-
uled visits by IRS personnel to taxpayers' officers in the middle of
a very busy business day for the purpose of conducting initial inter-
views."

I know that this is a hard job. But to come unannounced to a
business, perhaps when the person is in the process of dealing with
customers or perhaps the customers see one or two or three IRS
agents walk in and show their badge, this is intimidation, Mr. Com-
missioner. It should not occur.

This brings out other points in the letter, like how small busi-
nesses in the New England area are being targeted. I would like, if
I might ask, that your response to Senator Kerry might also be
shared with this committee.

Commissioner GOLDBERG. We will provide you with the same in-
formation. And again,,I appreciate his efforts, your efforts and the
other folks who are going to testify today, their efforts to call these
matters to our attention. We need, as an agency, walk in the other
guy's shoes.



Senator PRYOR. Mr. Commissioner, I have here a course book to
be used in training. This is the "Problem Resolution Program Form
911 Application for Taxpayer Assistant Order to Relieve Hard-
ship."p

On page 10 of your instructions to the agents, you have used two
examples of a case scenario of what the agent might do or not do in
a given situation. Let me quote from the middle of one of these ex-
amples. "He, the taxpayer, learned that the IRS considered him to
be a tax protestor because of his past actions. Because of this, they
will not honor his request for reconsideration of the examination.'
I could go further. I will not.

In this example, is this not some form of an insinuation that if
you are labeled as a tax protestor it will somehow damage your
rights aj a taxpayer? How do you decide who is a tax protestor?

Mr. HOLMES. Senator, if I could try to answer that? It does sug-
gest that. Part of the training is that-when we set out these ex-
amples-we do not have hard and fast rules of who gets help. We
tried to have a series of situations to see how people would judge
them. It is a fact that people use stereotypes like that and make
judgments.

My own view, and what we try to teach our people who are re-
ceiving these applications, is that we do not look at labels. We look
at what the situation is, what the facts are. In the application proc-
ess, though it is not apparent from this, before anything is done
with a case we ask the problem resolution officer to decide first,
without looking at any facts at all having to do with the tax or its
consequences, whether or not there appears to be a hardship in the
taxpayer's case, regardless of what is causing it-whether we are
causing it, the taxpayer or whatever.

Senator PRYOR. Well, Mr. Holmes-Pardon me.
Mr. HOLMES. I was going to say that for 70 percent of the people,

while we denied them the hardship application, we still helped
them. And in this particular case, I would hope that most of our
people would ignore the fact that that label 'protestor" is there
and look at the taxpayer's situation, to see if they need help or
straighten it out. What happened yesterday, even if the person had
been a protestor in the past, shoufd not afect what happens today.

If somebody comes in and wants to comply and try to deal fairy
with the system, we should treat them that way.

Senator PRYOR. Under the recently enacted Taxpayers' Bill of
Rights a taxpayer has the right to record the conversation with the
IRS official. Would that place him in the category of being a tax
protestor?

Mr. HOLMES. It wold not in my book.
Commissioner GOLDBERG. Absolutely not.
Mr. BRENNAN. No, sir.
Senator PRYOR. What if that taxpayer decided-once again pur-

suant to the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights, that he could by power of
attorney send his attorney or qualified agent to represent him
during a certain proceeding?

Mr. HOLMES. No, sir.
Senator PRYOR. I have several other questions in that area that I

may submit in writing.
The questions appear in the appendix.]



Senator PRYOR. As of March 16, the Internal Revenue Service
has a backlog of orders for taxpayer assistance. I wonder if this is
correct. Is there a big backlog out there of people trying to get
some taxpayer assistance and how can people obtain a taxpayer as-
sistance order if there are no forms? I understand that you have
run out of forms.

Mr. HOLMES. If your question is to the availability of the blank
forms that a person might use, 1 am not aware of a national prob-
lem. There has been a substantial reordering. But, Senator, no one
needs that form to get the assistance. They can come in with a
letter or they can just pick up the phone and call in and describe
the situation and they will get exactly the same thing. Our people
will write down the facts. They will get a decision within 24 hours.

Senator PRYOR. Okay. Mr. Holmes, how is that taxpayer advised
of that opportunity?

Mr. HOLMES. Well, there are a number of ways. We have publica-
tions such as Pub. 1, "Your Rights as a Taxpayer." But if he has a
problem of any kind and calls one of our offices and talks to tax-
payer service, they are trained on this and should be aware that he
is entitled to it.

Senator PRYOR. What about the recent statistics demonstrating
that 30 or 40 percent of all calls get a busy signal. What does the
poor taxpayer do then?

Mr. HOLMES. I cannot say anything positive about how we are
going to help him if he cannot get through. That would be a prob-
lem if he does not get through.

Senator PRYOR. What would you suggest that the taxpayer to do?
Mr. HOLMES. Well actually--
Commissioner GOLDBERG. I might suggest they write their Con-

gressman and Senator and support the administration's 1991
budget proposal. [Laughter.]
And Ithink I had better duck out of the room.
No, Mr. Chairman, that is a very frustrating problem. If taxpay-

ers cannot get through, it is not doing any good, and I agree with
you.

Senator PRYOR. Let me wear the hat of a Congressman or a Sena-
tor for a moment. When we hear from a taxpayer from our States
or our Districts, we have great reluctance to get involved. We are
afraid to intercede on behalf of that taxpayer because we think
that it will place a red flag on that taxpayer's fil We think this
would jeopardize rather than assist that taxpayer.

Commissioner GOLDBERG. Mr. Chairman, I think-and it has
been my experience since I have been Commissioner of Internal
Revenue-that when the Congress calls to our attention specific
cases involving taxpayer problems, that does nothing but help us
and help the system, because that is how we find out where we are
making mistakes. And as 'ou said, we are big and we make mis-
takes. We have to find a window on the world that shows us where
there are problems.

So it's helpful to us when one of the members up here calls and
says, "You have a problem out here," or a member says, "we do
not want to interfere on the merits, we want you to do what is
right." I applaud you and your colleagues for calling this stuff to
our attention. And we find--



Senator PRYOR. Weil we are hesitant.
Commissioner GOLDBERG. Senator Kerry's letter pointed out mis-

takes and we are going to fix them.
Senator PRYOR. Yes.
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Chairman?
Senator PRYOR. Yes, Mr. Murphy.
Mr. MURPHY. The contacts with the congressional offices are

such an important part of our administration that just to have you
or any of your colleagues feel that they could cause an additional
problem for the taxpayers just makes it all the more difficult for
us. We look forward to the day that somebody would write to you
and then as a result of your inquiry we get it resolved. On a future
one the taxpayer writes to you and says, "I did not even have to
come back to you, Senator Pryor. I was able to get this resolved
myself with the Internal Revenue Service."

So we see it as a positive, not a negative at all.
Senator PRYOR. That is illuminating. Thank you.
If that is true, then it is truly a change in attitude and I appreci-

ate it. And I know all members of the House and Senate do as well.
Mr. Goldberg, I am going to ask the General Accounting Office-

by the way, this is for your benefit and my benefit-our benefit. I
am going to ask the General Accounting Office to review the imple-
mentation of the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights. In doing so what I
think I am attempting to find out-and once again I hope that you
will benefit, because if your people down the line are saying we are
doing this and that, and this is good, and this is better, and what-
ever, that is fine. I think the General Accounting Office would give
both of us an unbiased view of how the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights is
being implemented.

And knowing you personally, as I do, I know that you want that
law implemented. I know that you want the spirit of that law car-
ried out. I think one of your problems, as Commissioner Gibbs has,
is trying to have your attitude transferred to all 120,000 employees
of the Internal Revenue Service.

We appreciate very much your coming. Do you have further com-
ments or any rebuttals? Have I been unfair with you?

Commissioner GOLDBERG. Mr. Chairman, I just want to say I
think we are making progress, and I think for a large portion of
that progress we ought to give you and your colleagues a lot of
thanks. I want to tell you thanks. Thank you so very much.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you very much. I thank all of you this
morning.

Ladies and gentlemen, our next witness is Mrs. Kay Council. I
have read her statement. I think that her statement stands on its
own. I may ask a couple of questions later, if I may. I would like
now for you to give your statement, Ms. Council. Thank you for
coming this morning. I know this is not easy for you. The commit-
tee will always be in your debt for telling your story.

Thank you for coming and you may proceed.
Excuse me, I think if we could get Mrs. Council a glass of water.
You may proceed, Mrs. Council.
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STATEMENT OF KAY M. COUNCIL, TAXPAYER, HIGH POINT, NC
Mrs. COUNCIL. Mr. Chairman, my name is Kay Council and I

have lost my voice today of all days. I live in High Point, NC. I am
48 years old and because of the IRS I am a widow.

I came home in June 1988 and found the lights on, the house
empty, and a note from my husband that said he had committed
suicide. His note is reproduced in my testimony.

I don't remember many details from the rest of that night, but I
will never get over what I had lost that night-what the IRS did to
us, what the IRS drove my husband to do. He was 49 years old.

Four months later, finally able to pay our attorneys up to date
with the money from Alex's life insurance, I went to court and beat
the IRS. The court entered a judgment barring the IRS from col-
lecting $300,000 in tax, penalties and interest it claimed that we
owed. The court agreed that we owed nothing. The court ordered
the IRS to cancel the tax lien that it had placed on our property,
an illegal lien that had ruined our business. Our income barely
covered our living expenses.

The IRS was wrong from the day they sent us the first notice.
We were innocent from day one and the court decisions and court
orders say that. But look what was done to my life. People sit back
and say, well, this is a terrible story, but it is surely an exception
to the rule and this sort of thing can never happen to me. They are
very wrong. This could happen to anyone.

We just got caught up in the middle of a big IRS screw up and
we could not get out of it. After an audit of our 1979 tax return we
never received an audit report, a 30-day letter, a 90-day letter or
any notice of assessment. Then from nowhere the IRS sent us a bill
for $183,000 and demanded that we pay. This was in September
1983, 4 months after the statute of limitations had run out. We
were dumbstruck.

In an affidavit filed in Federal court in-November of 1987 my
husband described his attempts to find out what had happened. He
said, "We attempted to determine why we had never received these
documents or any other notice which foreclosed any administrative
or tax court review of the proposed deficiency. These efforts were
wholly unsuccessful until very recently. The only communication I
had received from the IRS since 1983 indicated receipt of my let-
ters requesting the above information, bills threatening collection
procedures and notices of intent to levy on my assets."

The IRS said that it had sent us a certified letter containing the
required notice of deficiency 3 weeks before the statute of limita-
tions ran out. We never received such notice and our accountant
never received such notice, and we tried repeatedly to get the IRS
to show us a copy-of the notice and prove that it was mailed. It
would not. We tried to get the IRS to give us the number of the
certified letter so that we could go to the postal records ourselves
and try to trace it. The IRS did not respond.

We tried again and again to get the IRS to check into it and re-
solve it. We had been doing that from the day we first received the
tax bill. Their attitude was simply to ignore us.

If they had gone to the postal records to find out what had hap-
pened to the certified letter the whole thing could have been avoid-



ed and my husband would be alive. But they would not. Alex is
dead because of the IRS's arrogance and incompetence.

After 2 years we finally received a cop) of the notice of deficien-
cy in 1985. In 1987, after a 4-year wait, the IRS sent us a copy of its
only proof of m ailing-a certified mail list showing that the notice
was mailed at a post office in San Francisco on April 15, 1983. But
the IRS's mail list had our address wrong. That explained to us
why we never received the notice. The IRS had sent it to the wrong
address.

We argued in court that the IRS could have found out what hap-
pened to the notice by going to the post office and looking at its
certified mail records. It did not do this, despite our repeated que-
ries starting in October of 1983. By the time the IRS bothered to
check the post office had destroyed the records.

The IRS argued that we should have known that an assessment
was likely and that we should have notified them. This is absurd,
and the Judge agreed, saying the law does not place upon plaintiffs
the burden of hounding the IRS for delivery of a possible notice of
deficiency.

Some of my friends and relatives think that I should be happy
that I have accomplished what Alex wanted me to accomplish-I
beat the IRS, They ask, "Why don't you go on with your life and be
a happy woman?" It is not that simple. Right now I'm fighting for
my financial life. My legal fees were close to $70,000, and I still
owe my attorneys about $14,000 plus interest even though the
court ordered in August of 1989 the IRS to pay $27,900. The IRS
dropped the appeal of this order in December, and the check final-
ly came a few days ago.

What if Alex and I had not had the money to hire attorneys to
begin with? If you are poor, what do you do? There is something
wrong when the IRS can accuse you of something and assume you
are guilty and destroy your life. Aren't you supposed to be innocent
until proven guilty?

The damage to my-credit continues even though the court made
the IRS remove the lien. The illegal tax lien is still on my credit
report. I thought that since the IRS put these tax liens on my
credit report, when the lien was released, they would have it re-
moved. It does not work that way. It is my responsibility. The
credit bureau said that there is no way I can get the lien off of my
credit report, that it stays there for 7 years. All I can do is attach a
statement to the report trying to explain what happened. So I am
still feeling the effects of the IRS's action against us, even though I
beat the IRS in court.

The IRS should not be in the position to say to the taxpayer you
are guilty of this and the taxpayer should not be put in the posi-
tion of spending every dime that they have to prove that they are
innocent. Look what I have been through to prove my innocence.
You talk about winning battles; look at the battles I have won. But
I lost the war because my husband is dead.

I should feel some satisfaction that I beat the IRS, that I got a
$27,900 check to pay a portion of my attorney fees. I do not feel
good about any of it. I feel very cheated.

I feel cheated of my rights as a citizen. I feel cheated of growing
old with the man I love. I lost my best friend. I now have to start a



new life and a new career at the age where I should be able to
enjoy my children and my grandchildren.

I worked for 20 years as a professional, but I have not been in
the job market since 1982. Our children have no father, only the
emotional devastation left in their life to try and deal with. Our
grandchildren have no "Pop." That is the name they used for the
grandfather that they loved dearly. Our granddaughter thinks that
her pop got sick and died. How do you explain the IRS and suicide
to a 5-year-old? It seems to me that somebody has to be held ac-
countab e for this destruction to me and to my family.

Yet, I am told I cannot sue the IRS for damages, economical or
personal. How do you put a price tag on a life? I cannot sue them
for the illegal tax lien they put on us. I had no rights. The IRS has
them all.

People ask me why I do this, because it devastates me every time
I go through this. All I can say is I thought that beating the IRS
would give some meaning to Alex's death, but it hasn't.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Keating, I wonder if it might be appropriate
for you to complete Mrs. Council's statement if she would like you
to do this. Would you like to do this?

Mr. KEATING. She has one more sentence and I think she would
like to finish it. Thank you.

Mrs. COUNCIL. There has to be something done to control the
IRS, to keep it from destroyin*' people's lives. And I really believe
that if enough little people like me keep coming forward, then
there are going to have to be some changes made.

Thank you.
Senator PRYOR. Mrs. Council, we appreciate your courage.
Is the tax lien still on your credit report?
Mrs. COUNCIL. It shows on my credit report. It shows released.

But it will be on my credit report for 7 years and there is no way
to have it removed. So every time I have to go through something
that involves credit I have to explain to people. Automatically, if
someone sees that you have a $300,000 tax lien against you by the
IRS, they are immediately suspicious of you, regardless of the cir-
cumstances.

Senator PRYOR. This lien was placed on your account and your
assets with no notice by the Internal Revenue Service; is this cor-
rect?

Mrs. COUNCIL. They passed--
Mr. KEATING. As I understanding it, Mr. Chairman-Kay can

correct me if I am wrong-there-were notices over many years. The
problem is that the Councils responded to these notices repeatedly
and never got any action out of the Agency. So the Councils gave
the IRS more than enough notice that there was a mistake here,
but the Agency never took the steps necessary to correct the mis-
takes.

Senator PRYOR. Mrs. Council, in your heart, do you think-that
the statute of limitations had run against you and your husband-
and do you think that someone at the IRS intentionally issued
these liens against you knowing full well that the statute had run?

Mrs. COUNCIL. I think the IRS knew from the very beginning
that they were wrong. Why did they go for 4 years and basically
ignore our repeated attempts to get this thing resolved? Why didn't



they come in and take the assets that we had? Why did they do
nothing for 4 years?

Senator PRYOR. You were ultimately, by the Federal courts, ex-
onerated; is this correct?

Mrs. COUNCIL. Yes, that is correct.
Senator PRYOR. How much money did it take you to clear your

name, financially?
Mrs. COUNCIL. About $70,000 from the day my husband died.

Prior to that there were other expenses.
Senator PRYOR. I see. Mrs. Council, we thank you. I may have

one or two more.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Council appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator PRYOR. Mr. David Keating, who is with the National

Taxpayers Union, has been a long-time supporter of the Taxpayers'
Bill of Rights concept. Mr. Keating, we would enjoy hearing your
statement at this time.

STATEMENT OF DAVID L. KEATING, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL TAXPAYERS UNION, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. KEATING. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the invitation to

appear today before your Subcommittee. I would like to-briefly
read from a letter that Alex Council sent to his legislators in the
Congress almost 2 years ago to the day. He sent a copy of it----

Senator PRYOR. And Mr. Council is the--
Mr. KEATING. Kay's husband and he was an NTU member. He

wrote to his representative, Stephen Neal, at the time, and his two
Senators sayinghe strongly supported the Ombudsman Taxpayers'
Bill of Rights. He said, "This bill certainly needs to be passed into
law. We are the individuals who have given the IRS this power.
Yet, their actions are at many times unbelievably horrible. Taxpay-
ers deserve the protections offered in this legislation." He briefly
recounted his case to his legislators and closed his letter saying,
"Please give your first attention to helping pass the Taxpayers Bill
of Rights."

Senator PRYOR. How long after that letter was written did he
take his life?

Mr. KEATING. Two months.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you.
Mr. KEATING. Senator Pryor, you And the Members of the Fi-

nance Committee and other Members of the Congress that worked
for the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights should be proud of what you have
done. It is the first time Congress has ever provided a substantial
expansion of rights for taxpayers. It was long overdue and much
needed.

The Commissioner this morning claimed-and I think falsely-
that taxpayers have more rights in dealing with the IRS than any
other Agency. What he did not say is that the IRS has more powers
than- any other Agency of any Government in the United States.
We need to make sure those powers are exercised with the greatest
of care.

Now although the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights does offer some very
important new protections for taxpayers, the job is far from com-



plete. In fact, I have serious doubts that had it been in effect in
1980 that it would have prevented this tragedy. If it had been in
effect, I think Kay would have had a very small chance of success-
fully suing the IRS for damages.

Senator Pryor, your original bill would have allowed taxpayers
to sue for damages if any employee of the Internal Revenue Service
carelessly, recklessly, or intentionally disregarded any provision of
the tax law. As the bill progressed through the Congress the word"carelessly" was dropped. Was the IRS treatment of the Council
family careless and negligent? Absolutely. Was it reckless or inten-
tional? We do not know. It is-a very difficult standard of proof to
meet in a courtroom.

During the 1980's Congress has passed many new penalties on
taxpayers and tax preparers for not getting the job done right. Yet
incredibly Congress still does not require the IRS to exercise rea-
sonable caution in using its vast array of enforcement powers.

Now as Kay Council's case showed, taxpayers can suffer enor-
mous financial damages even when they win. Kay was fortunate to
receive an award for attorneys fees for her case. The law that was
changed in the last 10 years allowed her to do that. But the fee
award does not come close to paying her total costs. She still owes
tens of thousands of dollars.

Does Congress want to say to future Kay Council's that they'll
have to pay through the nose for the legal help to fight a careless,
incompetent or abusive IRS? I hope not.

To protect taxpayers from enormous financial losses when they
are innocent, we strongly urge that the outdated $75 an hour cap
for attorneys fees be raised or eliminated. I do not know where you
can hire a competent tax counsel in the United States for $75 an
hour. You can barely get a good tax preparer for that charge. The
court would still be limited by only being allowed to award reason-
able fees.

There are three laws on the books-the Federal Tort Claims Act,
the Anti-Injunction Act, and the Declaratory Relief Act-that
almost completely keep taxpayers out of the courts to enforce their
rights.

Senator Pryor, the National Taxpayers Union calls these three
laws the Berlin Wall against taxpayers' rights. Your bill helped
open some narrow passages through that wall. Mr. Chairman, I
think it is time we took that wall down. Allowing such limited law-
suits would make the IRS more accountable and make the Agency
more likely to operate in a lawful fashion. It will help preserve fair
treatment of innocent taxpayers.

Mr. Chairman, the job of protecting the taxpayers' rights will
never end. That is why we are so grateful to you for holding these
hearings today and for asking the GAO to review the implementa-
tion of the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights. There has been much progress
made in the last 3 years and you deserve a great share-indeed,
the lion's share-of the credit. But we still need more legal protec-
tions for taxpayers. Continuing aggressive oversight by your Sub-
committee and the other committees in the Congress is absolutely
essential to ensure that the IRS properly implements the law.

You have made a great start, Mr. Chairman; and I urge you to
continue this important work.



Senator PRYOR. Mr. Keating, I want to thank you; and I want to
also thank you for your compliment. However, as long as there is
one Alex and Kay Council case and miscarriage of justice in this
country, none of us are doing our job.

Let me also state, and I wish that the Commissioner had been
present when I finally had this confirmed, that this particular wit-
ness, Kay Council, was very courageous and brave to come forward.
She was intimidated by the Internal Revenue Service when they
learned that she might appear at this particular hearing. The IRS
called Mrs. Council directly by phone asking her to sign a waiver.
The waiver actually amounts to the Service taking all of her tax
forms in the past 15 years to allow anyone to go over them.

The second form of intimidation to Mrs. Council occurred yester-
day. An IRS agent or someone who is employed by the Internal
Revenue Service called two networks, or when asked about the
Council matter, said, "Well, you know, Mrs. Council and Mr. Coun-
cil had other tax matters." If that is the case, they have broken the
law. They have broken the law of confidentiality and furthermore,
they have discredited the Internal Revenue Service's relationship
with an individual taxpayer. Finally, under the Rules of Evidence,
had there been any other areas of tax problems in the past, not
only were they irrelevant to this particular case, they were imma-
terial to this particular case; and I consider this to be a gross viola-
tion of confidentiality breaking and I will do some further checking
on this.

This is contemptible behavior on the part of the Internal Reve-
nue Service and we will not permit it.

Mrs. Council, Mr. Keating, I want to thank the both of you. If
either of you have any summation or rebuttal or further state-
ments we would hear from you now.

Mr. KEATING. Mr. Chairman, I think what you just said about
the IRS is enlightening and very disappointing. I heard the same
stories. A network did call me to tell me the same story. And I
think it is disgusting. It is illegal and it has no relevance to this
case at all. I think the IRS, not the Commissioner, but somebody in
the Agency somehow thinks this is good public relations. Well they
are wrong.

Good public relations would be for the Commissioner to issue an
apology to Kay Council, an apology to her family, and all other tax-
payers who have been wronged by the IRS. I hope an apology will
b forthcoming someday.

Thank you.
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Keating, thank you.
Thank you very much, Mrs. Council.
Mrs. COUNCIL. Thank you.
Senator PRYOR. Mr. John F. Connor, Revenue Officer from Phila-

delphia, PA. Mr. Connor, we welcome you this morning; and I want
you to know how courageous I thinkyou are to come here today. I
know that none of your superiors in h iladephia or anywhere else
encouraged you. In fact, I imagine it would be reverse encourage-
ment when they held that you might want to talk about the collec-
tion process and some of the things that are going on.

It is very difficult for us to get before this committee present em-
ployees-agents or officers-of the Internal Revenue Service to tell



us what it is really like. For that we salute you and we look for-
ward to your statement this morning.

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. CONNOR, REVENUE OFFICER GS-1169-12,
PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT OFFICE, INTERNAL REVENUE SERV-
ICE, PHILADELPHIA. PA
Mr. CONNOR. Thank you, Senator. My name is John F. Connor. I

am a Grade 12 Revenue Officer in the Philadelphia District. I am
currently assigned to Group 11 in the District Office at 600 Arch
Street in Philadelphia.

I come before you today out of concern for what has become an
intolerable state of affairs in tl 3 Collection Divip'on in the Phila-
delphia District. I am convinced that the critical elements which
the IRS now uses to measure the performance of revenue officers
are actually being used to the ultimate harm of both the IRS col-
lection personnel and the American public.

The requirements imposed by the critical elements are impossi-
ble to meet. It is a 58 point checklist in outline form and many of
the headings merely refer to Sections of the Internal Revenue
Manual. The IRS Quality Collection Measurement System (CQMS)
applies the critical elements with draconian rigor when reviewing
cases.

That means, for example, that a revenue officer can collect full
payment. But if he neglects to document in his case file that he ac-
tually asked for the full payment, CQMS will make a negative find-
ing. Initially, this whole process of CQMS and their findings may
mean no merit pay increase for management and ultimately it can
mean the employee is fired.

The volume and complexity of the critical elements results in
what I have nicknamed the "bull's eye effect." Since the elements
are virtually impossible to meet, the employee is continually at
risk, vulnerable to adverse findings in a work performance review,
thus there is a huge bull's eye placed on his or her back. In turn,
there is pressure to put that bull's eye on the taxpayer's back.

CQMS- uses these critical elements to generate statistics which
measure the performance within the District. These same statistics
form the basis of the IRS's merit pay system. In this way, the bull's
eye effect originates at the highest level of management where it
can be freely used as desired throughout the chain of command
until everyone within the collection network lives and works at
risk.

With the critical elements, the collection mission is radically
skewed towards meeting a set of performance standards. The busi-
ness of fairness, integrity, public confidence and collecting the
proper tax becomes a function of a system of measurement when
rightly it should be the other way around.

There is no more drastic example of the deleterious effects of this
inversion than when collection personnel actually meet with the
public. Given the rigor with which the CQMS applies the critical
elements to collection personnel, those personnel can hardly escape
bringing that same rigor to their encounters with the taxpayers.
CQMS checklists are routinely put in all tax cases to guarantee
total compliance by IRS personnel with the standards. And you



must remember, Senator, someone's merit pay hangs in the bal-
ance.

This strict application of the critical elements as the only war-
ranted means of solving the delinquency in the field is the cu degra
in a method of administrating the tax law that inevitably reduces
itself to locating the bull's eye. What used to be an obsession of
production within the IRS has been replaced with an obsession
with the measurement of that production. The result is supposed to
be quality. But as you can see, that is not the case. Mission has
yielded to method and tax administration has yielded to a continu-
ous scrambling for self-preservation; and the American people are
the losers.

In the book of Matthew there is a story about a spirit who has
been exorcised and has nowhere to go and wanders looking for a
home. He returns to the man whom he originally possessed and
finds the man clean and in order. The spirit then gets seven other
spirits more evil than he and repossesses the man. The scripture
concluded, "The last state of that man becomes worse than the
first."

To a great degree, I think that is what has happened with the
IRS. In its attempt to cleanse itself with an emphasis on quality,
they are reverting to an emphasis upon statistical measurements
and production that is worse than ever before.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to appear before you
today.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, sir, Mr. Connor. We appreciate your
attending this hearing today.

What has all of this new system done to the employee morale?
Mr. CONNOR. It has devastated the morale, sir. It has devastated

the morale because of a confluence of different elements. Number
one, these criteria are impossible to meet. I point out Part D--

Number one, before I even begin with what the actual criteria
are, there are eight critical elements here-and I emphasize the
word "critical." And there are enough points under these elements
that we can say there are 58 critical aspects. Our entire Job, sir, is
measured by critical aspects. Everything we do is critical.

And I ask anyone in this room, what job can be-what job-we
are not air traffic controllers. You know, we do not have airplanes
flying around that we have to direct. What job could everything be
critical? Everything. And I noticed the gentleman who sat to the
left of the Commissioner-I do not know what his name was-but
he talked about the revision of the performance standards. And I
will get back to your question, sir, but this-he-there was a little
cue word he threw out there that maybe you had missed. But he
used the word "critical" again. And I guarantee you, sir, when
those new performance sta.idards come out, everyone of them is
going to be critical. There is no room to breathe.

The Frankenstein-this is a Frankenstein. When the new one
comes you may see the bulging electrodes removed and you may
see the scars on the face covered up, but I guarantee you, sir, if you
look, it is going to be the same Frankenstein.

Senator PRYOR. Is this another quota system?
Mr. CONNOR. It is exactly that, only it does not-before we began

this, the quality system, collection groups actually operated on a



numerical formula. For every four staff hours spent on direct time,
it was called-it was the delinquency where the taxpayer owes
money or where there was an unfiled return. That is called direct
time, both those cases. For every four staff hours, which they could
measure from your daily, because every day we turn in a report
itemizing how much time we spend and where we spend it. Every
four staff hours, sir, had to produce one closed unit.

They had a numerical formula-2.5. At the group meetings we
are always told you are either in or out of formula. We are below
the rates; we are below the norms; we have to get up; get the clos-
ings; get the closings; get the closings.

Senator PRYOR. Now when you say a closing, what does that
mean?

Mr. CONNOR. Well, let's take for instance a man is delinquent for
four quarters in his payroll taxes-the first, second, third and
fourth of, say, 1989-if I were to close the first quarter, say, collect
full payment on the first quarter, that would be a closing. If I
closed out an investigation that required me to secure returns-it
may be ten returns-that is a closing. So it was actually a closing
of a specific delinquent unit. The case file may still be open be.
cause there may be other delinquent units within the case fie.

But we do not do that anymore. All the kings horses and all the
kings men did a great job putting a lot of Humpty Dumptys togeth-
er; and that is what we were measured on. But somewhere along
the line someone say, you know, these Humpty Dumptys, lots of
them are getting put together but you're not putting them together
too good. So now the buzz word is quality. But all the kings horses
and all the kings men are still measured on how the quality is.

Fifty-eight aspects to measure quality. You can't measure quality
like this. Quality in a sense is an art form. It is anything well done.
It is very close to art. You cannot jam quality or jam a system that
tries to measure it, and especially a system that gives no leadway-
none, no leadway. You collect full pay-I forget the document-you
can an "N"-no, you did not meet the critical point.

So we are now trying to do quality work, but what does that
mean. It means conformance with 58 points. No one looks at the
end result. Did you collect the tax? Who cares? Did you drive the
guy into bankruptcy? It doesn't really matter. But did you do ev-
erything here so that someone 400 miles away can look at your
case file and sit down and take this sheet and go boom, boom,
boom, boom, boom, boom, boom-80 percent.

And he also said, sir, that-he made a very nuance statement,
the gentleman sitting to the left of the Commissioner. He said sta-
tistics are not maintained at individual level. That is true in one
sense. CQMS does not-their statistics that they send back to the
groups do not say, John Connor has a 75 percent error rate in the
element of document. But it does say that Group 11 does. The sta-
tistics are maintained to the group level. That is what CQMS is all
about.

The other reason that-and this gets back to your original ques-
tion, where it really impacts on the individual revenue officer, be-
cause you see there is a double system of measurement that goes
along simultaneously. The CQMS is continuously going on. Every



time cases are closed or pulled, some cases are pulled and sent to
CQMS and they generate these statistics.

Along with that, revenue officers are reviewed quarterly by their
group manager. You are told, bring in these cases-boom, boom,

oom, boom, boom. You take them in. The group manager gets out
the same list CQMS uses and he is required to take the same inter-
pretation that CQMS does. He says if it is not there, you did not do
it. But I collected-look I collected that period. But you didn't docu-
ment you asked for the money. Boom, negative finding.

All this boils down to, if you miss two points under anyone
aspect and then miss two more points out of 58 points out of an-
other aspect, in other words, you miss four points out of 58, the In-
ternal Revenue Service has the power to begin an action against
the employee that may result in his dismissal. It is called a ,coun-
seling memo." The next is a 60-day letter in which you get an op-
portunity to change your act around and that changing the act
around hinges on did you do all this.

Senator PRYOR. Not whether you--
Mr. CONNOR. So you want-that is right.
Senator PRYOR. Not whether you collected the sum owed to the

Government? That was immaterial, right? •
Mr. CONNOR. That is right. And you are being judged many times

by managers who have a tenth of the field experience that you do,
You wonder why the morale is bad. Look at Part D, critical ele-

ment, Protection of Government's Interest; 7. Enforcement Proce-
dures Used Appropriately; Lien Refile Detez:-iined. I want to draw
attention to two words. One, appropriate. Lie.. Refile Determina-
tion, When Appropriate; Levy Action Taken, When Appropriate.

And there is also a metronome. I forgot to bring that little ele-
ment in. If you have ever seen anybody try to learn to play the
piano, the metronome, the little hand comes out and, tick, tick,
keeps the time. Time frames are built into all this, sir. That if you
do not do it within a certain amount of time, even if you do it later
on, boom, you missed. Bump. Negative finding.

Senator PRYOR. Let me ask you one final question. We have an-
other panel that is waiting. Your testimony has been fascinating.
You heard Mrs. Council a few moments ago. I think you were in
the hearing room. Is that correct?

Mr. CONNOR. Uh-huh.
Senator PRYOR. What happened in that case?
Mr. CONNOR. I wasn't very sure of the particulars. Did the field

personnel come out?
Senator PRYOR. Pardon?
Mr. CONNOR. Did the field personnel actually get involved? I

couldn't really hear all the particulars, sir. I am not familiar with
the particulars.

Senator PRYOR. All right. I will withdraw that then.
Let me ask this: If those liens were placed against her property

and her assets, was this basically someone within the Service that
felt the pressure to do this from above?

Mr. CONNOR. Well not necessarily. The determination--
Senator PRYOR. I am talking about illegal liens and many with-

out notice and without hearings.



Mr. CONNOR. I cannot really say that that is why they did it. It
could have been done out of ignorance. But I know that you have
to check the computer. And if there is a coding in there-504-that
means, at least according to the system, the fourth notice was sent
out. And that is what is required by the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights
before liens are filed.

So systematically, I could go in-in other words, I say, do I have
a right to file a lien on this case. I go in the computer, I punch in, I
pull up the delinquent period. I go to the last page of the print and
I see 504 and the date. I count 30 days and technically I am al-
lowed to file a lien. But there could be a systemic-they may have
never gotten that notice. I mean, it went out according to the
system and by law then we are allowed to proceed then and file the
lien.

Senator PRYOR. They went for a period of years trying to get the
IRS to produce that notice or some copy or facsimile or some proof
that they had actually sent the notice. It is my understanding that
after about a 2 or 3 year wait, that when the proof of the notice
was given to the Councils and the actual address on the notice was
in fact a wrong address.

Mr. CONNOR. Well, that is right. There could have--
Senator PRYOR. We won't go into that. Let me just say this, I

want to thank you. I heard a story--
Mr. CONNOR. Could I just say a few words, just to sum up real

quickly?
Senator PRYOR. Yes.
Mr. CONNOR. Rules, regulations, statutory requirements, that is

all fine. When the tapping, the general rapping at the door comes
and it is the IRS collection agent, there is a great opportunity, sir,
to equalize any discrepancy. The interaction of the regulatory, stat-
utory with the human. We get right into their lives. We sit in their
living rooms. We sit at their kitchen tables. We do all that. There
is a great chance, a great opportunity for justice to occur. It is
never going to occur if field personnel are required to operate
under this.

You are asking the pianist to play a piece by Beethoven in a
straeht jacket. It cannot be done. This has to be dismantled com-pletely. _

Senator PRYOR. You are saying, I think, I do not want to speak
for you, that there has got to be a human element that the collec-
tion agent has to be given sufficient--

Mr. CONNOR. Latitude.
Senator PRYOR (continuing]. Latitude or options in dealing with

that person when you are in their living room or kitchen in trying
to work out their taxes.

Mr. CONNOR. If you hire Grade 12 revenue officers, somewhere
along the line you will have to have confidence that they know
what they are doing. You will have to give them the chance to do
that. You cannot regulate their existence and their lives by this
lunacy.

Senator PRYOR. I want to thank you. I heard a story about you
this morning, Mr. Connor. I hope it is all right if I repeat it in
public. I hear that we have something in common-that you have
three sons. Evidently, mine are a lot older than yours. But I heard



that your sons, when told you were coming to testify about your
work and maybe even about the system, were afraid that you were
going to go to jail. Is that correct?

Mr. CONNOR. Yes, they expressed that concern, sir.
Senator PRYOR. Well I must say--
Mr. CONNOR. I had to reassure them daddy will be home Friday

night. At least I hope I will.
Senator PRYOR. I also want to say that my three sons, since I

have been involved in the investigation of IRS, feel that I also am
going to wind up in jail. So we do have that in common.

Mr. Connor, we owe you a debt of gratitude. Thank you very
much.

Mr. CONNOR. Thank you very much.
Senator PRYOR. We salute you for coming.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Connor appears in the appendix.]
Senator PRYOR. I am going to call our final panel. This is a very

fine panel. Mr. Harvey Shulman, general counsel, National Asso-
ciation of Computer Consultant Businesses; Mr. David Burton,
manager of Tax Policy Center, U.S. Chamber of Commerce; Mr.
John Motley, III, the vice president of Federal Government rela-
tions, NFIB, that is the National Federation of Independent Busi-
ness; and Mr. Gerald Portner, partner, Peat Marwick & Mitchel in
Washington, DC.

All of you gentlemen, or most of you, I should say, have testified
before this committee before. And I might say for the record that
all of you have been very, very help and instrumental in helping us
in the past 2 or 3 years to shape the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights. This
hearing today is a hearing to see how we are coming on that imple-
mentation. We look forward to your statements. We will attempt to
have a 5 minute limit on each opening statement and then we will
have some questions.

Let's see, I will call then at this time on Mr. Shulman first. Mr.
Shulman, we welcome you to our committee this morning.

STATEMENT OF HARVEY J. SHULMAN, GENERAL COUNSEL, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COMPUTER CONSULTANT BUSINESS-
ES, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. SHULMAN. Thank you, Senator. I am accompanied in the au-

dience by Mr. Bjorn Nordemo from Massachusetts, the President of
our Association.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, sir.
Mr. SHULMAN. Unfortunately, for too many firms, particularly in

our business-the technical services business-the Taxpa ers' Bill
of Rights has really become a Taxpayers' Bill of Wrongs. I listened
to the Commissioner this morning and I honestly believe that his
attitude is the attitude that you intended the legislation to create
throughout the Service. But his explanations, unfortunately, are
not the reality of what is happening out there.

Senator Kerry's letter brought to. your attention instances of vio-
lations in Massachusetts and New Hampshire. I can sit here today
and tell you that it is also happening in Maryland, in California, in
Minnesota, in Missouri; and not just once, and not just twice, but
dozens of times. I have personally, personally, heard an IRS
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agent-who happned to be on a speaker phone-meeting with one
of my clients. e agent came in off the street to a small busi-
ness-no appointment, no letter-showed an I.D. to a receptionist
and terrified the person, basically. Asked to see the President of
the company and did not give anyone present Publication No. 1.

The taxpayer-and I am listening to all of this-the taxpayer
asked, "Don't I have any rights?" The IRS said, "Well, no. This is
only a compliance check in the employment tax area. This is not
an audit; it is a compliance check." "Well aren't there any proce-
dures? Or don't I need to be given anything?" "No, we're just doing
a compliance check here." The agent immediately on the spot
wanted to see 1099's and W-2s going back 3 years-right then and
there.

When the taxpayer said, "Well I would like a written request for
the documents. We will fully cooperate, but we would like a writ-
ten request," the agent took out the badge and said, "This is all I
need to request the documents. If you would like to write it down
what I want so you have a list of them, you can do that. But I do
not need a letter."

When the taxpayer told the IRS official that some of the docu-
ments 2 and 3 years old were off the site, the agent said, "Well,
isn't there anything here that I can see right now?" When told no
and asked to come back later after making an appointment and
sending a letter, the IRS employee said that she would report to
her supervisor that the taxpayer acted suspiciously because he re-
fused the oral request to produce the documents right then and
there.

Well, Senator, that is one story I have heard from our members
over and over and over again throughout this country. I ask you,
when you look at the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights-and listening to
Mrs. Council's story-to think why that law is so critically impor-
tant to small businesses in particular. First, it is because your cus-
tomers and employees and contractors do not want to do business
with you if they think you may be in any trouble with the IRS.

Second, because the 20 question common law employment test is
so vague and difficult and unpredictable-as the IRS itself has con-
ceded over and over again-once the IRS officers get into an audit
they really do not know what to do. So the procedural prelimi-
naries, the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights, almost seem irrelevant.

And third, the amount of back tax liabilities for small businesses
is a death knell to small business. It puts you out of business, par-
ticularly in our industry. And that makes it all the more important
that a Taxpayers' Bill of Rights be implemented strictly.

Now in my written testimony I have referred to what are the
IRS failings: (1) Failure to deliver Publication 1; (2) Unreasonable
delivery. They give it to you after they are sitting there and talk-
ing with you; and when the interview is over, then you find out
you had the right to tape record the Interview and to talk to your
accountant or your lawyer and have that person present; (3) The
unreasonable time and place. You have referred to that; (4) The co-
ercive conduct during the interview. This whole notion of leads-"
am here not to do an audit, but to follow up a tip. I have a compli-
ance tip."

Senator PRYOR. Now are you talking about the snitch program?



Mr. SHULMAN. The snitch program, Senator, is the tip of the ice-
berg. That snitch sheet, what it really shows, what it really shows
is the IRS at its worst in terms of doing a number of awful things.
They will come in off the street without a snitch sheet and try to
get you to turn in competitors or try to turn in other companies
who you think may be violating the law based on speculation and
rumor and innuendo: "You happen to use an independent contrac-
tor, you must be a law violator.'

The agent will remind you during these interviews-and this is
not once, this is many times-it is your burden as a taxpayer to
prove that you are right. It is not the IRS's burden to prove that
you owe the taxes. It is your burden to prove that the IRS state-
ment that you owe the taxes is wrong.

There is one case, Senator, a small business in our Association,
they have spent 1,600 hours complying with requests for IRS infor-
mation and the audit isn't even halfway over.

My time is up. I wish I could tell you more because I think, as
my testimony sets forth, you may have cleaned up part of the IRS
and we appreciate what you have done, but there is a long way to
go.

Senator PRYOR. The full body of your statement is going to be
placed in the record, Mr. Shulman. I will have a couple of ques-
tions for the entirety of the panel in a few moments. We really ap-
preciate your contribution.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Shulman appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator PRYOR. I will call on Mr. David Burton at this time from
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF DAVID R. BURTON, MANAGER, TAX POLICY
CENTER, UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, WASHING-
TON, DC
Mr. BURTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is David

Burton. I am manager of the Tax Policy Center for the U.S. Cham-
ber of Commerce. We appreciate this opportunity to present the
Chamber's views on the Impact that the Ombudsman Taxpayers'
Bill of Rights is having on the U.S.'s tax administration system and
on ways to improve the sometimes troubled relationship between
the IRS and the American taxpayer.

The Taxpayers' Bill of Rights was landmark legislation. It was
the first legislation that strengthened the fundamental due process
rights accorded to the American taxpayer. The American taxpayer
is. deeply in your debt, Mr. Chairman, for your tireless work to
overcome a combination of indifference and hostility. Your efforts
ultimately resulted in the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights becoming law,
by its inclusion in the Technical Corrections Act of 1988.

Untold numbers of taxpayers have been helped by the legisla-
tion, but complaints about inequities in the system are still
common; and the system remains highly burdensome to taxpayers.

In this statement I will provide the Chambers analysis of the
impact of the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights and some thoughts about
how the tax administration system could be improved. We still get
plenty of phone calls complaining about compliance burdens, com-



plexity, and substantive tax provisions. But telephone calls from
Chamber small business members facing immediate and unwar-
ranted levy have declined-declined substantially. And we at-
tribute that to the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights.

First, the IRS management has been forced to confront and cor-
rect some of the more egregious abuses in the system as a result of
more aggressive congressional oversight. Second, the legislation
prohibits the use of quota systems for levies. And third, and we
think most important, the problem resolution office has been sub-
stantially strengthened.

According to the Office of Ombudsman, in calendar year 1989
15,445 applications for a taxpayer assistance order were filed. Of
those, the office determined that 6,680 did not involve a significant
hardship, but that 8,765 did. Of the 6,600 that were not hardship
cases, the office says they helped 71 percent anyway. Of the re-
maining 8,700, 67 percent or about 5,870 were helped.

The interesting thing, though, is that only nine taxpayer assist-
ance orders were actually issued. And we are not quite sure wheth-
er that is because the collection officers, When faced with the prob-
lem resolution officer that has newfound authority and the ability
to stop in appropriate collection, just comply with the problem res-
olution officer's wishes or if it is because the PROs are being insuf-
ficientlyagressive representing taxpayers' problems.

The IRSis often attacked for its low audit rate. Recently it fell
below 1 percent. But we think these statistics are really pretty far
from the truth. In fact, the real statistical story is about the IRS
computer-generated notices and the agency Service Center pro-
gram. Through Service Center correspondence in 1988 18 million
returns were corrected. That comes to about 17 percent. We think
that a 17-pefcent correction and audit rate through the correspond-
ence from the Service Center is really quite high.

Moreover, there was over $6 billion in penalties assessed by the
IRS. On the other hand, 45 percent of that amount was abated. Of
the IRS computerized notices that were sent out, somewhere be-
tween 9.1 percent and 45 percent, depending on whose numbers
you believe, were in error. We believe that those kind of error rates
are unacceptable.

Moreover, the simple fact that a penalty was paid does not mean
that the IRS was right. A recent Money magazine gallop poll
showed that 59 percent of taxpayers would not fight an incorrect
penalty if it was under $50 and 77 percent would not fight it if it
were under $100.

There are a lot of ways that we can improve the law. I will run
through it quickly. The situation that Mr. Shulman discussed with
respect to independent contractors is a major problem. It is a prob-
lem for small businesses throughout the country, including tens of
thousands, perhaps hundreds of thousands of businesses. The prob-
lem there is that it is not simple to craft a solution to it. But the
Chamber has established a group to try to work through such a so-
lution and hope to have a recommendation to you soon.

The IRS computer system dates from the 1960's. At this point it
is absolutely impossible for an IRS agent to bring up a taxpayer's
file and figure out what their problem is in a way that almost any



private business can do. There is a radical need to improve their
computer capability.

David Burnham in his book raises a number of issues about how
Section 6103 might be impeding the ability of the Congress and the
press to sufficiently oversee the IRS.

There is a very serious problem with the payroll tax deposit
system and we would like to work with you, Senator, and your
staff, to craft a simplification proposal on that front and we think
we have done something that might work out.

One other area that you recently held hearings on and, to which
we attach a great importance, is simplifying the pension system.
The pension system is to the point now where almost no one truly
understands it and small businesses simply cannot begin to comply
with it. There is a radical need for simplification there.

Thank you very much.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you very much, Mr. Burton. We will put

the full text of your statement in the record. We appreciate your
being here and also your suggestions as to where we go from here.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Burton appears in the appendix.]
Senator PRYOR. Mr. John Motley of NFIB. John, thank you for

coming.

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MOTLEY, I1, VICE PRESIDENT, FEDERAL
GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF IN.
DEPENDENT BUSINESS, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. MOTLEY. Thank you, Senator. Thank you for inviting us on

behalf of NFIB's more than 560,000 members across the country.
We certainly appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Tax-
payers' Bill of Rights.

First of all, though, I think that we need to thank you for all of
the effort that you have put in over the years on this particular
problem, the attention that you have called to it, and the role that
you played in getting the original Taxpayers' Bill of Rights enacted
nto law. We would also like to thank you for the role that you are

playing in the reauthorization of OIRA and solving the paperwork
problems faced by small business owners across the country.

There have been several positive results, from our standpoint,
from the enactment of the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights in 1988. The
first is -that when used promptly the summary of rights statement
that the IRS has to pass out seems to reduce the tension between
agents and small business taxpayers and gets them off on the right
foot. We think that is a very positive thing.

Second, a small business owner's standpoint probably the most
important thing, is their ability to use a representative in dealing
with the IRS-their CPA or their tax attorney or someone else.

Unfortunately, the legislation enacted in 1988 has not solved all
of the problems. And the largest problem that is remaining out
there, I think we can sum it up in one word, as you have heard
from the other witnesses, and that appears to be attitude-the atti-
tude of the IRS and the attitude of IRS personnel.

I think an NFIB member from Florida who is also a CPA has
stated it best from our standpoint, and I would quote, "The spirit of



the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights has not trickled down to those who
have daily contact with the taxpayers."

In addition to the attitude problems that I have mentioned, we
have uncovered other problems in canvassing some of NFIB mem-
bers who have had recent contact with the IRS. I would like to just
mention four of them. One, IRS still appears to view small business
owners as tax evaders or criminals and treat them as if they are
guilty until proven innocent. That attitude has not changed.

Number two, even though small business owners tend to feel
that using representatives is terribly important, they tell us rather
consistently that IRS discourages them from having a representa-
tive present, and indeed indicates that their audit might go with
more difficulty if someone else is present during the process.

Third, the ability of taxpayers to use installment plans to pay
overdue taxes and penalties is not being used in a way that would
make the system work much better. Requiring sudden payment of
taxes is very difficult from a small business standpoint and I think
not allowing more flexibility is something that the IRS is missing
out on. Because the object here is not to burden taxpayers but to
collect those past taxes.

And last, levies which are still used much too frequently from
our standpoint to collect taxes, and not used with a great deal of
forethought or consideration for the taxpayer.

NFIB believes that overall much of the friction that still exists
between small business taxpayers and the IRS is a result of the
still present confusion that is out there resulting from the complex-
ity of the tax laws. Here I would simply reiterate two areas that
have been mentioned by both witnesses before. One area of great
complexity is the payroll deposit rules and the other is the rules
for determining who independent contractors are.

Something is wrong with a system when one out of three employ-
ers are penalized each year for missing payroll tax deposits;
3,545,000 penalties were issued in 1988 and there are only 5 million
employers in the country, which means we are having several em-
ployers which have repeat penalties. Most disturbing is the fact
that half of the dollars fined these people are abated.

We believe that the system can be greatly simplified and we
would like to work with you and the committee to find a way to do
that.

In addition, the area of independent contractors is rapidly ap-
proaching, from our standpoint, the area of payroll tax deposits as
being the number one complaint area for small business owners. It
is very difficult for small business owners to focus on the 20
common law rules that are used by IRS. These rules are treated
and interpreted differently across the country from region to
region. We believe that this is also an excellent target for future
simplification.

Thank you very much Senator.
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Motley, we want to thank you for being here

and especially for the information that you have gleaned from your
membership out across the country. Those four areas that you
brought to the committee this morning, that is fascinating to me;
and I thank you. We are going to have a series of questions in a
moment.



[The prepared statement of Mr. Motley appears in the appendix.]
Senator PRYOR. We will call on our final witness. We have re-

served him to last because he has been able now to absorb all that
he has heard in the last 2 hours. There is no man in this country
that I admire and respect more than Mr. Gerald Portney. And I
can tell you, without reservation, that during the drafting of the
Taxpayers' Bill of Rights and the compromises and the whole proc.
ess there is no one that I turned to more than-our next witness. We
are glad he is here today and he is committed to a fair tax system.

Mr. Gerald Portney, thank you for being with us.

STATEMENT OF GERALD G. PORTNEY, PARTNER, KPMG PEAT
.- MARWICK, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. PORTNEY. Thank you very much, Mr., Chairman, for those

comments and the opportunity to be here. But more importantly,
as a citizen I join the others in commending you wholeheartedly
for your enormous contributions to the benefits of citizens every
place.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, sir.
Mr. PORTNEY. The notion of taxpayer rights not only not alien to

the mission of the Service, but I think if people would pause to look
at both, I think they will see that it is entirely consistent with the
mission of the Service, which is to collect the proper amount of rev-
enue which is due and owing to the U.S. Treasury, to treat people
with fairness, respect and so forth.

And I think there is indeed a community of interest between the
administration of the tax system from the Government side and
the taxpayers and that community of interest is not sufficiently de-
fined and understood by both. So from that standpoint, I think that
that is something that ought to be undertaken as a worthwhile
effort.

Now while the Service is statutorily prevented from unauthor-
ized disclosure of taxpayer information, it is not prevented from
turning on the light in terms of what it does, why it does it and
how it does it. And it is certainly not precluded from being more
aggressive in its outreach at the local level, in talking more about
taxpayer rights and what the IRS is doing to protect those rights
before citizen groups, civic groups, and business groups. And I
might suggest, Mr. Chairman, another focus for that kind of an
effort is our students, before they become full-fledged taxpayers.

The town meetings which the Service has engaged in and the
surveys of customers, and taxpayers, are certainly laudable steps in
that direction. I think Commissioner Goldberg's urging of the ex-
tension of the Commissioner's Advisory Group concept to be imple-
mented in the local levels around the country is another important
step. But I think much, much more needs to be done.

I am deeply troubled by the continuing characterization of the
IRS as the nation's largest law enforcement agency. I think it is a
truly unfortunately characterization. And while the Internal Reve-
nue Service is probably not at fault for having created that label, it
frankly is not doing as much as it ought to shed that label. I think
that we need to find a way, and I think that the Service very much
needs to find a way, to be able to recast that characterization as



the agency of Government which is principally responsible for ad-
ministering the tax system.

The Service continues, unfortunately, to think and speak in ways
that are not helpful in this regard. For example, they continue to
make comparisons between enforcement versus service, and imply-
ing that they are mutually exclusive and perhaps somewhat con-
tradictory. Generally. in response to the issue of whether or not the
Service is doing a good job, I think that I would agree with others
to the effect that really final substantive judgments as to how they
are doing are somewhat premature. There is little, if any, data
available to measure changes in the way IRS business is done.

I think the exception is probably the problem resolution program
under the taxpayer ombudsman. With the exception of a few loca-
tions in the country, the system works well and I think the Service
has actually taken a more flexible approach in administering the
taxpayer ombudsman taxpayer assistance order area than the stat-
ute actually requires.

I think in retrospect the statutory requirement that for a taxpay-
er assistance order there be significant hardship was a truly unfor-
tunate one. It suggests, and is consistent with other parts of our
Tax Code, that as American taxpayers we are entitled to due hard-
ship. I think that that is an unfortunate approach to treating citi-
zens in this country. We should not be entitled to due hardship,
and only seek relief when the hardship becomes undue.

I think that at least from my standpoint there is still lacking a
true complaint system. You have to still meet certain criteria to
access the system. I will rush through the rest, but I do want to
make a point.

Senator PRYOR. Certainly. Go for it, Mr. Portney.
Mr. PORTNEY. I Just wanted to focus, as a last point, on a regula-

tion that was issued early this week. Not just because of what the
regulation says and how it says it, but because in the early stages
of very important legislation of which the Bill of Rights certainly
was and is, it tan be a preview of coming attractions. And this is
the regulation dealing with time and place of interview.

I think I just have several quick points I would like to make. The
first is that in the preliminary part of the summary, it states, and I
quote, "It ia the goal of these regulations to balance the conven-
ience of the taxpayer with the requirements of sound and effective
tax administration." And I would respectfully suggest that maybe
the convenience of the taxpayer and sound and effective tax admin-
istration are not necessarily contradictory, at least in many, many
cases,

In the explanation of provisions, it suggests that special accom-
modations or any accommodations will not be made with regard to
seasonal problems. And I think what they are really talking about
here are conducting audits during the tax filing period when tax
preparers and taxpayers are meeting their responsibilities.

Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that the obligation to file tax re-
turns and to file them by April 15 is an obligation that was placed
by the U.S. Government. I think that obligation should be respect-
ed in terms of the Service's attitude. The fact that they have sug-
gested that they will attempt to minimize adverse affects simply
suggests that that is about what they are willing to do. Now maybe



they mean something else, but they did not say it-again, the di-
chotomy between the orderly administration of the tax system on
the one hand and the burdens of tax preparers on the other hand.

There are two areas that I just want to close with where I would
suggest that not only is the spirit of the law not being met, but I
suggest there may be a basis for saying that even the letter may
not be. In connection with those taxpayers whose place of business
is so small or virtually nonexistent that it would disrupt or even
close the business because of an examination, the Service has
taken this position: One, the taxpayer must make a written request
not to have it done there. I can accept the importance of a witten
request.

It then goes on io say that they will verify the truth of that. And
it seems to me that they could have said it another way; i.e., where
appropriate. But it sounds to me like what the message is, taxpay-
ers, we do not trust you folks. And what we are going to do is after
you write us and tell us the situation, we are going to go back out
and check that. I think that that is extremely unfortunate.

It also seems to me this effects directly the very smallest kind of
business people. They have been told that, as a group, they will ex-
amined at an IRS office, not at their representative's office, not at
their home, not at some other convenient location.

I think the other two points, very quickly, are, when it comes to
transferring a case to where it would be more convenient, the Serv-
ice says arbitrarily that there have to be 13 months left on the
statute or else it will require an extension.

And finally, in what I think is an unfortunate and gratuitous
further requirement they have imposed, they are saying that they
will not transfer a case to another District if that other District s
resources are inadequate. And, Mr. Chairman, I do not have the
foggiest idea who is going to make that judgment, how a taxpayer
is going to find a way to challenge that with anyone else up the
line.

I think that in closing I would like to say that even after the re-
alistic budgets become a way of life, hopefully; even after systems
modernization comes into being; that perhaps the most important
task of all that faces us as citizens is going to remain-that is the
fundamental need to restructure the relationship between the tax
collector and the taxpayer.

I thank you again, sir, for this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Portney appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Portney, I know all of our witnesses this

morning know that you speak with authority because-you are a
former high ranking official with the Internal Revenue Service.
You give us a perspective from that side, in addition to you being
so strong for the protection of the rights of the taxpayer. I want to
thank you for coming as well as all of our witnesses.

We are going to have to close down in 5 or 6 minutes. Let me ask
this final question or two, if I might.

What are the-I can ask this probably to Mr. Motley and then
we can go forward. What aspects of tax compliance are the number
one problem for small business today? What is the number one in
complying with the Tax Code?



Mr. MOTLEY. Well I think there is no doubt that it is the deposit
rules for payroll tax deposits. The figures I cited before, we only
have 5 million nonagricultural employers in the United States and
there are over 3.5 million penalties issued in a given year. You are
talking about, you know, people who are repeating time and time
again. I have to think that the reason for that is that the way the
rules are written are very unrealistic and they need to be simpli-
fied.

Senator PRYOR. Any other further comments on that? Mr.
Burton, you represent business.

Mr. BURTON. I would agree with that. The payroll tax -deposit
system needs radical simplification and would say that the com-
plexity of the pension system and the independent contractor rules
are a close second and third.

Senator PRYOR. All right.
Mr. Portney, I am wondering if you would like to venture into

the area of talking about the penalty reforms that we passed last
year. Is that going to make any difference? I never did feel that
those reforms in the area of penalties went far enough. What are
your feelings about that?

Mr. PORTNEY. I think, Mr. Chairman, that it was a giant step for-
ward. In all fairness, Congress helped create the problem. The
Service went ahead and added to the problem. Congress has turned
around-and I think that again special recognition should be ex-
tended to you,-Mr. Chairman, for having created a private sector
task force that was widely representative of all groups and .that
came up with many suggestions for reform.

I think the final product was greatly enhanced by your task force
and also by the process which was followed by the Oversight Sub-
committee in the House, which also conducted an open process, Mr.
Chairman. They called it roundtables. You had a task force. You
were both doing the absolute right thing by getting the ideas, the
problems, the solutions, et cetera, before the rules were actually
changed. And I think that process was superb.

The Penalty Reform Bill, like the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights, is
not absolutely perfect, but if it were it would have to go in the Gui-
ness Book of Records.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you very much.
Mr. Shulman, do you have any final comments? I am in a situa-

tion where I have to catch an airplane in the next few minutes. I
am headed to Little Rock. Anybody want to go to Little Rock this
afternoon.

Mr. SHULMAN. Senator, just in closing, I echo the other com-
ments. I think you are going to see-and I hope to God it does not
get to the point of tragedy-you are going to see more people like
Mrs. Council here in a few years with these employment tax
audits: the burden of proof, the way the Service is pushing that
against businesses, and the inde.'.ndent contractor issue. Please do
not be fooled, Senator. The notion that the IRS is collecting taxes
that otherwise are not being paid is not the case.

In our industry, in the computer industry, they are collecting
taxes from companies who they reclassify as employers. They are
collecting employment taxes from these firms where the taxes in
95 percent of the cases have already been paid by the independent
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contractors. So there is a problem until you clear up the burden of
proof; and the definition of who is an independent contractor; and
finally give people peace oif mind that an investigation or audit is
closed-because when these IRS employees walk out the door, , ou
do not know whether they are going to come back and knock on
your door in 6 months and tell you the investigation is continuing,
which has happened in many of our cases, or you do not know
whether the matter has ended.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Shulman, thank you.
We want to thank all of our witnesses this morning-this panel

and all of the previous witnesses. This has been very educational
for me and hopefully constructive in the sense that we will know
where to proceed from here.

Thank you very much.
The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 11:55 a.m.]





APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID R. BURTON

I am David R. Burton, Manager of the Tax Policy Center fbr the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce. We appreciate this opportunity to present the Chamber's view on the
impact that the Omnibus Taxpayer Bill of Rights is having on the U.S.'s tax admin-
istration system and on ways to improve the sometimes troubled relationship be-
tween the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and the American taxpayer.

The Taxpayer Bill of Rights was landmark legislation It was the first legislation
that strengthened the fundamental due process rights accorded to the American
taxpayer. The American taxpayer is deeply in your debt, Mr. Chairman, for your
tireless work to overcome a combination of indifference and hostility. Your efforts
ultimately resulted in the Omnibus Taxpayer Bill of Rights Act becoming law by its
inclusion in the Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988.

Untold numbers of taxpayers have been helped by the legislation. But complaints
about inequities in the system are still common and the system remains highly bur-
densome to taxpayers. In this statement, I will provide the Chamber's analysis of
the impact of the Taxpayer Bill of Rights and some thoughts about how the tax ad-
ministration system could be improved.

THE IMPACT OF THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS

Although it is still too early to reach a definitive conclusion, the Taxpayer Bill of
Rights appears to have had a major positive impact on the relationship between tax-
payers and the IRS,,

While we still get plenty of telephone calls complaining about compliance bur-
dens, complexity and substantive tax provisions, telephone calls from Chamber
small business members facing immediate and unwarranted levy on their house or
business or similar serious problems have declined noticeably. While it is impossible
to be certain that the Taxpayer Bill of Rights is the cause for this decline, it seems
likely that it is.

The Taxpayer Bill of Rights has helped in a number of ways. First, IRS manage-
ment hat been forced to confront and correct some of the more egregious abuses in
the system as a result of more aggressive Congressional oversight.-Second, the legis-
lation prohibits use of the quota system for levies and seizures. Thus collection offi-
cers are less likely to feel pressure to make inappropriate or -unjustified seizures.
Third, and probably most importantly, the authority of the Problem Resolution Offi-
cers (PROs) under the Office of Ombudsman was enhanced.

As of January 1, 1989, PROs have had the authority to, in effect, enjoin inappro-
priate IRS collection activity or to require a correction of an IRS mistake by issuing
a taxpayer assistance order if a taxpayer is suffering or is about to suffer a signifi-
cant hardship. According to the Office of Ombudsman, in calendar year 1989, 15,445
applications for a taxpayer assistance order were filed. Of those, the Office deter-
mijned that 6,80 did not involeasinfct hardship" and 8,765 did. Of the

tigation it was determined that assistance was inappropriate. In all, only nine tax-payer assistance orders were issued and only one of those nine was reversed.There is a need to determine whether the reason that so few taxpayer assistanceorders are being issued is because the PROs are not being aggressive enough on tax-
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payers' behalf or simply because collection officers, knowing of the PROs' greater
authority, do not resist PROS when they are correct.

The Taxpayer Bill of Rights has strengthened the procedural safeguards for tax-
payers when faced with a dispute with the IRS in a number of other ways. Some of
the major provisions of the legislation include a requirement that the Service pro-
vide a written statement to taxpayers about their rights when subject to an IRS
audit or collection matter. The IRS has complied with this requirement. The legisla-
tion enhanced taxpayer rights during an audit or examination interview, mandated
that IRS deficiency notices have more clarity and gave taxpayers the right to sue
the Federal Government for damages sustained because of unauthorized actions of
an IRS employee.

The law now requires the IRS to give a taxpayer 30 days notice of the agency's
intention to levy, as opposed to the previous requirement of 10 days notice. More-
over, under the law, the IRS is required to offer an accelerated appeals process so
that taxpayers may challenge a levy on property that is considered to be essential to
a taxpayer's business. Other provisions provide taxpayers with further safeguards,
which ensure an administrative procedure for review of a lien notice filed in the
public record. However, many of these procedural safeguards can be ignored if the
IRS believes that the collection of tax is in jeopardy.

The Chamber believes that these antiseizure measures are some of the more sig-
nificant procedural. safeguards for taxpayers who face a deficiency dispute with the
IRS. Thus, IRS implementation of these provisions should be closely scrutinized to
ensure IRS compliance, in practice, with the law.

STATISTICAL OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEMS THAT TAXPAYERS FACE AND THE COMPLIANCE
PROCESS

The vast majority of individual and small business persons are honest, hardwork-
ing taxpayers, whose only fault may be bewilderment due to the crushing complex-
ity of the tax law and the recordkeeping necessary to comply with the law.

According to its most recent Annual Report, the IRS processed more than 194 mil-
lion tax returns overall in 1988, including nearly 107 million individual returns in
that year as well. The IRS is often attacked for its low audit or examination per-
centages. The Wall Street Journal reported on March 28, 1990, that the number of
returns audited slumped to 985,000 in fiscal year 1989, which is merely 0.92 percent
of returns filed, or about one in every 109 returns. If these statistics were the com-
plete truth, then a belief that there is little likelihood of getting cau ht for tax eva-
sion would probably be reasonable. But these statistics are far from the truth.

The real statistical story is about IRS computer-generated notices and the agen-
cy's service center examination program. Through service center correspondence in
1988, 18 million returns were corrected, resulting in the assessment of tax and pen-
alties. Regarding all IRS enforcement matters that year, over 26.5 million penalties
were assessed for a total amount of $10.9 billion. Thus, almost 17 percent of returns
were "corrected." The fact that only a few were subject to a full audit does not
mean that the IRS is failing to monitor taxpayers' returns.

Ironically, of the total penalties assessed in 1988, net penalties amounted to $6
billion, which works out to an abatement rate of 45 percent that year. Thus, it is
clear that a significant number of the penalties imposed through the IRS computer.
ized system are erroneous. IRS internal figures say that 9.1 percent of notices are in
error-almost one in ten. The General Accounting Office has found, according to
Money Magazine, that 47 percent of IRS letters to taxpayers are in error. These are
unacceptable error rates. Any private business with these kinds of error rates would
not be able to stay in business very long. And correcting these erroneous penalties
can be a major headache. Moreover, the mere fact that they were paid without pro-
test does not mean that they were accurately imposed. The expense and time in-
volved in fighting a penalty often outweighs the amount at stake. A recent Money
Magazine-Gallup poll showed that only 59 percent of taxpayers would fight an incor-
rect penalty under $50 and only 77 percent would fight an incorrect penalty under
$100.

The Chamber hopes that taxpayer problems with tax penalties will decline be-
cause of the penalty reform provisions of the 1989 tax act. However, the abatement
statistics continue to highlight the problems facing taxpayers.

FURTHER REFORM STILL NEEDED

The Chamber has identified a number of areas where the tax administration
system should be improved. The remainder of this statement will address areas that
the Chamber believes need improvement.
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DAY-TO-DAY DEALINGS WITH THE IRS

When a taxpayer calls or writes to the IRS, he may or may not get someone who
is helpful. But even if he does, he has no right or practical ability to talk to the
same person again. Thus, the only person in the IRS with a knowledge of his case is
more often than not unavailable and the taxpayer has to start all over again. This
problem would, of course, be mitigated if the IRS had the same on-line computer
capability that all major private firms have. If they had this on-line capability, then
any IRS employee could pull up a taxpayer's file and at the end of a conversation,
or as a result of correspondence, the taxpayer's communication could be noted. This
would enable an IRS employee to note on the computer that: 'Taxpayer called;
promised to send copy of canceled check to document payment of $311.12.' The com-
puter could then be instructed to cease additional dunning notices and further inap-
propriate collection activity could be stopped. Presently, it is virtually impossible to
deal with the same person twice and it is terribly difficult to "turn-off" the comput-
er.

Too much of the IRS's effort in the computer modernization area is devoted to
enhancing document matching capability and not enough is devoted to brining the
taxpayer problem resolution capability from somewhere in the late 1960s into the
1990s. The IRS often makes this sound as if it is some kind of insurmountable task.
But every single major private corporation in America has this capability. It is
really a matter of either incompetence in the data processing management at the
IRS or an utter lack of interest in being better able to service taxpayer complaints.

PROFESSIONAL FEES

The Taxpayer Bill of Rights made it much easier for taxpayers to be reimbursed
for professional fees incurred as a result of inappropriate IRS actions. But there are
at least two ways in which the professional fee reimbursement aspects of present
law should be improved. First, section 7430(c) limits the recovery in most cases to
$75 per hour. Like it or not, most private attorneys in the U.S. charge rates in
excess of $75 per hour. Thus, a taxpayer is prevented by this provision from being
adequately reimbursed for his actual out-of-pocket expenses.jo defend himself
against a proceeding that was, by definition, not substantially justified. Moreover,
even if the taxpayer substantially prevails with respect to the amount in controver-
sy or the most significant issue presented, the taxpayer has to prove that the IRS's
rition was "not substantially justified." The IRS, and the government generally,

as a duty to the public to bring only litigation that is warranted. If the govern-
ment loses a case, that means that the courts have determined that the government
wrongly caused a taxpayer to undertake untold heartache and expense. In some
cases, the amount expended may almost ruin a taxpayer. The government's re-
sources are virtually unlimited as compared to the taxpayer's. The government does
not have, at present, sufficient restraint on its ability to litigate unwarranted cases.
Requiring the government to establish that its case was substantially justified if it
did not prevail would serve as a salutary check on its willingness to proceed with
marginal cases and would establish a certain parity between the taxpayer and the
government with respect to the financial costs of doubtful litigation.

DISCLOSURE OF IRS INFORMATION

David Burnham, in his book A Law Unto Itself- Power, Politics and the IRS,
raises some troubling questions with respect to the operation of section 6103. As he
notes (beginning on page 311), section 6103 by preventing disclosure of tax return
information protects one of the most precious rights that Americans possess-the
right to privacy. But he argues that the provision has been used to undermine the
ability of Congress, the press and the public to adequately monitor the performance
of the IRS. It would seem that greater public scrutiny and Congressional oversight
of the internal workings of perhaps the most powerful agency in the government is
warranted. If it is determined that section 6103, as presently drafted, is in practice
unduly hindering the oversight capability of Congress or the press, then revisiting
the language of 6103 would be in order. Certainly, all American would no doubt
agree that-the privacy of tax return data should remain inviolate. But it seems
equally clear that vi;Iant Congressional and press oversight of the IRS is an impor-
tant check on the ability and willingness of the IRS to abuse taxpayers.

PAYROLL TAX DEPOSIT SYSTEM

A major problem facing all business taxpayers is the payroll tax deposit system.
These are the rules that require firms to deposit Social Security taxes and withhold



income tax with an authorized Federal depository. And these rules account for more
of the day to day disputes with the IRS than any others.

Payroll taxes are more likely to impose a higher relative compliance burden on
small businesses than other provisions of the Tax Code. For a small business, tax
compliance costs are likely to be disproportionately high relative to income and con-
sume a high amount of management time. Moreover, smaller businesses are often
more labor-intensive than larger businesses.

Tax regulations set out the procedures under which employers deposit payroll
taxes wit an authorized Federal depository. Under the regulations, the frequency
by which an employer is required to deposit such taxes increases as the amount of
payroll deposits increases. Each month is divided into eight deposit periods, which
end on the 3rd, 7th, 11th, 15th, 19th, 22nd, 25th, and last day of every month. To the
extent that an employer owes $3,000 or more in payroll deposits at the end of any of
these deposit periods, that firm is required to deposit those taxes within three (3)
banking days. There are various other payroll deposit rules that are extremely com-
plex and that pose a significant burden on small and large businesses alike.

The Chamber strongly recommends that the overall payroll tax deposit system be
simplified. For small business, the Chamber recommends that the $3,000 threshold
described above be increased to $10,000. Thus, an employer would not be required to
make a payroll tax deposit during any of the eight monthly deposit periods until
such time as the employer owes or has. collected $10,000 or more in payroll deposits.
This would reduce the frequency of deposit but would not address the root cause.

The Chamber has drafted an alternative payroll tax deposit system that would
base the frequency of payroll deposits during a month on the number of persons
employed by the business.. Thus, all a firm would have to keep track of to determine
how often its payroll taxes must be depceited would be the number of employees.
The deposits, under our proposal, would Ie due on easy-to-remember dates such as
the end of the month or middle of the munth. Larger firms would still be required
to pay within three days of making payroll.

Under the Fiscal Year 1990 (FY'9 ) budget reconciliation package, employers are
required to deposit payroll taxes with a Federal depository by the close of the appli-
cable banking day (instead of by the close of the third banking day) after any day on
which payroll deposit accruals are at least $100,000. The effective date of the provi-
sion is for amounts required to be deposited after July 31, 1990. For purposes of the
new law, the applicable banking day is the next banking day for 1990, the second
banking day for 1991, the third banking day for 1992, and it reverts back to the next
banking day for 1993 and 1994.

President Bush's FY '91 budget recommends that the payroll tax deposit rules for
affected employers be made consistent for all years, which means that payroll de-
posits would be required to be made by the close of the next banking day.

The apparent rationale for requiring a payroll tax deposit speedup is that busi-
nesses should be able to comply easily with a measure of this type, especially when
sophisticated computer hardware and software are generally available. However,
even for large firms this is a difficult task, particularly if payroll accounting is done
at more than one location. In fact, many firms have told us that they cannot do it
and will be forced to make estimated payroll tax deposits. This will lead to greater
uncertainty and more disputes. This is precisely what the system does not need. The
business community, Congress and the Administration should be seeking ways to
reduce the compliance burdens placed on the taxpaying public. Therefore, the
Chamber recommends that the Administration's payroll deposit speedup props be
opposed and that Congress enact legislation that would return to the three-day rule.

The FY '90 budget reconciliation legislation did take positive steps to reduce the
unfairness of payroll tax penalties. Under the new law, a small business person is
subject to a system of graduated penalties assessed accordin* to the degree of late-
ness of the payroll deposit. The Chamber is generally supportive of the new graduat-
edpayroll deposit rules, except for the implementation of a 15 percent penalty (the
highest level penalty under the graduated structure).

The Chamber does not agree with the necessity for the 15 percent penalty as part
of the graduated payroll deposit structure. Moreover, it also has concerns about the
procedural application of the 15 percent penalty itself. Since notice is given by the
IRS by mail, a taxpayer may actually only receive a few days' notice before assess-
ment of the 15 percent penalty. Those businesses which have already fully disclosed
their payroll activities on their quarterly returns should be provided more than a
few days' actual notice before the penalty increases by 50 percent, from a level of 10
percent under current law to 15 percent.

The Chamber recommends that Congress revisit the matter of payroll tax penalty
rules. To the extent that it is not feasible to reduce the top graduated tax penalty



from 15 to 10 percent at this time, the Chamber strongly recommends that the 10-
day notice procedure set forth be changed to conform to the 30-day notice reqdlire-
ment set forth for levies under section 6331 and that taxpayers who fully disclose
their payroll on their quarterly return be exempt from the 15-percent penalty.

THE NEW FRONTIER IN TAX COMPLIANCE-EXTENSION OF THE ASSESSMENT PERIOD

Under current law, the IRS is generally required to examine a tax return and
assess a deficiency of tax within three-years after the filing of the tax return. There
are certain exceptions to the general three year statute of limitations that could
extend the period of assessment, such as situations of fraud or intention to evade
tax. Moreover, the taxpayer and the IRS may mutually agree to extend the assess-
ment period as well.

The general statute of limitations for nonfraud-related tax cases has been tradi-
tionally maintained at three years in order to protect the personal rights of taxpay-
ers and to ensure that they cannot indefinitely be subject to uncertainty and poten-
tial harassment by the government.

Unfortunately, there appears to be an effort underway to systematically extend
the period of assessment to six years after the filing of a tax return. For example,
the Foreign Tax Equity Act of 1990 (H.R. 4308) would provide the Secretary of the
Treasury with the authority to extend the assessment period to six years regarding
a deficiency involving a transaction between a U.S. subsidiary and its foreign
parent.

As another example, the House discussion draft to modify Section 2036(c) also con-
tains an extension of the statute of limitations. This latter House proposal would
generally extend the gift tax statute of limitations from three years to six years for
transfers subject to the provisions of the draft legislation. Further, the statute of
limitations would be unlimited for transfers subject to the legislation but which
have not been reported.

The rationale for extending the statute of limitations to six years is probably
based, in part, on the widely publicized IRS audit rate of 0.92 percent of returns
filed in fiscal year 1989. The Chamber must emphasize that, as discussed above, the
real IRS audit rate is something very different.

The Chamber fears that once Congress starts down the path of instituting a six-
year tax assessment period for certain taxpayers or transactions, the precedent and

- the policy rationale will have been set for extending the six-year statute of limita-
tions to all taxpayers and all transactions.

In all likelihood, an extension of the assessment period will not do anything to
significantly address the so-called tax gap or tax compliance problems that the IRS
must address. If the IRS cannot sufficiently audit returns within three years of
when a tax return is filed, the Service is unlikely to be able to audit such returns
within a six year period of time. More likely, an extension of the assessment period
will merely provide the IRS with the ability to postpone making critical decisions
about pending tax cases. To the extent that there is a backlog of tax cases that must
be reviewed by the IRS, there is a high probability that the backlog of tax cases
would grow and not decline.

The real cost to taxpayers is the cost associated with keeping books and records
for longer periods of times,-the loss of key personnel familiar with the underlying
transaction, the significant loss of personal rights and the" uncertainty associated
with doubling the number of open years.

PENSIONS

The IRS has recently made it clear that it intends to dramatically step u its
audit rate of small firms' pension plans. This is an attractive area for the I be-
cause the pension laws are so complex and the rules so technical that small busi-
nesses often inadvertently violate the rules. Particularly at risk are those that do
not hire a lawyer every year to revise their plan to take into account this year's
change in the rules. The payoff to the IRS if it uncovers a violation is frightfully
high. The IRS disqualifies the plan and brings the entire value of the plan into
income in the year of disqualification.

Two changes urgently need 'o be made. The law must be simplified. And penalties
short of total disqualification for 'technical noncompliance with rules such as the
top-heavy, nondiscrimination or coverage rules should be instituted. A small busi-
ness's entire retirement program should not be destroyed for technical noncompli-
ance. There should be some measure of proportionality between the offense and the
penalty.
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INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS

An area of continuing and escalating concern to small businesses and an area
that leads to a great many disputes between taxpaq rs find the IRS is the legal defi-
nition of an employee versus an independent contractor. Many business persons,
ranging from fishermen to loggers to floor coverers to computer consultants, do
business as independent contractors rather than establishing an employer-employee
relationship. The IRS seems to have targeted this issue as one in which they will
conduct aggressive audits. Under present law, the issue revolves around a multi.
pronged legal test that is not susceptible of certain resolution in most cases. Thus,
taxpayers are often forced to litigate at great expense.

This is an area in which much injustice is being done. Yet a simple solution does
not present itself. The Chamber has established an Independent Contractor Work-
ing Group to try to craft an approach to this problem that would provide certainty
and provide maximum flexibility for businesses and give due considerations to the
needs of the fisc.

Thank you.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN F. CONNOR

NY NAME IS JOHN F. CONNOR. I AM A GS12 REVENUE OFFICER IN

THE PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT. I AM CURRENTLY ASSIGNED TO GROUP 11 IN

THE DISTRICT OFFICE AT 600 ARCH ST. IN PHILADELPHIA.

I COME BEFORE YOU TODAY OUT OF CONCERN FOR WHAT HAS BECOME

AN INTOLERABLE STATE OF AFFAIRS IN THE COLLECTION DIVISION IN THE

PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT. I AM CONVINCED THAT THE "CRITICAL

ELEMENTS" WHICH THE I.R.S NOW USES TO MEASURE THE PERFORMANCE OF

REVENUE OFFICERS ARE ACTUALLY BEING USED TO THE ULTIMATE HARM OF

BOTH THE I.R.S COLLECTION PERSONNEL AND THE AMERICAN PUBLIC.

THE REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY THE CRITICAL ELEMENTS ARE

IMPOSSIBLE TO MEET. IT FS A 58-POINT CHECKLIST, IN OUTLINE FORM,

AND MANY OF THE HEADINGS MERELY REFER TO SECTIONS OF THE INTERNAL

REVENUE MANUAL.

THE I.R.S. 's COLLECTION QUALITY MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (CONS)

APPLIES THE CRITICAL ELEMENTS WITH DRACONIAN RIGOR WHEN REVIEWING

CASES. THAT MEANS, FOR EXAMPLE, THAT A REVENUE OFFICER CAN

COLLECT FULL PAYMENT, BUT IF HE NEGLECTS TO DOCUMENT THAT HE

ACTUALLY ASKED FOR IT CONS WILL MAKE A NEGATIVE FINDING.

INITIALLY IT CAN MEAN NO MERIT PAY INCREASE, AND ULTIMATELY IT

CAN MEAN YOU ARE FIRED.

THE VOLUME AND COMPLEXITY OF THE CRITICAL ELEMENTS RESULTS

IN W.HAT I HAVE NICKNAMED "THE BULLSEYE EFFECT." SINCE THE

ELUNTS ARE VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO MEET, THE EMPLOYEE REALIZES

THAT HE OR SHE IS CONTINUALLY AT RISK, VULNERABLE TO ADVERSE

FINDINGS IN A WORK PERFORMANCE REVIEW. THUS, THEY FEEL AS IF A

HUGE "BULLSEYE" HAS BEEN PLACED ON THEIR BACKS; IN TURN, THEY

FEEL PRESSURED TO PUT THAT "BULLSEYE" ON THE TAXPAYER'S BACK.

THE CQMS USES THESE CRITICAL ELEMENTS TO GENERATE STATISTICS

WHICH MEASURE THE PERFORMANCE WITHIN THE DISTRICT. THESE SAME

STATISTICS FORM THE BASIS OF THE I.R.S'S MERIT PAY SYSTEM. IN

THIS WAY, THE "BULLSEYE EFFECT" ORIGINATES AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL

OF MANAGEMENT, WHERE IT CAN-BE FREELY USED AS DESIRED THROUGHOUT

THE CHAIN OF COMMAND UNTIL EVERYONE WITHIN THE COLLECTION NETWORK

LIVES AND WORKS "AT RISK."
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WITH THE CRITICAL ELEMENTS, THE COLLECTION MISSION IS

RADICALLY SKEWED TOWARDS MEETING A SET OF PERFORMANCE STANDARDS.

THE BUSINESS OF FAIRNESS, INTEGRITY, PUBLIC CONFIDENCE AND

COLLECTING THE PROPER TAX BECOMES A FUNCTION OF A SYSTEM OF

MEASUREMENT, WHEN RIGHTLY IT SHOULD BE THE OTHER WAY AROUND.

THERE IS NO MORE DRASTIC EXAMPLE OF THE DELETERIOUS EFFECTS

OF THIS INVERSION THAN WHEN COLLECTION PERSONNEL ACTUALLY MEET

WITH THE PUBLIC. GIVEN THE RIGOR WITH WHICH THE CQMS APPLIES THE

CRITICAL ELEMENTS TO COLLECTION PERSONNEL, THOSE PERSONNEL CAN

HARDLY ESCAPE BRINGING THAT SAME RIGOR TO THEIR ENCOUNTERS WITH

TAXPAYERS. THAT'S BECAUSE CQMS CHECKLISTS ARE ROUTINELY PUT IN

ALL TAX CASES TO GUARANTEE TOTAL COMPLIANCE WITH THE STANDARDS.

AND YOU MUST REMEMBER -- SOMEONE'S MERIT PAY HANGS IN THE

BALANCE.

THIS STRICT APPLICATION OF THE CRITICAL ELEMENTS AS THE ONLY

WARRANTED MEANS OF SOLVING THE DELINQUENCY IN THE FIELD IS THE

COUP DE GRAS IN A METHOD OF ADMINISTERING THE TAX LAW THAT

INEVITABLY REDUCES ITSELF TO "LOCATING THE BULLSEYE.'

WHAT USED TO BE AN OBSESSION WITH PRODUCTION WITHIN THE

I.R.S. HAS BEEN REPLACED WITH AN OBSESSION WITH THE MEASUREMENT

OF THAT PRODUCTION. THE RESULT IS SUPPOSED TO BE QUALITY, BUT AS

YOU CAN SEE, THAT IS NOT THE CASE. MISSION HAS YIELDED TO METHOD,

AND TAX ADMINISTRATION HAS YIELDED TO A CONTINUOUS SCRAMBLING FOR

SELF-PRESERVATION. AND THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ARE THE LOSERS.

IN THE BOOK OF MATTHEW, THERE IS A STORY ABOUT A SPIRIT

WHO HAS BEEN EXORISED AND HAS NOWHERE TO GO AND WANDERS,

LOOKING FOR A HOME. HE RETURNS TO THE MAN WHOM HE ORIGINALLY

POSESSED AND FINDS THE MAN CLEAN AND IN ORDER. THE SPIRIT THEN

GETS SEVEN OTHER SPIRITS MORE EVIL THAN HE AND REPOSESSES THE

MAN. THE SCRIPTURE CONCLUDED$ *THE LAST STATE OF THAT MAN BECOMES

WORSE THAN THE FIRST.* TO A GREAT DEGREE, I THINK THAT IS WHAT

HAS HAPPENED WITH THE I.R.S. IN ITS ATTEMPT TO CLEANSE ITSELF

WITH AN EMPHASIS ON QUALITY, THEY ARE REVERTING TO AN EMPHASIS

UPON STATISTICAL MEASUREMENTS AND PRODUCTION THAT IS WORSE THAN

EVER BEFORE. THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR

BEFORE YOU TODAY.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KAY M. COUNCIL

Mr. Chairman:

H1 name is Kay M. Council. I live in High Point, North Carolina.
I am years old, and I am a widow. I came home one evening in June
1988 and found the lights on, the house empty and a note from my
husband:

My dearest Kay

I have taken my life in order to provide capital
for you. The IRS and its liens which have been taken
against our property illegally by a runaway agency of
our government have dried up all sources of credit for
us. So I have made the only decision I can. It's
purely a business decision. I hope you can understand
that.

I love you completely,

Alex

You will find my body on the lot on the north side of
the house.

I don't remember many details from the rest of that night, but I
will never get over what ! lost that night - what the IRS did to us,
what it drove my husband to do. He was 49 years old.

Four months later, finally able to pay our attorneys with money
from Alex's life insurance, I went to court and beat the IRS. The
court entered a Judment barring the IRS from collecting $300,000 in
tax, penalties and interest it claimed that we owed. 7he court agreed
that we owed nothing. The court ordered the IRS to cancel the tax
lien that it had placed on our property, an illegal tax lien that had
ruined our personal finances and our business.

Alex had a development company that was building a residential
development in Pfafftown, N.C., the town where we lived. When the IRS
placed the illegal lien on our property in Hay 1987, he was preparing
to start another development. But no one wants to lend money to
someone who has a tax lien. So the development fell through.

After the IRS acted illegally, our business was practically
ruined. Our income from the business then barely covered our living
expenses. We owed $112,000 on a construction loan for our how but
could not refinance it because of the lien. We faced losing our home
when the loan came due.

People talk to me about being angry at Alex for what he did. I
try to be but when I sit down and think this out, he was right. There
was no other way, except to just give up. If we had given up, we
would have lost our home and our business, and we still could not have
paid the IRS all that they claimed we owed. We could not give up-
Alex could not give up - because we knew the IRS was wrong.

The IRS was wrong from the day they sent us the first notice.
They were wrong. We were innocent from day one, and the court
decisions and court orders say that. But look at what was done to my
life. People sit back and ay, Well, this is a terrible story but
it's surely an exception to the rule, and this sort of thing could
never happen to me.

They are wrong. This kind of thing should never have happened to
me and Alex. We weren't criminals. We weren't trying to do anything
wrong, ed we didn't do anything wrong. We just got caught;up in the
middle of a big IRS scrow-up, and we couldn' t get out of it.



It began in 1979. We were living in a suburb of San rrancisoo,
where Alex was a vice president of a mortgage insurance comny that
he had helped start. Alex received a boms. We invested th money in
real estate and in oil and s lemmas. on the advice of our
accountant and our financial consultant, we also bought rights to
paintings offered by an art company in New York. The idea wms that we
could sell lithographs of the paintings and use other mrketing tools
available to eventually recoup our investment ad make a profit. It
was to have been a little business for me to run. But it didn't work
out, and we claied a write-off of about $70,000 in our 1979 tax
return.

2be 110 audited the return and told us that our accountant ws
wrong, that it did not consider the art investment a legitimate tax
write-off. We expected the lR to deny the write-off and send a
notice of deficiency that would give us 90 days to petition the Tax
Court. e planned to fight the claim in Tax Court. If we had lost,
we could have scraped together the money and paid the tax. but the
iRS did not do that.

if we had received the notice, my husband would be alive. We
could have fought the notice and paid the tax if we lost. There were
other people who got such notices through the same process; they were
fortunate enough that they got theirs and they were able to pay them.
They lost money, but they didn't go through the hell that the MR put
us through.

We didn't hear from the IRS during the next couple of years. e
lost money on our investments in California, and in .93 we moved beck
hom to North Carolina, where Alex started the housing develop -- t.
Then the IRS sent us a bill for $183,021 - tax of $11A,895plus
penalties and interest. ibis was in September 1983, four months after
the statute of limitations ran out. We were d&betruck.

In an affidavit filed in federal court in November 1987, Alex
described his attempts to find out what had happened.

OPrior to this bill, neither my accountant . . . nor I had
received an audit report, a 30-day letter, a 90-day letter or any
other notice of assessment. Since that time I have been attempting to
determine why I never received these documents or any other notice,
which foreclosed any administrative or Tax Court review of the
proposed deficiency . . . which efforts were wholly unsuccessful until
very recently. The only commication I had received from the in
since 1983 indicated receipt of my letters requesting the above
information, bills threatening collection procedures, and notices of
intent to levy on my assets."

The IRS maintained that it had sent us a certified letter
containing the required notice of deficiency three weks before the
statute of limitations ran out. We never received such notice and our
accountant never received-such notice, and we tried repeatedly to get
the IRS to shw us a cop of the notice and proof that it we miled.
Itwouldnot. We tried to get the IM to give us the ntmer of the
certified letter so that we could go to the postal records ourselves
and try to trace it. The IRS did not respond.

We tried again and again to get the In to check into it and
resolve it. We had been doing that from the day we first received the
tax bill. Their attitude was simply to ignore us. We would get in
touch with the problems resolution officer, and he would ask for all
of this information, which we would supply him with. They were
supposed to get back to us, and then months would go by and we would
hear nothing. We would try to get in contact with thin. SVery time,
for se reason, the person we had been working with was no longer in
that office, or somebody else was our new resolution officer. And
then we would go through the sam process again, sending all of this
Information in. We never got any satisfaction. We were totally
ignored..



I think the IM ignored us because they knew that they didn't
have a case, that they were wrong. If they thought they hrd a case,
then why didn't they come in and take our assets, as they did to so
mny other people? Mhy did they ignore us for -so many years? I feel
that they said to themselves that we'll just sit back and see what

If they had gone to the postal records to find out what happened
to the certified letter, the whole thing could have been avoided and
my husband would be alive. But they would not. Alex is dead because
of the IRM's arrogance and incompetence.

After two years, we finally received a copy of the notice of
deficiency in 1985. In 1987, after a four year wait, the IR sent us
a copy of its only proof of sailing - a certified mail list showing
that the notice was ailed at a post office in San rrancisco on
April 15, 1983. But the IS's mail list had our address wrong. We
lived at 71 Corte Del Bayo in Larkspur, California. The address on
the IRM list wes 7+- Corte Del Bayo. To us, this seemed to explain
why we never received the notice; the IM had sent it to the wrong
address.

The IRS argued in U.S. Middle District Court that the mistake on
the sail list didn't man that the letter was sent to the wrong
address. But it had no proof all it had was the sail list with the
incorrect address. We argued in court that the IR could have found
out what happened to the notice by going to the post office and
looking at its certified sail records. It did not do this, despite
our repeated queries starting in October 1983. By the time the IM
bothered to check, the post office had destroyed the records.

The IM also argued that we knew that an assessment was likely
and implied that we should have taken action ourselves to get the IM
to act before the statute of limitations ran out. That was another
totally ridiculous statement, and the Judge agreed in his Judgment
against the KM in December 1988. Federal law, h said, *does not
place upon plaintiffs the borden of hounding the IR for delivery of a
possible notice of deficiency.*

Sam of my friends and relatives think that I should be happy,
that I have accomplished what Alex wanted me to accomplish: I beat
the IRM. They ask, Ot don't you get on with your life and be a
happy 'mn?" It's not that simple. Right now I'm fighting for my
financial life. I still have that $132,000 mortgage plus interest to
py off at the Mllbrook develo.;nt. My legal fees were close to
7,000, and I still owe my attorneys about $14,000 plus interest even

though the court ordered in August 1989 the IS to pay them $27,900.
The IR dropped the a of this order in December, and the check
finally came last month.

Alex took his life so I would have money to keep fighting the
KMS. He believed that our lawyers were not pushing our case because
we didn't have any more money to pay them. I don't think I would have
ever gotten into a courtroom if my attorneys hadn't known that I had
$250,000 from Alex's life insurance.

What if Alex and I had not had the money to hire the attorneys to
start with? If you're poor, what do you do? There's something wrong
when the IR can accuse you of m thing and assume you are guilty and
destroy your life. Aren't you supposed to be innocent until proven
guilty? They said, "You're guilty." And I had to fight to prove I
was innocent, and, sure, I proved it. lhy don't I feel good about it?
I always felt that if I beat the IR I would feel good, that I could
say, *All right, Alex, your death wasn't for nothing; we proved we
were innocent." Big deal. I keep winning all these victories; I lost
the war, a long time ago.

After Alex's death, I was left running a business that I really
did not have the knowledge to run. But I had no choice. I had to
sell my ham at Pfafftown for much less that it was worth in order to
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ff the construction loan that wai due on it. I could not get the
financed because of the tax lien.

when I bought my house in High Point, I had to use money from the
insurance settlement and pay cash for it. I could not get financing
because of the tax lien. %hen I had to buy a car, I hadto pay cash
for that. And it continues, even though the court made the IRS remove
the lien. A few weeks ago I went to buy a vacuum cleaner. The
salesman said that I could have 90 days to pay cash for it, but he
went ahead and applied for financing on it. They turned me down
because of the tax lien that is still on my credit report. I thought
that, since the IRS puts these tax liens on your credit report, whe
the lien is released they would have it removed. Hut it doesn't work
that wayl it's my responsibility. The credit bureau said that there
is no way I can get the lien off my credit report, that it stays on
there for seven years. All I can do is attach a statement to the
report explaining what happened. So I'm still feeling the effects of
the IRS action against us, even though I beat the IRS in court. And
I'm going to feel the effects of it, because it's n my credit record
and every tim I apply for credit I have to sit down and explain to
people. I will have to do that for the next seven years.

IRS Comissioner Fred Goldberg was on "Good Horning America" the
other day talking about an article in "money" magasine which said that
American citizens pay billions of dollars that they don't owe, simply
because the IRS sends out inaccurate notices. Goldberg said "ours,
people pay money they my not owe. We make mistakes." He agreed that
tapayers should fight the IRS. "Grab us by the neck and tell us," he

How do you grab them by the neck? How do you get to anybody in
the inS? we tried for five years, and allow e got was nothing. And he
says, "Grab us by the neck." who is the In? The only people I have
ever seen that were IRS were people that I saw in the courtroom.
Other than that, I have never been able to have any contact in any way
with the IRS.

The IRS should not be in the position to ay to the taxpayer,
"You're guilty of this." And the taxpayer should not be put in the
position of spending every dime that they have, to prove that they're
imocent. Look what I went through to prove my innocence. You talk
about winning battles; look at the battles I won. ut I lost the wat
because my husband is dead.

I should feel soe satisfaction that I beat the IRS, that I got a
$27,900 check from them to pay a portion of my attorney's fees. I
don't feel good about any of it. I feel cheated. -

I was cheated of my rights as a citizen. I was cheated of
growing old with the man I love. I lost my best friend. I now have
to start a new life and a new career at the age where I should be able
to enjoy my children and grandchildren. I worked for 20 years as a
professional, but I have not been in the job market since 1982. Our
children have no father, only the emotional devastation left in their
life to try and deal with. Our grandchildren have no "pop," that's
the nam they use for the grandfather they loved dearly. Our
granddaughter thinks her pop got sick and died. How do you explain
the IRS and suicide to a five-year-old? It seem to me that somebody
has to be held accountable for the destruction to me and my family.

Yet I am told I cannot sue the IRS for damages, economical or
personal. now do you put a price tag on a life? I can't sue them for
the illegal tax lien they put on us. I had no rights. The IRS has
them all.

People ask me why I am doing this, because it just devastates me
every time I have to go through this, every tim Igo back to
night when Alex died. All I can say s I thougt that beating the INS
would give sm meaning to Alex's death, but it hasn't. There has to
be more.

here has to be something done to control the IRS, to keep it
from destroying people's lives. And I really believe that if enough
little peope like me keep coming forward, there are going to have to
be som changes.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRED T. GOLDBERG, JR.

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY TO

REVIEW THE IRS' IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS

THAT YOU WERE 80 INSTRUMENTAL IN ENACTING NEARLY 16 MONTHS AGO.

IN MY TESTIMONY, I WILL DISCUSS WHAT WE HAVE DONE TO IMPLEMENT

BOTH THE LETTER, AND SPIRIT OF THE LAW AND HIGHLIGHT OUR PLANS TO

MAKE IRS EVEN MORE RESPONSIVE TO TAXPAYERS IN THE YEARS AHEAD.

WITH ME TODAY ARE MIKE MURPHY, THE SENIOR DEPUTY

COMMISSIONER; CHARLY BRENNAN, THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF

OPERATIONS; HAP SHASHY, CHIEF COUNSEL; AND DAMON HOLMES, THE

TAXPAYER OMBUDSMAN. ALL OF US AND THE OTHER IRS OFFICIALS HERE

WILL BE AVAILABLE TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU OR THE OTHER

MENBERB MAY HAVE AT THE CONCLUSION OF MY OPENING STATEMENT.

I. IR UOMMITTED TO TM! TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, AS SPONSORS OF

THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS, YOU MORE THAN ANYONE RECOGNIZE THAT

THE WHOLE I8 GREATER THAN THE SUM OF ITS PARTS. ALTH6tIGH EACH OF

THE 21 PROVISIONS THAT MAKE UP THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS IS

IMPORTANT IN ITS OWN RIGHT, THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF THIS

LEGISLATION IS THAT IT PUTS NEW EMPHASIS ON TAXPAYER RIGHTS.

REGARDLESS OF WHETHER A TAXPAYER IS DUE A REFUND, OWES THE

GOVERNMENT TAXES, 18 BEING AUDITED, OR 18 ASKING US A QUESTION,

THAT INDIVIDUAL DESERVES TO BE TREATED FAIRLY AND WITH RESPECT.

THAT IS THE FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT TAXPAYERS SHOULD EXPECT AND THEY

SHOULD RECEIVE NOTHING LESS.

SAFEGUARDING TAXPAYER RIGHTS 18 THE RESPONSIBILITY OF

120,000 IRS EMPLOYEES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES AND ABROAD, IN

OUR 10 SERVICE CENTERS, 63 DISTRICT OFFICES AND OVER 1,000 POSTS-

OF-DUTY. WHILE WE AT THE NATIONAL OFFICE IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

HAVE DEVELOPED PLANS AND TRAINING PROGRAMS AND ESTABLISHED

PROCZDURES AND INTERNAL CONTROLS TO IMPLEMENT THE TAXPAYER BILL
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OF RIGHTS AND HAVE CLOSELY MONITORED OUR PROGRESS, IT IS OUR

EMPLOYEES ON THE FRONT-LINES WHO MUST MAKE IT WORK. IN THEIR

DAY-TO-DAY DEALINGS WITH THE TAXPAYING PUBLIC, THEY ARE THE ONES

WHO MAKE THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS A REALITY.

WHEN THE SYSTEM BREAKS DOWN -- AND IT OCCASIONALLY WILL WHEN

DEALING WITH ABOUT 200 MILLION RETURNS IN AN ENVIRONMENT OF

COMPLEX AND CHANGING RULES AND OUTDATED COMPUTER SYSTEMS -- IT IS

THE SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE TAXPAYER OMBUDSMAN AND THE

EMPLOYEES OF OUR PROBLEM RESOLUTION PROGRAM TO INTERVENE ON THE

TAXPAYER'S BEHALF. LOCATED IN OUR NATIONAL OFFICE AND IN EACH

REGIONAL OFFICE, SERVICE CENTER AND DISTRICT OFFICE, THEY HAVE

THE AUTHORITY AND EXPERTISE TO CUT THROUGH THE RED TAPE AND TO

PROVIDE AN IMPARTIAL RESOLUTION OF A TAXPAYER'S PROBLEM.

PROTECTING TAXPAYER RIGHTS IS THE FOUNDATION OF TAX

ADMINISTRATION. BUT IT I8 ONLY ONE PART OF THE EQUATION. WE

ALSO NEED LAWS THAT TAXPAYERS UNDERSTAND AND A TAX SYSTEM THAT IS

RESPONSIVE TO THEIR NEEDS. WITH THE CONTINUED SUPPORT OF

CONGRESS AND THE ADMINISTRATION, I AN CONFIDENT THAT WE CAN WORK

TOGETHER TO BUILD SUCH A SYSTEM.

HERE ON THE TABLE ARE EXAMPLES OF THE TRAINING MATERIAL,

INTERNAL GUIDELINES AND CHANGES TO OPERATING PROCEDURES ISSUED TO

IMPLEMENT THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS. THESE DOCUMENTS ARE

AVAILABLE TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE TO INCLUDE IN THE RECORD AS

APPROPRIATE.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS

OVERALL, I BELIEVE THAT THE IRS HAS DONE AN EXCELLENT JOB IN

IMPLuEEiTING BOTH THE LETTER AND THE SPIRIT OF THE TAXPAYER BILL

OF RIGHTS. WE HAVE DEVELOPED AND CLOSELY MONITORED A DETAILED

IMPLKENTATION PLAN CONSISTING OF 145 MAJOR ACTIONS. WE HAVE

DIPHAS;ZED TO ALL OUR EMPLOYEES THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS

LEGISLATION AND TO DATE IMPLEMENTED 134 OF THESE ACTIONS. THE IRS

RECEIVED NO ADDITIONAL FUNDS TO COVER THE EXPENSES RELATED TO THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS. TO FUND THESE

EXPErSS, RESOURCES HAD TO BE REDIRECTED FROM LESS CRITICAL

PROGRAMS.
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FINALIZING CERTAIN REGULATIONS AND PROCEDURES WHICH WE EXPECT TO

COMPLETE IN THE UPCOMING MONTHS. IN MY TESTIMONY TODAY, I WOULD

LIKE TO DESCRIBE THE STEPS THAT WE HAVE TAKEN TO DATE TO:

* INFORM TAXPAYERS OF THEIR RIGHTS AND

RESPONSIBILITIES,

* STRENGTHEN OUR PROBLEM RESOLUTION PROGRAM,

" ENSURE FAIR AND IMPARTIAL ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY,

" IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE

PROGRAMS,

" IMPROVE THE ISSUANCE OF TAXPAYER GUIDANCE, AND

* MONITOR OUR PROGRESS TO ENSURE THAT THE TAXPAYER

BILL OF RIGHTS 18 WORKING AS INTENDED.

I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO ADDRESS WHAT REMAINS TO BE DONE TO MAKE

IRS MORE RESPONSIVE TO TAXPAYERS IN THE FUTURE THROUGH

SIMPLIFYING OUR TAX LAWS AND REGULATIONS, MODERNIZING OUR

OUTDATED COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND INVESTING IN A LONG-TERM COMMITMENT

IN THE RESOURCES NEEDED TO IMPROVE OUR SYSTEM OF TAX

ADMINISTRATION FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE TAXPAYING PUBLIC.

III. T TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS IS WORKING

MY TESTIMONY TODAY COVERS KEY SECTIONS OF THE LEGISLATION

AND HOW WE IMPLEN EACH OF THEM, AND SHARE WITH YOU SOME OF

THE OPERATIONAL DATA WE HAVE THAT LEAD US TO BELIEVE THE TAXPAYER

BILL OF RIGHTS I8 WORKING AS INTENDED.

A. INFORMING TAXPAYERS OF THEIR RIGHTS

FOR OUR SYSTEM OF TAX ADMINISTRATION TO WORK PROPERLY,

TAXPAYERS MUST BE FULLY AWARE OF THEIR RIGHTS AND

RESPONSIBILITIES. THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS THAT YOU AUTHORED

ADDRESSED THIS NEED. SPECIFICALLY, THE ACT REQUIRED THAT WE

PREPARE A STATEMENT, IN SIMPLE, NONTECHNICAL TERMS, OF TAXPAYERS'

RIGHTS AND- IRS' ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES AND THAT WE PROVIDE THIS

STATEMENT TO ALL TAXPAYERS WE CONTACT WITH RESPECT TO THE

DETERMINATION OR COLLECTION OF THEIR TAXES.
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PUBLICATION 1, YOUR RIGHTS AS A TAXPAYER, IS A FOUR-PAGE

PAMPHLET THAT OUTLINES TAXPAYERS' RIGHTS AND OUR PROCEDURES IN

HELPFUL, NONTECHNICAL TERMS. (SEE APPENDIX I). WE SEND THIS

PUBLICATION WITH OUR INITIAL EXAMINATION APPOINTMENT LETTER, OUR

INITIAL COLLECTION NOTICE, AND OUR SERVICE CENTER CORRESPONDENCE,

SUCH AS REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION ABOUT APPARENT MISMATCHES OF

FORM 1099 INFORMATION.

WHEN OUR EXAMINATION AND COLLECTION EMPLOYEES FIRST MEET

WITH A TAXPAYER, THEY ARE REQUIRED TO INQUIRE WHETHER THE

TAXPAYER RECEIVED PUBLICATION 1 AND WHETHER THEY HAVE ANY

QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR RIGHTS AND IRS PROCEDURES. THE PUBLICATION

I8 AVAILABLE IN ALL OF OUR OFFICES AND WILL BE SENT TO A TAXPAYER

ON REQUEST. WE HAVE DISTRIBUTED MORE THAN 25 MILLION COPIES OF

PUBLICATION 1, INCLUDING A SPANISH LANGUAGE VERSION. WE HAVE

ALSO SOLICITED COMMTS FROM CONGRESS AND THE TAX COMMUNITY TO

MAKE SURE THAT THE PUBLICATION 18 UNDERSTANDABLE AND REFLECTS THE

SPIRIT OF THE LAW.

WE APPRECIATED YOUR SUGGESTIONS AND INCORPORATED YOUR

CHANGES INTO THE FINAL VERSION OF THE PUBLICATION.

THE FIRST PARAGRAPH OF PUBLICATION 1, HIGHLIGHTS WHAT

TAXPAYERS EXPECT AND IRS' COMMITMENT TO ENSURE THESE RIGHTS.

WAS A TAXPAYER, YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO BE TREATED FAIRLY,

PROFESSIONALLY, PROMPTLY, AND COURTEOUSLY BY INTERNAL

REVENUE SERVICE EMPLOYEES. OUR GOAL AT THE IRS I8 TO

PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS SO THAT YOU WILL HAVE THE HIGHEST

CONFIDENCE IN THE INTEGRITY, EFFICIENCY, AND FAIRNESS OF OUR

TAX SYSTE. TO ENSURE THAT YOU ALWAYS RECEIVE SUCH

TREATMENT, YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE MANY RIGHTS YOU HAVE AT

EACH STEP OF THE TAX PROCESS."

I THINK THAT STATEMENT SUMS UP OUR COMMITMENT TO THE

TAXPAYER AND TO THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS.

WE HAVE DONE FAR MORE THAN DISTRIBUTE INFORMATION AS THE LAW

REQUIRES. WE HAVE EDUCATED TAXPAYERS ABOUT THEIR RIGHTS AND
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BROADCASTS, IN THE SPEECHES OUR EXECUTIVES AND DIPLOYZES HAVE

MADE, IN OUR TAXPAYER EDUCATION EFFORTS, AND IN NEWS RELEASES FOR

NEWSPAPERS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY.

FOR EXAMPLE, LAST YEAR IRS REPRESENTATIVES EXPLAINED AND

ANSWERED QUESTIONS ABOUT TAXPAYER'S RIGHTS ON PBS, THE LEARNING

CHANNEL, C-SPAN, BIZNET, FNN, AND THE TZLZMUNDO NETWORK IN

ADDITION TO MANY LOCAL TELEVISION AND RADIO TALK AND CALL-IN

SHOWS. WE HAVE PREPARED AND DISTRIBUTED NEWS RELEASES THAT WERE

MADE AVAILABLE TO NEWSPAPERS ALL OVER THE COUNTRY. OUR

EXECUTIVES AND DIPLOYEES HAVE SPOKEN ABOUT THE TAXPAYER BILL OF

RIGHTS AND OUR INPLEMENTATION OF IT AT MANY PRACTITIONER AND

TAXPAYER GATHERING. OUR TRAINING COURSES FOR OUR VOLUNTEER

INCOME TAX ASSISTORS (VITA VOLUNTEER), OUR UNDERSTANDING TAXES

COURSE FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS, AND OUR TAX WORKSHOPS FOR SMALL

BUSINESSES HAVE BEEN REVISED TO INCLUDE A DISCUSSION OF THE

RIGHTS OF TAXPAYERS. WE HAVE REVISED PUBLICATIONS THAT ARE READ

BY MANY TAXPAYERS, SUCH AS OUR "GUIDE TO FREE TAX SERVICES- (SEE

APPENDIX II) TO HIGHLIGHT THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS. WE ARE, I

THINK, JUSTIFIABLY PROUD OF THESE EFFORTS, MADE IN THE SPIRIT OF

THE LAW, TO MAKE TAXPAYERS AWARE OF THEIR RIGHTS.

B. RTRIG hIED OUR PROnLDI RESOLUTION PROGRAM

I PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED THE IMPORTANT ROLE THAT OUR PROBLEM

RESOLUTION PROGRAM PLAYS IN SAFEGUARDING THE RIGHTS OF TAXPAYERS.

THE ACT STRENGTHENS THIS AUTHORITY BY GRANTING TO THE TAXPAYER

OMBUDSMAN, THE STATUTORY AUTHORITY TO ISSUE TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE

ORDERS WHEN A TAXPAYER I8 SUFFERING OR IS ABOUT TO SUFFER A

81NGIFICAW HARDSHIP AS A RESULT OF THE WAY THE TAX LAWS ARE

ADMINISTERED.

IN JANUARY 1989, IRS IMPLDIENTED AN IRS-WIDE TAXPAYER

ASSISTANCE ORDER PROGRAM. THE LAW REQUIRES THAT THE IRS ISSUE

TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE ORDERS IF TAXPAYERS SUFFERED A SIGNIFICANT

HARDSHIP AS A RESULT OF THE MANNER IN WHICH IRS ADMINISTERED THE
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INTERNAL REVENUE LAW. WE EXPANDED THE DEFINITION TO CONSIDER ALL

CASES OF TRUE HARDSHIP IN ORDER TO TAKE ANOTHER LOOK AT THESE

CASE. FOR EXAMPLE, IF A TAXPAYER IS FACED WITH THE POTENTIAL

LOSS OF A HOUSE OR BUSINESS, WE LOOK AT THAT CASE. WE MAY NOT

ULTIMATELY STOP COLLECTION ACTION IN THESE CASES IF THE TAXPAYER

O'-ES THE TAX AND HAS NOT PAID, BUT THE PROBLEM RESOLUTION OFFICER

DOES LOOK AT IT TO MAKE SURE THE IRS HAS PROPERLY ASSESSED AND IS

PROPERLY COLLECTING THE TAX. IN MANY CASES WE ARE ABLE TO

EXPEDITE AGREEMENTS WITH TAXPAYERS TO PAY THEIR TAX LIABILITIES.

THE PROBLEM RESOLUTION OFFICE ALSO EXPEDITES CLAIMS FOR

REFUNDS WHEN TAXPAYERS HAVE OVERPAID THEIR TAXES AND NEED THE

REFUND QUICKLY TO AVOID A TRUE FINANCIAL HARDSHIP.

THE TAXPAYER OMBUDSMAN HAS DELEGATED AUTHORITY TO ISSUE

TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE ORDERS TO OUR PROBLEM RESOLUTION OFFICERS.

EACH DISTRICT, COMPLIANCE CENTER, SERVICE CENTER, AND REGIONAL

OFFICE IN THE COUNTRY HAS A PROBLEM RESOLUTION OFFICER WHO HAS

BEEN SPECIALLY TRAINED TO RESOLVE TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE ORDER

CASES. IN FACT, ALL OF OUR ZKPLOYEES WHO COME INTO CONTACT WITH

THE PUBLIC HAVE BEEN GIVEN TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE ORDER TRAINING. A

SUBSTANTIAL NUBER (25 PERCENT) OF THE APPLICATIONS FOR TAXPAYER

ASSISTANCE ORDERS ARE INITIATED BY THESE IPLOYEES.

WE DEVELOPED FORM 911, APPLICATION FOR ASSISTANCE ORDER TO

RELIVE HARDSHIP, THAT TAXPAYERS MAY USE TO REQUEST A TAXPAYER

ASSISTANCE ORDER. (SEE APPENDIX I1). TAXPAYERS DO NOT HAVE TO

COMPLETE FORM 911 TO RECEIVE TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE ORDER HELP. THE

AVAILABILITY OF THIS SPECIAL ASSISTANCE WAS HIGHLY PUBLICIZED IN

NEWSPAPERS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY, IN SPEECHES TO TAXPAYERS AND

PRACTITIONER GROUPS, AND IN OUR OWN PUBLICATIONS.

SINCE ENACTMENT, WE HAVE RECEIVED NEARLY 18,000 REQUESTS FOR

TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE ORDERS. OF THESE, ABOUT 8,000 DID NOT MEET

THE SIGNIFICANT HARDSHIP CRITERIA. EXAMPLES OF TAXPAYERS WHO DID

NOT MEET THE CRITERIA INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
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* WHERE ENFORCEMENT ACTION WA8 NOT PENDING,

* WHERE THE TAXPAYER HAD THE FUNDS TO PAY THE BALANCE DUE

BUT THOUGHT THE ORDER COULD BE USED TO DELAY PAYMENT,

AND

. WHERE THE TAXPAYER'S PROBLEM WAS NOT WITH IRS.

MANY TAXPAYERS WHO DID NOT MEET THE HARDSHIP CRITERIA STILL

NEED HELP IN DEALING WITH THEIR TAX PROBL'i. WE WERE ABLE TO

HELP 5,500 OF THESE TAXPAYERS THROUGH OUR REGULAR PROBLEM

RESOLUTION PROGRAM OR THROUGH REFERRAL TO OTHER IRS FUNCTIONS.

OF THE NEARLY 10,000 TAXPAYERS WHO WERE SUFFERING A

SIGNIFICANT HARDSHIP, MORE THAN 7,000 WERE ASSISTED IMMEDIATELY

THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF PROBLEM RESOLUTION OFFICERS AND THE

MANAGEMENT OF THE IRS FUNCTION INVOLVED. THE KINDS OF ACTIONS

THAT WERE TAKEN TO RELIEVE HARDSHIPS INCLUDED ISSUING EXPEDITED

REFUNDS AND STOPPING OR ALTERING ENFORCEMENT ACTION. ABOUT 2,500

TAXPAYERS WERE NOT ULTIMATELY GIVEN RELIEF. MOST WHO FELL INTO

THIS GROUP WERE TAXPAYERS WHO REFUSED TO GIVE US INFORMATION THAT

WOULD SUBSTANTIATE THEIR CLAIMED HARDSHIP; THOSE WHO COULD NOT BE

HELPED BECAUSE OF THE LAW; AND THOSE WHO HAD A GENERAL PATTERN OF

NON-COMPLIANCE.

THE OMBUDSMAN I8 CONTINUOUSLY MONITORING THE EFFECTIVENESS

AND UNIFORMITY OF THE TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE ORDER PROGRAM. WE KNOW

THAT OUR PROGRAM IS NOT PERFECT 100 PERCENT OF THE TIME, BUT I

WANT TO ASSURE YOU THAT IS OUR GOAL. THE OMBUDSMAN, DAMON

HOLMES, WILL BE HAPPY TO ANSWER QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE AT THE END

OF MY STATEMENT.

C. ENSURED FAIR AND IMPARTIAL ENFORCEMENT

ONE OF THE PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES OF IRS I8 TO ENSURE

COMPLIANCE WITH THE FEDERAL TAX LAWS. OUR COLLECTION AND

EXAMINATION FUNCTIONS PLAY A CRUCIAL ROLE IN ACCOMPLISHING THIS

MISSION. ALTHOUGH OWING TAX TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OR

UNDERGOING AN IRS EXAMINATION MAY NOT BE A SOUGHT AFTER
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FAIRER AND MORE IMPARTIAL TREATMENT OF TAXPAYERS DURING THIS

PROCESS.

1. LEVY AND LIEN PROVISIONS

THE ACT MANDATES CERTAIN CHANGES TO THE COLLECTION PROCESS.

ONLY MINOR OPERATIONAL CHANGES WERE NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT SOME OF

THE NEW PROVISIONS. FOR EXAMPLE, THE CODIFICATION OF INSTALLMENT

AGREEMENTS REQUIRED ONLY MINIMAL PROCEDURAL CHANGES SINCE WE

ALREADY HAD IN PLACE A PROCEDURE TO ALLOW TAXPAYERS TO RESOLVE

THEIR TAX LIAILITIS THROUGH INSTALLMENT PAYMENTS. HOWEVER,

OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE STATUTE REQUIRED MORE EXTtNSIVE REVISIONS

AND HAVE POSED GREATER PROBLEMS TO IMPLEMENT. FOR EXAMPLE, BANKS

ARE NOW REQUIRED TO HOLD LEVIED FUNDS FOR A PERIOD OF-21 DAYS

PRIOR TO SENDING THE MONEY TO THE IRS. WE HAVE MADE EXTENSIVE

EFFORTS TO INFORM BANKS OF THIS REQUIREMENT, BUT A RECENT

INTERNAL AUDIT REVIEW INDICATED THAT BANKS WERE NOT ALWAYS

COMPLYING WITH THIS REQUIREMENT.

ME HAVE HEM MEETINGS WITH THE MAJOR BANKING, CREDIT UNION

AND SAVINGS AND LOAN TRADE ASSOCIATIONS, ISSUED NATIONAL PRESS

RELEASES, PUBLICIZED THE CHANGES LOCALLY AND SENT SPECIALLY

PREPARED INFORMATION TO MORE THAN 32,000 BANKS AND CREDIT UNIONS

INFORMING THEM OF THESE NEW RULES AND INCLUDED INFORMATION ON THE

NEW LEVY RULES IN MORE THAN 300,000 LEVIES. THIS RULE IS

IMPORTANT, PARTICULARLY IN SIGNIFICANT HARDSHIP SITUATIONS

BECAUSE ONCE FUNDS HAVE BEEN CREDITED TO A TAXPAYER'S ACCOUNT,

STATUTORILY THEY CANNOT BE RETURNED. THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS

CONTAINS NO SANCTION FOR A FAILURE ON THE PART OF A QUALIFYING

INSTITUTION TO HOLD FUNDS FOR TZ REQUIRED PERIOD.

THE ACT FURTHER REQUIRES THXT THE IRS INSTITUTE AN

ADINISTRATIVl APPEAL PROCESS FOR THE FILING OF AN ERRONEOUS TAX

LIEN. THE LEGISLATION EXPLICITLY PERMITS THE APPEAL OF AN

ERRONEOUS TAX LIEN WHEN THE UNDERLYING LIABILITY IS IMPROPERLY

A#SEISD OR THE TAX LIABILITY HAD ALREADY BEEN SATISFIED. WE
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THE LIABILITY WAS NO LONGER COLLECTIBLE BECAUSE THE STATUTORY

PERIOD FOR COLLECTION HAD EXPIRED AT THE TIME A LIEN NAB FILED.

TAXPAYERS ARE NOTIFIED OF THEIR RIGHT TO APPEAL AN ERRONEOUS LIEN

BY PUBLICATION I AND BY THE COLLECTION PROCESS NOTICE. (SEE

APPENDICES IV AND V). IN ADDITION, THE COPY OF THE LIEN WHICH

THE IRS S vND. TO THE TAXPAYER CONTAINS INSTRUCTIONS COVERING THE

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL PROCESS.

WE TRACKED THE EFFECT OF THIS PROVISION IN TEN MEDIUM SIZED

DISTRICTS FOR A SIX MONTH PERIOD STARTING IN AUGUST, 1989.

NINETY FIVE APPEALS WERE RECEIVED ON A TOTAL OF 79,000 RECORDED

LIENS. WE FOUND THAT 12 APPEALS (ABOUT 12.5 PERCENT OF THE

APPEALS RECEIVED) QUALIFIED FOR RELEASE OF THE LIEN. IN THE

SAMPLE ONLY ONE-TENTH OF ONE PERCENT OF NOTICES FILED WERE

APPEALED AND LESS THAN ONE-FOURTH OF ONE PERCENT OF THE LIENS

APPEALED WERE ERRONEOUS.

2. USA OP ENPORCDEMNT STATISTICS

THE STATUTE PROHIBITS THE USE OF ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS TO

EVALUATE DPLOYEES WHO DIRECTLY COLLECT TAXES OR THE IMMEDIATE

MANAGERS OF EMPLOYEES WHO COLLECT TAXES. THE STATUTE REQUIRES

DISTRICT DIRECTORS TO CERTIFY TO THE COMMISSIONER, ON A QUARTERLY

BASIS, THAT STATISTICS ARE NOT BEING USED IN AN INAPPROPRIATE

MANNE. WHILE NOT REQUIRED TO DO 80 BY STATUTE, WE EXTENDED THE

CERTIFICATION REQUIRDENT TO INCLUDE SERVICE CENTER DIRECTORS,

THUS INSURING THAT ALL COLLCTION EPLOYEES ARE TREATED IN LIKE

MANNER. THE CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES RlEQUIRE THE REGIONAL

COIISSIONERS TO ENSURE THAT CORRECTIVE ACTION HAS BEEW ADDRESSED

AND PRIOR TO FORWARDING THE CERTIFICATIONS. THE COMMISSIONER

REVIEWS THE CERTIFICATIONS TO ENSURE THAT CORRECTIVE ACTION HAS

BEEN TAKEN IN ALL CASES. SINCE THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS BEGAN,

25 INSTANCES OF IMPROPER USE OF ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS HAVE BEEN

REPORTED THROUGH THIS PROCESS. HOWEVER, MOST OF THE INSTANCES OF

IMPROPER USE INVOLVED INAPPROPRIATE WORDING ON EMPLOYEE

35-256 - 90 - 3
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EVALUATION DOCUMENTS. IN THE INSTANCES INVOLVING INAPPROPRIATE

WORDING, THE OFFENDING WORDING OR DOCUMENTS WAS REMOVED OR

WITHDRAWN.

BECAUSE SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION DEPENDS ON OUR EMPLOYEES

ATTITUDES IN DEALING WITH TAXPAYERS, COLLECTION LAUNCHED A

NATIONAL TRAINING EFFORT TO IMPROVE SERVICE TO TAXPAYERS. THAT

COURSE, QUALITY CUSTOMER SERVICE AND ANOTHER, MANAGING STATISTICS

FOR MANAGERS (P-1-20), DEALT WITH COMMUNICATING THE SPIRIT OF THE

TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS. (SEE APPENDIX VI). THE QUALITY

CUSTOMER SERVICE COURSE EMPHASIZES THE IMPORTANCE OF A POSITIVE

APPROACH TOWARD TAXPAYERS AND FOCUSES ON TAXPAYER RIGHTS AND

PLoYEE INTERPERSONAL SKILLS. MANAGING STATISTICS FOR MANAGERS,

DELIVERED TO THE VIEW IN JULY, 4909, DEALS WITH THE APPROPRIATE

AND INAPPROPRIATE USE OF ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS AND WAS MANDATORY

FOR ALL FIELD MANAGERS WITHOUT REGARD TO FUNCTION. IN ADDITION

WE ISSUED OVERVIEW-TRAINING WHICH COVERED THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE

TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS AND FOLLOWED THAT UP WITH A MORE DETAILED

COURSE COVERING THE SPICIFICS OF THE ACT.

3. E3!ITRUt &tVt TY

SEIZURES OF PROPERTY NAVE DECLINED FOR THE LAST FOUR FISCAL

YEARS. USING FISCAL YEAR 1966 AS A BASE LINE, THE NUMBER OF

SEIZURES CONDUCTED IN FISCAL YEAR 1989 DECLINED APPROXIMATELY 58

PERCENT, FROM MORE THAN 22,000 TO AROUND 13,000. BASED ON THE

NUMBER OF SEIZURES MADE DURING THE FIRST FOUR MONTHS IN FISCAL

YEAR 1990, WE ANTICIPATE THAT THIS TREND WILL CONTINUE AND WE

ESTIMATE THAT NO MORE THAN 11,000 SEIZURES WILL BE MADE DURING

THIS FISCAL YEAR.

CONGRESS EXPRESSED ITS CONCERN OVER THE USE OF SEIZURE

AUTHORITY IN SEVERAL PROVISIONS OF THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS.

ONE OF THE MOST 8ENSITIVE PROVISIONS DEALT WITH THE SEIZURE OF A

PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE. THE LAW NOW REQUIRES THE APPROPRIATE

DISTRICT DIRECTOR OR ASSISTANT DISTRICT DIRECTOR TO PRE-APPROVE,

IN WRITING, THB SEIZURE OF A PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE. TAXPAYERS ARE
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ALLOWED AN EXPEDITED REVIEW OF SEIZURES INVOLVING PERSONAL

PROPERTY THAT 18 NECESSARY TO THE MAINTENANCE OF A BUSINESS

ACTIVITY. PROPERTY WITH A FAIR MARKET VALUE LESS THAN THE COST

OF SALE HAS BEEN EXCLUDED FROM ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY. IN GENERAL,

FEWER SEIZURES ARE BEING MADE, BUT SEIZtD PROPERTY IS MORE LIKELY

TO BE SOLD THAN IN THE PAST, INDICATING THAT OTHER METHODS OF

ACCOUNT RESOLUTION ARE BEING PURSUED FIRST. THERE HAS BEEN A 47

PERCENT DECLINE IN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF RESIDENTIAL SEIZURES OVER

THIS PERIOD, FROM APPROXIMATELY 6,300 IN FY 1986 TO ABOUT 3,000

IN FY 1989.

ALONG WITH HE REDUCTION IN SEIZURE ACTIVITY THERE HAS BEEN

A REDUCTION IN THE DOLLARS COLLECTED FROM SEIZURES. IN FY 1986,

WE COLLECTED APPROXIMATELY $235 MILLION FROM SEIZURE CASES. IN

Y 1989, WE COLLECTED ONLY $170 MILLION FROM SEIZURE CASES WITH A

REDUCTION FROM THE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE COLLECTED ON THE AMOUNT DUE

GOING FROM 19 PERCENT IN FY 1986 TO 13 PERCENT IN FY 1989.

PRIOR TO THE ACT, TAXPAYERS WERE ALLOWED ADMINISTRATIVkLY TO

RECORD INTERVIEWS. HOWEVER, AFTER ENACTMENT WE PROVIDED NEW

PROCEDURES AND ADDITIONAL TRAINING TO OUR DIPLOYEES TO ENSURE

THESE RIGHTS WERE PROTECTED. PUBLICATION I TELLS TAXPAYERS THAT

THEY HAVE THE RIGHT TO RECORD INTERVIEWS AND ABOUT THE SIMPLE

PROCEDURE NOTIFYING US 10 DAYS BEFORE THE MEETING AND THE NEED TO

BRING THEIR OWN RECORDING EQUIPMENT. CONVERSELY, IF THE IRS

DECIDES TO MAKE A RECORDING WE MUST PROVIDE THE TAXPAYER

NOTIFICATION OF OUR INTENTION TO DO 80. IF WE MAKE A RECORDING,

WE WILL PROVIDE, UPON PAYMENT OF COSTS, A DUPLICATE TAPE OR A

TRANSCRIPT OF THE INTERVIEW TO THE TAXPAYER.

ONE OF TH9 MORE SENSITIVE AREAS IN THE EXAMINATION PROCESS

CONCERNED THE MANDATORY ATTENDANCE Of TAXPAYERS AT EXAMINATIONS

EVEN WHEN THEY WERE REPRESENTED BY QUALIFIED AND AUTHORIZED

REPRESDITJTIV&S. THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS ALLOWS AUTHORIZED

REPRESUITATIV3S TO ATTEND EXAMNATIONS IN PLACE OF THE TAXPAYER,

OTH "AN UAMIRATXONS RELATED TO A SUMMONS ROCEEwINa, OU
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FIELD IDPLOYSES HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED TO HONOR ALL SUCH REQUESTS

FROM PROPERLY AUTHORIZED INDIVIDUALS. WE HAVE NOTED NO

PARTICULAR PROBLEMS WITH THIS PROCEDURE DURING THE IMPLEMENTATION

PHASE OF THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS PROCEDURES. TAXPAYERS ARE

NOW GRANTED THE RIGHT TO SUSPEND NON-SUMMONS RELATED EXAMINATIONS

IF THEY WISH TO SEEK ADVICE FROM A QUALIFIED THIRD PARTY. THIS

CODIFIES PREVIOUS ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE AND DOES NOT APPEAR TO

HAVE BEEN A CONCERN OF EITHER TAXPAYERS OR PRACTITIONERS DURING

THE IMPLEMENTATION PHASE OF THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS'

PROVISIONS.

THE OTHER MAJOR AREA OF CONCERN IN THE EXAMINATION PROCESS

DEALS WITH THE TIME AND PLACE OF THE EXAMINATION, AN ISSUE OF

INTEREST NOT ONLY TO TAXPAYERS BUT TO THE PRACTITIONER COMMUNITY

AS WELL. TEMPORARY REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE CRITERIA FOR TIME

AND PLACE OF EXAMINATION WERE TO HAVE BEEN ISSUED LAST NOVEMBER.

D. IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF CUSTOMER SERVICE

THE IRS PROMOTES COMPLIANCE WITH THE TAX LAWS NOT ONLY

THROUGH OUR ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS BUT THROUGH OUR TAXPAYER

ASSISTANCE EFFORTS AS WELL. THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS MADE

THREE IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT8 IN THE AREA OF CUSTOMER SERVICE. I

WOU D LIKE TO DISCUSS WITH YOU THESE CHANGES AND TELL YOU OF THE

IRSIS ACTIONS TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF ITS CUSTOMER SERVICE.

1. ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER TAXPAYERR SERVICR1,

FIRST, THE LAW MANDATED AN ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR

TAXPAYER 8ERVrCES WHO I8 RESPONSIBLE FOR TELEPHONE AND WALK-IN

ASSISTANCE, THE DESIGN AND PRODUCTION OF TAX AND INFORMATIONAL

FORMS AND TAXPAYER EDUCATIONAL SERVICES. THE ASSISTANT

COIOIS8IONMER FOR TAXPAYER SERVICES, JOINTLY WITH THE TAXPAYER

OMBUDSMAN, MUST ANNUALLY REPORT TO CONGRESS CONCERNING THE

QUALITY OF SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE IRS.

THE EFFECT OF THE CREATION OF THIS NEW OFFICE UPON IRS

OPERATIONS HAS BEEN SIGNIFICANT. THERE 18 INCREASED MANAGEMENT

FOCUS ON BOTH-TAXPAYER SERVICE AND FORMS AND PUBLICATIONS
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ACCURACY RATE FOR THIS FILING SEASON. ACCORDING TO THE

INTEGRATED TEST CALL SURVEY SYSTEM, THE ACCURACY RATE MEASURED SO

FAR THIS FILING SEASON IS 76.2 PERCENT; LAST YEAR IT WAS 61.4

PERCENT. THE IMPROVEMENT IS DUE TO EFFORTS THAT WERE UNDERWAY

WELL BEFORE THESE CHANGES IN MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY. HOWEVER,

THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS HAS FOCUSED EXECUTIVE ATTENTION ON

THE IMPORTANCE OF A QUALITY CUSTOMER SERVICE PROGRAM TO THE IRS

MISSION. THIS INCREASED ATTENTION HAS FACILITATED STAFF

ACCEPTANCE OF INNOVATIVE CHANGES AND THEREFORE HAS UNDOUBTEDLY

SPEEDED UP THE PROCESS OF IMPROVEMENT.

2. ERRONEOUS ADVICE

SECOND, TAXPAYERS MUST BE ABLE TO RELY ON THE ADVICE THEY

RECEIVE FROM IRS. UNDER THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS THE IRS IS

REQUIRED TO ABATE ANY PORTION OF ANY PENALTY OR ADDITION TO TAX

THAT CAN BE ATTRIBUTABLE TO ERRONEOUS WRITTEN ADVICE FURNISHED BY

THE IRS THAT WAS SPECIFICALLY REQUESTED IN WRITING AND WAS

REASONABLY RELIED UPON IN DETERMINING THE TAX LIABILITY OF THE

TAXPAYER.

OUR POLICY CALLS FOR WAIVING CERTAIN PENALTIES THAT HAVE

RESULTED FROM ERRONEOUS ADVICE GIVEN BY AN IRS EMPLOYEE ON THE

TOLL-FREE TELEPHONE SYSTEM. SUCH PENALTIES ARE GENERALLY WAIVED

IF TAXPAYERS SHOW "REASONABLE CAUSE" FOR TAKING POSITIONS ON

THEIR RETURNS GIVING RISE TO A PENALTY. THE INFORMATION THAT

ASSISTS IN DETERMINING WHETHER THERE IS REASONABLE CAUSE INCLUDES

WHETHER THE TAXPAYER ATTEMPTED TO FIND ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS FROM

IRS FORMS, INSTRUCTIONS OR PUBLICATIONS, THE QUESTION ASKED AND

SPECIFIC FACTS RELATED BY THE TAXPAYER TO THE IRS EMPLOYEE, AND

THE ANSWER THE TAXPAYER RECEIVED FROM THE IRS.

3. IRNOIE

THIRD, THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS REQUIRES THAT CERTAIN

NOTICES CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
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* A DESCRIPTION OF THE BASIS FOR AND

AMOUNTS OF TAX DUE;

. INTEREST; AND

* ADDITIONS TO TAX AND PENALTIES.

8I11CE MOST OF THESE NOTICES ARE GENERATED BY COMPUTER, NEW

NOTICE LANGUAGE AND COMPUTATIONS HAD TO BE DEVELOPED AND

PROGRAMMED. IT WAS NECESSARY TO MAKE REVISIONS TO 31 OF OUR

NOTICES IN ORDER TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE TAXPAYER BILL OF

RIGHTS. THESE CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE As OF JANUARY 1990.

ALSO, PROGRAMMING WAS COMPLTZD DURING THE 1989 FISCAL YEAR

WHICH HAS ALLOWED US TO SEND OUT NOTICES EXPLAINING INTEREST AND

PENALTY CALCULATION8 TO TAXPAYERS WHO REQUEST MORE INFORMATION.

WE CALL THEM PINEX NOTICES. 80 FAR WE HAVE ISSUED APPROXIMATELY

19,500 OF THESE NOTICES IN RESPONSE TO TAXPAYER INQUIRIES.

FURTHERMORE, THE IRS HAS REDESIGNED THE DISCREPANCY NOTICE

IN RESPONSE TO CONCERNS RAISED BY PRACTITIONERS THAT LAWS ON

DISCLOSURE OF TAX INFORMATION MAKE IT DIFFICULT TO EFFECTIVELY

REPRESENT CLIENTS WITH RESPECT TO ISSUES ARISING FROM THE

DOCUMENT MATCHING PROGRAM. THE NOTICE NOW INCLUDES A LIMITED

POWER OF ATTORNEY AUTHORIZATION. THIS CHANGE SHOULD RESULT IN

MORE EXPEDITIOUS RESOLUTION OF DISCREPANCY CASES.

4. IRA CORSPONDENCE

THE IRS REALIZES THAT OUR WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS MUST BE

IMPROVED TO ENSURE THAT TAXPAYERS UNDERSTAND THE INFORMATION THAT

WE ARE PROVIDING AND WHAT ACTION 1 REQUIRED ON THEIR PART. TO

ACCOMPLISH THIS, THE IRS HAS INITIATED EFFORTS TO IMPROVE THE

QUALITY OF OUR CORRESPONDENCE. IN LATE FY 1989, THE IRS

ESTABLISHED A GROUP, UNDER THE TAXPAYER OMBUDSMAN, TO REVIEW

NOTICES FOR CLARITY AND QUALITY. THIS GROUP WILL REWRITE NOTICES

ACCORDING TO STANDARDS DEVELOPED BY AN OUTSIDE VENDOR AND ADOPTED

BY THE IRS. THE SERVICE HAS REVIEWED ITS PROCEDURES FOR

COMPOSING LETTERS AND HAS BEGUN USING NEW TECHNOLOGY TO HELP

EMPLOYEES PREPARE THE CORRECT LERM FOR THE PARTICULAR

SITUATION,
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LETTER SYSTEM (PLO), A PROTOTYPE PROGRAM, TO IMPROVE

CORRESPONDENCE, THIS NEW CORRESPONDENCE PROGRAM IS A STAND-ALONE

SYSTEM WHICH ALLOWS EXAMINERS TO TAILOR THEIR LETTERS TO EACH

INQUIRY, THEREBY MAKING THEIR CORRESPONDENCE MORE RESPONSIVE TO

THE TAXPAYER. THE LETTERS ARE PROOFREAD AND SIGNED BY THE

EXAMINER THAT CREATED THE LETTER. THE SYSTEM RETAINS LETTERS IN

A COMPUTER HARD DRIVE FOR 30 DAYS ALLOWING INSTANT RETYPE OR

LATER RESEARCH WHICH PROVIDES OUR EMPLOYEES WITH BETTER ACCESS

AND AVAILABILITY TO TAXPAYER CORRESPONDENCE RECORDS THAN EVER

BEFORE.

WHILE THE PROFESSIONAL LETTER SYSTEM IS STILL IN THE

FORMATIVE STAGE AND PROBLEMS STILL HAVE TO BE WORKED OUT BEFORE

SUCH A SYSTEM COULD BE IMPLEMENTED SERVICE-WIDE, IT SHOWS GREAT

PROMISE IN HELPING THE IRS PREPARE QUALITY CORRESPONDENCE THAT IS

MORE RESPONSIVE TO TAXPAYERS AND THAT IS EASIER FOR THEM TO READ

AND UNDERSTAND. A SAMPLE LETTER IS INCLUDED IN APPENDIX VII.

THE IRS IS ALSO TESTING AN EXPERT SYSTEM IN THE PHILADELPhIA

SERVICE CENTER WHICH AT LONG RANGE WILL TIE INTO OUR COMPUTER

SYSTEMS. THIS SYSTEM WILL GIVE US THE ADVANTAGES OF EVEN GREATER

FLEXIBILITY TO OUR TAX EXAMINERS BY PROVIDING ON-LINE ACCESS TO

OUR INTEGRATED DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEM.

E. IMPROVING TAXPAYER GUIDANCE

ONE OF MY MAJOR GOALS IS TO SIMPLIFY REGULATIONS AND TO MAKE

THEN UNDERSTANDABLE TO BOTH PRACTITIONERS AND THE TAXPAYING

PUBLIC. THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS ALSO SEEKS TO IMPROVE THE

REGULATORY PROCESS. UNDER THE LAW, THE IRS IS REQUIRED TO-

SOLICIT COSENTS FROM THE SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (SBA)

AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS OR BEFORE THE

PROMULGATION OF FINAL REGULATIONS. THE BA I8 ALLOWED FOUR WEEKS

AFTER RECEIPT OF A REGULATION TO PROVIDE COMMENTS ON THE IMPACT

OF THE REGULATION ON SMALL BUSINESSES.

IT FURTHER REQUIRES THAT ALL TEMPORARY REGULATIONS BE ISSUED

SIMULTANEOUSLY IN PROPOSED FORM. TEMPORARY REGULATIONS CAN
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ISSUED.

OUR CURRENT PROCEDURE IS TO SEND ALL PROPOSED REGULATIONS TO

SBA AT THE SAME TIME THAT THEY ARE PUBLISHED IN THE FEDERAL

REGISTER. THIS ENSURES THAT THE SBA HAS ADEQUATE TIME TO COMMENT

BEFORE THE ISSUANCE OF THE FINAL REGULATION. TO DATE,

APPROXIMATELY 100 DOCUMENTS HAVE BEEN SENT TO THE SBA FOR

COMMENT. WE RECENTLY MET WITH OFFICIALS AT THE SBA TO REVIEW

THIS PROCESS TO ENSURE ITS FUTURE SUCCESS.

F. MONITORING OUR PROGRESS

THE INTERNAL AUDIT DIVISION OF THE IRS' INSPECTION SERVICE

PERFORMS INDEPENDENT REVIEWS OF ALL IRS OPERATIONS. YOU AND YOUR

STAFF, MR. CHAIRMAN, HAVE RECEIVED COPIES OF SELECTED INTERNAL

AUDIT REPORTS IN RECENT YEARS.

INTERNAL AUDIT CONDUCTED AN ON-LINE REVIEW OF IRS'

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS. THE REVIEW WAS

CONDUCTED DURING THE PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION PHASES 80 THAT

IMMEDIATE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS COULD BE TAKEN IF NEEDED.

THE FINDINGS BY INTERNAL AUDIT IDENTIFIED SEVEN ITEMS FOR

WHICH CORRECTIVE OR ADDITIONAL ACTIONS APPEARED TO BE WARRANTED.

THE SEVEN MAJOR AREAS IDENTIFIED BY THE INTERNAL AUDIT

REPORT WERE:

1. THE FAILURE OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO HOLD LEVIED

FUNDS FOR 21 DAYS AFTER THE RECEIPT OF THE LEVY;

2. PROBLEMS IN TRAINING SOME OF OUR FIEW EMPLOYEES;

3. THE NEED FOR MORE TIMELY FEEDBACK FOR OUR TEST CALL

PROGRAM ON TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE ORDERS;

4. THE LACK OF CLARITY OF THE FINAL BALANCE DUE NOTICE

SENT TO TAXPAYERS BEFORE LEVY;

5. MINOR PROBLEMS WITH MAILING NOTICES TO TAXPAYERS AND

HAVING NEW FORMS AVAILABLE IN OUR LOCAL OFFICES;

6. NEEDED IMPROVEMENTS TO OUR INTERNAL PROCEDURES

CONCERNING REGULATIONS SENT TO THE SMALL BUSINESS

ADMINISTRATION AND;
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7. THE NEED TO ESTABLISH A ROUTINE WAY OF ISSUING

EXPEDITED REFUNDS IN SIGNIFICANT HARDSHIP CASES.

MOST OF THESE ISSUES WERE RESOLVED DURING IMPLEMENTATION BY

THE ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OR THE CHIEF COUNSEL AREAS INVOLVED.

WE ARE CONTINUING TO MONITOR THE PROGRESS AND WILL TAKE

ADDITIONAL CORRECTIVE ACTION AS NECESSARY.

IV. THER! IS MORE TO ji DON!

WE VIEW THE TASK OF GUARANTEEING TAXPAYERS' RIGHTS AS AN

ONGOING PROCESS. IN ADDITION TO ALL THE IRS HAS DONE 80 FAR, WE

WILL CONTINUE TO REVISE PROCEDURES AS WE RECEIVE FEEDBACK FROM

TAXPAYERS, PRACTITIONERS, AND THE CONGRESS. THE IRS WILL

CONTINUE THE TRAINING AND MONITORING OF ITS EMPLOYEES TO ENSURE

THAT WE EFFECTIVELY UNDERSTAND AND APPLY THE TAXPAYER BILL OF

RIGHTS. ALSO, EFFORTS WILL CONTINUE TO EDUCATE ALL TAXPAYERS

CONCERNING THEIR RIGHTS IN DEALING WITH THE IRS.

FURTHERMORE, WE ARE CURRENTLY EXPLORING CHANGES IN SEVERAL

AREAS. WE ARE CONSIDERING ESTABLISHING AN ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW

OF SEIZURES, SIMILAR TO THE PROCEDURE CONGRESS HAS REQUIRED THE

IRS TO USE WHEN A TAXPAYER APPEALS THE FILING OF AN ERRONEOUS TAX

LIEN. WE ARE ALSO CONSIDERING A LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL TO ENABLE

THE IRS TO RETURN MONEY TO A TAXPAYER WHEN A BANK RESPONDS TO A

LEVY BEFORE THE NEW 21 DAY HOLDING PERIOD EXPIRED AND WE WOULD

HAVE OTHERWISE JRELEASED THE LEVY BASED ON HARDSHIP. INTERNAL

AUDIT WILL REVIEW ALL OUR TRAINING PROGRAMS DURING THE NEXT 12 -

18 MONTHS TO ENSURE THAT ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THE TAXPAYER BILL

OF RIGHTS HAVE BEEN INCORPORATED INTO OUR BASIC EMPLOYEE TRAINING

PROGRAMS. FINALLY, AN ACTION PLAN HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO GET

NEEDED REGULATORY GUIDANCE TO THE PUBLIC AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

A. MAKING IRS MORE RF PONSIVE TO TAXPAYERS

MR. CHAIRMAN, WHILE THE TAX SYSTEM TODAY IS ALIVE AND WELL,

THE CONSTANT TAX LAW CHANGES WE'VE SEEN THROUGHOUT THE 1980'0,
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LENGTHY DELAYS IN RESOLVING TAXPAYERS' PROBLEMS POSE A REAL

THREAT TO THE VOLUNTARY COMPLIANCE SYSTEM. I BELIEVE THAT THE

AMERICAN PEOPLE DO NOT MIND PAYING TAXES AS MUCH AS THEY OBJECT

TO THE PAIN OF THE PROCESS. I BELIEVE IT REQUIRES THE CONCURRENT

EFFORT OF THE IRS, TREASURY, AND THE CONGRESS TO ENACT AND

ENFORCE RULES IN A WAY THAT ENCOURAGES TAXPAYERS WHO WANT TO

COMPLY WITH OUR TAX LAWS TO DO 80 IN THE EASIEST WAY POSSIBLE.

THE IRS CAN UPHOLD ITS PART OF THIS EFFORT BY BECOMING MORE

RESPONSIVE TO TAXPAYERS. IN FACT, ONE OF MY MAJOR GOALS AS

COMMISSIONER I8 TO SEE THAT RESPONSIVENESS, QUALITY, AND SERVICE

REMAIN THE FOUNDATIONS OF IRS OPERATIONS.

LET ME BRIEFLY REVIEW FOR YOU THREE AREAS IN WHICH WE ARE

STRIVING TO BE MORE RESPONSIVE: TAX SIMPLIFICATION; TAX SYSTEM

MODERNIZATION; AND QUALITY SERVICE.

B. TAX SIMPLIFICATION

DURING THE NINE MONTHS THAT I'VE SERVED AS COMMISSIONER,

I'VE MADE FREQUENT SPEECHES AROUND THE COUNTRY ON THE NEED TO

SIMPLIFY LAWS, REGULATIONS, AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES. WHILE

IT IS IMPORTANT TO RECOGNIZE THE CONTRIBUTION OF TAX LEGISLATION

IN THE 1980'8 -- PARTICULARLY THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986, WHICH

SIMPLIFIED THE SYSTEM FOR TENS OF MILLIONS OF AMERICANS -- THE

FRIEZY AND CUMULATIVE IMPACT OF REPEATED TAX LAW CHANGES ALONG

WITH INTERPRETATIONS OF THOSE CHANGES HAVE IMPOSED A STAGGERING

BURDEN OF COMPLEXITY, UNCERTAINTY, AND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS ON

INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYERS AND BUSINESSES, AS WELL AS ON THE IRS.

IF TAXPAYERS CANNOT UNDERSTAND OUR LAWS AND REGULATIONS, OR

IF COMPLIANCE WITH THOSE REQUIREMENTS I8 PROHIBITIVELY EXPENSIVE,

THEY WILL TAKE SHORTCUTS AND NOT FULLY COMPLY. EVERY ONE PERCENT

DROP IN COMPLIANCE COSTS THE TREASURY MORE THAN $5 BILLION IN

LOST REVENUE. IT FOLLOWS THAT IF IRS EMPLOYEES CANNOT UNDERSTAND

AND EXPLAIN THOSE LAWS AND REGULATIONS, WE WILL HAVE A HARD TIME

ADMINISTERING AND ENFORCING THU.
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THE CHALLENGE OF TAX ADMINISTRATION IN THE 1990'S IS TO EASE

THE BURDEN ON THE AMERICAN TAXPAYER. THIS EXTENDS FAR BEYOND

LEGISLATION, EVEN BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THE TAXPAYER BILL OF

RIGHTS, AND GOES TO THE CORE OF OUR MISSION. OUR GOALS ARE TO

MAKE IT EASIER FOR TAXPAYERS TO COMPLY AND TO IMPROVE THE

ACCURACY AND SPEED WITH WHICH WE RESPOND TO THEM. I AM VERY MUCH

AWARE THAT THE QUALITY OF SERVICE WE PROVIDE IN THESE AREAS IS

THE FIRST STEP TO IMPROVING COMPLIANCE.

C. TAX SYSTEM MODERNIZATION

AS YOU ARE AWARE, MR. CHAIRMAN, TAX SYSTEM MODERNIZATION IS

ONE OF THE IRS'S MO3OR INITIATIVES, AND THE PRESIDENT HAS

SELECTED THE MODERNIZATION OF TAX ADMINISTRATION AS A

PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT OB1 ECTIVx FOR HIs ADMINISTRATION.

TECHNOLOGY 18 RAPIDLY CHANGING, AND WE MUST BE PREPARED TO DEAL

WITH CONTINUED GROWTH IN INFORMATION AND THE LIMITS ON OUR

CURRENT CAPACITY THAT WE WILL FACE IN THE NEAR FUTURE.

WE DO NOT HAVE TO WAIT TO REALIZE GAINS FROM OUR EFFORTS

BECAUSE NODIMIATION IS ALREADY SHOWING BENEFITS AND WILL

PRODUCE EVN MOS BENEFITS DURING THE NEXT 18 MONTHS. FOR

ZXANPLZS

" CERTAIN TAXPAYERS IN ALL 50 STATES CAN NOW TAKE

ADVANTAGE OF FILING THEIR RETURNS ELECTRONICALLY.

COMPARED TO LAST YEAR, THERE HAS BEEN AN INCREASE OF

OVER 270 PERCENT SO FAR IN THE NUMBER OF TAXPAYERS

FILING ELECTRONICALLY, AND ARE RECEIVING THEIR REFUND

IN ONLY 2 TO 3 WEEKS INSTEAD OF AN AVERAGE 6 TO 8

WEEKS. WELL OVER 3.6 MILLION TAXPAYERS HAVE FILED

ELECTRONICALLY THIS YEAR.

FASTER REFUNDS ARE CERTAINLY AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE

STORY. BUT MANY OF US BELIEVE THAT QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

IS AN EQUALLY IMPORTANT ASPECT OF ELECTRONIC FILING.

THE ERROR RATE ASSOCIATED WITH PAPER RETURNS (L.G.0

MATH ZRAORS, AS WELL AS OUR OWN TRANSCRIPTION ERRORS)
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IS RUNNING AT APPROXIMATELY 14.6 PERCENT THIS YEAR.

WHILE THIS REPRESENTS A SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT OVER

PRIOR YEARS, THE ERROR RATE FOR ELECTRONICALLY FILED

RETURNS IS LESS THAN 5 PERCENT! MOREOVER, ERRORS

ASSOCIATED WITH ELECTRONICALLY FILED RETURNS ARE

GENERALLY IDENTIFIED EARLY-IN THE PROCESS AND ARE

ALMOST ALWAYS RESOLVED WITHIN A MATTER OF DAYS AFTER

FILING.

WE WILL BE PILOT TESTING THE FIRST PHASE OF OUR

AUTOMATED UNDERREPORTER SYSTEM LATER THIS YEAR. WHEN

FULLY IMPLEMENTED, IT WILL GIVE OUR SERVICE CENTER

EMPLOYEES IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO CASE INFORMATION, PERMIT

RESOLUTION OF CASES BY TELEPHONE, AND GREATLY REDUCE

THE NEED FOR PROTRACTED CORRESPONDENCE WITH TAXPAYERS.

DURING 1990 AND 1991 WE WILL CONTINUE TO TEST VARIOUS

ONE-STOP SERVICE CONCEPTS THAT ARE ALREADY REDUCING THE

RUN-AROUND AND DIFFICULTIES THAT TAXPAYERS CONFRONT IN

THEIR DEALINGS WITH US.

OUR FRESNO SERVICE CENTER WILL TEST A PROJECT DESIGNED

TO RECORD TAXPAYER CORRESPONDENCE IN A MORE TIMELY

FASHION, THUS PREVENTING MAILING UNNECESSARY SUBSEQUENT

NOTICES. FEWER NOTICES MEAN FEWER HASSLES FOR

EVERYONE.

TAX SYSTEM MODERNIZATION WILL REDUCE ERRORS ON THE FRONT-

END OF OUR PROCESSING SYSTEM SO THAT THE SYSTEM WILL CONTAIN MORE

ACCURATE INFORMATION ON TAXPAYER ACCOUNTS. THE NET RESULT WILL

BE FEWER ERRONEOUS NOTICES AND LEVIES, WHICH COST BOTH IRS AND

TAXPAYERS TIME AND MONEY TO RESOLVE, AND WHICH WILL ALLOW US TO

DEVOTE OUR RESOURCES TO TRULY DELINQUENT ACCOUNTS.

THE NEW SYSTEM WILL ALSO ALLOW FASTER ACCESS TO ACCOUNT

INFOWlATIO9 CURTLY MAINTAINED ON TAXPAYERS. IT WILL ENABLE US



TO RESOLVE TAXPAYERS' INQUIRIES AND SEITLE THEIR ACCOUNTS FASTER,

WHILE ALSO PROVIDING FIELD PERSONNEL WITH MORE TIMELY INFORMATION

TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATE COLLECTION ACTION. AN EXAMPLE IS A

PROJECT THAT WILL ALLOW OUR SERVICE CENTER EMPLOYEES TO HAVE

ACCESS TO THE LATEST AND MOST ACCURATE ACCOUNT DATA, INFORMATION

NOT NOW AVAILABLE ON AUTOMATED COLLECTION SYSTEM (ACS) TERMINALS.

TWO T.XVPAYER SERVICF-RELATED PILOT PROGRAMS OF INTEREST ARE

CtLENTLY UNDERWAY IN DALLAS AND BOSTON. THE DALLAS TEST USES

SOFTWARE WHICH ALLOWS OUR ASSISTORS TO RAPIDLY RESEARCH A DATA

BASE FOR REFERENCE MATERIALS WHICH REFLECT THE IRS POSITION ON

TAX SUBJECTS. THE TEST ALSO INCLUDES SOFTWARE WHICH ALLOWS US TO

AUTOMATICALLY RECORD TAXPAYER REQUESTS FOR FORMS AND

PUBLICATIONS, AND TO AUTOMATICALLY SEND THESE REQUESTS TO OUR

DISTRIBUTION CENTERS. THIS SYSTEM ALSO GENERATES MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION ON THE AGE, TYPE, STATUS AND OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF

THE TAXPAYERS' REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION. IN BOSTON, AN "EXPERT"

OR KNOWLZDGE-BASED SYSTEM I8 BEING TESTED THAT PROMPTS OUR

ASSISTORS WITH APPROPRIATE QUESTIONS, PROVIDES ADDITIONAL

DETAILED EXPLANATIONS, PERFORMS CALCULATIONS, AND AN ANSWER TO

THE QUESTION BASED ON SPECIFIC INFORMATION GIVEN BY THE TAXPAYER.

TAXPAYERS WILL RECEIVE MORE ACCURATE AND COMPLETE INFORMATION,

REDUCING THE NUMBER OF TIMES THEY HAVE-TO CALL IRS FOR ADDITIONAL

INFORMATION IN ORDER TO COMPLETE ACCURATE RETURNS.

I BELIEVE THAT THE FUTURE OF OUR TAX SYSTEM HINGES ON TAX

SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION. WE MUST SUCCEED -- OR FACE VERY SERIOUS

COMPUTER CAPACITY SHORTAGES BY THE MID-19908. WE MUST SUCCEED

IF WE ARE TO PROVIDE THE LEVEL OF QUALITY IN TAX ADMINISTRATION

THAT THE AMERICAN PUBLIC HAS EVERY RIGHT TO EXPECT AND DUSAND

FROM OUR GOVERNMENT, THE SAME LEVEL OF QUALITY PROVIDED BY MOST

PRIVATE SECTOR FINANCIAL FIRMS.

SYSTEMS MODERNIZATION IS A LONG-TURM EFFORT THAT WILL NOT BE

COMPLETED FOR MANY YEARS AND REQUIRRif A SIGNIFICANT CAPITAL

INVESTMENT. AT THE SAME TIME, HCWEVER, THE PLAIN FACT IS THAT WE

ARE ALREADY SEEING DEMONSTRABLE AND SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS. I HAVE

ALREADY MENTIONED ELECTRONIC FILING AND OUR TAXPAYER SERVICE
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PROJECTS IN BOSTON AND DALLAS. THERE ARE OTHERS; I WOULD LIKE TO

MENTION ONE. PHASE I OF THE ON-LINE ENTITY PROJECT ("OLE"), A

SYSTEM TO IMPROVE DATA WE ENTER INTO OUR PROCESSING SYSTEMS, HAS

BEEN UP AND RUNNING IN OUR MEMPHIS SERVICE CENTER SINCE LAST

FALL, IT I8 NOW IN PLACE IN FIVE ADDITIONAL SERVICE CENTERS AND

WILL BE IMPLEMENTED IN THE REMAININ2 FOUR SERVICE CENTERS BY THE

SPRING. WE KNOWN THAT OLE HAS ALREADY CONTRIBUTED TO THE

IMPROVED QUALITY OF OUR PROCESSING OPERATIONS MiLtL.X WHEN

SUBSEQUENT PHASES ARE FULLY IMPLEMENTED IN 1991 AND 1992, WE ARE

CERTAIN THAT IT WILL GENERATE SIGNIFICANT QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS IN

OUR SERVICE CENTER OPERATIONS.

D. 82=6 IN TAX ADMINITTRATION

SINCE SECOKING COMMISSIONER, I HAVE BECOME INCREASINGL-Y

AWARE OF THE ENORMITY OF THE CHALLENGES THE IRS FACES AS WE ENTER

THE DECADE OF THE 1990'S. IN ADDITION TO ADDRESSING AN EVER

GROWING WORKlMA WE MUST BE ABLE TO MEET THE HEIGHTENED

EXPECTATIONS OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC ,i, 4U"ITY SERVICE -

EXPECTATIONS THAT ENCOMPASS STRICT ADHERENCE TO THE TAXPAYER BILL

OF RIGHTS AND ITS PRINCIPALS.

,TODAY, I WANT TO ASSURE YOU OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT

OF IRS TO THOSE PRINCIPLES. I ALSO WANT TO RESPECTFULLY REMIND

YOU AND YOUR COLLEAGUES, HOWEVER, THAT MAINTAINING THAT

COMMITMENT REQUIRES THAT WE HAVE THE RESOURCES TO DO OUR JOB WELL

AND TO RETAIN AND RECRUIT HIGH QUALITY PERSONNEL. WHILE IRS

RESOURCES HAVE GROWN FROM A 1981 BUDGET OF $2.5 BILLION. PROVIDING

FOR ALMOST 85,000 STAFF YEARS TO $5.5 BILLION AND 115,000 STAFF

YEARS IN 1990, WE HAVE SEEN A WIDENING DISPARITY BETWEEN THE

TOTAL BUDGET AVAILABLE AND THE INCREASED COSTS OF A VARIETY OF

FUNCTIONS. THESE INCREASES RESULTED FROM A COMBINATION OF BOTH

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL FACTORS, INCLUDING:

NATURAL GROWTH IN THE NUMBER OF TAX RETURNS FILED,

WHICH ULTIMATELY AFFECTS EVERY PROGRAM WE OPERATE;

LEGISLATED PAY RAISES;



" INTRUNAL ACTIONS TO INPROVS THE QUALITY OF TuE

WORKORCE;

" INCREASING COSTS OF MAINTAINING OUR OUTDATED THEOLOGY

AT A TIME NHN WE RUST INVEST IN A TAX MODERNIZATION

SYSTEM FOR THE 199095 AND BEYOND; AND

" COST INCREASES TO COVER INFLATION BY OTHER AGENCIES

(GENERAL SERVICES AIIISTRTION, NATIONAL ARCHIVS AND

RECORDS AVNIMNSTRATION).

1100M]OHUT 1958 AND 1989 WE TOOK THE DIFFICULT VST

NECESSARY TO ADDRESS DEFICITS THAT AROSE FROM THESE AND OTHER

FACTORS. FOR THE PAST 15 MONTHS, WE HAVE BEEN PAYING THE PIPER,

ESPECIALLY IN THE CONTEXT OF TH FTY 1990 UNSUDGETED PAY RAISE,

SEQUESTRATION, AND THE FOLLOWING ITUIXS

* A PARTIAL OR COMPLETE HIRING FREEZE IN MOST OF OUR

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES THAT WILL NOT SE LIFTED FOR MONTHS

TO COVA.

* A PARTIAL FREEZE ON PROMOTIONS THROUGHOUT THE SERVICE

SINCE YAST NOVEMBER.

. PROGRAM CUTBACKS THAT WILL RAIN IN PLACE FOR MONTHS

TO CONE: CUTBACKS THAT HAVE COST, AND WILL CONTINUE TO

COST, MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN REZUE ; CUTBACKS THAT

HAVE REDUCED OUR LEVEL OF SERVICE TO TAXPAYERS THIS

FILING SEASON.

STRUCTURAL IMBALANCE IN OUR BUDGET; A CONTINUING

FAILURE TO INVEST IN OUR FUTURE -- PROVIDING IMPLOYSS

WITH MANDATORY TRAINING, BUT FAILING TO PROVDE OUR

DMPOYEES WITH UPPNLUIENTAL OR SPECIAL TRAINING AND

OT TOOLS THEY NEED TO DO THEIR JOBS PRO]PELY.

TH IRS BUDGET FOR FY 1991 IS A GOOD BUDGET. I T PROVIDED

TH FIDI TO BEGIN TO ALLEVIATE THESE SHORTFALL, AND PROPERLY

FuDS IR8 cWAHULSml, WHILE SiMUANUSY MAKIN I¥hmS
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TOWARD A LUO-RANGE PMAN OF IMPROVING THE TAX SYSTEM. TO BE MOST

EFmICTVZi, uOWIZV1R, IT MUST IBZTHZ FIRST INSTALLIINT IN A SERIES

OF MODEST BUT DEPENDABLE INCREASES DESIGNED TO ADEQUATELY FUND

THE IRSI8 MYRIAD RESPONSIBILITIES AND IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVES. I

RESPECTFULLY URGE YOUR SUPPORT FOR CONTINUED INVESTMENTS IN TAX

ADMINISTRATION.

V. sONCUION

I HOPE MY RUIARKS HERE TODAY HAVE INDICATED THE DEPTH OF OUR

COMMITMENT TO MAKING THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS A REALITY. I

BELIEVE IT I8 A POSITIVE PIECE OF LEGISLATION FOR BOTH TAXPAYERS

AND THE IRS, AND I COIOGND YOU FOR ENACTING IT.

I ALSO WANT TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR LEADERSHIP AND INITIATIVE

ON 5.7 RES. 255, WHICH DESIGNATED THE 1990 FILING SEASON AS THE

"20TH ANNIVERSARY OF IRS-SPONSORED VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS SEASON".

WE ARE DEEPLY INDEBTED TO THOUSANDS OF VOLUNTEERS, MORE THAN

90,000 VOLUNTEERS THIS YEAR ALONE, WHO HAVE HELPED TAXPAYERS AND

IRS SINCE 1970, AND VERY MUCH APPRECIATE YOUR RECOGNITION OF

THEIR EFFORTS.

MY COLLEAGUES AND I WOULD BE PLEASED TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS

YOU OR THE MEMBERS MAY HAVE.
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.ox t0 d- iv tbvOir the nwing and
su 'aii let i ,op ot the retoritnl
it )our cpefse.

Paymn!is of Onl) lht
Required Tom
You hate the right to plan )our huii.
ns and personal finances so that
.ou Aill pa) the least i&% that is due
under the law. You are liable only
for the colet amount of tax. Our
purpose is to Apply the law consistntl)
and fairly to all taxpayers.

If Your Rturn Is Qustioned
We accept most txpa)r' returns as
filed. If e inquire about your return
or select it for examination. t does
not sugeu that you are dishonest.
The inquiry or examination may or
may not reuh in more tax. We may
close your cae without change. Or.
)ou may receive a refund.
Fuamlsa -ad aatiaales b) snall.
We handle many Cxaminaions and
inquiries entirely by mall. We will
tend you a letter with either a request
for re information or a reason
wshy wt believeachanel needs to be
Mide so )our return. ifyou g e us
the requested Information or provide
an explanation, we my or may not
agree with you a we will explain
the reass for any changes. You
should not hesitate to wTte to us about
anyhing you do Fot understand. If
you cannot resolve any questions
through the mal. you can request a
personal intend. You can appeal
through the IRS and the courts. You
will find instructor ith each
inquiry or in Publication 133.
Coresponewucr Auras.

Eusalaatlea by blew. If we
notify you that we w*i conduct your
examatinsdol throh a Personal Inter.
vie, or you requos such an intervit.

.ou hae the riht to ask that the
exanaltion tale place at a reasonable
time and pla.t that is ,consensent for
both )ou and the IRS. If the time or
plakt e sugest is not consentni.
the examiner will try to Aork out
something more suiable. Hoiteer,
the IRS makes the rial determination
of how. when. and where the examin-
ation *ill take place. You will receive
an explanation of your rights and of
the examination process ether before
or at the inteniew.

If you do not agree with the
examiner's report, you may meet with
the exiner's supervisor to disuu
your case further.
111"M ezxalie. We try to avoid
repeat examinations of the same items.
but this sometimes happens. If we
examined your tax return for the same
items in ether of the 2 previous years
and proposed no change to your tax
liabiit pskme contact us as soon as
possible so e can see if we should
discontinue the repeal examination.
Espliawlof clase. If we propose
any changes to your return, we will
explain the reasons for t changes.
It is important that you undirsand
these reasons. You hold not hesitate
to ask about anything that is unclear
to you.
IlNerl. Y must pay Interest on
additlora . that you owe. The
Interest Is t.& ed from the due date
of the reun, V it If our error caused
a delay in your case, and this was
tout)- unfair, we may reduce the

interest. Only delays caused by proce-
dural or mechanical acts not involving
the eecise of judgment or discretion
qualify. If you think we caused such
a delay, please discuss i with the
examsinerand file a clam for refund.

Inskslbusiness, the rights covered
is this pt~blkcaion glenerally apply to

)ou If oU are a member ofa partner.
ship or a shareholder in d %mall
busines corporation. special rule
ma) apply to the examination of )our
pannership or corporation items. The
examination of parnership items is
discussed in Publication $56. Eremie-
hoit of Return. APPeal Rigkrs. end
Cims for Refstd. The riIts
covered in this publication generally
apply to exempt organizatiom and
aponsoet of employee plans.

Am Appe of the
Eunks* Fhn
If you don't Wr with the examiner's
findini, you have the right to appeal
them. During the exemiaion process.
you wil be gIvan infmisstion about
your appeal rights. Publication S.
Appes? RisAis "ud AWperlits of
Aoeests for UFNqree Ca. explains
your appeal rights in detail and ells
you exactly what to do If you want
to appeal.
Appeals Offle. You can appeal the
findings of an examination within the
IRS through our Appeals OfficeoAm
differences can be settled through thin

apas tyssem withoirt e vi andl
tineon1-nmine cu trill. If the
mate cannot be settled to your setns
fsaion in Appeals, you can sake yoUr
cas to court.

tomi At claras. Depeding on
•,hh you fis pay the disputed

tax, you can take yow case to the
U.S. Tax Court, the U.S. Claims
Court, or your U.S. Diurict Court
Thes couns are entirely isdependalen
of the IRS. As always, you can repre.
sent youndf or have someone admitted
to practice before the cun represent

If you dMre about whether you
owe addit l tax. you genrally
have the riM to take your cas to
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ite L. S I&% (%surfif It ts hate no: t
radh is t% Ordinaril. )ou hate 90

slat troi the lime 'c mail uou a
normal rolwte called a "nOt14 of
,kfi,.ctn,%.I telling tou thai .ou oue
adihiosal ta.. to flet a peslson sith
the L S Tat Court. You can request
siumslifted small ia . ast procedures if
)our cast Is 110.431M or less (fo any
perod or year. A case etled under
thee procedures cannot be appealed.

If )ou have lready paid the disputed
ta in full, you may flk a Clai for
refund. If %t dsallow the claim or
do not take action oIthin 6 months.
then you may take your Case to the
U.S. Claims Coun o your U.S.
District Court.
Recivebe ld~enesd eseO Iflthe
cour. arm h you o. most Issues
in your case. and finds that our posi-
tion las largely unjustified. you may
be able to rocmer Some Of your
administrative and litigion costs.
To do this, you must ir used all
the sdminisraive rtmedie available
to you within the IRS. This includes
going through our Appeals system
and gisinaj all the information
necesary to resolse the ca.

Publicaion 556. Ersm oie of
Rrursu. AAeIRsIts and ClAMu
for Refud, Oill hep you more full)
underMand your appea right.

Fr Cdco Of TiX
Whenem you owe tax, we will send

you a bill describing the tax and
sting the amouns you owe in sax.

interest, and pemlies. Bt sure to
check any bill you receive to make
sure it is correct. You have the right
to have ya bill adjusted if it is
incorrect, so you should let us know
about an incorrect bill right away.

If we sel yMu that you owe ta
because of a msh Or cleria er on
your reurn, you hve the riMt to ask
us to send you a formal notice a
"notice of defend") so that you
can dispute the tx a disuse
alier. You do not have to pay the

additional tax a the sM tim hat
you ask us for the formal notic, If

youA for Is withi 6O days Of the
et welyou of ih err..

If the ta a cort we give
yo a Specifle peod Of tlat to Ply
theMI in full. If you pay Ow bil

wvhn the dom e ~w1 . we w not
have to take my further action.

We may Mu that you mend an
inetelew, for the Colecti, of tax.
You will re ewlatI of
yourdo rghtod of the accmo
prom eta before or at the

Yowf ihs ae further .protected
beciiuse we _ am allowd o Ar otan
emfformnlam mrats go evaluate our

Pa)mert amt. Vou should
utale ecro effort to pa .your bill in
lull If .you can't. )ou should pa) as
much as )ou can and conta t us righ
&.&,+ Wt may ask .sou for a complet
financial statement to determine how
)ou can pay the amoual due. Based on
your financial condition. )ou Ml)
quahfy for an install nnt geement.
we sill ge you copies of all agree-
mensss you make with us.

If we approve a paynsent areemenl.
the agreement will stay in erfect only
if:

You gis correct and complete
financial infoemnaion.
You pay each intallnt on time.
You stlisf othertax liabilities on
tine.
You provide current frnar-ial
information when asked. ad
We determine that collecting the
tax is not at risk.

Following a rciew of your current
finances, we ma) change your payment
agreement, We will n.ilfy you M0 days
before any cuane to your paymeM
agreement and tell you why we are
making the change.

We *ill e take any etforcCnett
action (such as recording a tax lien.
or levying on or seizing PeOpehty).
Until after we hte tried 0 contact
you an.diven you the chance to
voluntia'y pay any tax due. Therefore.
it is very Impoltant for you 1o
respond right away to our attempts to
Contact you (by mal. telephone. or
personal visit). If yu do not
respond. we may hove no choice but
to begin enfoecensnt.
RlA of 1Us . If we have to place
a un on your properly (to ecue the
amount of tax due), we must release
the lien no later than .4 days after
fldiq tha you have pad the entire
ta and certain chres. d aaaens
has become kaly unenfoeceae. or
,e have ac.qicd a bond o cove the

tax and muma charges.
laemey f d!is. If we kowi ly

or Degletly (al to ee1 a Men
murder die circuittanies dmscribed
above, and you suffer economic

enaps because of our il,. YOu
cenrect~actW m l economic

If we reckely or ietentiona fal
to follw ther laws and reglaltion for
the collection Of Lax, You C"om aviactual aesasmc d am a mt.

It s of eu lOthe 1dwo aovl ,
dites sa d coat wil be glowed
wIN she fanlwg ntNO. YOU msei
abas Al adiletrade rmedies
WVWaiito ym

T he ou swil be

coul haver reasonsawl pretvented. You

must being suit atlun 2 years of the

Incorret Mea. You hate she rilht so
-appeal out filn of a Notice of
Federal Tax Lien if you belser 'At
filed the len in error. If 1e agtee. we
*til issue a Certircate of release,
lincludq a statement that we filed
the lien m error.

A hen is incorrect If:

You paid the ere amount due
before we filed the lien.
We made a procedural error In a
deficiey asseseen, or
We asseed a tax in violation of
the automatic may provisions in a
bankruptcy case.

Levy. We will Peueray give you 30
days notice bfor we levy on any
property. Tht lv may be given to
you in perso, mal to you, or left
at your ise or workplace. We cannot

plcalevy on your property On a
dayon which you ae required to
attend a collection ierview.

Property dl Is nm from lev. If
we must set your property. you
have the legal right to keep:

Nlemailry clothin and
schmlb~ooks.
A limited amoun of personal
bconging, funitue and business
or professional boakii and tools,
Untemploymesit sad job trang
benitls, workers' compeasdo,
welfare, cttain disalty eaymetsts
and certain pif beaefis.
The 1 m 1 YOU Wd to pay

Mail.
Aa amoun of wily incom- tyurstandard deduction

ndalwbeperuons exevmpto
dide by 52. Md
Yow ain home. amp in cauin

If yow bank amco Is levied after
Jun 30. IM9, the bmk wiM lld yo
acem up to t aouset of the"
fo21 days. 11ds alm you to solve

OMe she funids to the IRS.
We geneall Wm ree a lv

Issud after Jun 30, 1"01 If:
You Paly tesx ay n
iMMt fe which "levy was
mae,
TIe IRS d emm m r69 ease will
help the me
You hm m appoved waallhet
asmaw for th sax on t q,
Te IRS deeermiem seevy i
craft nan Oroin0k hindshl or



The tair market valuee ot !he
proper) e\%,;td% the amount of
the let% and release would not
hinder the collkioraO aft is,

If It an' time during the collection
process )Ou do not agree Aith the
olletion officer. you can discuss

)our case with his or her supervisor.
If we seize your property, you have

the right to requeM that it be sold
within 60 days after your request. You
can request a time peri greater than
60 days. We will comply with your
request unless it is not in the best
interest of the government.
Atee, 10 yer private premises. A
count order is Ot generally needed
for a colkctwn officer to stize your
property. However, you don't have to
allow the employee Access to your
private preise, such at our home
or the non-publi areas o your
business. If the employee does not
hav e wou authoriuztion to be there.
WMM Isaa. If we believe that you
were responsible for seering that a
corpor on paid us Incone AMd scil
purity taxes withheld from its
employees. and the us were not
paid. we may look to you to pay an
amount based on the unpaid taxes. II
you fej tlual you don't owe this. you
have die right to discuss the case ash
the colcion officer's supervisor.
Also, You genrly have the sme
IRS a .ppeat s a other taxpayers.
Because the U.S. Tax Coun has no
jurisdictio In situation. yoU must
pay at ls par of the withheld tax
and flk a caim for refund in order
to take the matter so the U.S. District
Court or U.S. Cam Court,

ThW Celeedml Proe.
TO O ste F pro Wm MY saywes you
should pay the mx In ftll. If eu casnt
pay sh tax In ful ets us fhe away
to dhcum pouaf ways so pay he tax.

her
First "We and
demand for uMPd
ma

go days iter

Up ormmsudiarky a

am am a~ Welof

I m I. fle to
oe110 I m b t

S dal a

30 days law

- €k dnlea

elan, i. e)

Puhlhiton% .Wi.. Thr Cuviu',M
Prx'ss lneotie o t 44r.uns. and
.94. The Collecrlr Protest
(CPpoIrenr T.rs .4ccuitsh. *Il
he!p )ou u ..erstand ).our rights
during the collection process.

Refund of Ovetrpald Tax
Once you hase paid all your iv. you
hair the right to file a claim for a
refund if you think the tax is incof-
rect. Generally, you hae 3 years
from the date you filed the return or
2 years from the date you paidthe
tax (whicheer is later) to il a claim.
If we examine your claim for any
reason, you have the same rights that
you %ould have during an examine.
lion of your return.
Intea on refadis. You will receive
interest on any income sa refund
delayed more than 45 days after the
lbter of either the date you filed your
return or the date )our rerurn was
due.
Chlteil em oor rwfmad. Normally.
you will receive your refund about 6
weeks after you flk your return. If
you have not received your refund
within I weeks after mailing your
return, you moy check on It by
calling the toll-free Te,-Tex number
in the tax forms' Instrutlons.

If we reduce your refund because
you owe a debt to another Federal
agency or because you owe Child
support, we must notify you of this
action. However, if you have a ques.
toe about the debt that caused the
reduction, you should contact the
other agency.

Cacao of Pmaldes
You have the right to ask that certain
pe ne (but w notterest) be cancelled
(absed) if you can show reasonable
cause for the failure that led to the

= (Or aw~rthatyou exe-
rdilgece If that is the

al able snd foe that penalty).
Iftyou ren wdoang advice YOU

rhcve from IRS Mployeis on the
tolI-fraeteloe system, we wil
cand celrOtn peak that may
ruk. &ut you have o Show tial
pour reliance on 

d 
advice was

if pout MWle on Icorrect wutts
advice from the IRS in response to a
Wrim request madk aftr
jgsgim I, IW wwE land any
plmai j my rmu. Yos mus
show th u pgve suffllea aMd

-fer Infaoiathd MWe pour
retlara afte yout rechved the advice.

TowM 1*.Reov
We how a roe RsolkIon

.061 for g wbhave been
issa to ad, b* I rilk with

the IRS If %ou have a is% problem
that %ou cannot dear up through
normal channels. %nte to the
Problem Revolution Office in the
district or Service Center with Ahich
you have the problem. You ma) also
reach the Problem Resolution Office
by calling the IRS taxpayer assistance
number for your area.

If you suffer or are about to suffer
a significant hardship because of th..
administration of the tax laws. you
may request assistance on Form 911.
Applkeion For Assiance Order to
Relieve Hardip. The Taxpayer
Ombudsman or a Problem Resolution
Officer will review your application
andmay ue a Taxpayer Assistance
Order RTAO). You can get CoP"Of
Form 911 in IRS office or by cif"ing
toll.fret 1400-424-FORM (3676).

Proleedon of Your WIt3 s
The employees of the Internal
Revense Service will explain and
protect your rights as a taxpayer at
all times. If you feel that this is not
the case, you should discuss the
problem with the employee's super.
visor. Your loa Problem Resolution
Offsrr will assist you if you are
unable to resolve the problem with
the supervisor.

TAiapyer Aulatanc
NuMbm
You should use the tdephone number
sow In the while pages of your
local telephone directory under U.S.
Government. Inteal Revenue
Service. Federal Tax Assistance. If
there is not a specific number listed.
call toll.f - 1400-424-1040. You can
alho find these phone members In the
linms-ona for Form 1040.

You my W164o m tbwe numbers to
r the Problem Resution Office.
Ask for the Problem Reolition
Office when you call.

U.S. t&xayem abroad my wrt
for information to:

Internal Revue Service
Ai: IN-C:TPS

SLEafam PlaM SMs. S.W.
Wash ,on. D.C. 2024

You m Aleo eomam yo nee
US. Embassy for InomatIon about
what services. a# form wre avallabl
In your lortao.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Fast Refund

If-you expect a tax refund for 1989, Instead of
mailing your return to IRS, you may want to have it
filed electronically. When you file electronically you
receive your refund In about 3 weeks, or, in about 2
weeks if you have it deposited directly Into your
savings or checking account. Many professional tax
return preparers offer electronic filing In addition to
their return preparation services. If you prepare your
own return, you can still file electronically. A fee may
be charged for electronic transmission of your return.
For more information on electronic filing see "Tele.
Tax Information (Topic 112)" on page 6 In this
publication. For a list of those in your area who can
file your return electronically, call IRS. Use onlythe
telephone number for your area listed on page 5 of
this publication. Use a local city number only If It Is
not a long distance call for you. Plese do not dial
1-00 when using a local city number.
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"Make Your Taxes Less Taxing"

To make your taxes less taxing. the IRS providestree tax
information and services This publication is a reference to
the year-round. free tax services and free tax publications
the IRS offers

Assistance includes: toll-free telephone servc mcud.
ing recorded tax information and automated refund infor-
mation. tax assistance programs. such as Volunte In-
come Tax Asstance, Tax Counseling for the Elderly, the
Small Business Tax Education Program. Community Out-
reach Tax Asstance. and audiovisual Instructional male-
rials that are available for loan to groups.

This publication also contains information on fing your
return, on the benefits of electronic fiing, on checking the
status of your refund and on the Problem Resolution
Program which helps taxpayer solve tax problems they
have been unable to resolve through normal IRS Channels.

If you have any questions about our free tax Wetvlcee.
call only the IRS telephone number for your areas. These
numbers are listed on page 5 of thi publicaion. Use alocal
city number only if it is not a long dance Call for you.
Please do not dial 1.800 when using a local city number.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



Free Tax Services

Most ot your tax questions can be answered by reading
Me package of tax forms and instructionS you receive each
year from IRS If you need more information you can turn
to our many free tax publications, education programs,
audiovisual materials, and other services. And. of course.
you may call IRS toll-free or visit your local IRS office with
questions about your tax account or general information
about IRS procedures and services or about the tax law.

Telephone Service

Toll-free telephone assistance is available in all 50
states. the District of Columbia. Puerto Rico aid the Virgin
Islands. By using the toll-free system, you can get answers
to your tax questions and pay only local charges. Thee is
no long distance charge for your call.

During periods of peak demand for telephone assistance
you may get a busy signal. Demand may be lowereary in
the morning or later in the week, so you may want to call at
those tImes. Use only the telephone number listed for your
area on page 5 of this publication. Use s local city number
if it is not a long distance call for you. Please do not dial 1-
800 when using a local city number.
Tells-Terx

Tele-Tax isthe IRS toll-freetelephone servicewhich pro-
vides both recorded tax information and automated efund
Information.

Recortdd Tax knfmaio. Recorded tax information
isavaldable on about 140opics such as filing requirements.
dependents, itemid deductions, tax crecfts and free
services available. Recorded tax Iformation is available
24 hours a day. 7 days a week, i you use a push-button
(tone sg ) Phone. II avfae dufng reguWr offic
hours If you use a rotary (dW) or p*btn (ulee dial)

Automated fund Informaton. Refund information
wi be available beginning March 1,1990. It can takl up to
eight wees to prooe a refund. you cal about the status
o your refund and that idormation Is not available at that
please wai seven days before aan again. Th will

alow s tne for thecorpuleuizd inimation1o be

When you eel. have a copy of your tax return available
because you wil need lo supply the rt social sctynumber mono m se and thee n heact
Mount of the rkmd.

Refulndh nInouon i avae Monday through Fdday.
7:00 a.m to 11 0p.m. lyou No uelng ap-bullon (tonesgan) telephaoe (hours my v in your area). f you
awe veM a folay 0160 or pug-billon (pulse dia) phone.
ills avae Mondalvough FrIfdy durng MgW ulaoff
hours.

ions an how o use Tela-Tax we on pges 6 nd 7.

To Order Forms and Publications
Oroef tax 0oms and pubhcations by using the order blank

on page 29 of this publication, or by calling toll-free 1 -800-
424-3676

Telephone Service for the Heartng-ImplNred

Toll-free telephone tax assistance is available for hear-
ing-impaired taxpayers who have access to TV/Telephone-
TTY equipment. The hours of operation are:

Janua' I ivah gA rdlS 6 00 a.m. to 6:45 p.m.
E~asen SWderd Tme

A4i 16 1vCugho0ee1m 31 800 am. to 4"30 p m
Eastern Sin dard Tim

Residents of the U.S.. mcluding Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico. and the Virgin Islands, call 1-00428-4732. Resl-
dents of Indiana call 1600-382-4059.

Information for the Blind
Braille tax materials are available at regional liraries for

the blind and physically handicapped in conjuncton with
the Library of Congress. These materials include Publics-
lions 17, Your Feellncoe Tax, and 334, Tax Gu IAw
Small Business. and Forms 1040. 1040A. and 1040EZ.
and instructions.

Walk-in Service
Atgh th Internal Revenue Service will not prepare

your tax return for you. assistOm we available at most IRS
offices throughout the country to hep you as you prepare
your own indvl lederat return. An sstor wilwak
througW a mtum wth you and a nfiber of other tapeyers
insa group setting.

If you want assistance with your tax return, you sh
b" with you e package of tax form andinstructions you
received in the mail and all Forms W-2 and Fore 1099
showing inWrm or other Income. You should also bring
any other infmation (such f a copy of last yeWs return)
which wil help us help you.

At mos IRS you can also obtain tax form.
publications and help questions about IR.S nolies or
bills.
Ne 0" asovim

For taxpayers outside tUned Stal the Inmal
R eve srvace has tll-tlMe pew lei stal a14 U.S.
Errmlas wd Coneiuwa wound the world. These of-
lo mahimi a supply of tax forms and ptubications, ad
cwhelppthcowtp abl Wpm afna yourquaeon
about noin es W bft.

In addIlIon, dung the flng eO. rom Januy I
NvoW June l6 eSac year. pyWer swvc -pesein-tlves vvltomy ileswodfofwkle i o l pyrehlpw~th l n rein, in I wif's*1h t hyerkhln y

139 iies in 72counf. You myca your n es U.S.--
.En6s. Conaus or IRS ofie rNled below lo ind ouA



when a'v where assistance will be avaflaole in your area
A. IRS officeb are open Monday through Frida) except
Riyadh. Saudi Arabia. which is open Saturday through
Wednesday

These IRStelephone numbers are local numbers Please
check with your telephone company for any country or city
codes required of you are outside the local dialing area. The
Nassau and Oft numbers include the United States
or"a codes

mon. Wet Germany 339.2119
Cruc"s. V11ZueuI 25 -31 11. elI 333

* London. Eno"an 40111-076 oW 40648077
mala.In 521.7116. ext 613or644
Mexico Cdy. Mexico 1 ()525)2142, exl 3559
NassU. 1Sstismu 119) 322.1111
Oluawa C4nae 1613)230-S335
Pais. Frace 4295-1202
R~h SUMi MAA 43300.94 206
Ronl. ly 4674.2W8
seo PaS. gOra 661411. owl. 207
Siao 336-02SI. otr. 245
Stdrey. Aw ;st 261-9275
'Toko. Jawen 224-6

Yeu can also write to the AUItant Cormisgioner (Inter-
nat.nal), 950 L'Enfant Plaza SW. Washington DC 20024.
USA, for answers to your technical or tax account queS.
lione.

Volunteer and Education Programs

The IRS has a nume of program desolr to help you
understand your rigt and obligations under our nations
lax system. Volunters Vine by the IRS are an iportant
pat of althse program. and during 19W0 IRS will be
ce sting the 20th anniiersary of IRS-sponsored volun-
teer pogrms. To volunteer orfor li e and local of
available r, ein your community. cll the IRS anld ask
fo he Txpeyer Education Coadnao. Use only te
telehone number for your am lued on pep 5 of this
pi nation. Use a ca city number only 0 it Is not a ln
distance cal for you. Pbee do not dial 1 00 when usig
a We city number.

CemmunlvOubeeh Tax AeeleWe
rouWs lxps ymehavncommontxcnxmi such

a re-ress farmer small business ownei and employ.
en, can g free tax hep from IRS asslors or tan
vOurnmtet ato wwnl oowrrlnty octons. The asals-
traemybepovtddungthsdmy.inthsevenngoron
eekwds.Orwpsmeyb e limmwokndsofCommu-
"wdra 1r lAsshwiaAree kkinueiafi j,.

.. om'petng IRS training. VITA volunteers provide free help
'o handicapped elderly. and non-Englhsh-speakin tax.
payers at libraries, community colleges. schools. shopping
malls, and other convenient locations in the community.
Tax Counseling for the Elderly

Tax Counseling for the Elderly (TCE) provides free tax
help to people 60 or older. especially those who ae
disabed or who have special needs. Volunteers who
provide tax counelag are often rred lndividuas who re
associated with non-prolit ogaizabins that receive ran
from the IRS. The grants are used to help pay out-of-pockt
expenses for the volunteers to travel wherever there are
elderly who need help, whether they are homebound, in
retirement homes, or at species TCE sites. Sites are
located conveniently in neihbor od centers. libraries,
churches anod other places in the community.

Small Business Tax Educton Program
Small business owners and other self-employed ind,

viduals can leam what they need to know about business
taxes through a unique partnership between IRS and
communty-based educational facilities. Seminars. work.
shops and in-depth tax courses, offered in a variety ofseting. pvdetanng onstingoa busi .srcondkeep-
ing. business tax return prearat and employer respon-
sibiliies. Tax topics including self-empoyme tax Issues
and employment taxes are also covered. Resource male-
nats provide Iistruction tough practical examples an
reinforceret exercises.

The costs for ti prograrn vary. Some courses we
offered free as a conunity service. Courses ofteed
ttwough aneducatioafacidyitfyay incueostsfor course
materials in addition to tuion. 8ti ofts are offered at a
nominalf"oofetthemINIftratletof poon
organizations.
Sank, Poet O e nd UeWry Prom

The IRS su*p s free tax prearon maoor" to ilhor
than 16.000 benks end pot offices and 14.000 trarles
rd reference areas in technical schol, mtay bas,

prisons, comnity ollges id other loeatons. The
maltelsh at Mpes may ikde reproducible tlax f rms.
rereni e st of IRS pulicationsand amilkvisual mlled-
alsthttepepeatinForm 1040EZ,1040A,1040nd
Scluies A ani B. Banks. poet Oies aid oaw alit
have enpies of Fo ms 1040E., 1040A and 1040 avail.

tein m la xrebn p epsedn help for taxpayers who tudent Ta CoIne
noPtmlepwallo tow. Thewklidup w Stude Tax Clint, sponsod by low and graukte

lax s#m *ws m topics. . b dm vom who
O*uadt eeaslo maybe ccponsar byoon&u y prodeeIa k fa -m - SdIonU who have received

ergaft"InIadon widthrgeNIMeetqnCles. specalsIeIft p" aansy xpapYO

Veh bMemIe Aelbm befre Ihe IRS dung IRS exemintion awd sappe pro-
The Vounla Ienrome TIx A Alnoe (VITA) Program o0slinri.

proelde *t hel 11o people with besic tax returns. Afte



Understanding Taxes
This ,s an ,'"OduCtG' 13, cc,.3e n3L" 9" scnao

junior high scnoois and oasic ao t ed%,cacr, classes
nationwide that instructs s!uoents on how .0 f,:' Out the4r lax
returns Because many of them already are working this
instruction has immediate practical value. Students also
learn about the history. politics and economics of taxation
and about taxpayer rights and responsibilities Teachers
are provided with free instructional materials. including
videotapes and computer software and. in many areas.
may be able to enroll in workhops, to help them prepare for
course instruction.

Print and Audiovisual Information
The IRS provides a vansty of print and audiovisual tax

information materials to the news media for dissemination
to the pubic. Special programming includes radio and TV
shows that allow viewers to phone in their lax questions.
For example. the IRS produces tax clinics for broadcast on
public television stations. The clinics highlight the various
tax forms and schedules. address changes in the fax law.
give helpful filing hints and provide information on where to
get free assistance. Newspapers and other print media
across the country also receive materials for their readers
from IRS

The IRS provides many local libraries with au;to rs.
settes and videocassetles containing simple. step-by-step
instrucxons onhow to fill out Forms 1040EZ. 1040A. 1040
and Schedules A and B.

IRS-produced films and videotapes are available for
loan. without.chrge. directly from the IRS to interested
groups or organizations To order the film of your choice.
call the Public Affairs Officer at your local IRS office. Use
onrythe telephone num for your area listed on pae S of
this publication. Use a localcity number only 0 t is note long
distance caN for you. Ples do not dal 1.800 when using
a lcal city number.

"T742e Wild HIN 001110Penl
The situations of t re single parents and how ta&
fecf them wre piomyed in this fim. One parent is i

accoutwho explains the tax laws that relate to depend.

ents a.mont Chic care ekpenseF .vo,". su;er.is etc
-!I m.n I 13 4- ano VHS videocasse,!es

"7he IRS Tex Gutd to Retirement"
Seniors pressing tax concerns are aooessed in a oues-

tion and answer format An IRS representative answers tax
questions about pensions. social security benefits. IRAs.
and the sale of a home. Special tax benefits and sources of
free IRS tax help are also discussed (17 m n.1 (3 4'. and
VHS videocassettes.)
-Tox Fonm 19"

A line-by-kne guide on how to M out Forms IOOEZ.
1040A. 1040 and Schedules A and B. It explains how to
choose the right tax return and discusses iMing status.
deductions.credit. tax computations. and other topics. (90
mins .) (W4. and VHS videocassettes.) (Updated versions
available by January of each year.)
"Why Us. the Lsk*em"

This film. narrated by Lyle Waggoner. highlights taxpay.
ers' rights during an IRS tax audit and their appeal rights.
ft follows Jeff and Kathy Laken. whose tax return has been
selected for an IRS audit. Unhappy with the audit finding.
the Lakens appeal and the viewer learns how the audit
procedure and the appeals system work. (28 mins.) (16mm
film and 3,4 videocassees.)
-gPer OW Nolaetros, Los ""es?-

This Spenish-language film explains taxpayers' examl
nation w appeW r In a similar hn to Why Us. the
Lakens?' (28 min.) (16mm film and 3'4" videocauttes.)

"S por Ow Loe hfswele"r
Realizing tha there is a lack of knowledge about the U.S.

lax system in Hispanic community, the edi of a
Spanis weekly newspaper assigns an e brX reporter
to the story. The reporter uncovers, fe history of taxation.
how taxes we used, the riht and resporielbllties of
taxpayers. and the different kinds of IRS assistni avail-
able. The film is especially suitble for social stdie and
historycoursesatedulteducabonwaid comrunilysnr.
(10 mina.) (1ram film and 34"vdecatte. 1,2 VHS.)



Filing Your Return

Before You File
Form W.4, Employees Withholding Allowance Cer.

IflcMe. Each time you start working tor an employer you
will be asked to complete and turn in a Form W.4. Your
employer will know how much federal tax to withhold from
your wages based on the Form W-4 information. By the end
of the year, the amount of tax withheld should be about the
same as your federal income tax lability. If the number of
allowances you are entitled to claim changes. it is your re-
sponsiility to complete another Form W-4 so that the
correct amount of federal income tax will be withheld.

Social neuwity number kor dependents. For 1969 tax
returns, you must supply the social "ecurty number of any
person age 2 or over whom you claim a a dependent on
your tax return. If you have a dependent who does not have
a social sec"iy number, contact the nearest Social Secu-
rity Administration office for Form SS-5. Appiaton for a
SocaW scury Number Card.

Form W-2. Wage and Tax Statement. Your employer
must provide a Form W-2 showing wages. other compen-
sation and amounts deducted for federal. stale, local, and
social securitylaxes. (If you filed Form W-5. Earnedincome
Credit Advance Payment Ctificelo. with your employer.
the amount of the advance earned income credit paid to
you dur"g the year will also be Wincuded on your Form W-
2.) Copy S of each Form W.2 must be attached to your
federal income tax return.

Par-year job. - i you work for an employer foronly prt
of a yea, your employw may either give you a Form W.2
atthetimeyouleave yourjoborwaituntil theendo the year
to pove the W-2.

Mora i one Job. - if you worked for more than one
emplow durin the yea. each employer must provide a
Form W-2. If you changed jobs and moved, give your
formemploye your newaddes so the Form W-2 can be
mailed to you.

ancorma W-2. - If you receive a Form W-2 with any
irrcti or meg.le formation, ask your employer for a

ccrrcledl form. Your employer should mark the co-rete
form'V ced by Employer.- A Special m(For m W2c)
maybe used lthpurpose. Copy Sof the oifu0odgorm
muilbeed with your federal inome tax return.

Ab W-2 - Nyou donotr moive your Form W.2Ifom any
einploybyJanuwy 81.ytouhoid o I sthatmployer
&Wia* fori I .alleroorwacalg youwemployer. you do not
remove your FomW-2 by Februey 5 cOhe IR8 lol-fre
number 1i your eme and request aesMleame. You wiI be
&Ad to povie your name, address, social security
number. and the ne, addrem and, NMown, elwoyer
iderlwNon fnume of your employrW.

Even iyoudo nocelossaFormW.2Iroman ployve,
do not dela IV you reum by ie due dols. File your
indivdu tx i n anld Mich Form 42. aSubeiu for

Form W-2 available from IRS. or a statement giving your
name and social security number, the employer's name.
address and employer identification number. the lOal wages
you received. and the amount of federal income tax with-
held from your pay. If you are not sure of these amounts.
you Should estimate them to the best of your knowledge.

It you have already filed a return and later receive a Form
W-2wrth Information thatdoe6 not matchthe* inormatonn
your return, you should file Form 1040X. Amended U.S.
idiva Income Tax Return, to correct the error. For

information on amending your return, please e page 27.
Estimated tax. If you are self-omployed or have other

income not subject to income tax withholding. you may be
required to make estimated tax payments. Generally. eti.
mated tax is the amount of tax that you estimate you will
owe. which wilt not be paid iough withholdi.

Estimated tax is usually paid fourb-ile a yew. with tf
first payment due by Apr! 15(April 16, 1990). because you
may be charged a penalty for underpayment of estimated
tax. it is important that you pay your estimated tax on time.

For additional Information on who must pay estimated
taxes and how and when to make payments. piles get
IRS Publication 505. Tax Withholding and Estimated Tax.

Rec -pdepng. Prpng your income tax return will
be 9aw if you have up-to-date and complete rMcords. A
well-organizedwand maintained systm of recoirdlesping
will also help you to answer queions if your return is
selected for examination or if you are billed for additional
tax.

You should keep these records as Iong as there is any
posblity that an entry on your retur may be questioned.
You should keep records such as reeipts, cancelled
checks and otherdocumentsthat provean ilm of income,
deduction or credit on your return until the MAue of
kmltstn for the retum expires. Thls i usuallyveeyews
from the date the rMtum wasd ue or filed. or two year from
the date the tax was paid, whichever is IW. There is no
statute of lmitations when a return is false or fraudulent or
when no return is led.

Some records, such a property reol, should be kept
indifinileiysince they maybe need dloprovetheamount
of gain or ios i he pmpeyis sold. Copies of income tax
returns sho i alo be kept inciftely. They wl help you
prpwe future tax returns.

Fora to iormatlontrcorssping.plesases
Pubicaflo552,Paecro pfo rhkWaborPblla-
on M3, Ta, eyevs SWt Ogales.

Your Tax Pacag
The IRS wll maapacage o yuooritlO ning e

Form lo40 and mimed schedule, or Form 1040A, or Form
I4O0.Z, depend n en which fwm you fied previous.
You I hdreoelve thispecduaiMt We Deeeorearfy
January. Mno, you n plck up m 9 many IRS M oest
Somebank, postMloe~r, ndbW4bw hvr sarld
schedule.
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Start early. By fling a complete and accurate return as
soon s you can. you will help us to help you -make your
taxes l1ss taing.

Pp i lW. Your tax package contains a pre-
printed norm and address labl. Attaching t to your return
wil speed the pmoessing of your return and the issuing of
any refund.

Make anynecesary changes; directly on thelal. Even
f youdonl uee e tax orm in te tax padage you received.
you oud aMfth the WWlottax e ur you do Me. I you
go to a tax reur preparer. VITA sit. ot.. to have your
rurncn il .sukilepermnwho epwa your retur..
t use the irwe l.

Preeddreeeesdenvope.Usetepreeddsa dnve
l to n you return. Using itwil speed t processing
ofyourreturnbecaueeht envelope e iscod or elecon Ic
eorting by ty"e of tax retun. N you do not hove a Wed
dreed 9wslope or" nyou mo duingtheyer. miyo
rtuirntothe inorn l Rvenooe emilngc"tsr servln
oe wee tre you nowtve. Service Cenera ddreesee e
on page 26 of ths pilcailon.

seelleNeuiy nur .YOt ourseomseNudytntnft
yo" Wpayer ideaclon number and mu appear on
evey indleu fta f*^, 1emet or doouml.

Wrte your social sc uty uber on your d ck or
money dr wen Yau my ny tax to h IRS.

I you o a tax me wthol using the PS pep
MW. wft yor eocie euty nutw in the apnprPiale
space on the eun.

N you we mIed g. o social searity nuwnbers for
both you and yu spoee. wter you fle Joitly or
seerl"y. N you t esoin return. N youreocal scurry

numbers in the same oroer as you show your first name!
the return. For tax year 1989 you must also include
social security number of any dependent age 2 or ol
claimed on your return

If your name changes for reasons such as marriage
divorce. notify the Sociail Securiy Administraton so that
name on IRS records is the same name t Social Secu
Administration has on its records. If you fail to notify t
Social Secunty Administration. the IRS may have diffIc
processing your return and issuing any refund due.

Tax deductions and credits. Deductions or credits
duce the amount of tax a taxpayer owes. Allowable de"i
tons include those for medical expenses. charitable con
butions, and some state and local taxes. Many deductiO
are allowable only to taxpayers who htemize deductions,
Schedule A (Form 1040). Certain types of deductions a
subject to special rules and limitations.

Allowable credits include the earned income credit. t
child and dependent care credit. and the credit for 9
elderly and the disabled.

Deducns and credits are discussed in several free Ii
puicatrons. For a list of these publications, please si
page 9.

Double Check Your Retum Before MaillIng

Take a moment to do the following:

3 Put the prepnnted address label on your return, an
make any necessary corrections to your name, at
dress, and social security number;

Z) Attach Copy of all Forms W-2;
3 Atach ai rired forms and related schedules;
0 Chel your return for arithmetic errors;
) Sign and dat your MuM (ona joint return, boI

husband and wile must sin).
- If you o -WdItional tax, atach your check or mone

order pa ,ile to Inteal Revenue Service.' Rernem
ber to wri your social security number, daytime se
phone number, tax form number, and te t W yew or
your check or money order;

SMMke a copy of return for your record:
0 Use the einveliope that c m in te WE pecka to mat

your return. N you do not he"ftepr.prlntdenvelope
address an enveoptothe RS Servce Center Wryoul
ma. Be sure to attch coret postage.

If you file early. you may expect to racve you reMfnd
within out to s weekM. N you do not go your retundwln
6 weeks after ng your raun, you mkay ca the intnl
Revenue SenVoe.Sspage 6fI noromtklononhowtoue
Autormned Refund Inlormtaon.

Avoid Thene Common Errom
Folowng is a ist ol th most nnona m mtpayers

make on ther Fom 1040. 1040A and Io40EZ. Explr-
tione we provided I* help you amoid fmlt thesse errors
Check your tax return because errorsg shows sed



below may delay any refund you may be expecting -
1. Medical and dental expenses on Schedule A are figured

incorrectly
- You must know the amount of your adjusted gross

income before you can figure the limitation on media.
cal and dental expenses Form 1040 must be com-
pleted (through the line for adjusted gross income)
before you can figure medical and dental expenses
Check your math for these entries,

2. Earned income credit is figured incorrectly.
- You may be entitled tos credit of up to $910 it your

adjusted gross income is less than $19.340. The
Earned Income Credit Worksheet in the Form 1040
orl 040A instructions is used to figure the credit The
amount of your credit Is determined by your earned
Income and adjusted gross income. To determine
the correct amount of your credit, follow the line-by.
tine itructions on the worksheet.

3. Incorrect tax enwed from tax tables
- Firt. take the amount shown on the taxable income

ine of your Form 1040EZ, 1040, or 1040A and find
the line in the tax table showing that amount. Next.
find the column for your marital status (married filing
Jointly, single, etc.) and read down the column. The
amount shown where the income line and filing
stu column meet is your tax.

4. Social Seciuit Tax, instead of Federal Income Tax
Withheld, was entered on your tax return.
- Form W-2 shows both the Federal Income Tax (Box

9) and FICA (Social Security Tax) (Box 11) withheld.
Remaiber to use the amount in Box B on your return
to calculate your total income tax withheld.

S. Form 2441, Chid and Dependent Care Expenses, has
-omPAin erros.

- Veriy youraddition, s atiratn and mutation.
Us ito ooo rc percentage for your adjusted gross
Income.

6. Inorct refund or balance due.
- Verily yow addifon and st*(raction. If your total-

payments are more than your total tax. you are due
a refund A -Balance Due- is computed when your
taxes due are more than the amounts you have
already paid

7 Earned income credit not claimed
- This is a special credit that can help some taxpayers

who have a child and have incomes below a certain
level. For more information on whether you qualify.
toter to the instrcions in your tax package.

8. Computation error when income amounts were totalled.
- Verify the addition of all income amounts on your

return.
9. Taxable amount of social security benefits was figured

incorrectly.
- If you received social security or eluivailt railroad

retirement benefits in 1989, you will receive a Form
SSA-1099 or Form RRB.1099 showing the amount.
Use the Social Security Benefits Worksheet in the
tax forminstructions to figure the amount that may be
taxable.

For a Faster Refund - File Electronically

It's FAST - You will receive your income tax refund
three weeks or less from the time IRS gets your return. You
can also choose to have IRS send your refund directly to
your savings or chcding account by 'Direct Depos,"
Its ACCURATE - Electronic fWlers (tax return preparers

or transmitters) who send your return over telephone lines
are notified by IRS that it has been received nd ccpted.
Minor errors can be orectdwithfln days insloea of weels.

It's SIMPLE - You donl need a compute or fancy
equipment. Contact an electronic filer In your wasa.

Ca IRS and k about elecrol flng or ukfm f" of
accept electronic file n your ara. Use oyt number
sted on paoe 5 of this publication. Use a o. city number

onlyit s not along diltance calforyou. Pssdo not dial
1 .800 when using a local city nuntier.



Where To File
If an addressed envelope came with your
return, please use it. If you do not have one.
or if you moved during the year, mail your
return to the Internal Revenue Service
Center for the place where you live. No
street address is needed.

If you live In:

1W
Use tkis address:

V
Florida. Georgisa.
South Carolina Atlanta. GA 3M0

New Jersy. New York (New
York City and counties of Hoitsville. NY 000
Nassau. Rockland. Suffolk.
and Westchestetr)

New York (all other
counties). Connecticut.
Maine. Massachusetts. Andover. MA 05501
New Hampshire. Rhode
Island. Vermont

Illinois. Iowl. Minnesota. Kansas Cty. MO 64999
Mi1soui. Wisconsin

Detaware. District of
Columbia, Maryland. Phiadielphia. PA 19255
Pennsylvania. Virginia

Indiana. Kentucky. Michigan. Cincinnati. OH 45999
Ohio. West Virginia

Kansas. New Mexico. Austin TX 73301
Oklahoma. Texas

Alaska Arilona. Casfornla
(counties of Alpine. Amaoo.

utte. Calaveras. Colusa
Contra Costa. Del Norte. Il
Dorado. Glenn. Humboldt
Lake. Lassen. Mann.
Mendocino. Modoc. Napa.
Nevada. Placer. Plumas
Sacramento. San Joa4uln. Ogden. UT 84201
Shasta. Sierra. Siskyou.
Solano. Sonoma. Sutter.
Tehama. Trinity. Yolo. and
Yuba). Colorado. Idaho.
Montana. Nebraska. Nevada.
North Dakota. Oregon. South
Dakota. Utah. Washington.
Wyoming

California (all other F1 CA 93
counties), Hawaii

Alabama. Aransas. Louisiana,
MissisIppi. North Carolina. Mmps, TN 37501
Tennessee

American Samoa Pftuldelsi, PA 192S
Com~wsWW Of Rtiue iand TWA1011

Guam Sml N West Matir or
DAna, OU 96910

Puerto RICo (or i *xclud
Income under section 133) PMsdelo". PA 19255

Virgin Islands:
Nonpermanent residents

Virgin Ilands:
Permanent raiodent

v I. Isume of In1110mill ItlW"
Loclit Gaden No. 1 A

St. Thomas. vi oso
Faorm country.

U..ciizansaw4 thaelng W llaepssP 95
Form 2 SS O Form 4563

AlA.P.O. eF.P.Oaddresaes IPuIlaelltl. PA 19M



After You File

Refunds
If at least 8 weeks have elapsed since.you mailed your

1989 tax return, your can call a special IRS Tele-Tax
telephone number to find out the status of your refund.
Refund information will be available beginning March 1.
1990. Refund fIdes are updated every seven days. When
you cal. you need to know the first social security number
shown on the return, the filing status. and the exact amount
of the refund. For details on how to use is since. see
'How to Use Tele-Tax" on page 6.

When All Else Fails, Use The Problem
Resolution Program

Taxpayers who have been unable to resolve Meir probe
ens after atmptg to resolve them through normal
Internal Revenue Service channels may use the Problem
Resolution Program tPRP).

PAP personnel are taxpayer advocates. They have the
authority to cut through red tape and the taxpayer generally
deals with one person and is kept informed of me case's
progress

Taxpayerscanonact PRPbycallingthe IRSassistance
number listed on page 5 ot this publication o by ting their
local Internal Revenue Service Distnct Oirector and asking
for Problem Resolution assistance.

While PAP stafts do everything they can to help taxpay-
ers. there awe some t s they cannot do. Appeals of
decisions mde in tax examinations. Freedom of Informa-
bon Act requests. Privacy Act inquites and complaints
about hirng pradics are all outside of PAP $ authority

When You Make A Mistake, Amend Your
Return

Ifyou fin tha you did not report Income, did not claim
deductions or credit you could have claimed, or claime
dodudlors or Csdits yous~houint havelod. youCon
orec your retur by fiin a Form t1ilOX, Anded U.S.
kx%*W/kne# Tax Reurn. Generally, f form mus be

ind w" Vee years from the date you ed your original
return orwithin two years from the dale you Paid your tax,
whichever is laew.

File Form 104X withthe IRS Service Cnler for the are
in wlch you-lve. Seet Servioe Conter Il on pae 26.

Yotlsioelax liablity maybe afleclied byachanoede
on your fedal inme tax reurn. For more inl1fmtion on
th. contat your Stale tax authoriy.

When You Need A Copy of Prior Year Returns
You can obtain a copy of your prior year tax return by

completing Form 4506, Request forCopyof Tax-Fom. and
mailing it to the Service Center where you filed the return,
Service Center addressed are listed on the back of Form
4506. The charge-is $4.25 for each year's return. This tee
must be sent to the Service Center along with your Form
4506 or written request.

A taxpayers authorized representative can request a
copy of LWxayers prior year retum. The representatives
must aftc a signed copy of Form 2848. PowerofAiforney
and Dedaratiof oprewifative, or other document au-
thorizing him or her to act for the taxpayer.

if you do not have a Form 4506. you can send the Service
Center a written request containing the follow ng informa-
tion: your name, your social scuro number. and. if you
filed i-ont return. the name and social security number of
your spouse: the form number: the tax period; and your
current address. You must sign this request. If you fied a
Joint return. only one of you must sign this request You
should allow 45 days to receive your copy of the retum

Tax account information is free. You can get a pointed
copy of the information in your tax account by contacting
most local IRS offices. The information will be mailed to
you. generally within two weeks after your request. The tax
account information you will receive includes: me and
social security number, mental status. type of return filed,
tax shown on retum, dusted gross income. taxable in-
come. sl.&rpymentax and the numbrof exemptions.

IRS Examination of Returns
if the IRS lets yourreturn lorexamintion, you maybe

askdK to produce records such as chance dchOcks. re-
celt or other supporting docuomft to voty entms on
your return.

You may act on your own behalf or you may have an
attorney. * wtfed -Llc accountant, ot an indiMd
enrolledtc,oacticebef...te IRSroprsoentor company
you. Anyone can accompary you to an examination;
however, the person that reprosenls you must have a valid
power Of attoy.

Not al exarnions result in chane intax ability. If thO
examination o your return shows that you ovoepaid your
tax, you will receive a refund. However, i the oxamination
Of your return shows -at you owe additional tax, payment
is xpeced. I you dlmeg with te fndin of the exari
natn. you can appea. Your appoalghw ,n oluind
to you.

As mentioned in an eedW sectn o this publklcation.
under Taxpeyer Eca Prorams. Student Tax Cn-
lce ee available in sce IRS ditrics to heilp apeyrs
durn examinations ard appeals proceedings.



Collection of Unpaid Taxes
The Internal Revenue Service ChqckS tax returns for

mathematical accuracy and to see if the correct payment
has been made. If tax is owed. the IRS wll send a notice of
tax due, Generally. you as then required by law to make
payment within 10 days of the date of the bill.

If the tax is not paid on time. the law provides for interest
and penalty. A federal tax lien may also be filed on the
unpaid labily. interest and penal.t There is also a
penalty for failure to fie a Mun by the due date.

If you believe a bill from IRS is wrong. contact the IRS
mrnediately with the information necessary to support your

position. If an adjustment is lustfied. we will make the

necessary correction I; our account
If you cannot pay -it entire amount due. contct your

local IRS office Depending on your financial condition.
installment payments or deferred cOlectin action may be
arranged. Interest and peralties wdl contu to accrue
unt the labilty is fully paid.

If you neglect the notice of tax due or refuse 10 pay. IRS
may enforce collection by levy on assets. including income,
or by the seizure and s of property.

More information on the colledclon pmcess and on your
rights. is in Publication 586A. The CoNseon ProOeM
(Income Tax Accounts). and Publication 504. The Co44ec
tion Process (Emploenwt Tax Acmounts).

The Colleci Process
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Where To Send Your Order for
Free Forms and Publications
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APPEHDX V11

POLT{ rTAq f(MZNT P-1-20

II. Policy Statement P-1.20 -
trAecasts of enforment results may be moeo and communicated
1o p inning purposes

Forward planning and control are required to assist in the offer.
lIve management of Service operations and to obtain naximum
staffing Uilzaton and enforcement results, and forecasts of en.
forcement r may be made and communicated for such pur.
poses, However, forecasts and monitoring aspects o work planning
and oontrol programs hll not be used as quotas, ailloctions, or a
specific amount of work that must be completed.

Thx enforement results may be accumulated, tabulated, published
and used o management and control of tax administration
resources.

Enforcement results per ame, per return, and per unit of on.
forcoment e may be Accumulated, tabulated, published, and
used at national, regional, and other t"veI when necessary to, and
for purposes of, longrange planning, financial planning, allocation
of resources, work planning and control, effeclve functional man.
agement, of other related staffing utilization systems and plans,

Whx enbVf t results tabulations MW not used io evaluate an en.
Ioement c or 000o0 Of Suggest piroduton quotas or goals.

RecO of tan enforement result shall not be used to evalume
enforcement officers, appeals officers and reviewers, or impose or
suggest production quotas or goals. This prohibition is necessary
not only to potect employee from any adverse impact of quan.
titative goals, but also to protect taxpayers against possible Inequi.
ties. In the dischaipe of hislher responsibilities, but subject to the
above prohibition, a manager may raise questions with an Individ.
ual abou the number of cases he/she has processed, the amount
of Ume he has been spending on Individual cases, or the kind
of result NWh has been obtaining.

tgW oWmmsors an Dowirict and Sei Cetw Dou or
W*her Na~Il ~Ofu ina offiial raO n -.4ft ades

quecy OWi Poper use of eno- mn Woecsts and reuf stats.is
Regional Comrmssioners and DWst4c and ISc CeDnWe Dk*e-

Ion sliare with National Office functions offlale responsibility for
adequacy of foec" f enoment reults fo Wlnae and
"ineriow planning purpose. Regional Commissioners and Districtad Service Cenw DorWs ae primarily epob f poper use
of enfcment rsl stistics for operations under thei jurisdiction,
and for assuring t no Officer, supervisor or employee uses
applies such statist In any prohibited way.
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internal Revenue Service kprtneet of the Yreecwry

Austin fervilee center In Reply Roer tot 1666600691
3551 6. Ztoer~tlenl OUOghve 6672AVI 780
Autin, Ye"as 73301

itsrs S.t 1990t

"it"., YR 7000

teaPeprsy niictemtr 00*0@.01234
Yaperied' geser~ 31, IM6

Foem1 1040

IbMe pe" gotw eInquiry dated January 31, 19#0.

we lesetd Iee teM peyeet of 000.00, dated all.. 30, lost. the psyeat he
bem smiled to t"e eceewit idusined ebev.

Ws an uetmrme the Pern 2441 I.* seft. Ye eimge my isicumtie em pee
crigel ten return, we eheuld fMe en amended return en Fer.s 1040N. Per
Ver cew"MvMiec wme n lfsis fIrs, testases, Md "m weolepe. te

M"e, em he" aerrete pear edimcs as remeee.

If I" heve A" geseete sheeit thi Olter, pleae writ* U ft the ed6111ee
sham so thi letter.I lly ell e between the hews of $t00 em. and
lio P.m. at 511.4400 Ic" esistemee, Uf the WAE is *outde peur lecel

ealliagee, thOers will be a lest iume ehrge to F". to Pee prefer, P"
lay sell the In telepheme w~sr listed is Vow legl directery. Am mylepee
theae my he able tM help Iw, bft the Oftie at ibe aldre dw- em thi
lote Is meet itilier with Yeer ese.

VWm Poe mite, Please imelude peer tolephase after, the hre Ye "ae he
re s d 4i esw of thie lete. Ye say else emnt Se kme a esp 09 this
leter owr yr reesd.

go "Oogise few &y lsscmme em my he" w ed in, Mid tboak ye for
rm ewnereie.

Sinceely lore

fame 0. Polioe
Oted eis ercettv

OWp so this letter

I ter Fes441
PeW low 010 Fean 8441
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

WASHINGTON, D.C 10284

JUN 16 1990
The Honorable David H. Pryor
Subcommittee on Private Retirement Plans and
Oversight of the Internal Revenue Service

208 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20610

Dear Senator Pryor:

This is in response to your letter of April 26, 1990, asking
a number of questions to follow up on the April 6 Subcommittee's
hearing on the Internal Revenue Service's implementation of the
Taxpayers' Bill of Rights. Where appropriate, we have included
attachments of sample notices and other information given to
taxpayers to illustrate the many changes we have made to carry
out this most important legislation,

I, Section 623S of TBR requires the IRS to issue a certificate
of error when the IRS erroneously files liens against a taxpayer.
How many of these has the IRS issued?

A Certificate of Release is routinely prepared for all
lien claims when the underlying liability is full paid, is
no longer legally collectible or is released due to the
posting of a bond. The Taxpayers* Bill of Rights required
the IRS to annotate the release with a legend that the
Notice of Federal Tax Lien had been erroneously filed.

We have not established a uniform, nationwide tracking
system to count erroneous lions. We did, however, track
release activity in 10 medium-sized districts throughout the
country for the six-month period starting in August 1989 and
ending in January 1990.

In this six-month period, 7,761 Notices of Federal Tax
Lien were filed by the survey districts; 95 appeals were
received; and 12 certificates of release issued, because the
cases met the statutory definition of having been
erroneously filed. In other words, in these districts,
slightly more than one tenth of one percent of the liens
filed were appealed and about two one hundredths of one
percent of the lions filed were released because they were
erroneously filed.

Information about this procedure is contained in
Publication l. Yar _i..asLi~u; Notice 586A, "The
Collection Process (Income Tax Accounts)"; Notice 694, "The
Collection Process (Employment Tax Accounts)"; and Pore
666Y, "Notice of Federal Tax Lien" (Part 3, Taxpayer's
copy), Taxpayers receive: a copy of Publication I at the
beginning of the collection process; the Notice appropriate
to the type of liability owed before the tax lien is
recorded; and a copy of the lien Is sent to the taxpayer
after recordation.

. Section 6233 requires the IRS to describe the basis for any
ta notice and to identify and explain any Interest and
penalties, Is the IRS providing this information to taxpayers or
are you requiring that the Information be requested?
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As required by Section 6233, we are providing the basis
for tax due, interest, additions to tax and penalties on tax
due and deficiency notices. We are not qurrent)y able to
send multiple page notices so*a stuffer is provided with an
explanation of the interest and penalty charges. If
taxpayers want a detailed explanation of penalty and
interest computations, they oust request it.

Notices issued by Examination are also consistent with
the clarity requirements of new IRC 7521, added by Section
6233. This information is provided to taxpayers as part of
the examination process and does not have to be requested by
them. Three Examination notices are involved.

A. The 30-day letter, Proposed Income Adjustments, is
conveyed to the taxpayer with an attached "Explanation
of Adjustments" that gives the basis for proposed tax
and penalty changes. The interest on the liability Is
not calculated because it is merely putative until the
date of assessment. The legislative history of the
Taxpayers' Bill of Rights explained, "it is sufficient
if the notice states that interest at the legal rate is
owing on the amount due." This statement is made on
the 30-day letter.

I. Information Return Program (IRP) notices, matching
income data received by the Service with that showing
on the taxpayer's return, also comply with Section
6233. The notice to the taxpayer gives an exact
interest due amount if paid within 15 days from the
date of the notice,

C. Notices issued under IRC 6212, the statutory notice of
deficiency (90-day letter) conform to the clarity
requirements, since, in each case, the 30-day letter or
its equivalent is attached in supporting explanation
and clarification of the amount of the deficiency and
penalties.

3. Section 6336 requires the IRS to give taxpayers 30 days after
final notice before they seise property. Do IRS notice* clearly
state that the taxpayer has 30 days?

The notices do, in our opinion, clearly indicate that
the IRS must wait 30 days before we levy. Attached are
specimens of the two most commonly used notices, Form 504
(Attachment A) and Letter I058DO) (Attachment 3). Form 504
is the computer generated Notice of Intent to Levy and is
sent on the vast majority of collection cases. Letter
L0S(DO) is issued by revenue officers on those cases where
we cannot verify that a Notice 504 was Issued.

4. With regard to Taxpayer Assistance Orders (TAOs):

o In the 15 months since enactment of the TSR, how many
TAO applications have you received and how many have been
issued?

o Have TAOs been issued in situations other than
collection actions? It no, why not?

o If a taxpayer's request for a TAO is denied by the
Problem Resolution Office, does he or she have any recourse?
Is there any procedure for appealing denial of a request for
an order?
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o What happens if a TAO is issued and the IRS decide.,
after a review, not to alter its position? Can the taxpayer
appeal? Is the taxpayer provided with an explanation of the
denial of relief?

A. In the 15 months since enactment of the Taxpayer Bill
of Rights (TBR), through March 1990, we have received
19,903 applications for Taxpayer Assistance Orders
(ATAO), including 4,799 prepared on behalf of taxpayers
by IRS employees. Significant hardship was found in
10,990 of the total applications, of which 7,183, or
65%, received relief without need of a TAO, while in 10
cases an "order" was issued. Of the remaining 5,138
applications that did not show significant hardship,
6,174 were nevertheless assisted under the regular
Problem Resolution Progiam IPHPI) or referred to the
appropriate Service function for action.

N. There have been two TAOs issued for other than
collection action. Both involved emergency requests
for auditI recub6%i at h ul ,d,#Jtlonal tA

a ssne sments.
C, The ATAO itself is an appeal of normal operational

procedures. Therefore, we have not created a formal
system for "appealing the appeal". but it is our
routine practice to have a higher level review of any
allegation that our own procedures were not observed or
that pertinent information was not consideed.

U. Our procedures require that taxpayer. who apply for a
TAO receive both an oral and a written explanation of
any denial, Before the taxpayer receives a final
response to the ATAO, any necessary executive review Is
conducted if an IRS function objects to a TAO, The
decision which follows this review is normally
considered the final one. However, if there Is new
information that was not considered with the initial
application, the taxpayer may reapply and will receive
reconsideration based on the new facts.

5. The Administration's budget identifies the small pension plan
audit as raising $602 million in F 1991. Why is this an
enhancement? Why isn't this included as part of your normal
auditing and revenue collection baseline?

This audit program is a one-time program, targeted in
scope, to extend over fiscal years 1991 through 1993, As
such, the revenues generated are in addition to our ongoing
auditing and revenue collection baseline. The additional
revenue estimates are in fact calculated by taking into
account the opportunity costs attributable to lost
regulatory examinations.

6. Senator Kerry sent you a letter on March 19, 1990 regarding
audits of small businesses. Please provide a copy of your
response to the subcomitteo for the hearing record,

senator Kerry has agreed to allow us to provide you
with a copy of the Commissioner's reply. (See Attachment
C.)
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7. Section 6227 requires the IRS to publish procedures for
taxpayer complaints in Publication 1. Why does Publication I not
include this important information?

Publication I does not provide a separate section to
discuss the procedures for taxpayer complaints. However, it
does discuss, under four topics, the steps to be taken when
a taxpayer has a disagreement with the Service. These
topics are:

Courtesy and Consideration,
If Your Return is Questioned,
Fair Collection of Tax, and
Protection of Your Rights.

In each situation, the taxpayer is directed to contact
the IRS employee's supervisor, who should be able to resolve
any problem. In a fifth topic, under "Special Help to
Resolve Your Problem", the text describes a situation when a
taxpayer is unable to resolve a problem through the
supervisor. The taxpayer is told to contact the Problem
Resolution Office.

For the next revision of Publication 1, we intend to be
more specific about the subject of filing a complaint with
the Service.

We have attached a copy of the publication and
highlighted the language relevant to taxpayer complaints in
each of the five discussions. (See Attachment D.)

In preparing for the hearing, we extensively reviewed
actions taken throughout the agency to implement the Taxpayer
Bill of Rights. I believe that these actions went a long way
toward implementing the spirit as well as the statutory
requirements of the Act. We will continue in these efforts. We
also welcome your continuing interest in taxpayers' rights and
look forward to working with your Subcommittee,

Best regards.

Sincerely,

k Fred T. Goldberg, Jr.

Enclosures

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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ATTAUDOW B

Internal Remne Service
District Director

Department o th~e Treasry

Seikxecty er

-1 Tm mbe

Porom W Ocnet

FINAL NOTICE
(NOTICE OF INTENTION TO LEVY)
Reply Within 30 Days to Avoid
Enforcement Action and AdditionalPenltiesUAfPI6O uMas.

Our records show that we have previously sent you notloeco but we have not resolved
full payment of the federal tax liability Shown below. This Is your final not$$e.

A Ntiee of Foeral Ta Lien, whieh Is a public note that there to a tax lion
against your property. may be filed it any ties tv protect the Interest ef the government.
It you do net take the requested action within 30 days fro the dote of this netle, we
may. without further notice to you, levy upon and sels your property sa rights to
property. lotion 6331 of the Internal Revenue Code allows us to selee wages, bank
accounts, @omissions, one oteor income. Real estate and personal property such as
business assets and automobiles may also be calmed. The enclosed publication contains an
explanation ef the actions we may take.

To prevent action from bling taken, send full payment today by hook or money order
payable to the Internal Revenue Service. Write your social security number or employer
identification number on your payment. Enolose this letter with your-payment io the

- envelope provided, so we can quickly credit your accounts Also, include your telephone
number end the mot convenient time for us to call if we need more Informatenoa .

If you recently paid the amount due or If
call us at the telephone number shown above.

Fm Numbe Tea Pelt

you eannt pay tis Niouet in full, ploeso

ELMS

Yes saw"

Enolosureso
Envelope
Copy of this letter
Publication 59" or 594

Lettw 10U(OO) (ov. 1-0)

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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ATTA00ENT C

0 DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

WASHINGTON, 0 C 20224

DEPUTY COMMI5t60NgR

APR S0 1990

The Honorable John Kerry
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Kerryl

This is in response to your letter dated March 19, 1990,
to Commissioner Goldberg, regarding Internal Revenue Service
procedures relating to taxpayer interviews as codified by the
Taxpayer Bill of Rights. As the Commissioner noted at a recent
hearing on the Taxpayer Bill of Rights, letters like yours help
us make Sure the system works like it should.

Collection and Examination procedures are written to
implement both the spirit and the intent of the Taxpayer Dill
of Rights. They are designed to protect the taxpayers' rights.
As mandated by the Taxpayer Bill of Rights, the Internal Revenue
Manual (IRM) requires publication 1, Your Rights As A Taxpayer,
to be provided to all taxpayers before an initial contact, inter-
view or examination.

On february 9, 1989, the Assistant Commissioner (Collection)
issued a memorandum to all Collection field offices emphasizing
the requirement to provide Publication I immediately prior to,
or at the initial in-person interview. As a result of your cor-
respondence, we contacted the particular offices involved to
reemphasise the importance of the proper implementation of the
Taxpayer Bill Of Rights and in particular proper distribution
of tublication 1. We will also conduct reviews of appropriate
offices beginning in April 1990, on this issue.

Both the Examination and Collection functions are working
on revisions of their portions of the Internal Revenue Manual
to correct the disparity you noted between IRM 4261 on income
tax audits and IRN 4600 and 5(10)00 on employment tax audits.
It was intended that 1RK 4261 provide general procedural guide-
lines when conducting an audit and not be limited to income tax
audits. To clarify this, Examination is revising IRk 4600 to
specifically refer employees to IRk 4261.
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When Collection prepared rRm 5(10)00 they were guided by
the text in 1RM 4600. Collection's training materials for exam-
ination of employment tax returns contain detailed information
for the examination process. We have recently reviewed our IRM
guidelines in this area and are in the process of incorporating
expanded procedures in IRM 5(10)00. They will also include
instructions similar to those in IRM 4261.3.

We recognized that the difference between the initial inter-
view and the beginning of an examination for employment tax is
not always clear to the taxpayer. In December 1989, we developed
a letter explaining the purpose of the Collection employment tax
interview. The letter is being provided to taxpayers at the
initial interview. However, in response to your concerns, I
plan to review and report back to the Commissioner within sixty
(60) days on our procedures that currently permit unscheduled
visits in order to conduct an employment tax interview.

I have forwarded a copy of your letter to the District
Directors at the addresses shown below, asking them to look
into your other concerns. Let me assure you that the officials
handling this matter will give every consideration to the issues
you have raised.

Thank you for bringing t's matter to our attention, and
giving us an opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Charly Brennan

District Director
Internal Revenue Service
jFK Federal Buildiny
Boston, MA 02203

District Director
Internal Revenue Service
80 Daniel Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801

e r .S e 7'-LAyoRk
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you 10 dayi before the m tinS and
you can get a copy of the recording
-41 your expenW.

Pu 3mi of On1lite
Rleqed Tax
You have the right to plan your bis.

neatand ersoal rance sothat
yos wilt py the lean ta that is due
under thi law. You are habe only
for the correct amount of tan. Our
purpose is to awy the law c gently
Ifirly to si tugyors.

We tttnos taxpayers' raWr it
in, iquire about your return

or sel it rof examlnallon, k dose
not sge that you ue dialwoet.
T1e Inquiry or taunnan may or
may not mis In more tax. We may
dote yow coo without chap. Or,
you may receive a refund.
bsAmdea ed Wheqale by ~
We handle rany exalstato e said
inquirer entirely by mal, We will
ted you a late Wih either a request
ror we Information or a reason
why we bdie a chmnu neede to be
sad, to your return you give us

erequWd Informato or provideen ex lanton, we my or my not
%W wth you and we will explain
Ihe reao ror any changes. You
should not hIaws to write to u about
ayIhia you do not understood. If
you €manot reolve any qUsston
through the mrail you can reques a
persoail Iterview. You can apea
t luhthe IR and the courts, You
wil flid Winwsctlm with ach

=nte orIn Publiaon 11111)

gisaatiieaf by latsOle. if we
nOiy you thi we wi conduct your
aumnall"on through a petrisnal Wr.
view, or yo requssesuch an W ,relew

you have the right to a&k that the
cxam nation take place at a reanoable
tim and place that Is convenient ro
both you and the IRS, Ir the tin or
Plsae we suggest it not convenient,
the examiner will try to work out
toenething More suitbl. However.
the IR. makes the f derminam
of how, when, an Where th examin.
atlcn will take place. You will receive
an explanation of your rights and of

the examinations proosee eter before
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covered in this publication generally
apply to exemp organisains and
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the U S. Tax Court if you have not yet
paid the tax Ordinarily, you have 90
days from the time we mail you a
formal notice (called a notice of
deficlency") telling you that you owe
additional ax. to fil a pe tion with
the US. Tax Court. You can request
simplfied small tax can procedures if
your cue is SIlO,O or lest for any
period or yen. A cas settled under
thew procedures cannot be appealed.

If you have already pid the disputed
ta In full, you may fal a claim for
refund. If we diallow the claim or
do not take action within 6 months,
than you may take your came to the
U.S. Claim Cowl or your U.S.
District Court.
IIae"lMsl asaev1 -. If the€ova avi- With you on mom WMm~
In yow cae. and finds that ow post.
tlion was largely unjustified, you may
be ae to recover sone of M
sdmlniitrsslve and ~ligan cstu.
To do this, you mus sve Wd all
the administr ive reees sa labe
,o you within the IRS, This Includes
going through ow Appeali syl m

Irnem., A Maitu, end Ce
/of & wl help YOU mire fully
adarstad your Appeal rights.

yo owe tax, we Wil sen
you a bill descibing she t and

ir e amounts you owe t,
Ineet and psain,. IM wue to

check ay i you receive so make
ure is crr. You have the rihk
to have your bill adjusted if k is

Incorrect, so you should lts us know
about an inorrect bill rights away.

If we tell yo u ha you ow tax
bemse of a mah or clerical eror ass
your return, you have the right to ask
us to send you a formal notice (a
"notice Of dfiiY") so thatyo
can ditpu the ax. as di sd
earlier, You do not have to pay the
Mddtona u" at the sM 10 Me that

you ask us for the forml notice., If
you ask for k within 40 days of the
tinswe id you or the eror.

If the tr is Col.c. we will II
you a specific pne of thi today
tOe bi in fl. I(o y dw

l v to tak my father Action,
We may raet that you attnd an

inteviw for collection of tan.
You wil renive an explanation of
your rights and o( th elloctio
gmlkh bit er or at the

Your rghu a frth protected
bem we re no allowed to usea tax
esfror sMes resu to evaluate ow

Paymn r see s. You should
make every effort to pay your bill in
full. If you cant. you should pay as
much as you can and contact us right
sway. We may ask you for a complex
financial statement to det'mlne how
you can pay the amount due. Based on
your finncal condition, you may
qualify for an Instllment agreement.

c will give you copies of all agree.
meets you make with us,

If we appove a payment cement.
the agreement will stay In effect only
if:

You live Correc and complete
financial Informatio.
You pay earh Installment on time,
You satisfy other tan liabilities ostime,

You provide current fnnvc
Information when asked, and
We determine that collecting the
tax Is not a risk.

Following a review of your current
financis, we may change your payment
agreement. We will notify you 3= days
before ay change to your payment
agreement and tell you why we u
making the change.

We will not take my enforcement
acn" uh an recording a tIa lien,
or w on or sn propmy),
until after we have tried to Omnc
you and liven you the chance to
volunlarly pay any r due. Therefore,
it In very = t for you to
respond right away to our attempts to
conta you (by mail, tephon, or
perna visit). If you do not
respond, we may have no choie Is
to bon ieforcemet,

.lsae es If w have to place
a le on your property (to sce the
Lmoun or tax due), we must reilea
the Ien no ke than J0 days afr
finding that you have paid the enuir
tax and ceruin churga theaasemeat
has become legally unenforawble, or
we have accepted a bond to cover the

Rarevery of MOM If we knowigl
or 0000ly fog to ,se -
tae the cim stne describe

above, and you sufe e onoc
damaa bs e of ow failure, you

If rec esly or Intletwally fan
to follow the law and regulaton for
the collection of rn, you an r ver
cua economic damae ad cowt.

In each of the two sition above,
damges ill costs will be aulle
within the following lMitks. You inust
exhaus& admll ~inisr ve remedis
available to . Th danas il be
reda by the a W&mas you
Coldmlve ronal prevtme. You

must bring suit within 2 years oif the
action.
IacorrIt lea. You have the r •t to
appeal our fling of a Notice o
Federal Tan Lien if you believe we
filed the len in error. If we agree, we
will W a certificate of rekae,
Includia a Matemnt that e Iled
the ien in error.

A lien i Incorrect If:
You paid the entire asmit due
before we fled the lien.
We made a procedural errOr In I
deficiency assessment, .w
We assessed a tain v violation of
the automatic say previslor in a
bankruptcy cam.

LVY. We will geerally lve yoU J
days notice bore we ly on any
property. The lvy may be ive to
you impeon, said t you, or IM
at your onor workplisc. Wicann
place a l on your Property on a
day on whic you m tewquied to
attend a collection interview.

Pleel tat is easge frees In. If
we musyloYa prist. you

A limited amount of pemonal
belongings, furnte, and businas
or professional boks d toos,
Unemnpinymea a d job training
heerb. workers' sepesai,
welfare, Ma iro Piabss
ad crtaln peas msaws,
Th e to Med to psy
€oun-orditel clindsupporl,
Mail.
An amount of weel kAoMe-p to your standard deduettlon
Wa allowable - eampdnas,

diode by Si, and
Yow maiN FOme, map b ala

If you bm't wount is lve sier
Jun 30,10. the bank wil hold sM
acoun up 10,; the amnta Of the ev
for 31 days. Th &Aml to rtosl v
you tax I before the IM lur
ove the ft to the IU,

We esaly mNo relea a leivy
issVd after Juae A0. IM. If:

You pay the tar peay, ad
itrst" for eQe the levy wss

mae,m.rm ,o , ,The IRN determns the relae wN

You have an approved imlabsa
spaMM for the tar on the levy,
The IRS detliaes the Iy Is
cretlas e 40olk e erli , or
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The fair market value of the
-. property exceed the amount of

the levy ard rele would not
hinder the Collection of tl.

the right to requts tha it be tl
within 40 days after you rA . You
-" requs a time, period r tn
40 days, We will conm l hwi ytrOQWN u"i kt is not in th s~

Iere of the government.
AmSo n re Pte pee A
cour order is not generally needed
for a Col n officer toa seyous
prey. However. you don't have to
allow the moyee Mnm to your
pivot pr Mn . such a ,your hou
or the nonub area o your
buses, If the aplpo does not
have coset auehoealon to be there.
Wiflb bus. If we bdive that you

wer = k or ei-l that a
we0 F aspw usInom and socia
security taxes withd from Its
emIoyee, Mad the ease were not
paid, we may look to you to pay an
amount bsid on the unpIdr t"@. If
you feel you doni owe this, you

v the riot to dacet the case wih
the collection offlras espeevisor.
Alt, you geerll have the naw

IRS eppelegs as other taxpayers
DOaee the US, Taxn Cow ha no
Jsriftioa in this altualon, you mus
pay at lee pert of the withheld tams
mad fil a daM for refund In order
to tg the aute to the U.S. Dis ric
Court or U.S. Claims Court.

T% OdKe1 Fill
To NVOWu Ireo i - ma ye. YOU

m pay this1 uM to fyuauMa the tax le fdII Ceota se 04 away
to moms pemtl ways to pay sktsx

Fiw moe and
den fo unped
ll

t0 41ys l
9faoremn
flfly vim

Up to) -Oe Mm
-m over a per of

PNetON of W"eso
key it - byeamet (fins

=10111 wm tfea
10 do"x howe

S€Lom onm
go came th* tan
be" Ow. N.I m. OW-)

Publications SIA. The Col61* i
Pro" (I owe. Tarx Arouis), and
594. TAw Co/kion Protem
(EM*poymmrn Tax AccountJ). will
help you undertand your rights
during the collection proceu.

RfWul of OverpMd Tax
Once hae paid all your tax. you
have icrtght to flt a dalsm for a
refund if you think the a is lna.
rc. Generally, you have 3 years
from the date you fled the retun or
I yean from the date you ld the
tax (whichever Is laser) to a dles.
If we examine your caim for ny
rean, you have the tame riglhs thai
you would hare durl an eansa.
tion of your rMurn,
lasre se rseoIt. You will receive
interest on any income tu refund
delayed more than 41 days after the
hat of either the date you Md your
retun or the date your mun was
due.
flti o year refeed. Normally
you w receive your refund about
wet after you file your return. If
you have not rereived your refund
wRithn I wetks after mai"gyu
mrun, you may chec4 on I by

gthe o.fr T*Yasr number
In thlita form,' Inatssioat.

If we reduce your refund because
you owe o debt to another Federal
agency or because you owe child

upoe, we must notify of this
action. How r, If you ha a
tIn about he debt tha t e
redunion, you should Comm the
other aency.
cametos * f huOmid.
You be the right to #et that Certain
prl M not Ineres) he cancelled
(abeil) if you a shaw ressonae
caue for t failure tha led to the
penal (orctan so that you as.
r Odiliec if tha is the

apIcal aIAdara far that penally).
If you rele on wroni advice you

received from IRS enpinoem on she
atfueM telephone sewm we will

Conl Wa penallse hma my
ralt. ti you have to th w that
your reliance an the advie was

If you rMlle on Incorc wrhI
advice from the IRS in response to a
written requst you mae after
January 1IWP0we wincancel any
penaitles tha my resulst. You must
thow that you gave sufficient and
Cortreanformation an ie your
reurn after you mwie the advice.

1141HP o Ruod"
Vow Vog
We have a Problem Rasoteton
Prgrfor tapaeor who have been

unabe toa~v Oa pealmwith

by ca" the IJRS gapayer asletanc
number ro your am.

If you suffer or are about to suffer
a sMgIfIcant hardship because of the
admistration of the tax laws, you
may request assistance on form 911.
Apptkeron For AXbWav OAer to
Rd/ani H&*Wh~. The Taxpayer
Ombudsmtan or a problem Resalution
Of ficer will review your Application
aO may lu a Taxpayer Assitance
Order rAO). You an ge Copies of
Form 911 In IRS offices or bANN
ioll-free 1400,44.FORM 0676)

pro" of votr R i
Thl& of Ithe Internal
RvendS Serv will lin and
acma wmusrifh M a l1asjmvW as

You should - the toe Vep number
sown In the whIte pegs of your
local telePhone dlreart rw U.S.
Government, Internsal Reeus
Service. Federal Ta Assstanae. If
there It no a apedf membe Nted,
cal tollofr I40"3421040. You Cai
also find these phone nu bers In t
Iatmaon for Form 1040.

You may ato ue thme numbers to
reels the Problem Rekt Offie,
Ask for the Poblm Relatlm
Office when you ml.

U.S. taxpayers abroad my writ
foe Informalo to:

Internal Rvene Service
Ata: IN:C:TPS
9M0 L'Enfea Pfa Souli, S.W.
Washingon, D.C. 204

You can amo MA your nma
U.S. Embassy for Informtonm aA
what servi ad form m avallble
In your location.

lm 111101Tp
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID KEATINo

Me. Chain and mi1ers of the sbcmmitte, thank you for the
invitation to testify on the mplrerst bill of Rights and whether
additional follow-up legislation is Ieoes". I represent the
200,000 useber of the National o s Unio who strongly Auport
providing taxpayers with additional tights and protections ring the
aud~it and collection process.

Senator Pryor, you and the mbers of the finance Committe who
backed the Taxpayers' Sill of Rights legislatin should be proud of
your legislative ac listent. It's the first tins Congress has
ever provided a subetantial expansion of .rights for taxpayers. It ws
long overdue and much needed.

While many provisions in the bill did not go into effect until
last July, I've noticed a slight reduction in complaints. Production
pressure seem to have gone down while quality seem to be going up.

The House Ways G Means Committee put the IRS Comissioner on the
hot seat in february about the alleged $87 billion of uncollected
taxes on the books. The IRS Collection Division has historically
tended to overreact in the face of congressional criticism, and this
situation is not likely to be any different, particularly because of
the large budget deficit.

As marching orders filter through the bureaucracy, each
managemnt layer tends to rewrite the orders stronger, to ensure that
the field troops fully understand the new mission. The result my
well be that IRS employees could take a such tougher stand with
taxpayers, causing more violations of the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights.
We arpreciate your continuing oversight of the IRS and this important

Unless the IRS continues to reinforce the importance of following
the Taxpayerso Bill of Rights, it might well become ignored on the
front line of taxpayer contacts. IRS has apparently only provided one
day of training on the Taxpayers' mill of Rights, and we have received
reports that mny R;enu orfficrs still do not have internal Reveue
Manuals.

Although the Taxpayers' ill of Rights offers important now
protections for taxpayers, the job of protecting innocent taxpayers
rm ruin is far from complete. I have serious doubts that it would

have prevented the Comil family tragedy.

Unfortunately, had the Tapayers' Sill of Rights been in effect,
it appears to me that gay ould have had a smll chane of
successfully suing the INS for dmages. Senator Pryor, your original
Taxpayers' Bill of Rights would have allowed taxpayers to sue for
deos if many officer or employee of the Internal Revenue Servioe
carelessly, recklessly or Intentionally disregards any provision' of
the tax laws. As the bill progressd through the Congress, the word
Ocarelesslya was dropped from Vhat beome Section 7433 of the tax
code.

Ws the IS treatment of the Counoil family careless and
negligent? Absolutely. Ma it reckless or intentional? It night
have been, but that is a very difficult standard to prove.

In the 1986 Tax Reform Act, Congress substantially liberalised
the definition of negligent actions by individual tapayers. During
the 1980is, tax preperers have also been subject to increasing
penalties for not exercising due diligence. Yet inredibly, Congress
refuses to require the IRS to exercise reasonable caution in using its
vast array of enforcement powers.
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Taxpayers who have been financially hamed or devastated by =1
carelessness also should have the tight to sue and recover damages.
We suggest language for Section 7433 that would allow taxpayers to sue
for d_aes when an officer or employee of the Internal evene
Service asils to mks a reasonable attempt to oamply with the tax law
or carelessly, recklessly or intentionally disrgords any provision of
the tax laws or regulations.

If a U.S. coloration makes a product that injures a consumer,
consumrs don't have to prove that the corporation recklessly or
intentionally harmed the consnmr in order for the consumer to win an
award. Neither should a taxpayer who falls victim to the
inompetence, carelessness or negligence of the all-powerful Internal
Revenue Service.

while Section 7432 of the tax law appears to allow a lawsuit for
dmaes for failure to release a lien, it only apMlies for a failure
to reles a lien under Section 6325, not the imposition of the lien
un&N-Eion 6321 in the first place. So, I doubt ay could have
successfully sued under section 7432.

We also strongly rca=d that the cap for damages be raised
from the current $100,000 to at least $250,000.

As KIay Counil's case shoved, taxpers can suffer enormous
financil drges even when they win. gay was fortunate to receive an
ward of attorneys' fees for her case. out the foe ward didn't com

cloe* to paying her total costa. She still s terw of thmmnds of
dollars.

Mhile her attorneys billed her at $135 per hour ad $90 per hour,
dep Ing on the respective seniority of the attorney, the dge wa
restricted I the outdated $75 per hour cap in the current 1a. U5
therefore only allowed reimbursemnt at a rate of $75 par hour and $49
par hour, leaving Ray to pay the difference. Does DOn MWnt to
sey to future Ray Councils tat they'll have to pay through the nose
for legal help to fight a careless, inocetent or abusive to?

it's very difficult to win attorneys' fees. Als, the courts are
extraordinarily reluctant to ward attonys' fes in excess of the
$75 per hour cap in the current law. Proving special factors is
almost i possible.

Unlike the standard for owrd of attorneys' fees in the Uqual
Access to Justice Act, plaintiffs in tax cases mot prove that the IN
Ows not substantially justified, in pursuing the case. It would be
fairer to require that the goverm t prove it ws acbtng reas bly
in order to prevent an ward of attorneys' fees.

I To proteat tpaers from enomas financial losses incurred
while fighting the KU, we strongly urge that the outdated $75 per

hour owp be raised uwstentially or eliminated. the court wld still
b lia td to srding only reasonable fees,' preventing excessive

he Berlin Wll of Taxars' Uts,

Wien the IRS goes out of oxitrol, federal law largely prevents
the courts from allowing taxpers to enforce their rights. the
Federal Tort Claim Act allows the govenownt to be Pied in certain
instances but specifically excludes *any claim arising in respect of
the ssesment or collection of any tax or custom dut.' Of course,
the new Taxpayers' Bill of Rights granted two limited exceptions to
that rule.

AMother unnecessarily restrictive law is the Anti-Injunction Act,
the law that we call the Berlin Wll against tapayers' right.

Under Section 7421 of the Internal *vee Code, no lawsuit can
be brought by &Wy person in any court for the purpose of restraiing
the aseemant or collection of any tax, except in limited
oarestences. if you can call ay Council forumtejo in ay, hwis
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was the one area where she had any rights. You are allowed to sue
under Section 6212(a) and (C) and 6213(a), relating to the 90-day
letter (notice of deficiency). That's how she was able to eventually
get the court to reoe the lien and the threat of other collection
actions.

There are only a few other areas where taxpayers can sue to
enforce their rights - Sections 6672(b), relating to suits for
determining liability of the 100% penalty; 6694(c), relating to
liability of preparer penaltiesi 7426(a), relating to wronIful levies;
7426(b)( 1) relating to irreparable injuries to superior rights of the
U.I.i and 7429(b), relating to appeal of jeopardy asses nt
procedures.

The case law around the Anti-injunction Act indicates mnM
probleN in obtaining injunctions to restrain the collection of the
tax. It is clear that injunctions will be granted where the failure
to grant relief would result in irreparable damage to the taxpayer.
out an injunction will only be allowed where it is clear that under no
circumstanoes would the 9overrmnt prevail. Otherwise only two
rmedies are available to the taxpaer: 1) pay the tax, file a claim
for reftd, and sue for recovery if-the claim is rejected; 2) file a

tition in Tax Court before assesint and within the short period of
aimllowed for filing such a petition.

We think that the Anti-Injunction Act should be wnisd to give
taxpmrs the ability to enforce their rights if necessary. Taxpayers
shodbe allowed to file suit in a federal district court to enjoin
the 1IG from enforcment action because the deficiency assesment
was made without knowledge of the tax r and witut benefit of the
appeal procedures provided by low; tre has been an iproper or
illega assessment; there has been an action in violation of the law
or tax laws or regulations providing for procedural safeguards for
taxpayarep the I8 has made an unlawful determination that collection
of lie tax was in jeoperdyp the value of seised property is out of
proportion to the amount of the liability if other collection remdies
are aailablel or the IN will not release the seized property upon an
offer of payment of the U.S. interest in the property.

Than, there's also the Declaratory Relief Act. This law, as
that citizens can file suit to get a court to declare their rights
'except with respect to federal taxes."

In author David Burnham's excellent new book, A Law unto itself
he quotes California tax attorney nntie Day and hiiews on these
las that prevent taxpayers from enforcing their rights. He says that
allowing such limited lawsuits would make Othe In sore accountable...
and make the agency more likely to operate in a lawful fashion.'

To illustrate this point, he said wasumn you are under audit and
O y earn that the revenue agent has decided the best way to

investigate you Is to break a window of your office, climb throuOh it
mi examine your correspondence.

"You om into my office for advice, wanting the court to rule
that the in aet can't conduct his audit in this way, We consider
filing a suit or declaratory relief, but then we ra hr that the
court does not have the authority to issue such a declaration of
rights in tax matters because of that exception in the declaratory
relief act.

'Then we think about requesting a court order to enjoin the aet
from conducting his tax investigation by breaking into your office.
Trse approach, of course, cannot be followed because the court is
forbidden to en onsider such requests under the anti-injunction

As long a taxpayers are largely banned from to enforce
their riht, taxpayers will continue to be at risk of financial ruin
ad esot a devastation from the IRS. It is completely unfair for
the VIg to have all the powers and for taxpayers to have few rights
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that can only be enforced with great legal difficulty. We mot ensure
fair trean-t of innocent taxpayers to continue respect for our
Constitutional system of government.

Conress should Esqure lAitable Use of thd LvyPower.

Burnham's book presents an impressive array of statistics that
the levy power is not applied equally across the iAited States.
Burnham reports that in 1968 "for every 1,000 tax delinquent accounts,
892 levies toocurredi in the Western Regiono 660 in the Kid-Atlantic;
735 in the southwest; 714 in the north Atlantic and the CentralP 708
in the Kid-ftsti and 532 for the Southeast.

There's even more variation in the leisure rate. Surnham reports
that in 1988 'theseisure rates in the most active districts were 30
to 40 times higher then the rates in the districts with the least.

he IN has no explanation for the variations."

This is nothing new. As far back as 1976, the Administrative
Conference of the United states Issued a report titled 'Collection of
Del inuent Twos" that said the IPS had no clear guidelines specifying
wn levy action ws to be taken. The report said lackingg guidance,

revenue officers vary in their criteria for eiLure of assets of
individual taxpeyrs... So long as the Internal Revenue Service fails
to delineate clear purposes for the use of summry powrs, w believe
that these divergent criteria will continue to exist. 7he variations
in practice my lead to the appearemoe of arbitrariness and caprice in
am actions, thus undmining the ta.!yin public's confidence in
(and compliance with) the taxing system.'

These random variations have continue for year after year. The
guidelines that exist only in internal revenue Manuals are not
enforoeable. fthrefore, €tnres should require that the IWS Issue
regulatio Ow circn ctno , conditions and situations
under %hich M44 Mv Ibe me.

aftfuard the icht to be elf-4unorMtMn.

the T&Mxyers' Bill of ights mode the very necessary iprovSmet
of exaeqi a larger mount of a taxpaer's wely salary from levy.
Sut it ef little change in the amnt of property ext from
seizure.

the law lifted the monts from a paltry $1,500 for personal
prop y to $1,650 and from $1,000 for anuipmet ad property for a
r, uiness or profession to $1 100. Tht's hardly any change,

and it is far from iufiient to allow a taxpayer to be
self-siuiporting. ,

Mat self- y liber could maintain his self-emloymnt
with just $1,100 in oal, equipment and a truck? What cosiuter
pogrim r or author coid do so? Wry fe, if any.

Who a provide the basic essentials of clothing and furnishings
for a family .,ith only a $1,60 edition?

the bankruptcy lawe provide far sre protection than this.

the original version of Senator Pryor's bill would have raised
each exemition to $10,000. We would like to see the eempton mounts
lifted to at least $5,000. The current levels are ridiculously low.

al"ves Oho Obus the Lwn Vually go whoaxiishd.
r. Chairman, there are mony fine employes in the IRS %do care

about helping taxpayers coly with the law and who care about
respecting taxpayers' rights. Sut given the sheer rxber of employees
and the billions of tax returns and documents that are received by the

4 eech year, it is inevitable that mistakes will be made and that
ame 0loy will act out of line.
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Us in has issued rules requiring tax pre.cs to exercise *due
diligence' In the preparation of tm etum. Km certain situations,
preprers must cite "substantial authocity for the positions they

on tax returns. Failure to do me my re t in 1tary fines
being disbarred from practicing before the WU, aid a full scale *auit
of all the preparers' clients.

Yet, KM eployees are of tso allowed to violate KM rules,
regulations, policies, procedures, and guidelines at will and without
fear of recourse. The law is so overwhelming and weeping in its
power conferred upon the tax collecting authority that there are
almost no checks iwd balances on the exercise of that authority.

Taxyers need more protections from the arbitrary and capricious
abuses of the I, and IN employees should be held acoountable for
their violations.

Oe them that rmeu across agin and again in urnhma's book is
that the KM al t always will not punish employee& who aes big
mistakes in handling taxpar disputes.

it eam clear that the IM is more interested in controlling,
regulating, and fishing taxpayers and practitioners for their
violations than they are in controlling, regulating, and punishing
their own employees for omperable infractions. t this double
standard continues to exist, the compliance system as we no know it
could be in serious trouble.

Burnha reports 'a disturbing footnote' about the occasions 'when
the i has crossed the line in is seelous enforcement of the tax
laws: Agency officials involved in qustLonable activities are seldom
punished." Hs also notes that may lawyers are worried "that the
sealous, anything-to-win tactics are more and sore becoming the
accepted practice of the govenmnt." Cne of the fdamental
principles of the U.S. Constitution is that people's right shall be
respected, even if it mans that am people-il escape being
penalized for laws they break.

Five years ago, Congressmen Andy Jacobs introduced an -- iuI-t
to a tax bill that would have permitted federal judges to make IS
eploaees personally liable for attorneys' fees paid by taxpayers who
proved I agents acted arbitrarily and capriciously in purming the
taxpars. Ihile this proposal my have gone too far and could have
affected the abiliL of the KM to recruit eployees, the concept is a
good one - it w O erve notice to IM aqwlyees that they should be
careful to protect taxpayers' rigts.

He expect that tax return preparers will be careful in preparing
tax returns. is it too much to ask that IM employees be subject to
sm limited financial sanctions if they act to intentionally ham the
taxpayer? We think not,.

Kntallmset Aqreements.

An early version of Senator Pryor's Taxpayers' Bill of Ri~ts
contained an important provision for individual taxpayers - the right
to an installment agreement if the taxper had not been delinquent in
the previous three years and the liability was under $20,000. hs
provision me dropped because of concern about the $20,000 liability.

He think the concept was a good e, especially if it is imLted
to individual Fom 1040 taxes. A liability cap of a miller iount,
say $2,500, might ake the concept sote areeble. Of course, any
interest in penalties that would normally be owed would still continue
to accrue.

MIxyr Assistance Orders and the Problem Resolution program.

Odile the Problem Resolution Program has undoubtedly achieved a
great deal of success in helping taxpayers, we think there is still
room for substantial improvement. Recently, reports have surfaced

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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in* problem resolution officers (P305) who have not been helping
t~re even thoug the circumstances am~sar to warrant
intervention. In one instance, & PRO tol a taxpayer he would not
intervene because the r r owed money to the IRS. In another
recent report, an attorney from Californ was told by an IRS branch
chief that she w going to disregard his request for intervention and
p,:oced with enforced collection in violation of established IRS
policies. After pleading for help from the district chain of comnd
and the PRO, the attorney was granted none. Surprisingly, the
attorney contacted the Office of inspector General in Wshington and
got results.

I have also heard reports that Problem Resolution Officers simply
pass the request from the taxpayer or the taxpayer's representative to
the person who is causing the problem In the first lse. Bob Rammn,
an attorney in Phoenix, recently roto in the Wall Street Journal that
after a fern 911 is filed with a PM0, "that person Me r it to the
branch of the agency where the difficulty originated. "Th response
quite often is made by the person who caused the problem in the first
plce. It's not easy to tell co-workers down the hall, who my eat at

h same cafeteria table, ride in the sam carpool and bowl in the
same league, that they screwed up. Sometimes the PM0 does it, but
often he won't. That's what happened to my client ... "

finally, I have heard complaints that sm P30e feel that they
are not technically qualified to pass Judgmnt on a particular
taxpayer's coilaint and temporarily overrule the IRS action. If this
is indeed a problem, it would account for the dearth of Taxpayer
Assistance Orders (TWO) that have been granted.

The InS will undoubtedly say that the reason for the dearth of
- is that the mre threat of a TA often will accomplish the task.

Mr. Rm makes the excellent point that "we don't evaluate the
effectiveness of police carrying guns, by the number of times they
shoot them." But the Th is hardly the equivalent of a bullet, and
I'm concerned about why so few have been issued.

One other potential explanation is that the IR Is using a
standard of hardship that is too high. Serious consideration should
be given to liberalizing the definition of hardship, and providing the-udA-n more flexibility to issue a T0.

We also believe that more can and should be done to advertise the
availability of the Problem Resolution Office. any taxpayers are
still ompletely unaware that the program even exists. I hope the
next tax form cover letter from the Commissioner will draw special
attention to the Problem Resolution Office.

Tax Comlexity Invites Abuse.

A few years ago, an IRS instructor claimed that he could find
mistakes in 99.9 percent of tax returns. While he my have been
exaggerating, he made a valid point.

Th tax laws are so incredibly complicated that many taxpayers
can't say with absolute confidence that they know the law or have
filed their tax returns with 100 percent scouray. Indeed, the March
issue of Mey magasine reported that 48 out of 0 tax professionals
who took 1--annual test for professional tax preparers made at least
one mistake (an error rate of 96 percenti. my reported that "for
the third year in a row, no two preparers cam up with the same tax
due for our hypthetical family of four ... Answers ranged from
$9,806 to $21,2161 the average was $13,915." K said the correct
tax was $12,030.

This incredible complexity opens up the potential for abuse.
vague law allow enforoemnt abuses. If someone in the IRS wants to
*get" you, the cmplex laws allow the agency to make a plausible cause
aginst virtually anyc-..
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IR errors.

The April issue of y m sine reports that *a telephone poll
of 300 M subscriber-ihe Oallu Organisation in late February
revealaat half of that generally higher incom group received such
notices - one in four in the past two years (the poll's margin of
error is plus or minus six percentage points). A stunning 451 of
those who contested their notices report that the InS claim were
totally incorrect, and an additional 24% said they were at least
partially wrong. 4hat's more, of those who challenged the In on
their own, 53% wmd up paying nothing and another 17% succeeded in
getting the bill reduced." Incredibly, My says that I' convincing
case can be made that at least $7 bill ion-Tpr year) should never have
been collected at all because around half of those imposing official
notices were inaccurate."

Everyone can certainly understand that Congress wants to collect
every dim owed by taxpayer. But it's siply not right that the iM
collects billions of dollars in taxes that are not owed.

Another program that is generating billions of dollars in
as8esents that are incorrect is the substitute for returns'
program. This program is used if a taxpayer hasn't filed a tax
returns, but the IRS cputer has a record of incom earned through

W-2's and 1099's. Mder the program, the KM will send the taxpayer a
bill for tax owed, whether or not the information docuonte are
correct, and whether or not the taxpayer knows of this action.

7his program needs additional flexibility. Obviously, the In is
completely following the law in attempting to ensure that people who
should file tax returns do file tax returns. tder this program, the
IRS typically "sums that the taxpayer is single and has absolutely
no deductions. There are indications that sm of those notices may
be going out without giving taxpayers credit for their withholding.

Of course, the proposed isesmnts go to the taxpayer's last
known address, and often these addresses are incorrect. Not
surprisingly though# once the asses ,nt become final (after the
taxpaerhas not reason to the notice of deficiency), the IM is
abl to track the taxpayer down. At that point, the agency attitude
is pay the tax and file a claim for a refund.

If the tax bill we calculated in such an exaggerated fashion, it
may well be Impossible for the taxpayer to afford to pay the tax that
is claimed in order to file for the refund. Mile the program has the
Potential to be effective in colleqting taxes, it is important that it
be adinistered fairly and with sam flexibility.

It's also doubtful that the IRS has sent out any refund checks
under this program, although it is technically feasible to do so.

Conclusion.

Mr. Chairman, the job of protecting taxpayer rights will never
en. nch progress has been made, but more legal protections are
necessary. Equally importart, continuing aggressive oversight by this
Subcommittee and other ccAwAttees of Congress is absolutely essential
to ensure that IRS propery implements the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights.
The Finance Comi ttee hw mad a greAt atart in this important area of
tax fairness and we urge Vu to continue this important work.

DR252
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MOTLEY, III
Mr. Chairman, my name is John Motley, and I am the Vice President for Federal

Governmental Relations for the National Federation of Independent Business
(NFIB). NFIB is the nation's largest small business advocacy organization, repre-
senting the interests of more than 570,000 small and independent business owners
throughout the country.

I want to thank you for giving NFIB this opportunity to testify on the impact the
Taxpayer Bill of Rights has hdoid-r-Imall businesses owners. I also want to com-
mend Senator Pryor for his leadership in sponsoring the original legislation to cor-
rect many of the problems taxpayers were having with the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice (IRS) examiners and collectors.

IMMEDIATE BENEFITS OF THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS

The Taxpayer Bill of Rights has been very helpful to many small business owners
simply because it lets them know that they do have some rights before the IRS. IRS
agents are giving taxpayers a summary of their rights before they begin talking to
the taxpayer, and this appears to be a relatively positive way to begin the contact.

The part of the Taxpayer Bill of Rights that receives the moot positive comments
from our members, however, appears to be the provision that allows the taxpayer tohave a representative deal with the IRS. Taxpayers and their accountants find It
much easier to deal with the IRS when the taxpayer does not have to be physicallypresent.

PROBLEMS WITH THlE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS

IRS Employees
An NFIB member from Florida, who is a Certified Public Accountant and works

solely with small business owners, probably best summed up the primary problemth the Taxpayer Bill of Rights when he said, the spirit of the Taxpayer Bill of
Right has not trickled down to those that have daily contact with the taxpayers."

The biget pre blem NFIB members have with the IRS is that they are treated
lik~e criminals, IR examiners still assume that the taxpayer is guilty until proved
innocent. They seem to believe that if they do not use forceful tactics with the tax
payer, the government will be cheated out of revenue. Unfortunately, this type ofapproach breeds suspicion and animosity, and encourages taxpayers to avoid contact
with the IR at all costs, This type of relationship between the IRS and small busi-
ness owner makes life much more difficult for both,

Comments on the quality of IRS employees are always mixed. No one disputes the
fact that there are a great many IRtS employees that are professional, courteous and
helpful. UnforTunately, iteis the rude, arasive and arrogant employee that grab
the attention and the headline. In discussing the quality of IR personnel with
NFIB member, every one of them at some point had serious difficulties. Getting
IRS employees to believe In the importance of the Taxpayer Bill of Rights wouldgreatly I Federal tax collection system. If the law is to have its desired
effect, the IRS will have to adopt and practice its spirit and not allow its personnel
to mistreat taxpayers.

Chief among the list of abusive IRS tactics is agents telling small business owner
that they should not involve a CPA or tax attorney in the audit, On several occa-sions, NFIB members have been told that if they hire professional help, the IRS will
be much harder on them. Small business owners rarely have the technical tax expe-
rience to deal one on one with an IRS agent, and it is grossly unjust for an agent to
Insinuate that a taxpayer will face a much tougher battle if that taxpayer hires pro-
fessanal assistance. This Committee needs to put the IRS on notice that this prac-
tice will not be allowed to continue.

The IRS is also reluctant to communicate with professionals retained by taxpay
era. Problems with this type of'behavior appear to be spotty. Yet, several account-
ants that have small business clients have complained that the Ip is hesItnt or
outright refuses to Enswer questions about a taxpayer's case even though the a c-
countant has a power of attorney from the taxpayer As mentioned above, one of the
most helpful aspects of the Taxpayer Bill of Rights Is that it allows small business
ownerS to limit the amount of time they have to spend communicating directly with
the IRs. Any hesitancy on the part of the I to deal with accountants or lawyers
retained by small business owners obviously undercuts the value of this benefit.

INSTALLMENT PA YMENTS OF TAX LIABILITY
Small businesses, almost by definition, have very limited cash flow, and a large

tax penalty due immediately can put them out of business. The Taxpayer Bill of
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Rights gives the Secretary of the Treasury the authority to have taxpayers pay their
tax liability in installments. Allowing taxpayers to pay in installments does not
appear to be used consistently, however.

Example
An NFIB member in Florida incorrectly filled out her payroll tax deposit returns,

was told that she was behind in payroll tax deposits, and went to the IRS to ask for
help. The IRS said that she owed six months in back taxes and penalties and gave
her only days to pay It or they would close down her business. The IRS agent also
told her that he did not want to talk to her accountant.

The IRS should make reasonable requests for a ment. It benefits neither the
Federal coffers nor the national economy for the IRS to be cloning down small busi-
nesses to collect back taxes.
LEVY NOTIFICATION

The Taxpayer Bill of Rights also requires the IRS to give taxpayers 30 days writ-
ten notice before they can collect tax by levy unless the IRS finds that the collection
of tax Is in jeopardy. NFIB strongly supports the notice requirement because it pre-
vents small business owners from bouncing checks all over town after an unexpect-
ed levy. NFIB members are finding however, that by allowing the IRS to forego
notice If they believe collection of the tax is in jeopardy, the exception has swal-
lowed the rule.

Example
One NFIB member bounced several checks and spent hours on the phone with the

IRS trying to get her money back after the IRS incorrectly levied her business' ac-
count. Her account was levied because the IRS had stopped payment on a tax
refund check that was deposited in the account, This check was cashed by the busi.
ness owner for her sister, who received it from her incarcerated husband as child
support. The husband later decided that he did not want his wife to have the check.
and he told the IRS that he lost the first one and asked for another. Surprisingly,
his request was approved. The IRS issued him another: check and stopped payment
on the first one.

Although this Is not your average levy problem, it is a good example of the IRS
levying the account of an innocent party and causing a great deal of difficulty that
could have been avoided with a minimum amount of notice.

The Taxpayer Bill of Rights has significantly improved many areas of contact be-
tween the IRS and the small business taxpayer. However, Congress and the IRS
need to continue to work to ensure that the spirit of the 'axpayer Bill of Rights
carries through to all levels of IRS tax enforcement and collection. This oversight
hearing on the progress of the Taxpayer Bill of Rights is the perfect first step
toward making sure this landmark legislation has real world effect. The half million
NFIB members across the country appreciate the efforts of this Committee in fol-
lowing through on the Taxpayer Bill of Rights to make sure it is working.

TAXPAYER PROBLEMS BEYOND THE TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS

I would like to take this opportunity to mention a few problems NFIB members
have with IRS enforcement of the tax code that lay on the fringes of the Taxpayer
Bill of Rights.
Complexity

Most conflicts between the IRS and small business owners are the result of com-
plexity in the tax code. Needless to say, it is excruciatingly difficult to comply with
or to enforce a tax code few can understand. Many NIB members do not under-
stand the tax code, and they are alarmed to discover that some IRS employees do
not either. This leaves small/business owners with inestimable tax liability and IRS
employees with a groat deal of frustration. The Committee can improve the rela-
tions between the IRS and small business owners by continuing to simplify the tax
code at every opportunity.

Payroll tax deposit rules have to be at the top of the list of the most confusing
sections of the tax code. According to the General Accounting Office, one out of
every three employers Is assessed at least one failure to deposit penalty a year. In
1988, the IRS assessed 8,5465,691 deposit penalties. Almost half of the amount collect-
ed from these penalties was later abated because of IRS error.

Payroll tax rules change depending on how much the business must deposit. Busi-
nesses that deposit les than $500 a quarter pay once a quarter. Those that deposit
more than $500 a quarter but less than $8,000 a month pay once a month. Those
over $3,000 a month but less than $100,000 a month pay on eight monthly trigger
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dates. Finally, businesses that deposit more than $100,000 a month have to deposit
the day after they make payroll.

The four different deposit levels are not unduly complicated, but they may change
from month to month. In other words, a growing business that crosses the $3,000
threshold would have to deposit on the eight monthly triggers instead of depositing
once a month. This business owner would not know that deposit dates have been
missed until notice from the IRS arrives announcing the penalties due for missing
the deposit dates.

Business owners are not alone in being baffled by the current system. The current
Federal Tax Deposit Coupon that accompanies an employer's tax deposits does not
contain, a space for the employer to indicate what deposit period the tax deposit
should cover. As a result IRS computers kick out incorrect assessments when em.
ployers are subject to more than one deposit rule during a quarter.

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 contained a section that reformed
the way IRS would penalize taxpayers. This section included a provision on payroll
tax deposits. The lower penalties contained in the AcL will be of great assistance to
small business owners who inadvertently miss a payroll tax deposit. It will not, how.
ever, be of any assistance in helping employers understand the current tax deposit
rules.

This Committee could simplify the tax code for employers by: (1) increasing the
$3,000 monthly trigger to $5,000 in order to restrict the number of employers that
may cross back and forth over that amount; and by (2) giving taxpayers notice of
what deposit rules they will be subject to by using one quarter's deposit to deter.
mine the next quarters due dates. Simplifying the deposit rules would greatly re-
strict one area of tension between the IRS and employers.

Another source of friction between the IRS and small business owners is the cur-
rent set of rules for determining who is an independent contractor. This has been a
nggin problem that surfaces when the IRS in one region of the country begins to
reclassify independent contractors as employees. When this happens, employers are
suddenly hit with huge tax bills covering back taxes they did not have to withhold
on independent contractors. Of particular concern is the fact that the IRS enforces
these rules by targeting small businesses.

In classifying a worker as either an employee or an independent contractor, the
IRS uses 20 common law rules. These rules look at the nature of the relationship
between the employer and the worker. The problem with these rules is that th
are ambiguous and can be interpreted differently from case to case. As a result, IMk
classifications of workers tend to vary from region to region.

The vaguenep of the independent contractor rules affects both those who are In-
dependent contractors and those who hire them. Several self-employed NFIB mem-
bers have complained that employers are no longer willing to hire them as inde-
pendent contractors because they do not want to take the chance that the IRS may
later reclassify them as employees.

The Committee should consider taking a look at the current rules distinguishing
independent contractors from employees. Employers should be prevented from ml.
classifying workers; at the same time, true entrepreneurs, who do not want a nine
to five job working for someone else, should be given every incentive to start their
own businesses.

Simplifying the tax code would accomplish many of the goals embodied in the
Taxpayer Bil of Rights, and the bestplaces to start simplifying the rules are In the
areas-of payroll tax deposit rules and the definition of an independent contractor.
NFIB has studied these problems extensively, and we are always available if we can
be of any assistance.
Quality of IRS PersonnelNFIB members have repeatedly complained about the quality of IRS personnel.
Stories about unnecessarily rude IRS employees abound.

Example
An NFIB member in Ohio had an employee who was embezzling funds by writing

checks to himself and marking the pay stubs as if the checks covered the business s
payroll tax deposits. By the time this was discovered many of the business's tax
records had been destroyed. The employer filed for an extension and attached a
letter explaining what had happened.

The employer ended up owing the IRS approximately $15,000. The IRS agent was
very helpful and assisted him in arranging an installment payment plan of $2 ,000 a
month. Alter $18 000 was paid off, another IRS agent informed him that all previ-
ous deals were off and that if he did not pay the remaining $2,000 in full immediate-
ly, the IRS would levy his checking account. The employer paid the $2,000, but the

35-256 - 90 - 5
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IRS needlessly alienated a taxpayer. The $2,000 would have been paid at the end of
the month under the original agreement. Changing the agreement before the last
payment made no sense.

Employers are also frustrated about the difficulty of gettingan answer from the
IRS and the likelihood that it is incorrect once they receive it. How to get the IRS to
answer taxpayers' inquiries quickly and correctly probably goes beyond the scope of
this hearing, but it is something that the IRS and this Committee, in its oversight
capacity, should continue to explore.

Finally, I would like to comment on the IRS's adversarial stance toward taxpayer
assistance. Without a doubt, there are many who are willing to break the law and
deny the Federal Government its rightful taxes. Not every business owner who
comes into contact with the IRS, however, is trying to put one over on the Service.
NFIB has received dozens of reports from members that have gone to the IRS for
assistance because they think they made a mistake, and the IRS treated them like
criminals, penalized them, and wanted them to pay immediately. Taxpayers and the
IRS would both benefit if taxpayers are encouraged to correct their mistakes and go
to the IRS for assistance.
Automatic Notices

IRS computers are both a blessing and a burden. They assist the IRS in locating
taxpayer errors, but they also create a number of mistakes. One NFIB member, who
is a practicing accountant, told me that a majority of the notices his clients receive
are incorrect. This problem is further complicated by the fact that it is very difficult
for taxpayers to correct notices once they are in the computer. It is ridiculous for
taxpayers to have to pay hundreds of dollars in response to an errant notice because
it is cheaper than trying to correct the mistake.
Conclusion

As we discovered during the debate on the 1986 Tax Reform Act, taxpayers are
less likely to try to understate their tax liability if they think the tax system is
unfair. The IRS is a key element of this country a system of Federal taxation. IRS
agents represent the point at which the tax laws and compliance meet the tax ayer,
and it is Impossible for taxpayers to conceive of the tax code as being fair untiN they
believe that they are being treated fairly by the IRS.

PREPARED STATEMENT or GERALD 0. PORTNEY

Mr. Chairman and Members of tho Subcommittee: I am Gerald 0. Portney, a
Principal in the firm of KPMG Peat Marwick, in Washington, D.C. Prior to that, my
26 year career in the Internal Revenue Service included the position of District Di-
rector for Maryland and the District of Columbia (1974-79); Assistant Commissioner
(Technical) (1979-82); and Associate Chief Counsel (Technical) (1982-83).

I appreciate the opportunity to be here today as this Subcommittee holds its first
hearing on the Taxpayer Bill of Rights since its enactment as part of the Technical
and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988.

It is a mere 18 months since enactment and even less in terms of effective dates of
various provisions. All necessary guidance to translate both the spirit and the letter
of the legislation has not been issued and overall it is somewhat premature to fully
evaluate both the legislation and the Internal Revenue Service' administration of
the taxpayer Bill of Rights.

A comprehensive analysis of the legislation was prepared by a group of seven (in.
cluding myself) in connection with th Ali.Aba video law review entitled "What You
Need to know about the New Taxpayer Bill of Rights." The program was beamed
via satellite on February 2, 1989, to audiences in some 60 cities. I have in recent
days provided a copy of these materials to your staff for any value it may have in
considering follow up legislation.

The principal source of impetus for the Taxpayer Bill of Rights was the collection
function of the Service and the use of it's substantial enforcement powers. The legis-
lation adopted was intended to preserve necessary powers consistent with the Serv-
ice's mission to collect the proper amount of tax due and owing to the United States
Treasury while providing safeguards against misuse or abuse of those powers.

While there were differences in effective dates, I believe all provisions have been
in effect since July 1989.

In the absence of the IRS collecting, evaluating and releasing data with regard to
these provisions, it is difficult to make informed judgments as to the extent, if any,
that life has changed out there. For example, how many appeals were filed in con.
nection with already erroneously filed liens? How many principal residences were
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seized? What has been the experience with the 21 day delay for bank account
levies? How is the Service responding to requests for taxpayer assistance orders?

The Oversight Subcommittee recently held a hearing on the Service's manage-
ment of the Accounts Receivable problem. While no one seems to know how much is
owed to the Government, and how much of that is collectible, it is clear that the
magnitude of the delinquency problem-the number of accounts, the amount of dol-
lars-has overwhelmed the capacity of the Internal Revenue Service to deal with it.
The pressure placed on the IRS to improve its collection results will inescapably
result in a surge of complaints about collection abuses.

Compounding both the problem and the potential for abuse is the unaddressed
problem of the indicated increase In numbers of non-fliers and stop-fliers, and in-
creasing IRS caseload backlogs resulting therefrom. As more light is focused on this
problem area, more heat will be generated.

The need for more information as to the Service's use of Its necessary powers, its
concern for assuring respect for taxpayer rights and administrative due process andits overall effectiveness in doing its Job, becomes increasingly important.

The information needs to be gathered at the field level and monitored by IRS
Headquarters. While there are a number of options which may be considered in
sharing this information, an obvious one is the Internal Revenue Service Annual
Report. Since the Report has not been issued at this date, I cannot be certain that it
does not include information material relevant to the Bill of Rights activity. My as-
sumption is that it does not.

Additional opportunities to share information affecting taxpayers at the local
level already exist. Many District Directors issue newsletters to tax preparers and
others on their mailing lists. These Directors, and members of their staffs, also have
occasions to speak to civic, business and other groups. Better informing the public
and at local level throughout the country is desirable not only for purposes of the
Bill of Rights but to improve understanding of and cooperation with our tax system.

As the pressures and demands increase to produce and collect more revenue,
more emphasis must be placed on preventing abuses and finding ways to help both
the Service and the taxpayers do a better Job.

A system that depends so heavily, and increasingly, on the good will and good
faith of those upon whom requirements are imposed, requires more than complying
with the spirit as well as letter of law.

Allocating one day to train employees on the Taxpayer's Bill of Rights is likely to
meet minimum requirements. Statements by senior management of its support for
the spirit, as well as the letter, while helpful rather than harmful, must also be
viewed in relationship to the opposition by the Service to this legislation which was
varyingly criticized as Congressional effort to micromanage the Service while fur.
ther characterizing the legislation as largely the enactment of established adminis-
trative procedures. Reluctance to accept the idea of a Bill of Rights for taxpayers is
in no way limited to the IRS.

I read with more than passing interest, being a Maryland taxpayer, a story which
appeared in the Washington Post on Saturday, March 31, 1990, about the resigns-
tion of the Director of the Maryland Department of Assessment and Taxation the
day before. The resignation occurred on the same day that the Governor signed into
law a bill limiting annual real estate assessment increases to 10 percent and which
institutes a Taxpayer Bill of Rights which requires that more detailed information
be given to property owners about their taxes and assessments.

The former Director was quoted in a memorandum as saying that the proposed
Taxpayer Bill of Rights "really stinks" adding, "just try to kill a bill like that in an
election year."

In testifying before the Oversight Subcommittee on March 22, 1990, on the IRS'
FY 1991 budget request, Commissioner Goldberg addressed efforts to ease the
burden on taxpayers throughout the country. Those efforts specifically include,
using his words, "aggressive implementation of the Taxpayer Bill of Rights ... im.
proved correspondence and expanded one-stop service."

These are specific commitments and worthwhile objectives which warrant Con-
gressional support and at the same time, Congressional oversight.

The provisions of the Taxpayer Bill of Rights dealing with disclosure of rights of
taxpayers, includes a requirement for procedures for filing of taxpayer complaints.
It is not clear that there is in place a fairly simple, sufficiently publicized complaint
system which places the primary burden on the Service, rather than the taxpayer,
to screen and select the proper point of resolution of a taxpayer s complaint. Hope-
fully, the improved correspondence and one-stop service efforts can contribute sig-
nificantly to both the prevention and the resolution of some taxpayer problems.
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There is little disagreement that the front-end investment in quality, doing it
right the first time, is cheaper, better and more sensible than devoting the addition-
al resources to repairing the damage. The negative impact of the first action is not
necessarily cured by the corrective action.

In the meantime, I urge the Service to review its materials to determine the suffi-
ciency of public guidance on how taxpayers may communicate complaints, irrespec-
tive of their nature, and the adequacy of training and other instructional material
in aiding Service employees to facilitate bringing the problem and the solution to-
gethe more quickly.

TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE ORDERS

The purpose of the provision granting the Taxpayer Ombudsman authority to In-
tervene on behalf of the taxpayer was to enhance the role of the only part of the
IRS whose job is to be the taxpayer's advocate. That authority was limited in two
ways:

(1) There had to be a finding of significant hardship and
(2) The Ombudsman's order was reversible by a higher level official.
The Service's implementation of this statute is such as to effectively preclude the

issuance of TAO'i except in the rarest of cases, Instead, it prefers to have the Prob-
lem Resolution Officer in the local office deal with the affected IRS management in
a collegial manner, obtaining that party's agreement to consider the taxpayers re-quests. Perhaps, if the taxpayer complaints are being fairly addressed, there should
be no need to make an issue of the lack of use of TAO's.

I am, however, concerned about the wisdom of the statute requiring a showing of
significant hardship. The terms significant hardship and undue hardship seem to
be entrenched in the statutory and administrative culture of our tax system.

The message seems all too clear-all taxpayers are expected to bear due hardship
under our tax system. In raising this, I suggest that significant hardship is an
unduly harsh standard for the purpose of the Service staying an action temporarily
while pending review. Modification of this standard is warranted. (Emphasis sup-
pl d)

NEWLY ISSUED REGULATIONS-ARE THEY "REASONABLE?"

On April 2, 1990, temporary regulations were filed with the Office of the Federal
Register on the subject of "Time and Place of Examination." These regulations were
required by statute to be issued within one year of enactment. There is a pernisl-
ble period for comment of 45-days and I have no doubt that comments will be fo.th.
coming from a variety of sources. In the meantime, I respectfully offer these obair-
vations:

(a) The summary contains the following statement-"it is the goal of these regula-
tions to balance the convenience of thb taxpayer with the requirements of
sound and efficient tax administration." This statement Is repeated.

I would suggest that the convenience of the taxpayer is not necessarily In con-
flict with sound and effective tax administration (at least not always) and, per-
haps, the Service might wish to rethink this assumed conflict.

(b) From the "Explanation of Provisions" section is the following quote, ". . to
permit the administration of the tax code in an orderly manner, the regulations
provide that the Service may schedule examinations throughout the year, with.
out making special accommodations to seasonal fluctuations in the taxpayer's
or the taxpayer's representative's business. The Service will work with taxpay-
ers or their representatives to attempt to minimize any adverse affects from
scheduling the date and time of an examination."

Once again, we note the dichotomy; i.e. the orderly administration of the tax
code is inconsistent with accommodating the obligations placed on taxpayers to
file tax returns, and the reliance of many tax a ers upon the return preparer
to do so, preferably between February and April 5th.

The reference to the Service's attempt to minimize adverse effects is of little
consolation and particularly troublesome when considered in light of the right
of representation which taxpayers have been granted. (Emphasis supplied)

The Service should be forthright in acknowledging the special burdens im-
posed on the filing period not just on themselves but on the return preparers.

(c) The regulations refer to examinations which, if conducted at the taxpayer's
place business, would essentially require closing the business. After requiring
a written request by the taxpayer and verification by the Service, the examina-
tion is required to be done at an IRS office, thereby excluding the taxpayer's
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representative's office, the taxpayer's residence or any other acceptable place.
The Service is not unreasonable in requiring a written request but is sending
the wrong message on verification. It is a "we don't trust you" position that
could better be made discretionary.

There are additional examples further illustrating problems. Again quoting
from the regulations: ".... The Service may not accommodate a taxpayer's re-
quest for transfer when the applicable statute of limitations is less than thir-
teen months from the date of the taxpayer's written transfer request, unless the
taxpayer has agreed to an extension of the limitation period."
The 13 months period is not only arbitrary but it considers only the Service's

convenience and not the taxpayer's. In this respect, it no longer pretends to bal.
ance the convenience of the taxpayer with the requirements of sound and effi-
cient tax administration.

And further, the Service has established another hurdle for the taxpayer to
overcome by establishing "inadequate resources" as a basis for denial of a re-
quest to transfer an examination. I cannot imagine how that determination
would be made, by whom, and how, on earth, any taxpayer could possibly
appeal such a determination.

There is another aspect to the scheduling of audits during particularly busy peri-
ods of taxpayers or their representatives.

It is not unusual for an IRS examiner to be taken off a tax examination, be it to
attend training or to train other personnel, or for other reasons at the Service's dis-
cretion. These diversions are also inconvenient for taxpayers, may result in addi-
tional costs and, in some cases, a demand for an extension of the statute of limita-
tions. A refusal to extend the statute is often responded to with a threat to issue a
statutory notice of deficiency which would, if issued, force the taxpayer to file a Tax
Court petition to prevent the tax from being assessed and collection action taken.

This is costly, burdensome and unnecessary particularly where the delay is caused
by the Service. Sound and effective tax administration should not only not foster
this practice, it ought to act to minimize it, if not prevent it.

I know of no initiative within the Service to address this long standing practice
which, if it is not faced up to and dealt with, should be the subject of legislation.

I could go on but, hopefully, I have made my point. If this regulation is represent-
ative of the spirit of the Bill of Rights, there is a serious misunderstanding of that
spirit. It is discouraging, to say the least, that it has taken some 18 months to issue
regulations that miss the mark as much as these do.

At this point, we can only speculate as to future pronouncements from the Service
including those that are to provide reasonable procedures for a taxpayer to notify
the IRS of the failure to release a lien.

CONCLUSION

In their report to Chairmen Bentsen and Rostenkowski in February of this year,
the Taxpayer Ombudsman and Assistant Commissioner (Taxpayer Services) noted
initiative taken last year to determine customer service needs including town meet-
ings in several locations. The Service should not only be commended for their par-
ticipation, even though all that is said is not heartwarming and reassuring, but also
should be encouraged to do more of it.

The willingness of the tax collector to listen to his customers and be interested in
what they have to say, could become a foundation for restructuring the relationship
and we can only imagine the possibilities.

I thank the Chairman and the Subcommittee for this opportunity today and com-
mend Mr. Chairman for his untiring efforts in making the tax system a better one.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR HARRY REID

Senator Pryor, thank you for holding this oversight hearing today on the Taxpay-
ers' Bill of Rights.

As the annual tax filing day approaches, it is important for Congress to learn the
progress made so far in implementing this important Act and see if any changes are
warranted. And Mr. Chairman, although I am concerned with reports I have heard
about IRS reluctance to enforce some of the provisions of the Taxpayers' Bill of
Rights, I am elated this hearing is being held at all.'

A little over three years ago, on January 14, 1987, when I rose to deliver my
maiden floor speech, the topic was the need for taxpayer's rights legislation. At that
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time, I had little idea of the personalities and events that would turn my dream of
enactment of a Taxpayers' Bill of Rights into reality.

For example, Mr. Chairman, it was quite fortuitous that you, Chairman of the
IRS Oversight Subcommittee, were presiding when I delivered my speech. Because
without your active support, the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights would have languished in
the hopper forever. This hearing, therefore, is a tangible reminder of the tremen-
dous victory of millions of American taxpayers who are now protected by our legis-
lation.

The Taxpayers' Bill of Rights has largely been a success. Publication 1, informing
taxpayers of their rights, is a very good document. It sets forth in plain and simple
English-and some useful diagrams-the rights and obligations of taxpayers and
the IRS. Taxpayers assistance orders have been extremely helpful as well. The Om-
budsman has been very responsive to form 911; I know my state office staff relies on
it quite regularly. By last August, the Ombudsman had handled over 9,000 cases
and took positive action on 6,700, or nearly 75 percent of all requests.

This hearing is also a reminder-if any is needed-of how carefully Congress
must scrutinize this powerful agency that plays such an active role in the lives of
every single American.

I have heard that some provisions of the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights have been ig-
nored. A year-and-a-half aftr its enactment, some provisions still lack regulations.
The longest period allowed for issuing regulations under the enabling legislation
was one year, or November 10 1989. It is hardly nit-picking to demand regulations
on time. The IRS is not at all accommodating if a taxpayer is 17 months late in
paying taxes. Unless we in Congress monitor this arcania, our constituents will find
their ri hts unprotected.

Mr. chairman, I urge you to carefully and vigorously question Commissionerolder% today on the progress the IRS has made in fully implementing the Tax-
payers Bill of Rights. By holding this hearing and keeping the pressure on, the IRS
will take both the' spirit and t e letter of the Taxpayers' Billof Rights seriously
and incorporate its philosophy into all its activities, Cooperating with Congress as it
investigates Project layoff is just one example of how this philosophy could stand to
spread throughout the agency.

The previous Commissioner, Lawrence Gibbs, was the first Commissioner to un-
derstand that the S in IRS stands for Service. Commissioner Goldberg seems to un-
derstand this definition even better. However, as was discovered in the hearings we
held on the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights, the permanent IRS bureaucracy everyone but
the Commissioner-has a mind of its own. They circled the wagons when it looked
like the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights was to become law. They didn't like it then, and
they don't like it now. Only through the efforts of Congress can Service become a
priority of not only the Commissioner but of the entire IRS.

Chairman Pryor, thank you again for holding this hearing. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to testify and will answer any questions you may have.

PREPARED STATEMENT oi HARVEY J. SHULMAN

My name is Harvey Shulman. I am the General Counsel of the National Associa-
tion of Computer Consultant Businesses ("NACCB") and a partner at the law firm
of Ginsburg, Feldman & Bress in Washington, D.C. I am accompanied by Mr. Bjorn
Nordemo of Massachusetts, President of NACCB. NACCB represents technical serv-
ice firms that specialize in providing highly skilled professionals like systems ana-
lysts, software engineers and computer programmers to clients in need of temporary
technical support. Every NACCB member is a small or mid-sized business with gross
revenues between one million dollars and twenty-five million dollars. Our members
use both their own employees as well as independent contractors to meet the needs
of their clients, and we believe that our right to do so should be no less than any
other type of industry

I. OVERVIEW OF TESTIMONY: "THE TAXPAYER BILL OF WRONGS," THE IRS "SNITCH SHEET"

AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER LEGISLATION

Unfortunately, the Taxpayer Bill of Rights has become, in too many cases, a Tax-
payer Bill of Wrongs for small and mid-si businesses in the technical services in-
dustry. Too many legally required procedures are not being followed- other unfair
practices not specifically prohibited by law are still being carried out; iRS personnel
have even distributed a "snitch sheet" to various technical services firms asking
them to turn in their competitors for employment tax audits; and, in too many in-
stances, the IRS has allowed the tax laws to be used for anticompetitive business
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purposes because of the way that it follows up so-called "leads" on employment tax
matters from anonymous informers, These and other unfair practices seem to be the
antithesis of a Taxpayer Bill of Rights, and, as a result, I have some suggestions
about improving enforcement of the existing law and adopting stronger taxpayer
rights provisions.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON EMPLOYMENT TAX AUDITS

Many firms in the technical services industry have been targeted by IRS person.
nel in connection with employment tax matters. In particular, the IRS has primari-
ly been interested in determining whether it should reclassify these firms as em-
ployers of the independent contractors who provide services to the firms' clients. In
other words, are these technical service workers bona fide independent contractors
or are they employees of the firms which market their services?

The Taxpayer Bill of Rights is critically important as IRS personnel make these
employment tax Judgments. First, the proper procedures should especially be fol-
lowed during employment tax investigations and audits because the mere existence
of IRS scrutiny of a firm often deters the firm's contractors, employees, clients and
customers from continuing to do business with It for fear of being "tainted" them.
selves. Second, because the 20-question common law employment test used by IRS
personnel is so vague and has led to many confusing and apparently contradictory
classifications of workers-as Congress has long recognized, and even the IRS has
conceded-only strict compliance with the proper procedures can best assure that
all relevant facts will be collected in an orderly, timely and fair manner and that
the correct legal principles will be applied. Third, because the amount of potential
back employment tax liabilities is so large as to constitute an effective "death penal-
ty" for many small businesses, there must be strict enforcement of business taxpay-
ers rights. 

III. IRS FAILURES TO FOLLOW TAXPAYER DILL OF RIGHTS DURING EMPLOYMENT TAX
AUDIT

We have characterized the present situation as "The Taxpayer Bill of Wrongs"
because of the recurrent reports we have received of the following actions by IRS
personnel who have visited technical service firms around the country: .

(1) Failure to Provide Publication No. I,-IRS officials are visiting firms and re-
questing to Interview the firms' owners or inspect various documents, and yet Publi-
cation No. 1-Your Rights As A Taxpayer-is not being furnished to these firms
upon this initial contact as required by law,

(2) Late Delivery of Publication No. I.-Even when Publication No. 1 has been
given to a firm, it is frequently given just as the IRS official has begun the initial
interview or after the IRS official has actually completed the interview. Yet, how is
a taxpayer to know that he or she is permitted by law to suspend an interview in
order to get advice from a CPA or attorney, or that he or she may tape record the
interview, if the document setting forth these rights is not provided sufficiently in
advance for the taxpayer to read and understand it? In fact, In none of the many
cases we know about was there any compliance with the IRS statement in Publics.

' Let me explain for a moment how the reclassification of a worker from independent contrac-
tor to employee status can literally have the effect of putting technical service firms out of busi.
nes. Compensation levels are quite high in our industry, and so a reclassification of a worker
will result in substantial back employment tax liabilities. As an example, for every $60,000-per-
year independent contractor who is reclassified as an employee, a technical service firm will owe
a minimum of about $6,000 in back employment taxes, plus Interest and penalties-even if the
independent contractor paid all of his or her social security and income taxes in full! For the
smallest of our members with perhaps only 20 independent contractors each year, this amounts
to $100,000 per year in back employment taxes-or $200 000 since the IRS typically goes back at
least two years, For a mid-sized company, the bac employment taxes can easily reach
$1,000,000-again, even if the contractor has paid all of them taxes in full. The back tax Iliabil.
cities are especially great In the technical services industry because of Section 1706 of the 1986
Tax Reform Act, which subjects this industry to uniquely unfavorable employment tax treat-
ment. As the result of Section 1706, the technical services industry is foreclosed from reducing
its back employment tax liability to "zero" under Section 630 of the 1978 Revenue Act and is
foreclosed from seeking complete set-offs for taxes already paid in full by Independent contrac
tors; instead, our Industry is left with the liabilities Imposed by Section 360 of the Internal
Revenue Code. Even the sponsor of Section 1706, Senator Moynihan, has since called for replace-
ment of this provision by a simple, fair and predictable employment test because of IRS failure
to give adequate guidance.
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ion # 1 itself that a taxpayer "will receive an explanation of (his or her] rights and
of the examination process either before or at the interview."

(3) Unreasonable Times and Places of Interviews. Although the Taxpayer Bill of
Rights requires the IRS to adopt rules which define what will be a "reasonable time
and place" for an IRS examination, in almost every employment tax matter of
which we are aware the IRS employee has simply visiLed the technical service firm's
offices without any prior appointment. Instead, the official has advised a reception-
ist. or other employee that he or she is from the IRS and wants to see the firm's
owners. The official has then demanded to see various documents right then and
there, including 1099's, W-2's, and sometimes even corporate documents, in many
cases from as much as three or four years back. In some cases, where a firm's owner
is the primary office staff person, business has been effectively halted while the
owner attempted to handle this unexpected situation. Such unannounced visits have
also caused office employees and even customers to speculate on whether the techni-
cal service firm is in trouble with the IRS.

(4) Coercive Conduct During Investigations of "Leads. "-Too many IRS employees
apparently believe that when they nfolow up employment tax "leads" or "tips,' the
more formal procedures in the Taxpayer Bill of Rights do not apply. For example, In
many cases IRS officials have claimed that their visits were not formal "audits" or
formal "examinations," but instead that they were "compliance checks" or "compli-
ance reviews" or some similar investigation of a "lead' or "tip," As part of tnis

snon-audit" Interview, firms have been asked to psrduce copies of their tax filings,
to answers questions about how they operate their businesses and how they distia-

uish independent contractors from employees under the vague 20-question common
law employment test, and even to allow Inspection of sample Independent contractor

agreements or client contracts. Taxpayers h ave been told that if they cooperated In
provide tchis Information then the IRS official could close the matter and drop the
'lead.' then the taxpayers have asked that the IRS officials put these requests for
information In writing ,the officials have often responded that the taxpayer s refusal
to coo pe rate then andC there with an oral request is "suspicious" or otherwise unwar-
ranted and that such refusal itself will require the IRS to open a formal audit. And
yet in every instance we know of when the taxpayers hav cooperated by providing
documents and answering the 20 common law employment test question during
this oral, informal "compl lance check," the IRS officials have subsequently decided
that so much information has been provided that the Investiation has automatical-
l proceeded Into a formal audit. In other words, "if you don t cooperate voluntarily
tln we will have to open a formal audit on you and "if you do cooperate voluntari-
ly, we will have so much information that we will have to open a formal audit on
you," There its something very unfair about this procedure of investigating "leads"
and it seems Inconsistent witha the IRS pledge in Publication No. 1 to "protect your
rights as a taxpayer at all times.".

(5) Undue Burdensomeness of Employment Tax Audits. -Unfortunately, the Tax-
payer Bill of Rights does not say much of anything about the details of the audit
process itself. It Is important for you to know, however, that employment tax audits
of mall and mid-sid businesses are devastating emotionally, time-wise, and finan-
cially even if the audit ends with no reclassification of independent contractors into
employees and no change at all in employment tax liability. IRS officials have typi-
cally requested volumes of information, Including thousands of payroll checks, gen-
eral ledger entries, journal entries and the like.-Typically there have also been re-
quests for every single agreement entered into between a technical service firm and
Its independent contractors, and between a technical service firm and Its clients or
customers for whom the independent contractors are providing their services.
Beyond this paperwork, IRS officials have requested to interview a firm's owners or
management a urt the details of each and every one o literal ons or hundreds
of the independent contractors We estimate that just to comply wth these prelimi-
nary information requests, each small business firm will spend well over 200 person-
hours; we even have one specific case where the IRS requests have been so over-
whelming that about 1,600 person-hours have been spnt by the firm in tabulating
the information requested-and the audit 18 not evenhan twy through. Even afte r
the investigation phase has been completed, the IRS empl yee has often placed the
small business In a further untenable position: the assumption is made that all or
most of the Independent contractors should be reclassified as employees, unless the
taxpayer can p rove otherwise. The taxpayer is then sometimes offered a deal- pay
taxes on a substantial number of these workers, and the IRS will close the audit,
but If the firm refuses to pay a high enough amount then the IRS will reclassify
everyone and the firm can take the case to appeal. In short, small and mid-sized
businesses can never win an employment tax audit; they always lose, and the only
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question is how big their loss will be. Surely these onerous burdens and questionable
procedures are inconsistent with the concept of a Taxpayer's Bill of Rights.

(6) Coercive Extensions of Statute of Limitations.-Likewise, there is nothing ex-
plicit in the Taxpayer Bill of Rights regarding IRS extension of the statute of limita-
tions for assessing back taxes. Unfortunately, we know of many instances where
IRS personnel have undertaken employment tax audits in "drips and drabs," some-
times allowing months to lapse between appointments or document inspections. As
the statute of limitations was about the expire, however, the IRS then informed the
firms that if they did not agree to an extension of time-often two years or even
more-then the IRS would have to make an immediate assessment even though its
examination is not completed. The firm, of course, is in a "lose-lose" situaticn. It
can refuse to extend the statute and then bear the cost and burden of an appeal and
proving its case in court, or it can extend the statute and prolong the uncertainty
and agony of the employment tax audit. Is this situation consistent with the IRS
representation in Publication No. I that its employees will "protect your rights as a
taxpayer at all times?"

IV, USE OF IRS LAWS FOR ANTICOMPETITIVE PURPOSES-THE "SNITCH SHEET"

The Taxpayer Bill of Rights is especially important to technical service firms
which are small and mid-sized businesses. It is no secret in our industry that some
large, national companies which object to the use of independent contractors by
their small business competitors proposed a Joint effort to encourage the IRS to
audit certain of their small business competitors. According to published reports,
these large companies include a firm owned in part by NYNEX, the New York.
based telephone company, and a firm owned in part by IBM-though I do not know
if NYNEXor IBM officials are aware of this conduct. The agony that is faced by a
small business being audited by the IRS certainly harms its ability to compete.
Moreover, I must emphasize that there is nothing illegal about the use of legitimate
independent contractors-and yet doing so practically invites an audit triggered byso-called "tips" from competitors.

And what has the IRS role been in all of this? Unfortunately, in addition to fol.
lowing up unsolicited leads that may be intended to harass competitors, the IRS has
actually actively encouraged firms to turn in their competitors. Attached to my tes-
timony is a copy of what was called a "snitch sheet" by one of the IRS officials who
distributed it at a local association meeting in California. Th official asked techni.
cal service firms to serve as "snitches" by filling out the sheet and returning it
anonymously in d plain envelope. The official promised that all such leads wouldbe
followed up. Can you imagine any better way to harass competitors than by turning
them in to the IR because-based on rumor, or hearsay, or even anticompetitive
intent-you imply that there is something wrong per 8e with the use of independent
contractors?

Not only does the Taxpayer Bill of Rights say nothing about this type of IRS ac-
tivity that encourages harassment by competitors, but it is clear that the failure of
many IRS officials to follow the proper procedures in pursuing "leads" only adds
salt to the wounds already inflicted on these small businesses.

V. REASONS FOR FAILURE TO FOLLOW TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS

I do not know for sure why so many IRS officials are not following the letter and
spirit of the Taxpayer Bill o Ri hts. Undoubtedly the training of these IRS employ-
ees has not been successful in al cases, or the employees are merely negligent, or In
some cases they prefer to view themselves as some sort of sleuths. I can identify,
however, three possible reasons why the Taxpayer Bill of Rights is being ignored in
so many instances of employment tax investigations and audits.

First, the 20-question common law employment test itself is so vague unpredict-
able, and difficult to apply that many IRS employees seem inclined to skip the pro-
cedural preliminaries, After all, if the substance of the law is so problematic, how
Important can the procedures be? Perhaps IRS employees have been particularly
emboldened to ignore the procedural rights of technical services firms because Sec-
tion 1706 of the 1986 Tax Reform Act left technical services firms uniquely vulnera-
ble to the common employment law test by removing only from our industry an em-
ployment tax safe harbor enjoyed by every other industry in the U.S. When Con-
gress repeals Section 1706 and puts us back on par with other industries, perhaps
the IRS might be less inclined to ignore our procedural rights.

Second, many problems related to non-implementation- of the Taxpayer Bill of
Rights can be attributed to the IRS establishment of Employment Tax Task Forces
around the country that are composed primarily of employees of the Collections Di-
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vision. Historically, Collections Divisions officials have been concerned with collect-
ing taxes after an assessment has been made. I have personally experienced situa-
tions when these officials, in the course of an employment tax audit, appear to have
come in with the attitude that they will definitely not close an audit without collect-
ing some back taxes. I have had some of these Collections Division employees say to
me that it can't be possible that all of a firm's independent contractors are legiti-
mate. They point to three, four or five of the 20-common law questions and then
attempt to justify their attitudes. A number of these Collections Division employees
begin with the presumption that most or all of a firm's independent contractors
must be employees, and the burden is on the taxpayer to prove otherwise. Trained
primarily as collectors who come in after an assessment has been made, rather than
as auditors who must be concerned with the step-by-step audit procedures, their ap.
F roach is not surprising. Far more training of these Collections Division personnel-
in behavior and attitude-is required.

Third, and perhaps most fundamentally, the IRS Manual itself sets out far fewer
procedural safeguards in employment tax audits than in income tax audits, and
even fewer safeguards when employment tax audits are handled by Collections Divi.
sion personnel than by Examination Division personnel. For example, income tax
auditors are told that "At the beginning of an examination, the examiner will ask
taxpayers whether they have any questions regarding the audit process, regular se-
lection procedures and appeal rights" and that examiners "should at all times en.
deavor to make appointments at a time and place that will meet the convenience of
the taxpayer." But similar provisions are missing in connection with employment
tax audits, In short, because scant attention is given to the letter and spirit of the
Taxpayer Bill of Rights in IRS Manual provisions dealing with employment tax
audits, it is little wonder that the law is not followed in so many cases.

VI. SUOGESrIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

NACCB believes that It is time for Congress to take further and more detailed
steps in assuring that the rights of small and mid-sized business are fully protect-
ed in employment tax investigations or audits, Most fundamentally, Congress must
meet its 1978 commitment to adopt a simple, predictable and fair substantive defini.
tion of "employee" to complement the procedural requirements that will apply
during employ ment tax reviews. As to procedural requirements, Congress should
consider the following clarifications and additions to the Taxpayer Bill of Rights:

(1) Taxpayers who are subject to employment tax investigations and audits should
have no fewer rights than taxpayers subject to income tax and other audits.

(2) Taxpayers contacted by Collections Division personnel should have no fewer
rights than taxpayers contacted by other IRS personnel.

(3) Any IRS visits to a business should be preceded by a letter or phone call re-
questing a visit. Only if a taxpayer fails to respond to both a letter and a call should
an IRS official visit unannounced.

(4) IRS visits should be at reasonable times and be intended to minimize the
impact on a business's employees, contractors, customers and clients.

(5) Every IRS official who visits a business, whether announced or unannounced,
should carry a formal letter on IRS stationery which requests the taxpayer to
produce the requested tax forms or other documents. When subsequent requests are
made for more documents or meetings, they should be put in writing if the taxpayer
requests. Only a reasonable amount of information should be requested and taxpay-
ers should be allowed to provide illustrative cases of independent contractor rela-
tionships, rather than details about every single contractor.

(6) Every IRS official visiting a business should be required to orally explain the
taxpayer's rights, the reason for the visit, the substantive rules under which an em-
ployment tax classification determination will be made, and the possible financial
consequences. Taxpayers should be specifically advised of their rights to consult
with counsel or a CPA, and to audiotape any interviews.

(7) Clear standards should be adopted to determine what is a "compliance check,"
"compliance review" or "investigation," versus what is a formal employment tax
"audit" or "examination." But taxpayers should have no less rights during a "com-
pliance check" or similar investigation than they would have during a formal
"audit" or "examination."

(8) Taxpayers should be advised orally and in writing by the IRS employee wheth.
er the request for information is part of an "audit" or is part of some lesser investi-
gation. The IRS should not open a formal audit or examination simply because a
taxpayer refused to produce documents or answer questions that the taxpayer was
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legally entitled to refuse to produce or answer, and taxpayers should not be admon-
ished that their refusal will justify-opening an audit.

-(9) Before contacting any employees, independent contractors or customers and
clients of a business, the IRS should notify the taxpayer of its intent to do so and
should specify who will be contacted.

(10) The IRS should not be permitted to drag its feet in completing an audit, and
then force a taxpayer to choose between an agreement to extend the statute of limi-
tations or an immediate assessment of a substantial back tax liability. If the IRS
has unreasonably delayed the progress of an audit, it should be foreclosed from im-
posing liability for that tax year.

(11) Information obtained by the IRS in violation of required procedures should be
excluded from consideration in any decision to impose a tax liability.

(12) IRS employees who violate legally required procedures should be held person-
ally accountable for disciplinary action by the IRS and, in flagrant or repeated
cases, modest civil damages.

(13) A task force from government and industry should be appointed to recom-
mend changes to the IRS Manual so that all employment tax investigations and
audits will be conducted under procedures that strictly comply with the letter and
spirit of the law.
Attachment.

EXCERPTs FRoM MEETINo BETWEEN IRS OFFICIAL IN CALIFORNIA AND MEMBERS OF A
TRADE ASSoCIATION IN COMPUTER INDUSTRY (1989)

Industry trad. member:
"What causes an audit to be initiated?" (What are your sources?)

IRS agent:
Referralrj. The IRS agent then requested that we be "SNITCHES," (his exact

words) ard turn in our competitors. He provided us with a form (see exhibit B). A
Lead Coordinator for "SNITCH LEADS" has been established to coordinate inflex of
information. He also stated every new lead would be contacted. The IRS agent men-
tioned of your lead is placed in a company envelope, the company reporting would
in all likelihood also be audited.

Note: This meeting took place to discuss IRS enforcement of Section 530 of the
1978 Revenue Act and Section 1706 of the 1986 Tax Reform Act.
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ATTACHMENT A

"SNITCH SHEET"

REFERRAL TO EHPLOY'INT TAX EXAMINATION PROGRAM

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS (IF KNOWN)

NAME OF F p":

FIRH'S ADDRESS: ....

TELEPHONE:

TAXPAYER FEDERAL

IDENTIFICATION NUBEPs.....

ISSO913 INVOLVED: (CIRCLE 0011)

A. 0 REPORTING Of WAGES.

S. UDERPPORTZNG O EMPLOYMENT TAX
RETURNS (FORM 040. 041).

C. INPLOYEES PAjDAS. DBPNDENT CONTRACTOR.

D. '%KIP:

JO DESCRIPTION(S)
OF WORKEI(S) .. __.

UNDER OF WORKERS
INVOLVED __.....

PLEASE SEND THIS FORM TO1

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
EMPLOYMENT TAX EXAMINATION GROUP 56
3660 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 400
LOS ANoLIS, CA 0010

ATTNs LEAD COORDINATOR

PLEASE INCLUDE ALL PEPTINENT DOONDENTATION, W2's 1060',.
941'6 , NAMES OF WORKERS WITH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
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Attachment B

BACKGROUND DOCUMENT

Difficulty in Administrability of Present-Law Standards for
Determination of Employment Status

The current standard for determining employment status --
absent the relief provided by the safe harbor in Section 530 of the
1978 Revenue Act -- is the 20-question common law employment
test. Y This test has been criticized repeatedly over the years as
difficult to administer and too unpredictable. Yet enormous back
tax liabilities, and the continued existence of thousands of small
businesses in the high tech industry, depend upon the application
of this antiquated test.

A. Longstanding Criticism of the Common Law Test. In a
report to the Joint Tax Committee dohn by the Comptroller Gneral
in November 1977, GGD-77-08, it was concluded that "the application
of the common law rules to specific employee/self-employed
situations is open to broad and inconsistent interp rotation.... As
a result, many employers cannot, with any degree of certainty,
determine who will be considered an employee until after IRS has
audited the situation." Id. at p. 9. The Comptroller General
reported on the comments of a former director of the IRS
Legislative Analysis Division:

(I t is not uncommon for two knowledgeable
individuals to disagree on an employee's
status determination given the same set of
circumstances. He sate that the employment
tax law should have more certainty for the
benefit of both the employer and employee and
that guidelines should be provided to he
taxpaying public which permit it to make its
own determinations with certainty.

The IRS has not provided such guidelines. The
results are misclassifications of employees by
employers and inconsistent and conflicting
interpretations of the common law rules by IRS
personnel in different geographic areas.

1/ Due to the passage of Section 1706 of the 1986 Tax Reform Act,
which removed the Section 530 employment tax safe harbor from only
the technical services industry, this industry has been subjected
to uniquely unfavorable employment tax treatment. As a result,
technical service firms -- unlike all other businesses in the U.S.
-- must rely solely upon the 20-7uestion common law employment test
during employment tax investigate on. and audits. If Section 1706
can be viewed as an experiment to determine if the IRS is capable
of providing adequate common law employment tax guidelines to but a
single industry, the experiment has clearly failed.

35-256 - 90 : 6
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The difficulty of conflicting interpretations
of the common law rules is further highlighted
by IRS audit contradictions. IRS individual
tax audits sometimes treated individuals as
self-employed while agents auditing the
business the individuals worked for classified
them as employees.
Id. at p. 9.

The Treasury Department itself has also criticized the
common law employment tes as a test "developed centuries before
the income tax to determine the rules of the doctrine that the
master is liable for the torts of his servant. . . . Those are the
tests that we are using to determine the incidents of taxation.
There are 20 factors in the regulations that are in many cases
extremely difficult to apply because various of these factors go in
different directions." See Testimony of Donald Lubick, Assistant
Secretary of Treasury, beo-re Hearings on H.R. 3245, Subcommittee
on Select Revenue Measures of House Ways & Means Committee, 96th
Cong., let Sees., at p. 9.

B. Post-Section 1706 Criticism of the Common Law Test.

The inconsistencies, contradictions and vagueness associated
with the -common law employment test have not disappeared since the
1970's. Shortly after the passage of Section 1706 a top IRS
official publicly stated that there is a "confusing bunch of cases
and it's very, very difficult to give someone clear, concise and
accurate guidance." In response to industry requests that the IRS
provide further guidance, the IRS issued Rev.Rul. 87-41. But, as
NACCB has advised the IRS, the three examples used in this ruling
are so unrealistic and unlike almost any method of operation by
third-party broker firms, Rev, Rul. 87-41 is very unhelpful in
clearing up the confusion over the proper application of the common
law employment test.

The inadequacy of Rev. Rul. 87-41 was also emphasized by
the Small Business Administration, Office of Chief Counsel for
Advocacy, who wrote to the IRS on August 5, 1987, at pages 6-7:

Revenue Ruling 87-41 does not provide clear
guidance on the treatment of technical workers
under the Jurisdiction of Section 1706 for
four principal reasons: (1) it does not take
into consideration the unique and essential
role of brokers in the technical service
industry; (2) it cites factors which do not
fairly represent common business practice and
to which the industry cannot conform; (3) it
does not accord relative weight to relevant
factors; and (4) it provides examples of
unusual relationships in which the proper
characterization of workers is already clear.

.... The absence of succinct guidance alone
argues most effectively for the repeal of
Section 1706.



COMMUNICATIONS

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION,
Washington, DC, April 26, 1990.

Hon. DAVID PRYOR, Chairman,
Subcommittee on Private Retirement Plane and Oversight of the IRS,
Committee on Finance,
205 Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, DC

Dear Mr. Chairman: We write in regard to your April 6, 1990 hearings on the
Omnibus Taxpayer Bill of Rights Act. While we were unable to appear as a witness,
we would like to address for the record one particular issue of concern: 26 U.S.C.
§6103(bX2), known as the Haskell Amendment.

In 1976, Congress amended the tax code to ensure that tax return information on
American taxpayers remain confidential and that dissemination for non tax pur-
poses either within or outside the executive branch be carefully circumscribed. The
ACLU strongly believes that the IRS should withhold from release any information
that would identify a taxpayer, directly or indirectly.

The purpose of the Haskell Amendment, however, was to allow for the continued
release of non-identifying return information. Public access to agency records is an
essential check on government abuse and is often the stepping stone to congression-
al oversight. Yet the IRS has failed to provide the required public access.

In 1987, the Supreme Court ruled that section f3103(bX2) does not require the IRS
to release non-identifying return information under the Freedom of Information
Act. Church of Scientology of California v. IRS, 484 U.S. 9 (1987). We believe that
the Supreme Court reached the wrong result in this case, and that Congress should
amend the statute to make clear that non-idontifying tax return information is not
exempt from disclosure.

Accordingly, we suggest that section (bX2. of the statute be amended by substitut-
ing the following language immediately after subparagraph (B):

but such term does not Include Indormation contained in a return or any
other IRS record, including any record that contains return information,
that cannot be associated with or otherwise identify, directly or indirectly,
a particular taxpayer.

We appreciate this opportunity to present our views and are available to work
with you to on this matter.

Sincerely, MORTON H. HALPERIN, Director.

GARY M. STERN, Legislative Counsel.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN IN-rTTUmZ OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

INTRODUCTION

The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) appreciates the
opportunity to offer its comments on the IRS' Implementation of the Taxpayers' Bill
of Rights. rhe AICPA is the national, professional organization of certified public
accountants (CPA), with over 296,000 members. Many of our members are tax prac-
titioners who work with millions of American businesses and individual taxpayers.
We are deeply interested in the IRS' ability to effectively and efficiently administer
the tax system as well as taxpayers' rights under that system.

(139)
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We applaud the subcommittee and Chairinan Pryor for holding hearings to
review the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights implementation process. Feedback the IRS re-
ceives from thoughtful Congressional oversight will prove to be beneficial to the
overall process of insuring tax payer rights.

Although the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights was enacted over one-and-a-half years ago,
the AICPA believes it is still too early to draw any conclusions about the implemen-
tation process taken as a whole. We do, however, have a number of thoughts con-
cerning specific implementation actions taken by the IRS that we will present.

SPECIIC COMMENTS

Procedures Involving Taxpayer Interviews (TAMRA Section 6228)
One area of the implementation process that we have been particularly interested

in and which be believe has been handled very well by the Service relates to the
interviewing of represented taxpayers. Even before the 1988 Act, the Service was
receptive to the concerns being expressed by the AICPA and others over the policy
being adopted in many."r of the country of mandating an initial interview of
represented taxpayers. Numerous meetings to discuss the issue resulted in an Octo.
ber 1987 letter to the AICPA which clarified national policy not to mandate an ini-
tial interview. This letter was distributed to all IRS districts a year before the enact-
ment of the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights.

When the IRS coursebook on Interviewing Represented Taxpayers was being re-
written in order to communicate the new policy to IRS examiners the AICPA was
given every opportunity to review and comment on the various drafts. We are also
extremely pleased to say that virtually every one of our comments was adopted into
the final draft. When the Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988 was fi-
nally enacted, the coursebook was immediately changed to incorporate the appropri-
ate Taxpayers' Bill of Rights language and references.

While we still hear of individual agents who violate the statutory intent in this
area, the situation is far better than it was two or three years ago. We commend the
Service for dealing with a very sensitive issue in a way that recognizes taxpayerrights.In early 1989, the IRS released Advance Notice 89-51 which provides guidance to

taxpayers and practitioners on procedures involving taxpayers interviews. We ap-
plaud the IRS' use of notices in lieu of regulations. The notices are issued promptly,
and are written in language that is direct and easy to understand. Nevertheless, we
are concerned that Advance Notice 89-51 violates the spirit of the Taxpayers' Bill of
Rights by placing on the audio ricording of examination or collection proceedings,
restrictions which are not supported in the statutory language. In addition, the pro-
cedures established in the notice provide inconsistent treatment between taxpayers
and IRS employees.

To guarantee taxpayers their proper protection under Code section 7520lJ(aX1),
the Service has to Inform taxpayers of their right to record in the first contact,
whether it be by mail or on the telephone. Mail contacts should include a copy of
Publication No. 1, "Your Rights as a Taxpayer" which does contain the necessary
information. However, agents do contact taxpayers on the telephone and, it is at
this point that taxpayers should be told about audio recordings. This is necessary
because under Code section 75201()(bXl) the "explanations of processes" can take
place at an initial interview. Taxpayers might otherwise miss the opportunity to
record that initial interview.

The last paragraph of the preamble of the notice states, "For purposes of section
7520 of the Code, the term 'taxpayer interview" means a meeting .. ." Sections
7520(a) and (bXl) use the terms "in-person interview." Section 7520(bX2) uses the
term "any interview." Accordingly, the statute seems to recognize that for right of
consultation purposes, the interview referred to need not be an "in-person inter-
view" which is implied by the term "meeting" (i.e., it could be a telephone inter-
view) The notice, by defining a "taxpayer interview" as a "meeting" for the entire
section 7520, seems to preclude the statutory distinction between an "in-person
interview" under sections 7520 (a) and (bX1) and "any interview" under section
7520(bX2). The notice should, therefore, be revised to provide both definitions and
description of the circumstances in which they apply. That is, a revised Advance
Notice 89-51 should explain that the recording provisions apply to in-person inter-
views and that the right of consultation provisions apply to any interview, whether
in person or by telephone.

TAMRA section 6228 also required the IRS to issue regulations that prescribe the
time and place of examination that "are reasonable under the circumstances."
These regulations were finally issued on April 2, 1990 and are presently being re-
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viewed by the AICPA Tax Division. We will submit comments by the May 18, 1990
deadline.
Taxpayer Assistance Orders (TAMRA Section 6230)

The IRS has issued temporary regulations which are intended to provide guidance
concerning the issuance of taxpayer assistance orders and to ensure uniform access
to these administrative procedures.

The Internal Revenue Service has placed a very narrow interpretation on section
6230 of TAMRA and has imputed meaning and intent to the law which is not re-
flected in the statute itself or the legislative history. For example, there is nothing
in the statute nor in the committee reports which justifies the exclusion of actions
being taken by the Internal Revenue Service in connection with a criminal investi-
gation or the carving out of actions by the Office of Chief Counsel separate from
those of Appeals. The statute at section 7811(b), is clear in its specification that a
"taxpayer assistance order may require the Secretary" (emphasis provided) to re-
frin from certain actions and the statute goes on to specifically enumerate some of
those things that the taxpayer assistance order may require of the Secretary. In sec-
tion 781 1bX2XD), however, it is clear that a taxpayer assistance order may cover4"any other provision of law which is specifically described by the ombudsman in
such order."

It would seem reasonable for the regulations to prescribe and require that certain
types of information be provided to a taxpayer who has requested a taxpayer assist-
ance order. Specifically, when a taxpayer assistance order has been modified or re-
scinded by one of the officials specified in the statute, the reasons foz that modifica-
tion or rescission should be documented and communicated to the taxpayer. This
communication should be in sufficient detail that the General Accounting Office or
others reviewing the manner in which this discretion is exercised will be able to
evaluate the actions of the official modifying or rescinding a taxpayer assistance
order.

Inasmuch as the period of limitations is suspended under section 7811(d) and the
taxpayer or his representatives will have no way of independently determining the
period of suspension, the regulations should define how the Service will interpret
the statute and the terminology "date of the taxpayer's application" and "date of
the ombudsman's decision" and-provide that these specific dates be provided in writ-
in .to the taxpayer.

Further, once a taxpayer files an application for a taxpayer assistance order,
there should be a presumption of hardship for some period of time until the om-
budsman acts on the application. Unless the ombudsman determines that some In-
ternal Revenue Service action must be taken to protect the IRS' interest (for exam-
ple, if a taxpayer were about to leave the country with funds etc.) the action to be
taken by the Internal Revenue Service should be automatically suspended for some
period of time. The regulations should provide that the filing of Form 911, or a writ-
ten statement, with the Internal Revenue Service should automatically suspend
action by the IRS.

The regulations should also address the situation where no overpayment exists
but the failure to release funds creates a significant hardship. The classic situation
is where there is no overpayment because of "erroneous" offsets between different
modules in the master file or the wrong module being credited with a payment with
the inability to net that payment with a liability. Some examples include the follow-
ing:

* An overpayment of prior year tax which has been applied to estimated tax is
offset against an "erroneous" liability. The taxpayer may now also be subject to a
penalty for underpayment of estimated tax; and

* A C corporation makes an S corporation election and has an overpayment of
tax (estimated tax) tied up in the C corporation module. The S corporation must
make a "required payment" under IRC section 444 and is seeking a release of those
funds.

The AICPA has been informed that, although the various IRS districts review the
issues raised in taxpayer assistance order applications, no "national post review" is
attempted. We suggest that the Service review the applications on a national basis
to determine, for example, if there are certain systemic problems occurring around
the country that should be corrected.
Basis For Evaluating IRS Employees (TAMRA Section 682S)

Section 6281 prohibits the IRS from using the records of tax enforcement results
in the evaluation of collection employees or to impose a quota system on them. How-
ever, since the pressure on collection employees results from the size of their inven-
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tories and management's emphasis on closing accounts this provision addresses only
part of the problem. Given recent Congressional concern over the IRS' accounts re-
ceivable problems, this pressure may become even more pronounced.

Installment Payments of Tax Liability (TAMRA Section 6234)
The Collection Division seems to have changed its position on delinquent accounts

since the Collection Division training on the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights was conduct-
ed. For example, it now seems harder to receive installment agreements in deserv-
ing situations and seizure actions are more aggressive in no-equity cases based on
disposing of accounts (non-pyramiding cases) The emphasis in Collection Division
training should be placed on the positive aspects of the legislation such as to encour-
age broader use of installment agreements and to use greater restraint in no-equity
situations.

Congress passed various provisions of the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights because they
did not agree with the way IRS conducted some of its business. However, the collec-
tion training material states: very few actual changes in the way the Collection Di-
vision does business . . . " and ". . . implementation will not cause any major
changes In your current method of operations. . ." Although we are aware of the
collection difficulties facing the IRS, especially in the payroll tax area, we still be-
lieve IRS training should emphasize the positive aspects of the legislation.

Administrative Appeal of Liens (TAMRA Section 6238)
The temporary regulations regarding the administrative appeal of the erroneous

filing of notice of Federal tax lien are clear, complete, and consistent with other reg-
ulations covering administrative appeals. Nevertheless, the temporary regulations
are excessively restrictive and limit the Intent of the statute. The regulations ad-
dress issues which do not require a great deal of judgment (tax liability satisfied,
deficiency procedures of section 6213 violated, Title 1I, and statute of limitations ex-
pirations) and have not been a problem for taxpayers.

An administrative appeal is needed to cover gray areas which require a great
amount of judgment. Section 6326(a) provides ample authority by providing: "In
such form and at such time as the Secretary shall prescribe by regulations, any
person shall be allowed to appeal to the Secretary after the filing of a notice of a
lien under this subchapter on the property or the rights to property of such person
for a release of such lien alleging an error in the filing of the notice of such lien."

Taken as a whole, therefore, the previous statutory language seems to indicate-
that the broadest level of appeal should be allowed and that the Secretary's regula-
tory authority goes to form and time rather than allowable circumstances.

We are not unmindful, however, of the Internal Revenue Service's concern that
the administrative appeal not be used to forestall the collection process for a legiti-
mate deficiency. The approach which the Service has taken in its temporary regula-
tions is to enumerate the specific circumstances under which a taxpayer may file an
administrative appeal. A better approach, based on the spirit of the Taxpayers' Bill
of Rights and the difficulty to foresee every circumstance in which a legitimate ad-
ministrative appeal might arise, would be to allow an administrative appeal to be
filed in each case where the purpose of the appeal is". .. not to challenge the un-
derlying deficiency that led to the imposition of a lien."

The four "allegations" listed in regulation sections 301.6326-1T(BX1)-(4) could
then be used as examples of the types of situations available for administrative
appeal but in no way should they be restrictive.

As a further reminder that the filing of appeals are limited to those situations
where the taxpayer is "alleging an error in the filing of Notice of Lien," we suggest
an addition to regulation section 301.26-T(dX2). This section describes the "form"
of the appeal and should-include the following: "(iv) A statement that the appeal is
being filed for the purpose of correcting the erroneous filing of a notice of lien and
not to challenge the underlying deficiency that led to the Imposition of the lien."

BUDGETARY CONCERNS

The AICPA recently released the results of a survey which measured the practical
experience of AICPA members with the IRS as well as general attitudes toward the
Service. The Institute conducted the survey to gain information on practitioner atti-
tudes towards the IRS in order to help develop administrative and legislative recom-
mendations to improve the Federal tax process. Two general patterns seemed to
emerge from the survey results:

(1) There is a lack of technical knowledge at certain personnel levels of the Serv-
ice. This pattern confirms what many in the tax administration area acknowledge
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as budgetary and salary constraints which severely inhibit the IRS' ability to hire
the top candidates for technical positions and to keep them properly trained; and

(2) Strong marks were given for courtesy and a willingness to resolve problems
which highlights the IRS' emphasis on providing service to its customers. Q04

When the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights legislation was passed, no additional budget-
ary allocations were given to the IRS to assist in the implementation. We believe
that insufficient appropriations affect the allocations of resources to various func-
tional areas and might have had a stunting affect on the implementation process.

CONCLUSION

The AICPA has followed closely the implementation of the Taxpayers' Bill of
Rights legislation. Our efforts are based not only on our desire to ensure the protec-
tion of taxpayer rights but also to guarantee the IRS' ability to effectively adminis-
ter the tax system. Where we have disagreed with previously issued regulatory lan-
guage or other actions or inactions, we have communicated our concerns to the IRS.
It is in this spirit of cooperation that the AICPA hopes to continue an active and
useful role in the implementation process.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES D. CALDm PH.D

AL CAPONE'S AN6EI5TATIVE REMAINS
CILAM v. I.R.S. AND PROPOSALS TO CNAMI 1. 3. CODE SECTION 6103

My name in James D. Calder, and I am an Associate Professor of
Criminal Justice at The University of Texas at San Antonio. As a
criminal justice academician and historian, I am interested in the
history of criminal justice policy matters. Specifically, I have
actively sought government and private records on the policy of the
Herbert Hoover administration to secure a conviction of Alphonse Capone,
the notorious Chicago gangster.

My purpose in offering the testimony to follow is to urge the
Congress to pass legislative reforms governing access to historical
records, particularly Internal Revenue Service records pertaining to
convicted, deceased felons. In my testimony, I offer the special
reasons why IRS records are valuable to historians, and why the current
law protecting such records should be changed.

In 1931, Al Capone was prosecuted and convicted fo-' tax evasion,
serving eight years of an eleven-year sentence unt~l released from
prison in 1939. Capone died in Florida in 1947 without a will, leaving
no assets for the Internal Revenue Service to seize.' His only legacy
was a vast collection of "administrative remains"-- reports and memos
reflecting investigative and prosecutorial matters scattered throughout
the federal bureaucracy.

Historians, journalists and film producers have, on numerous
occasions, relied on these "remains" for books, newspaper articles,
scholarly publications and film scripts. Despite previous public
access, and no declared relationship to current organized crime
investigations, these records are now inaccessible to historians and the
public. Records retained by agencies other than the Internal Revenue
Service have already been released under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA), but, pursuant to Caldeg v. Internal Revenue Service,

a 
IRS

records remain closed. Capone's records contain numerous documents only
tangentially related to tax liability computation. The Justice
Department's Tax Division files on Capone have been selectively
released, but their relationship to the IRS files is uncertain. I wish
to assist the Congress in finding ways to unlock the full corpus of
"remains" for historical research purposes.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Since 1932, Capone's IRS records have been used for research and
commercial publications. On occasion, federal officials solicited
journalists and professional writers to glorify IRS' investigative
competence in the search for Capone's alleged assets. Selected
academicians were also permitted to use records for more serious
treatments, including broader studies of organized crime. Published
manuscripts concerning these records contributed to public understanding
of the government's investigative efforts. There is, however, no
definitive scholarship reflecting the entire corpus of government
records on Capone.

As a researcher and historian of the Capone case, I used
administrative and judicial channels to acquire the IRS records. Having
acquired Capone files from the FBI, the Tax Division, the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the DOJ-Bureau of Prisons and the
National Archives, I then sought Inter..al Revenue Service records. The
POIA was not a useful access tool because the Fifth United States Court
of Appeals in Calder v. internal Revenue Service determined that the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 sealed Capone's records from public access on January

'Justice Department-Tax Division records contain several memos directing
agents to seize'any residual assets in Capone's name found in the years

immediately after Capone's death. As late as 1986, Geraldo Rivers, the

television talk-show celebrity, set up a live television search for
Capon. memorabilia and assets, including an appearance and recognition
by an IRS official.

'CA-5, 89-5508 (Appendix 1).
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1, 1977, despite the fact that numerous people had access to them prior
to this legislation. In Calder, I requested the Court to examine the
authority of the IN8 to withhold Capone's records as "return
information" under Section 6103. I believe the means can be found to
segregate and disclose IRS records associated with convicted, deceased
tax evaders in a manner similar to segregating and disclosing records on
individuals from other agencies under the Freedom of Information Act.
Capone has no privacy interest at stake. The public interest in
learning about these historical matters should outweigh any interest in
further protecting the records.

I went after Capone's IRS records with no intention of acquiring
any information about taxpayer history or tax returns. Capone never
filed a tax return, nor did he have a tax history. I fully-expcated the
IRS to carefully review materials containing information concerning my
request. Specifically, I requested the following Capone records:

1. Records of agency investigations of Capone's activities from
1920 to 1932;

2. Records of agency liaison with any other agency during the
course of the Capone tax investigation from 1928 to 19321

3. Orders, directives or instructions to agency personnel to or
from Presidents Coolidge or Hoover, or to or from any White House staff
or cabinet personnel concerning Capones

4. Orders, directives or instructions to or from the Director
of the IRS from 1928 to 1932 concerning Caponei

5. Records of any investigative operations directed at Capone.
I wished to write a history of the Capone investigation by using

all available government records. Access to IRS records was critical to
the credibility of my intended book. It was impossible to guarantee
thoroughness of historical investigation without access to these
records. A review of IRS records was also needed as a reliability check
on published accounts of the Capone investigations. Such checks are
professional expectations among historians. Furthermore, substantial
evidence suggested that prior reviews of the records had resulted in
publications that failed to fully reflect government actions in the
Capone case.

CAlder v. IRa raised constitutional claims under the First and
Fifth Amendments to the U. S. Constitution concerning access to these
records based on their prior release before January 1, 1977. Public
access to the Capone files prior to 1977 yields a conclusion that the
files are no longer of tactical importance to the IRS. This substantive
concern aside, the Court of Appeals held that the records will be kept
secret because eight prior revelations were insufficient to show a
history of access. In vigorous objection to the Court's ruling, I
contend that Capone's IRS files are in the public domain. No reasonable
Justification exists for continued protection.

GAOSTIR RECORDS EAV HISTORICAL VALOR

Despite Capone's death over forty years ago, his life in crime
remains worthy of revisitation. ;Oddly,.though, relatively few
researchers have viewed the government records, and no one has used all
the government records. No historical work has addressed the question
of whether or not government actions taken against Capon. were
effectively administered or worthy of the favorable acclaim they have
received through the years. In 1935, Thurman Arnold pointed out that
Capone's conviction ". . . was as important as a spectacular victory in
a war, in which someone who wore epaulettes and bore the title of
general had been capturedw.s Under current circumstances, however,
verification of the government's work against the Capone organization is
barred by law.

Space does not permit a complete discussion of the historical
value of the Capone records, but it is useful to briefly list some of
the reasons why I pursued the matter:

First, it should be a matter of government policy to permit
historical access to all records which can aid in correcting myths,
particularly myths enhanced by selective government revelation of
records.

*Symbols of Government. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1935.
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- Second, Capone's criminal actions and the government's case to
secure his conviction require proper context in American social history.
High school and college texts continue to portray Capone as a larger-
than-life character, and federal actions are treated as efficient and
ingenious. If primary, rather than secondary, sources were available to
social historians we can learn the complete circumstances surrounding
the government's lengthy investigation which never reclaimed a dime from
Capone.

Third, the credibility of the published Capone-IRS accounts is
problematic. In the past forty-five years, source documentation has
been limited to the IRS' selective releases. The releases were made
mainly to popular writers in order to disclose information which favored
IRS publicity interests. Thus, selective file releases prior to 1977
resulted in publications aimed mainly at popular audiences. With few
exceptions, the published authorities on Capone have not been interested
in scholarship, and in particular, the use of accepted historical
research methods.

There in no historical dpubt that the Capone records, and many
records of other notorious gangsters, should be opened for public use.
The Capone investigation should be studied in terms of its
organizational, political and resource dimensions. Moreover, questions
should be addressed concerning the mix of law, technology, social and
political commitment, and investigative creativity that preceded the
outcome.

Authoritativeness of prior publications, following on earlier
selective releases, hinges on association between the authors and the
government insiders who granted access. Acquisition of records prior to
1977 often depended on cozy relationships compounded by the lack of
historically systematic examination of the full range of records.
Failure to use the corpus of records prohibits reliability on issues
requiring contextual or substantive accuracy. Mass market/popular
writers have little interest in documentation, and publishers assert the
accuracy of accounts on an author's credentials. By any reasonable
evaluation, therefore, the Capon. matter is'not settled history.

Finally, Capone's investigation was part of a larger political
context of expanding federal police power and responsibility. Capone,
for example, came along at a time when the federal government was
undergoing substantial change and adaptation. As with other situations
facing government under change, experimentation, such as that found in
the Capone case, introduced strategies which may only have been
marginally effective. In matters of justice administration,
experimentation may also have encouraged violations of law and privacy,
and it may have imbalanced the proportionality of operational costs to
the net social gains. Social historians concern themselves with such
questions, but only when they have access to the appropriate records.

In general, then, the Capon. records have more to say about
government methods, organization and direction, exercises of law and
prevailing criminal procedure and the politics of federal law
enforcement. The Capone investigation secured the credibility of a
federal government seeking maturity as a supplier of tangible controls
on tax evasion.

FOIA and SECTION 6103, INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

The central focus of the FOIA is openness in government and the
duty of government to justify withholding information from the public.
In recent years, openness in government, a major public policy issue,
has become less than important to agency administrators. In the 1980's,
increasing agency recalcitrance has reinforced the opinion of historians
that openness in government is an ideal to which agencies pay only lip
service. The Internal Revenue Service is insulated from persons seeking
information under the FOIA. It has often served as an investigative
agency of last resort. The Kennedy administration, for example, tasked
IRS to acquire records on ultra right wing groups, resulting in sixteen
actual exemption audits and an unexecuted plan to audit thousands of
organizations. The Ervin and Church committees established that the IRS
ollected information unrelated to its principal mission of tax
collection. Church Committee hearings addressed the distinguishability
of tax and non-tax related information. The IRS is vast storehouse of
tax and non-tax related information, yet there are few checks to insure
its integrity and public accountability.
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Diverse groups of plaintiffs have challenged the relative
immunity of IRS, among them some university professors. Political
targeting of certain individuals and groups resulted in legislative
changes closing off access to Internal Revenue documents. Ironically,
however, an IRS which bragged for years about its successes in Capone-
type cases was the same agency which abused its authority prior to 1977,
then acquired new law to protect it from discovery of potential or
actual abuses, and which benefitted from new secrecy protections. In
short, IRS excesses, which infringed on political rights in earlier
times, extended the power'of an already powerful agency.

CAPONE RECORDS ARE IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 precludes access to the Capone files.
In Calder v. internal Revenue Service, I intended to establish that the
Capone records were in the public domain, and that due process had not
been afforded by an administrative system that precluded access to the
records. Through investigations of the public literature on Capone, and
through depositions taken in connection with the case, the Capone
records had been read and used for commercial or other purposes in at
least eight cases. The Fifth United Stated Circuit Court of Appeals in
Calder v. Internal Revenue Service did not agree that T should have
access to these records under the First and Fifth Amendments. The Court
determined that eight cases of prior publication were insufficient to
show that the Capone records are in the public domain.

THE PROBLEM FACING IRS WITS RESPECT TO CERTAIN RECORDS

Cald1r v. IRS demonstrate*-that the IRS may withhold access to
doc6,ments of historical and public interest, such as the Capone records,
or any other files associated with-a third party taxpayer. The records
of the Capone investigation are not regarded as segregable from "tax
return" information as defined in the statute, even though Capone never
filed tax returns. Administrative or investigative records in the
Capone files need not be segregated from tax computation records for
release purposes, despite the fact that all other agencies which turned
over Capone records under FOTA authority could distinguish legally
withheld information from non-disclosable information. 'Capone' as a
name triggers non-disclosure, not IRS' ability to distinguish
substantive matters relating to currency of investigative implications
or even the relevancy of privacy.

The IRS has long claimed that it has no responsibility to search
its files to advise of the existence of, or contents of, any so-called
Capone files. Therefore, in addition to the segregability problem, IRS
must defend its legitimate role as protector of taxpayer information as
well as its mandated role to guard obsolete "return information." The
dilemma points out a lack of legislative sophistication and an agency's
fulfillment bf a public expectation of openness in government.

Setting aside the legal/definitional problem IRS is forced to
defend the "return information" section as if it had never engaged in
concerted effort to reveal files prior to 1977. On January 1, 1977, the
Capone records were transformed on January 1, 1977 from information
freely released to authors and historians to information which no one
can see. There is no statutory mechanism for "grandfathering" prior
circumstances of access.

Furthermore, the IRS stands behind a law which it believes to
contain a presumption of a right to protect Capone's post-morteg
privacy. The IRS is convinced of its privacy. In fact, the IRS serves
as the final judge on the question of file access for deceased persons.
Calder v. IRS asserted that Capon. has no privacy right. Apart from the
rigid standard of access to IRS "return information," aS bolstered by
the unclear "heirs at law" procedure, deceased persons simply do not
have privacy claims. Surely, the public interest in best served by
allowing access to IRS records of Capone under these circumstances.

- SUGGESTED LEGISLATIVE CHANGES TO ACCOMMODATE HISTORICAL
RESEARCH NEEDS

My academic and historical interests in the Capone case led to
my attempt to obtain access to the IRS Capone records. Responsible
scholarship cannot proceed without access to IRS documents. Congress
needs to adopt methods to permit historical access to the records of
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convicted, deceased tax evaders according to a declassification
schedule.

The IRS has virtually total unchecked control over *tax return"
information. Section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code, aided by court
decisions sustaining IRS control, unilaterally prohibits revelation of
any tangential administrative or investigative records for historical
research or other purposes within the public interest. My argument is
that the IRS files on Capone - a convicted, deceased and notorious tax
evader - have long been made public to many writers. They contain
valuable historical information on the methods for securing Capone's
conviction.

Constructive changes should be made to POTA and to the Internal
Revenue Code to permit greater openness of IRS records for historical
purposes:

A theory of TRR records openness should be offered. While all
citizens have a third party interest in assuring the integrity in, and
protection of, vital government records (including the privacy of tax
computations and current investigative matters), all citizens have an
interest in learning whether or not the tax collection system is
operating effectively, fairly, and legally. When persons with tax
liability have been found guilty of violating the tax laws, they have
also waived a right to privacy over the investigative records beyond the
needs of IRS to protect current sources and methods. efforts by
historians, journalists, academics and other members of the public to
record IRS actions for historical purposes, and to monitor IRS policy
formulation and decisionmaking, should be a basic component of
democratic government. Access to information such as the Capone records .
is essential to inform the public of the workings of the TRS, an agency
that all citizens interact with. A Taxpayer Bill of Rights should
provide for access under certain conditions to matters of public concern
and public interest. An agency shrouded in secrecy, closed to
historians and the press, is antithetical to our system of government.
Records, such as the Capone records, should be available to historians
for the public interest.

And, an appropriate appellate mechanism should be established to
permit records claimants a right to challenge agency judgment and-
discretion.
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CALDER v. I.R.S. 1361

James CALDER, Plaintiff-Appellant,
V.

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, and
Lawrence B. Gibbs, Commissioner of
InternaL Revenue, Defendanta-Appel.
lees.

No. $5-408.

United States Court of Appeals,
Fifth Circuit.

Dec. 21, 1989.

University professor researching de.
velopment of federal crime control policies
filed suit under First and Fifth Amend.
mental to compel the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice to disclose documents pertaining to tax
investigations of famous crime figure. The
United States District Court for the West-
eam District of Texas, Emilio Miller Gara,
J., granted summary judgment for the IRS,
and professor appealed. The Court of Ap-
peals, Johnson, Circuit Judge, held that
professor had not established existence of
a constitutional right of acees to the IRS
records of criminal figure.

Affirmed.

1. Constitutional Law 410.1()
Internal Revenue 0,4482

Researcher did not have a First
Amendment right of access to Internal

I. his section. effective January 1, 1977pro.
vides that the term 'return inormatloc in-€ludes

a taxpayer's Identity, the nature, source, or
amount of his income, payments, receipts,
deductions, exemptions, credits, aets. la.
bilies, rsoi worth. tax liability, tax with-
held, deficiencies, overasessments, or tax
payments, whether the spyer's return

Revenue Service (IRS) records of famous
crime figure (Al Capone), notwithstanding
pre-1977 access to the records grarted sev.
eral Individuals; there was no indication
that these records were available for casual
scrutiny, or that the access allowed these
individuals was unlimited. 26 U.S.C.A.
* 6108; U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 1, 5.

8 Constitutional Law 0,90.1(8)

The right to speak and publish nfor-
mation does not carry with It an unrestrict.
ed license to gather information. U.S.C.A.
Const.Amend. 1.

Appeal from the United States District
Court for the Western District of Texas.

Before WISDOM, JOHNSON and
HIGGINBOTHAM, cimult Judges.

JOHNSON, Circuit Judge:

While researching the development of
federal crime control policies, University of
Texas at San Antonio Professor James
Calder requested certain documents from
the Internal Revenue Service (hereinafter
IRS) pertaining to tax investigations of Al
Capone. The IRS, determining that the
request sought nondiselosable "return in-
formatio" denied CaldMrs request. 26
US.C. t 6108.'

was, Is befin, or will be examined or sub.
ject to other inveatlption or processng. or
any other data. received by, recorded by,
prepared by, furnised to, or collected by
the Secretary with respect to a return or
with repec to the detemination of ths
existeims or possible existence, of liability
(or the amount thereof of any pesn un-
der this title for any tax, penalty, interest,

lywev*. SYimMi d Key Nmerl Ckl flaie
COPYRIGHT 0 IWO by WET PtI5UIUHINO CO.

The 5Seeieb. Sy"tb smd Key Nembet Ckueit
sMe sssete e pat 0f the spas of ik e Eut
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CALDER v. LR.SL1362

Calder, after exhausting his administra-
tive remedies, brought suit under the Free-
dor of Information Act (FOIA) and the
first and fifth amendments to the Constitu-
tion. Calder later dropped the FOIA claim
and proceeded solely on the constitutional
issues. Specifically, Calder argued that
the IRS's denial of sees to the materials
violated his aserted constitutional right of
access to government information a well
as his fifth amendment right to equal pro-
tection under the laws. The equal protec-
tion elalnmwas based on the pre-1971 ai-
cess to the files granted several individu-
als.

The district court granted the 1R's mo-
tion for summary Judgment on the ground
that Calder has no constitutional or statu-
tory right of access to Capone's IRS
reords. Calder has timely appealed the
Judgment to this Court. We affirm.
DISCUSSION

In his brief to this Court, Calder argues
that the first amendment creates a right of
access to records in the hands of an admin-
istrtive agency which have historically
been available for public perusal.' Calder
argues that " on 6108 is unconstitutional
as applied to him because it limits this
a right of access to information held
by an administrative agenc, specifically,
the recrd of Al Capone. Calder bases

ne. forfeiture, or other mnposlitio or of.(eft"....
Section 6103(bX2A).Prior to the 10A)*affech.v dew of this
section. the Information on Cespone was
made available on several ccasons. Sever-
&I researchers took advansas of this avafl-ability and ipndscmto the recordsthese z t o the in.

formation in books and other documents.
InterestinSly, the IRS promoted access to
these recm s during the fiftieth anniversary
of its Intellence DIvisio.

this argument on Richmond Newspapers,
Inc. v. Vrginia, 448 U.S. 555, 100 S.Ct
2814, 65 LEd.2d 978 (1980), and its progo-
ny.'

(1 Calder acknowledges that the cases
in the Richmond line establish and define
the scope of the first amendment right of
access to criminal trials and certain crimi-
nal proceedings. So eg., Gannett Co.,
In V. De Paeqale, 443 U.S. 868, 99 S.Ct.
2898, 61 LEd.2d 608 (1919) (pretrial sup-
pression hearing); Richmond, supra (crim-
inal trial); Globe, supra (criminal trial in-
volving sex offenses and minors); Press-
lkte iro I and Prow Enterprise II, eu-
pro (transcripts of preliminary hearings).
Calder acknowledges that the Supreme
Court has not specifically addressed the
question of a right of acess to records
which ar in the hands of an administrative
agency. Co er urges this Court to con-
elude that the reasoning behind the Rich-
mond line mandates the conclusion that
the right of aem is not limited to criminal
proeeo gp, but extends to other govern-
mentally held information. We decline to
do so, aj, hold that Calder has not estab-
ibd t j existence of a constitutional
right of access to the IRS records of Al
Capone. The district court did not err in
granting summary Judgment In favor of
the IMs.

2. Cader has not briefed his fifth amendment
argument, and we do not address that issue.
Se Mewrbon v. Cy of Betm., RAswq 761
F.2d 242. 244 (Sth Cir.19"5).

3.Globe NeWspeper Co. v. &wpaor Court 457
US. 596, 102 S.Ct. 2613. 73 LEd.2d 246
(MY2), A'ess-&reprse C06 v. Superor
Cour, 464 U.S 501, 104 S.t. 819,78 L.Ed.2d
629 (94) V(weEnwe l. Pros &ner-
prt Co. v. Skpror Couvt 478 U.S. 1. 106
S.Ct. 2733, 92 L d.2d 1 (1986) (Prs-Eatr-
pi /n).
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In Richmond, the Supreme Court held
that in the context of criminal trials, the
first amendment prohibits the government
from summarily closing the courthouse
doors which stood open to the public prior
to the adoption of the amendment. Chief
Justice Burger traced the public character
of criminal trials back to the time of the
Norman conquest. He pointed out that "a
presumption of openness inheres in the
very nature of a criminal trial under our
system of justice." Richmond at 573, 100
S.Ct. at 2825. In Globe, the supremee
Court articulated the features of criminal
proceedings which Implicate the first
amendment right of seams. Specifically,
the Court pointed to the history of open-
ness in criminal proceedings a well as to
the significant role that acess plays in the
functioning of the Judicial proem. The
Court also noted that openness in the con-
text of criminal proceedings acts as a check
on the judicial process while providing an
appearance of fairness and providing thers-
peutic value to the community. It is ques-
tionable whether these reasons apply in
other contexts.

Although the dicta in Richmond does
indicate that the first amendment "prohib-
it(s) government from limiting the stock of
information from which members of the
public may draw.", i&. at 576, 100 S.CL at
2827, Justice O'Connor ha Indicated that
she interprets() neither Richmond News.-
papenr nor the Court's decision (in Globe I
to carry any implications outside the con-
text of criminal trials." Globe at 611, 102
S.Ct. at 2622 (O'Connor, J., concurring). In
fact, no Supreme Court case has applied
the two-tier analysis which looks for an
history of openness and examines the sig-
nificant role access plays in the judicial
process to areas other than criminal pro-
ceedings. ..

[21 In Capital Cities Media, Ine. t.
Chester, 797 F.2d 1164 (3d Cir.1980), a
newspaper challenged, on first amendment
grounds, It. denial of access to records of a
state agency. The Third Circuit, clung
Houchias v. KQED, Inc., 488 U.S. 1. 9E
S.Ct. 2688, 67 LEd.2d 563 (1978), stated
that such access was a matter for legisla.
tive determination and noted the complete
absence of guidelines for the judiciary.
Justice Stewart, quoted by the Court In
Houchins has noted that

There is no constitutional right to have
access to particular government informs.
tdon, or to require openness from the
bureaucracy ... The public's interest in
knowing about Its government Is protect-
ed by the guarantee of a Free Press, but
the protection is indiret. The Constitu-
tion itself is neither a Freedom of Infor-
mation Act nor an Official Secrets Act.

Id. at 14, 98 S.Ct. at 2696 (quoting Justice
Stewart, "Or of the Press," 26 Hastings
LJ. 681, 686 (1975)). Quite simply, the
right to speak and publish does not carry
with It an unrestricted license to gather
information. See , emel v. Ruek, 881 U.S.
1, 85 S.CL 1271, 14 L.Ed.2d 179 (1966).

Section 6103 crates the type of compre-
hensive legislative scheme discussed by the
courts in Houchins and Capital Media,
The determination of who should have ac.
cess to particular government held infor
mation and what constitutes a legitimate
use of such information is "clearly a legis-
lative task which the Constitution has left
to the political processes." Houchina at
12, 98 S.Ct. at 2595. The pre-1977 access
to the files does not change this determine-
tion.

Even assuming that the two-tier analydjL
applies to the information and agency in-

1363
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volved in the Instant case, Calder has failed
to demonstrate the requisite history of ae-
cs. Calder points to persons who were
allowed access to the specific file of Al
Capone. This focus is much too narrow.
The historic practice referred to in RicA.
,sond and its progeny 'looked not to the

practice of the specific public lntitution
involved, but rather to whether the particu.
lar type of government proceeding had his.
tonically been open In our free society' °

Capital Mdia at 1175.
Calder cites to eight individuals who

were allowed aess to Capona's records
prior to 177. The record does not indicate,
however, that these records were available
for casual scrutiny, or that the aeems al.
lowed those eight Individuals was unlimit-
ed. In fact, the type of IRS records at
Issue was not routinely available even prior
to 17. he legislative history of section

6103 Indicates that Congress was con.
earned about interagency availability of
such records; there is little mention of
availability to individuals, presumably be.
cause such a practice was rare and sporad.
ic. Such inconsistent government practice
does not satisfy the "historical openness"
prong of the Richmond analysis. The dis-
trict court correctly concluded that Calder
failed to demonstrate that there was a his-
tory of aces to the fies.
CONCLUSION

Calder has failed to demonstrate that he
has been denied a constitutional right of
aess to the IRS records of Al Capone.
The district court did not err in granting
summary judgment In favor of the IRS.
Consequently, we affirm.

AFFIRMED.

Adm. Office, US. Courts-West Publishing Company, Saint Paul. Minn.
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STATEMENT OF THE CENTER FOR CITIZEN Access TO GOVERNMENT INFORMATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: My name is Quinlan J. Shea,
Jr., and I am the Director of the Center for Citizen Access to Government Informa-
tion. I very much appreciate the opportunity to present my views on implementa-
tion of the Taxpayers' Bill of Rights.

There is some basis for believing that this legislation has made some difference in
the treatment of some taxpayers by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). It is unfor-
tunate that we really cannot say more than that in April 1990 with respect to a law
that became effective in November 1988. The basic problem is that it is extremely
difficult for those of us who wish to monitor the behavior of the IRS to do so. The
cause of that problem is an earlier law passed to protect taxpayers, Section 6103 of
the Internal Revenue Code. Over the years, that law has become in operation,
much less a shield for taxpayers from abuse by the IRS than a shield behind which
the IRS is able to protect itself from effective citizen scrutiny, and even effective
Congressional oversight. This same opinion was expressed by Richard M. Stana,
Subcommittee Investigator, when he testified in July 1989 before the Commerce,
Consumer, and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee of the House Committee on Govern-
ment 0 rations, chaired by Rep. Barnard of Geo a. It has also been expressed by
David Burnham in his recent book, The IRS: Law Unto Itself, by David R.
Burton, testifying before this Subcommittee on behalf of the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce, and many other persons.

When Section 6103 was enacted, as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, I was a
member of the staff of then Deputy Attorney General Harold R. Tyler, Jr., serving
as Director of the Office of Privacy and Information Appeals, U.S. Department of
Justice. I was a charter member of the Senior Executive Service, and retired from
the Federal government on July 1, 1986.

On March 1 of this year, I testified before the Subcommittpe on Civil and Consti-
tutional Rights of the House Committee on the Judiciary, chaired by Rep. Edwards
of California. The specific subject of that hearing was the FBI's compliance with the
Freedom of Information Act. The Chairman noted that I had testified before the
Subcommittee more than thirteen years earlier, on the same subject, as the official
representative of the Justice Department. In h own remarks at the March 1 hear-
ing, Rep. Edwards noted that effective Congressional oversight is often the result of
the use of the FOIA by individuals and organizations. They request, obtain, and
analyze information from Federal agencies, and bring the results of their work to
the attention of oversight subcommittees which, for all practical purposes, usually
lack the resources to do this kind of time-consuming, labor-intensive work. I share
that perspective, and am very troubled by the fact that Section 6103 has become a
serious impediment to effective citizen scrutiny and Congressional oversight of the
most powerful domestic agency of our government.

Think back for a minute to the circumstances surrounding the passage of Section
6103, which was hailed by most persons in and out of government. All of us had
watched in disbelief as the litany of abuses of American taxpayers unfolded. The
infamous list of "Enemies" is but the best known of these abuses. When Congress
acted in 1976, it did so against a backdrop of widespread misuse of tax returns and
return information by many government entities and officials. Quite literally out-
raged by what it saw, Congress enacted severe restrictions on the dissemi ation and
use of tax return information, with stringent sanctions for violations including
criminal sanctions. It is now clear that consequences wholly unintended by Congress

-have resulted from the passage of Section 6103
Some of us have accused the IRS of stretching the language of Section 6103

almost beyond recognition, in order to conceal evidence of embarrassing and unlaw-
ful conduct. We made that charge at least in part because we knew why Congress
had passed the law and we tended to read its provisions in light of that knowledge.
It now appears, however, in light of the Supreme Court's holding in the case of
Church of Scientology of California v. Internal Revenue Service, that no stretching of
language by the I was involved. Although evidence of internal wrongdoing has
been concealed behind the shield of Section 6103, and the agency has largely been
protected against effective citizen scrutiny and Congressional oversight, the Court
found that the Service has been acting within the letter of the law. As is all too
often the case these days, the clearly manifested intent of Congress in passing legis-
lation is of little interest or importance to the Supreme Court as presently constitut-
ed.

Perhaps the decision of the Court should not have come as such a complete sur-
prise. For whatever assistance they may be to the Subcommittee, I have attached
copies of two memoranda pertaining to Section 6103 that were written in 1978. The
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first, from an attorney in the Legislation and Special Projects Section of the Crimi-
nal Division, reached the conclusion that persons in the Department of Justice who
were charged with enforcing the Freedom of Information Act could not look at in-
formation received from the IRS for the purpose of determining whether it was tax
return information within the meaning of Section 6103, and thereby exempt from
release under the FOIA. The second memorandum is my comment on the first one,
reaching the opposite conclusion. Because it was a very serious and close question,
however, I sent copies of both memoranda to the Office of Information Law and
Policy for further consideration. These documents show quite clearly that Section
6103 was causing problems even for persons within the government who were acting
with the best of motives, as they tried conscientiously to comply with another im-
portant law.

Given the decision of the Supreme Court in the Scientology case, I believe that
there is no alternative to revisiting Section 6103 if we hope to have truly effective
oversight of the IRS. Neither this Subcommittee nor any other is going to get the
kind of outside assistance I described above uhtil this is done, because, in the
present circumstances, FOIA requests to the IRS are effectively DOA-dead on ar-
rival. This should not be allowed to continue, because the American people are enti-
tled to know to the fullest possible extent what this very powerful agency is doing,
and what it is not doing, and why. It is true that anecdotal evidence will always be
available, but they are not really a substitute for knowing on a systematic basis
what an agency is doing. The law enforcement and intelligence agencies in particu.
lar are expert at convincing Congress that individual "horror stories" are aberra-
tions and do not reflect agency policy, and that they never should have happened.
Such statements are customarily followed by assurances that new internal controls
have been instituted to ensure that such things will never happen again. The true
intent of most agencies in such a situation is rarely to ensure that such things
never happen again. The intent of the agency is almost always just to get Congress
off its back, and the agencies will make almost any representations in order to ac-
complish that end. Even when an agency is sincere, the constantly recurring pat-
tern of abuses by the law enforcement and intelligence agencies suggests that in-
grained bad habits will outlast sincerity almost every time.

It is highly likely that a truly comprehensive solution to the problems created by
Section 6103 will require time-time for detailed examination of the current situa-
tion and for careful consideration of possible alternatives. Should such a process be
initiated, I would urge Congress to remove the criminal sanctions from Section 6108
and, to be consistent, from the Privacy Act of 1974. If they are not removed, they
should be limited to the most carefully described, deliberate, egregious misconduct,
preferably involving specific intent on the part of the wrongdoer. The existence of
possible criminal sanctions in these Two statutes creates a situation in which all
doubts in the information area are resolved against disclosure, and where doubts
are even "created" where none ought to be perceived. For the most part, agencies
will seize on any rationale to defeat an FOIA request where the information is po-
tentially damaging to the agency. The existence of criminal sanctions for wrongful
disclosure is the best excuse of all. In most cases, the penalties for wrongful disclo-
sure or use should be civil in nature or, preferable, administrative. Fines, suspen-
sions, and dismissals from Federal service are sufficient sanctions in most cases.
Similar sanctions should then be put into the Freedom of Information Act. No one
should be disciplined for violating any one of the three statutes who was acting in
honest good faith and was trying to obey the law, not break it. Right now there are
no meaningful sanctions in the Freedom of Information Act, and there should be.
There are many other specific suggestions that will surface in- any comprehensive
re-examination of Section 6103, but this is not the time to attempt to list them.
There are, however, two changes that could easily be made in Section 6103, more or
less in the nature of a "quick fix," that would make a significant improvement in
the current situation.

Those two changes would be to amend Section 6103 to make it completely compat-
ible with the FOIA and the Privacy Act, and to ensure that Congress can get access
to information that would otherwise be protected by Section 6103. The Privacy Act
does not prohibit the disclosure of any information about a person that is "re-
quired" b the FOIA. That statute, in turn, requires the release of any requested
record, with or without redactions, where that would not produce a "clearly unwar-
ranted invasion of personal privacy" (5 U.S.C. 652(bX6), pertaining to non-law en-
forcement records) or an "unwarranted invasion of personal pr vacy" (5 U.S.C.
552(bX7XC), pertaining to law enforcement records). This suggestion reflects a judg-
ment on my part that tax returns and related records should have no more and no
less protection than, for example, medical records. If enacted into law, these
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changes in Section 6103 would not solve all of the problems now caused by the pro-
vision, but they would greatly improve our ability to know what the IRS is doing.
Possible language to effect these changes would be: "Nothing in this Section shall
authorize the denial of access to any record, portion of record, or compilation of
data, otherwise required to be released under 5 U.S.C. 552; nothing in this Section
shall authorize the denial of access to any record to Congress."

Mr. Chairman, whether the area of interest is the efficacy of the Taxpayers' Bill
of Rights, or any other aspect of the operations of the IRS, we will never know as
much about the topic as we should know until the barriers imposed by Section 6103
are removed or, at least, considerably lowered. This should be a matter on which
concerned citizens and the Congress can readily agree, and can work together to ac-
complish. If there is any way that I can be of assistance to the Subcommittee or its
staff, I would be extremely pleased to do so.
Attachment.
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TO: Frederick D. Hess
Deputy Chief
Legislation & Special Projects Section

FROM: Richard M. Evans, Attorney
Legislation & Special Projects Section

Subject: Privacy Act Requents for Material Obtained
From the IRS Pursuant to the Provisions of the
Tax Disclosufe Act of 1976.

A question has been raised as.tq whether personnel in

the FOX/PrivacY Act Unit can review the system of records

Swanih containstax material obtained trom the IRS pursuant

to the Tax Disclosure Provisions of the Tax Reform Act

of 1976"in order to process requests under the Privacy

Act.

Under 26 U.S.C. 6103(i) tax material obtained by the

Criminal Division-from the IRS pursuant to this provision

can be disclosed only to those personnel which are:

*directly engaged in and solely for their use in, preparation

for any administrative or judicial proceeding (or investigation

which may result in such a proceeding) pertaining to the

enforcement of a specifically designated Federal criminal

.tatte (not involving tax administration) to which the

United States or such agency is or may be a party."

Since personnel in the FOI/Privacy Act Unit would not

be engaged in preparation for any administrative or

Judicial proceeding pertaining 'to the enforcement of a

specifically designated Federal criminal statute it

would seem that they would be precluded from reviewing

tax material obtained nder this provision.

The only argument'which I can come up with which

would justify personnel in the FOI/Privacy Act Unit to

inspect tax material would be to say that since 'the

Privacy Act does contain criminal penalties that these

people would bg engaged in preparation for an administra-

* tive proceeding pert~ping to the enforcement of a

specifically designated Federal criminal statute, i.e.
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lbs Privacy Act. The problem with this argument is that

the statute is clear that disclosure can be made only to

those personnel involved in the investigation of the

criminal acts which werep't'ically designated when the

court order was obtained under 6103(i) (1) or when the

request was made by the AAG under 6103(i) (2) . Personnel

in the FOI/Privacy Act Unit would not come within that

category.

The FOX/Privacy Act Unit in the Tax Division does

review tax material obtained from the IRS under 26 U.S.C.

6103(h), on the theory that every attorney in the Tax

Division is engaged in tax administration. fo4iever,

6103(h) provides that tax material obtained from the IRS

pursuant to that provision may be disclosed only to

attorneys "personally and directly engaged in, and solely

for their use in preparation for any proceeding (or

investigation which atay result in such a proceeding)

before a Federal grand jury or any Federal or State court

in a matter involving tax administration; . . It

would seem that this provision would not allow Tax

Division attorneys who are handling FOI/Privacy Act

requests to inspect tax material since they are not

preparing for a proceeding before a Federal grand jury

or any Federal or State court proceeding. The fact that

all Tax Division attorneys may be said to be involved

-in "tax administration" is irrelevant. The key is not

whether an attorney is involved in "tax administration"

but whether he is involved in a proceeding before a

Federal grand jury or in any Federal or State court

involving tax administration.

It would seem to me then that the Criminal Division

has as much justification as the Tax Division to review

records from the IRS for Privacy Act purposes. The problem
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is that I do not think that either the Tax Division or

Criminal Division has a persuasive argument to review

tax records obtained from the IRS for Privacy Act purposes.

As I reported to you earlier, some time ago I

contacted a Ms. Gloria Gross over in IRS and posed the

problem to her. After'checking with her superiors she

informed me that the procedure we should use when we

get a Privacy Act request concerning tax material obtained

from the IRS is that we should send a cover letter to

IRS along with (1) a copy of the court order or our

request to IRS pursuant to which we obtained the documents;

(2) copies of the material IRS sent to us; and (3) a copy

of the taxpayerkPrivacy Act request. The cover letter

should be sent to: Howard T. Martin

Director, Disclosure Operations Division,

Internal Revenue Service

Attn: Freedom of Information Branch.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DAM 1In memorandum
ATT"aOs Quinlan J. Shea, Jr., Director

Office of Privacy and Information Appeals
gUOJWCT

Tax Materials

To, Frederick D. Hess, Deputy Chief
Legislation & Special Projects Section
Criminal Division

You have asked us to comment on the memorandum of your
attorney Richard M. Evans, which reaches the alarming conclu-
sion that Criminal Division (and, for that matter, Tax Division)
personnel have no authority to review certain records when
administering the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts.

As you know, this Office always begins with the premise that
one should not lightly conclude that Congress has prohibited
that which it has otherwise commanded be done. The Freedom of
Information and Privacy Acts require processing -- initially
and upon administrative appeal -- of Department of Justice
"agency records," presumably including those obtained from
I.R.S. records. The Tax Reform Act, then, must be read if
possible not to prohibit -- and, preferably, affirmatively to
authorize -- our review of tax returns and tax return informa-
tion for the narrow purpose of carrying out our statutory
responsibilities. To avoid, therefore, what we would view as
an absurd and unnecessary result, we focus not on 26 U.S.C.
6103(h) (2), relied on by Mr. Evans, but on 26 U.S.C. 6103(h)(4),
which reads:

(4) Disclosure in Judicial and administrative tax
proceedings. A return or return Information may be dis-
Closed in a Federal or State judicial or administrative
proceeding pertaining to tax administration, but only --

(B) if the treatment of an item reflected
on such return is directly related to the resolution
of an issue in the proceedings

Wo believe that Department of Justice FOIA/PA personnel --
yours, the Tax Division's and ours included -- are persons
who require access to tax returns and tax return information
in the course of administrative proceedings within the meaning
of Section 6103. Because we are to determine whether this
information shall or shall not be disclosed, we are necessarily
entitled to access to it. If a mandate not to disclose in-
formation is other than self-administering, it follows that
someone must make the review necessary to ensure compliance
with that mandate. Accordingly, I view processing for F.O.I.A.
and Privacy Act purposes as itself the "administrative proceeding
pertaining to tax administraTion"wwhich Mr. Evans seems unable
to find. Our reading of the Tax Reform Act has this further
advantage -- while section (h)(2) is limited to "attorneys,"
(h) (4) is not so limited and encompasses, therefore, the an-
alysts, paralegals, clerks and secretaries in our respective
offices.

I have sent a copy of your note, Mr. Evans memorandum and
this response to Mr. Saloschin, Office of Information Law and
Policy.

cot Mr. Robert Saloschin
Office of Information Law and Policy
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STATEMENT OF THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY INTERNATIONAL

Thank -you, Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to provide our view on
the effect the omnibus Taxpayer Bill of Rights is having to ensure the protection of
basic taxpayer rights and the need for measures to ensure public accountability and
oversight of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).

The Omnibus Taxpayer Bill of Rights represents landmark legislation that provid-
ed the American taxpayer with fundamental procedural rights and other vital tools
to protect taxpayers from potential IRS abuse. Thanks to your efforts, Mr. Chair-
man, the Taxpayer Bill of Rights enactment in 1988 marked the first time in the
history of the United States that a piece of legislation has been passed which is
aimed solely at helping the taxpayer.

As David Burnham notes in his book A Law Unto Itself- Power, Politics and the
IRS, the IRS is the largest law enforcement agency in the United States and the
single most powerful bureaucracy in the world. Yet, the IRS is shrouded In secrecy
and less accountable to the press and the public than any other Federal agency.

The Church of Scientology is committed to measures that protect the tax a er
from IRS abuse and provide redress when abuse does occur. Through public infor-
mation campaigns and cooperative efforts with other concerned organizations, we
have worked to ensure public scrutiny and accountability of the IRS.

Recently, as part of a broad campaign to educate the public concerning the Impor-
tant taxpayer rights contained in this legislation and ways to use those rights, we
published a guidebook on taxpayer rights entitled How To Protect Your Rights As A
Taxpayer. Over 40,000 copies of this guidebook has been distributed free of charge to
state and Federal legislators, public interest groups, libraries and concerned taxpay-
ers.While the Taxpayer Bill of Rights has gone far to protect taxpayers' rights in
dealing with the IRS, abuses continue and additional IRS reforms are needed. Con-
gress must continue to investigate and monitor IRS actions to ensure compliance
with the law. Other steps to improve taxpayer rights are still needed. One area of
great concern is that there is virtually no IRS accountability to the press and gener-
al public to ensure that it is functioning properly. This is not to say that Congress is
abdicating its responsibility in this important oversight area. This Subcommittee
has conducted responsible and effective oversight of the IRS. However, IRS practices
and procedures have grown too complex for any one entity, including the U.S. Con-
gress, to sufficiently monitor.

From the founding of our nation, we have understood that an informed citizenry
and a free flow of information and ideas is essential to a democracy. The curtain of
secrecy that has fallen over the IRS must be lifted. Section 6103 of the Internal Rev-
enue Code must be amended to ensure that the IRS is held accountable to the
public. Access to information regarding the Service's practices and procedures by
the press, the media, the academic community and interested private citizens all
contribute to the effective oversight of the agency.

Yet, contrary to the intent of Congress, 16103 of the Internal Revenue Code, as
currently interpreted and applied by the IRS, provides a shield for the IRS to cover
up its own questionable activities and to avoid public scrutiny of its operations.

This is ironic, as Congress passed 96103 to stem the countless instances of IRS
abuse, not to cover up such abuses at the expense of taxpayer rights. This legisla-
tion resulted from Congressional concern over evidence that was uncovered demon-
strating governmental abuse of tax information for political purposes. The IRS had
engaged in the wholesale disclosure of confidential information to other government
iagencies-not the public or Congress-for improper and politically partisan pur-
poses. The legislative history underlying the Tax Reform Act of 1976 makes it clear
that the overriding purpose of revising §6103 was to protect citizen tax information
from misuse by the White House, the IRS and other Executive Branch agencies.
Congress was particularly concerned over the misuse of return information for po-
litically partisan pur as the IRS had become a virtual "lending library of confi-
dential tax information" to various agencies. See S. Rep. No. 94-938 (1976); 122
Cog. Rec. 24012-24013 (1976) (Remarks of Senators Pole and Weicker).

disclosures of taxpayer information to other government agencies-the con-
ern that led to the passage of §6103-have continued and are massive, even if they
are for aparently letimate purposes. During 1984 for example, the IRS made
7,441 disclosures to the Department of Justice and other Federal agencies, 157 mil-
lion disclosures to Federal agencies for "statistical" purposes, and 89 million disclo-
sures to state tax agencies. In addition to these disclosures, the IRS on 1.2 million
occasions provided information to Federal, state and local agencies for the purpose
of alleged child-support enforcement. See Commissioner's/Chief Counsel's Annual
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Report, 1985. It is again ironic that while disclosure of taxpayer information contin-
ues at such a rate, the IRS is using §6103. to prevent taxpayers from examining the
inner workings of the agency.

Ever since the Tax Reform Act's passage, the IRS has attempted to alter the pur-
pose of §6103 from a protection of the citizenry from public abuse to a shield for the
IRS to resist public exposure and oversight of its activities to the detriment of basic
taxpayer rights. People should have a right to obtain information regarding IRS ac-
tions that have a direct effect on the public, while the confidentiality of third party
tax information is preserved.

Section 6103 serves an important purpose by protecting a taxpayer's right to pri-
vacy. However, there is simply no *reason to prohibit disclosure of return informa-
tion that does not directly or indirectly identify a taxpayer. In fact, the ten year
history of the IRS's application of 6103, before the Service began to misuse it to
impede public oversight, clearly bears this out. During extensive disclosure litiga-
tion involving the application of §6103 in this ten year period, the IRS was unable to
produce ONE case where a taxpayer's privacy had been violated by the IRS's re-
eaeof documents after removing all identifying taxpayer information. The inabil-
ity of the Service to produce just one example from a period spanning ten years
while arguing that such might hypothetically occur, indicate that the argument was
a hollow one with no practical or factual basis. The record shows the removal of
identifying taxpayer information clearly protects the inviolate privacy rights of tax-)ayer.

The current interpretation and application of §6103 by the IRS undermines the
broad disclosure policy articulated in the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) to
open an agency's administrative processes to the scrutiny of the press and the gen-
eral public. As David Burnham notes in his book, this statute hinders Congress, the
)ress and public to examine the performance of the IRS and to expose and root out
abuse. This statute should be revised to require the release of anonymous tax infor-
mation while continuing to preserve the privacy of information that can be directly
or indirectly associated with a particular taxpayer.

Section 6103 should be able to coexist harmoniously with the Freedom of Informa-
Uon Act, balancing the right to privacy with the public's right to understand the
workings of the IRS. The IRS should not be provided a virtual blanket exemption

,om the Freedom of Information Act, as allowing it to shroud itself in secrecy is
tithetical to a democracy, creates an environment for potential abuse, and fosters
•0 perception that the IRS is above the law. Effective public and Congressional

oversight of the IRS through amendment of §6103 will greatly enhance taxpayers'
ights by holding the IRS accountable for programs and procedures that do not
omply with the law.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide our views to the subcommittee. Thank

Fou.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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National Association of Enrolled Agents
6000 Executive Blvd.

Suite 205
Rockville, Maryland 20852

301/984-6232

STATEMENT
ON

8ENATS FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE'S
REVIEW OF TAXPAYERS' BILL OF RIGHTS

The National Association of Enrolled Agents has
received reports from practitioners of two areas where the
Taxpayer Bill of Rights is not fulfilling its original
intent One of the areas involves the insistence of the
auditor/agent to audit the taxpayer without the taxpayers
representative present, or insist a taxpayer be present
even though a representative has a valid POA.

In addition, the Taxpayer Bill of Rights does not
address the abusive use of administrative procedures,
which may be "'legal" and "proper", but certainly not in
the spirit of the legislation.

The Manhattan (NYC) District Office of the Internal
Revenue Service requested in January 1990 numerous
extensions of the statutory period for assessment of tax
on 1986 returns that were still in their inventory of
unclosed cases. In all the cases that we are familiar
with, each open case is now being handled by the 3rd or
4th auditor/agent since the Spring of B (mostly
trainees).

These "routine" audits have now placed considerable
and unnecessary stress on the taxpayer by the repetitive
nature of the process. After working on a case for almost
1 1/2 - 2 years, the current auditor/agent either tries to
by pass a valid POA. and/or requests an extension for an
additional 15 months (June 30, 1991) on the threat of
disallowing all (or most) of the deductions in question,
and closing the case as "unagreed". This puts the taxpayer
in an unnecessarily stressful and costly position.

Since these problems apparently stem from a breakdown
in the administration of the Audit Division, not only in
the Manhattan District but also in other areas of the
United States, the concomitant result has been to use
administrative abuse in its immediate resolution. This
must be addressed by Congress and changed, either through
corrective legislation, or additional funding for the
administrative functions of the Internal Revenue Service.
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL TREASURY EMPLOYEES UNION

Nearly three years ago, revenue officers of the Internal Revenue Service sat
before a Senate subcommittee and recounted sometimes shocking stories of seizures,
levies and liens they were being forced to perform, all to meet IRS production
quotas.

They spoke of management's workplace signs reading, "Seizure Fever-Catch It."
They said that to get a good job evaluation IRS managers directed them to close so
many cases, bring in so many revenue dollars, and the taxpayers be damned. The
IRS employees told these tales of horror and said they wanted it to stop.

Congress listened to the employees and to the outraged and abused taxpayers who
testified, and Congress acted. The enacted Taxpayers' Bill of Rights mandated IRS
to halt the use of enforcement statistics in job performance evaluations. IRS then
complied, writing regulations and developing a certification and review procedure to
ensure enforcement goals for workers were not set.

The National Treasury Employees Union is convinced that IRS Commissioner
Fred Goldberg, and his predecessor Lawrence Gibbs, operated with complete sinceri-
ty in creating what they believed to be satisfactory checks against production quota
misuse.

But with a government agency struggling under a $820 million, two-year budget
shortfall, Congress would be naive to believe the quota problems are solved.

An almost year-long hiring freeze and five month promotion restriction have tied
a tourniquet around the IRS workforce, generating a revenue collection system
about to burst under pressure.

While the tax collection workforce shrinks, the number of tax returns filed in-
creases. When a senior revenue officer leaves with no replacement, junior staff with
inadequate training must fill the gap. Under these pressure cooker conditions, how
can IRS, Congress and the taxpaying public truly accept that production stresses
have been lifted from employee shoulders?

The Taxpayers' Bill of Rights in many ways creates only the illusion of comfort.
Lots more head and leg room for taxpayers. A smoother ride for Congress. But the
engine running the tax system is faulty and threatens to stall at any moment.

Only a greater long-term investment in the IRS by Congress and the administra-
tion will enable the Taxpayer Bill of Rights to achieve its desired effect. Until that
happens, all the spit and polish rubbed on by Congress will not help restore our cor-
ring revenue collection system.

The National Treasury Employees Union represents approximately 105,000 Inter-
nal Revenue Service employees nationwide, plus 35,000 Federal workers in the U.S.

uhstomn Service, Department of Health and Human Services and other Federal gov-
ernment agencies.
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BRYANT H. PRENTICE, JR.
468 CROCKER SPERRY DRIVE

SANTA BARRARACALIPORNIA 93108

May 20, 1990

Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
Senate Finance Committee
8D-205
Washington, DC 20510

Ed Mihalskd
Minority Chief of Staff
SH-208
Washington, DC 20510

Re: Taxpayer's Bill of Rights

Dear Me. Wilcox and Mr. Mihalski:

May I have your attention for five minutes please.

There are two procedures used by the I.R.S. which are undoubtedly
unconstitutional, but also would be labeled fraudulent, if engaged In by
private businesses.

One is the I.R.S. remedy for Its own inefficiency: the request to the
taxpayer for an extension of the statute of limitations. If the taxpayer
refuses, the Service bills him arbitrarily with its assessment of the tax owed.
The taxpayer's only recourse is to sue the U.S. Government for a refund

Second Is the reliance by the Service on a computer program to
communicate with the taxpayer when an error in his return is perceived.
Apparently this system includes placing lions indisc1minately on the
taxpayers assets!

In my case the I.R.S. claimed erroneouly a little less than $500.00 for
the tax years 1974-76; the claim beigg made in 1988. I had signed a waiver
of the statute of limitations.

In April of 1989 the I.R.S. froze all mZ assets which amounted to

approximately I million dollars.

Herewith are further details. -

ANYTHINGO I CAN DO, I USED TO DO DETTr." 13.HP. JR. 398
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Page Two

I was a party to a Tax Court Case which finally was settled in early
1988. However, prior to the time of settlement, I paid in full the estimated
amount due, including interest, in December, 1986. Nevertheless, the Internal
Revenue Service In late 1988 sent notices out computing the tax and interest
to the day of the notice even though payments were made. In addition, one
of the payments was missing from my account. My attorneys' letters on this
matter were routinely Ignored by the Service. Finally, on April 30, 1989,
after Ignoring my attorney's letter of April 17, 1989, the Internal Revenue
Service frose my entire account at Tucker Anthony & R.L. Day for a disputed
amount of less than $500.

My portfolio of assets in excess of $3,000,000 was frozen because of a
mere $500 dispute. My dividend and/or interest checks were impounded
because of this minor dispute.

Finally, after contacting the National Problem Resolution Office in
Washington, D.C., the levy was released on May 27, 1989, approximately one
month later.

The Internal Revenue Service at times could not locate my files nor could
anyone answer my requests or my attorney's request for answers.

The above problem is not unique. Other taxpayers have experienced the
same problems. Protection should be given to taxpayers from the abusive
tactics of the Internal Revenue Service. One area that needs to be addressed
is the freezing of a taxpayers entire account for an amount less than the
balance in the account Another is the catch 22 effect of the I.R.S. Policy
on the statute of limitations.

If any additional Information is requested, feel free to contact me.

Please advise me what action your office is taking to correct these
patently abusive practices by the I.R.S.

Very 4At yr ,

Mr. H. Prentice, Jr.
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STEVE COWPER

STATE or ALASKA
OFrCE a tE OOVcNOR

Jun~ KAI

March 30, 1990

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
205 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The State of Alaska appreciates the opportunity to comment on the
Administration's revenue-raising proposal which would mandate
social security payments by students employed part-time or
temporarily by state colleges and universities. I urge Congress
to reject this proposal. It sends the wrong message at a time
when the U.S. is seeking ways to the decline in our educational
system and, in turn, our international competitiveness.

The proposal would directly affect many students from lower and
middle income backgrounds who depend upon these work programs to
pay for a major portion of their higher education expenses. The
7.65 percent of the student's salary that would be deducted from
each paycheck for Social Security would cause real hardship for
many of these students, without generating substantial revenue
for the federal government. State universities and colleges
would also be obligated to pay part of the social security tax,
which would make the work programs more expensive and probably
reduce the number of students that could be served by them.

Many of Alaska college students rely on part-time or temporary
work to supplement their college expenses. The University of
Alaska's branch in Fairbanks, the state's largest school, hires
about 900 students annually for part-time or temporary positions.
Starting salaries range from $4.65 to $8.37 per hour and can
eventually be raised to $5.65 to $10.17. Students earn on the
average $5,500 per year, working from 10-to-15 hours a week, with
20 hours being the maximum work limit except during holidays and
summer. The University has not reserved contingency funds to
meet the increased costs that would be associated with this
proposal, which would cost the Fairbanks campus roughly $400,000
annually. As a result, the University might have to reduce its
student work force-by approximately 73 student positions, and the
other campuses in Alaska would also be forced to follow suit.

Finally, I would like to point out that the Administration has
not shown any health or welfare necessity for extending Social
Security coverage to these students. The Social Security Trust
Fund is running a current surplus and that excess is not being
put at risk by the exclusion of this small class of students. On
the contrary, once these students graduate from school, their
chances of finding higher paying employment and contributing more
to the Social Security Trust Fund over the long run will be
increased.

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss this important matter.

Steve Cowper
Governor

0
35-256 (172)


